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PREFACE
On May 7, 2009, members of the Society for the Study of
Midwestern Literature gathered in East Lansing for its thirty-ninth
annual meeting. Highlights included three sessions celebrating the
centennial of Gene Stratton-Porter's A Girl of the Limberlost and the
Mark Twain Award Panel on the work of Scott Russell Sauders. At
the awards banquet ou Friday night, the Society preseuted two David
Diamond Student Writing Prizes: to Stephanie Carpenter for "Doctor
aud Patient;' and to Matthew Low for "John Neihardt Writes: Textual
Appropriations of Indigenous Storytelling:' The co-winners of the
Gwendolyn Brooks Poetry Prize award were Ed Morin for "Yes" and
Roy Seeger for "Diminishing Returns:' The Paul Somers Prize for
Creative Prose went to Dawn Comer for "Raised in a Com Palace:'
Loren Logsdon received the MidAmericaAward and the Mark Twain
Award went to Scott Russell Sanders.
SSML is currently operating at a loss due to increased expenses
in publishing its journals and convening its annual symposium. A
major gift from the late Jane S. Bakerman has enabled us to continue
our work while we seek to establish a more stable financial footing
for the work ahead. SSML is also grateful to the following members
and friends who have made contributions in addition to their dues.
As more such contributions are received, and earlier ones are discovered in searching the archives, we will add more names to this
Honor Roll: Walter Adams, David D. Anderson, Robert Beasecker,
Gwendolyn Brooks, Ray B. Browne, Mary Ellen Caldwell, Louis J.
Cantoni, G.B. Crump, David Diamond, Bernard F. Engel, Kenneth
B. Grant, Philip A. Greasley, Theodore Haddin, Donald Hassler,
Janet Ruth Heller, Ted Kennedy, Jean Laming, Barbara Lindquist,
Larry Lockridge, Loren Logsdon, Bud Narveson, Marcia Noe, Mary
Obuchowski, Tom Page, E. Elizabeth Raymond, Herbert K. Russell,
James Seaton, Guy Szuberla, Doug Wixson, Melody Zajdel, and the
family and friends of Paul Somers.
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The Time I Took Patsy Higgins Up to Holy Redeemer

THE TIME I TOOK PATSY WALKER UP TO
HOLY REDEEMER
MARYMINOCK

to pray for sinners and to sit
in awe in that big romanesque amber candle light
of a gray March afternoon in a
one true and only holy apostolic church
with her and her little hillbilly hiccup
and clearing of her throat
and with her protestant residual
from her grandmother
like an our father called a lord's prayer
with extra unnecessary words
and only one other now-I-lay-me-down-to-sleep
prayer besides
like Kool-Aid at that baptist wedding
Mama took me to on Fort Street
with little stingy sandwiches
and bride in a white suit instead
of a long-trained gown
and didn't she even have a hat
let alone a veil
and it sure didn't last long
not much to it
and saw Patsy's big blue protestant child eyes
open wider than my eyes
because of course I was used to it
and to hear Mrs. Reid
practicing an agnus dei on the organ
trying to get at some measure
something on the organ something in the stops
8

9

and taught her the sign of the cross
and she so game, devout, aping me and even
the ladies there to light candles
dipping their hands into the holy water
on a Saturday afternoon with the weather warming
, and it being the third or fourth Saturday in lent
I don't remember which
and all of us knowing the dark time would be coming to an end
in Alleluia He has risen
and then Mrs. Reid would be pulling out
all the stops
was the day I knew I was making progress,
would be storing up some grace in heaven,
returning one, the first of many I'd return,
to do my part to amend
the mess that Martin Luther made
by not being patient
not to mention
he later married a nun
and it would have to be
in a protestant ceremony
with God-knows-what refreshments
although in those days they didn'thave Kool-Aid,
and Patsy had a conversion before my eyes
like coming home to m~gic and sure it was
with all the side altars and the infant
of Prague in the comer
along with a pair of crutches on the side
of Saint Joseph's altar that I'd never seen before
and didn't see again and wondered about it
but I could explain it, for it must have been
a miracle, the lame walking,
and I knew that I could do it myself
if need be, I didn't need to be a priest to do it:
I baptize thee in the name
of the father, son and holy ghost
if only I had water not grape juice
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or beer or the high-balls that filled so many glasses
at a catholic wedding
or protestant could-you-believe-it
Kool-Aid at a wedding
cheap and Mama saying,
Well you know those baptists
don't drink, but I thought at a wedding at least ....
but then the wedding was over
and Mama and I were leaving,
walking home, and Mama calculating
the cost of the pillow cases and sheets
and saying cheap, and the cake was a mix, and
Well, I'm still hungry
so we stopped at the greasy spoon
on Junction and Fort for a nice hamburger,
and I was so glad I was part of the one true and only holy,
and poor Patsy never even went to church at all
before I started her on the course to conversion
she being my best friend.
Madonna University

FELLA WITH AN UMBRELLA: FINDING JOy
ON THE AUTISM SPECTRUM
DAWN COMER

I'm just afella, afella with an umbrella,
Glad to see the skies of blue have turned into skies of gray.
-Irving Berlin, "Fella with an Umbrella"
LolliLolliPopPopPop, LolliLolliPopPopPop.
Words tumble from my mouth, my arms and legs swing and twitch.
Stand, sit. Stand, sit. Spit spatters green plastic, making shiny bubbles on the Christtnas plate. Mommy's hands hold my wrists, her
mouth makes words, but I understand only the tightness of her grip;
the pulling of me to her as words keep tumbling from somewhere deep
inside and far beyond. LolliLolliPopPopPop, LolliLolliPopPopPop.
Saying this is helping somehow, but I don't know how, only that I must
say LolliLolliPopPopPop, and I cannot stop from saying
LolliLolliPopPopPop even as Mommy tries to make me stop but I cannot stop, can only say LolliLolliPopPopPop over and over and over
again. Body folds in on itself, melts off the chair and I flail, spilling
purple juice over tan turkey and white potato paste and rough brown
stuffing and slimy green bean goop and bumpy red jello. And I see
this all happening as if it isn't even me in this body, just me on the outside, the words, LolliLolliPopPopPop, LolliLolliPopPopPop, beating
inside my head, keeping me in this place and out of it. Voices hit me,
slap me from every direction.
Stop! Stop it now!
Do you want a time out?
Can't you control him?
Mommy, what's Elliot doing? Why does he keep saying that?
Bad.
Elliot, just look at me, listen to me. Please, baby, please.
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But I can't do anything but be who I am and where I am in this place,
and not who I am and not where I am all at the same time. Mommy
has wrapped her arms around my chest tight, too tight, and my teeth
find her and my mouth closes and my chant stops and I am moving now
across the scratchy blue carpet, down the hall, away from the lights
and the sounds and the smells of Christmas and I go someplace else,
not just to Grandma and Grandpa's bedroom where Mommy drags me
and holds me and makes angry andfearful sounds at me, but to a place
where I don't have to be where I am, where my biting stops, my spitting stops, the LolliLolliPopPopPop, LolliLolliPopPopPop stops, and
I stand and walk to the window, and the sun is shining and it is beautiful and now I am Cinderella and I say that the day is beautiful and
ask if I can go outside, but I'm not even asking Mommy, just telling
myself that I will, and in the middle of all her rush of sounds I hear
"time out" and my screams rip through me and I am on theflooragain,
kicking hard, my head banging backwards against the bedroom door.
22, 2007
Side by side they sit atop upturned white plastic buckets, knees
spread, hands busy and black with the stain of walnuts. The older
man, the grandfather, knows the young boy better than the boy knows
himself, maybe better even than his own mother knows him,at least
in certain regards. They have a task to complete and that is enough.
Any talk is incidental, sporadic. In the corner of the shed rests a red
Hills Bros. coffee can, emptied of rusty screws and bolts and meant
for the boy's use should he have to pee.
Rough worn big hands break through the soft blackened hull with
a remembered certainty of how walnuts are to be shucked. Smooth
new small hands smear the dark old stain on new tan pants. The boy
is sitting still now. Not spinning. Not screaming. Not singing
LolliLolliPopPopPop, LolliLolliPopPopPop. Not Sw'ftching in and
out of other characters, other personalities, at a frenetic and frightening speed. And even though the grandfather had been angry with
the little boy, had just hours before brought a belt out to the kitchen
ready to strap the boy into the chair if he would not sit still, had even
told the boy's mother, "I'm not the problem, you're the problem;'
something in him now knows this is not the case. Something in all
of them at this Christmas gathering-grandfather and grandmother,
aunt and uncle and cousins, the great-uncle who lives as a hermit
except on occasions such as these, the baby sister who at six months
DECEMBER
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seems to recognize it is only her brother who screams like this, and
even the mother-something in them knows, if not quite what, that
something about this boy is different. Something is maybe even
painfully different.
They say that this man was once like this little boy, that the grandson is a mirror of the grandfather's childhood. "In the house where
I grew up;' the grandfather says, "you can still see where my head
made dents in the plaster:' Or at least, you could see see those dents
if the house were not occupied by the man's younger brother, a man
whose head may not have put dents in the walls but whose entire life
has been marked by walls put up to keep out the entire world, family
included. But the little boy and the man, not the the man's brother,
are the subject of this story, or at least the subject insofar as there is
one. Who knows? That may change and the brother may become the
subject. Maybe even the mother. But back to the boy and the man
whose story this is so far.
There is, or so it would seem, one cardinal difference between the
boy and the man. Up to this point, the boy's three and a half years of
life experiences have not led him to distrust people and the world,
have not colored his perspective on every social interaction so that
others are always the enemy and closeness is always suspect and dangerous. No, this boy is all about closeness and hugs and contact,
about kisses and performance, about twirling around and around and
around with his opened umbrella on both rainy and sunny days, his
very person radiating joy. The man, he has his own joys, but they are
less about people than about his garden and his cat Ezra, brought back
to life by prayer and Robitussln in the dead of winter. The boy's worst
punishment is to be left alone. The man's greatest joy is to be by himself in his garden or, if not alone, in the company of his trusted and
forever faithful wife, his one true friend, his guide through this world
of threat and confusion.
They fight me and I run in circles, around and around and around
inside the pen of chicken wire with holes that aren't even round like
holes should be, holes with sharp angles made with twisted wire that
aren't even circles. Always Grandma's chickens fight me, kicking up
gray dust to hide inside, and I am mad because I don't understand
why they just won't leave me alone, why they won't stop fighting, why
they have to fight dirty like this. Clouds of gray and I can't see them
coming, my feet kickingfaster, running now, squawks and clucks tearing at my ears, beaks like bullets exploding on my ankles. Big Red is
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on me, an overhead attack, talons in my shoulder like Grandma s
darning needles, and I am hurt and madat these chickens that won't
leave me alone, these stupid birds, always fighting, me running
through the skittery mass of them, swinging my stick at them, and I
kick up my own dust, run harder, run all the way through them to
swing wide Grandma s back door, to yell, "Grandma, Grandma, the
chickens won't stop fighting me!" hoping she'll pick up her red-handled broom, believing she will come outside to help me, but Grandma
looks at me and shakes her head and clicks her tongue and sighs, her
back turning to me, turning back to her bowl of pitted cherries, her
cup of sugar, her green-jade pie plate with the crinkled edge, covered
with a tan bottom crust. "Grandma," I yell, my body tense and
twitchy, the stick in my hand at the ready, "Grandma, make the chickens stop fighting me!" The sweet white sugar spills over the sour red
cherries, the empty cup returns to the counter, Grandma turns to me
and throws up her hands and I watch the movement of her sun-peeled
lips as they open and close, shifting into shapes wide and open, then
tight and squinty, her teeth once touching her lips, pressing down into
them tight before releasing into an open "0." I watch her lips and I
hear her words, but I can't tell if they come at the same time as the
movement of her lips or if they wait there in the air, hang there waiting for the lips to stop so my ears can work, but however it all happens I hear her voice saying, "Well, Roger, you stop fighting those
fool birds and they'll stop fighting you." I know the words, but still
they make no sense, no sense at all, and so I say again what I said
before, "But I can't stop fighting them because they'refighting me."
But Grandma just shakes her head, turns to her counter with its
gleaming metal edge, stirs sugar into cherries, her words, "I just
don't know what gets into you, Roger," softer than the soft clang of
wooden spoon against metal bowl. I stand for a moment inside, but
then outside I hear the soft cluck of hens, the scritch-scratch of claws
in dirt, the sound of waiting chickens. ErErErErERRRRR! Big Reds
battle cry. Too close and I grab my ears against the pain. I rush outside, hear the bang of the door like a distant explosion, run back to
the fight I must finish, the fight I didn't start, the fight that is all their
fault, these chickens who won't leave me alone.
DECEMBER 22, 2007
Between the two of them, this boy and this man, there's not a great
give-and-take conversation. The man may ask questions about the
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boy's baby sister, but whether or not the boy responds with sensible
answers is beside the point. Instead the boy may say, "Cinderella has
a beautiful blue dress;' or, "Look, Grandpa! There's a paperclip in the
comei'! I wonder what that is doing there:' And the man might say,
"Is that so?" followed with, "You know, these walnuts could stain your
hands for days;' Or he might just as well burst into singing "Hello,
Dolly;' knowing the boy will likely sing along.
The mother of the boy sees and hears and knows all these things
but has not yet begun to make sense of them. And she won't even
begin to, at least not for a few more days when terms like "Asperger's
Syndrome;' "Autism Spectrum Disorders;' and "Pervasive
Developmental Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified" enter her regular
vocabulary. These words will become the mother's lens for understanding her relationships with her father, her uncle, herself, and most
of all her son. All she knows right now about her father is how frustrated she has always been, how overlooked she has felt, how misunderstood and inconsequential her goals and dreams and life felt in
conversation with this man who seldom asked about her and, when
he did, couldn't listen or follow up on anything, spiraling off instead
into a monologues about how one day his co-workers' carelessness
would get him killed on the job, about Wendy's dollar menu where
he could feed his wife and himself for it mere three dollars including
a frosty, about how to tie a bowline knot.
But in this moment, on this day so close to Christmas, God or
nature or whatever is to blame or thank struck the family with a force
stronger than lightning, casting everybody apart to grieve and to
begin making peace with both new and old conflicts. To understand
that maybe all this mess wasn't simply the fault of poor parenting or
inborn rebellion, that maybe the answer was not simply to spank the
child hard and often. At the center of all this sat the boy, a child of
three years and six months who knew nothing beyond the agony of
losing control and the restoration of walnut-shucking.
This is not a Christmas miracle story, at least not in the traditional
Christmas card sense. There is no singular moment of joyous epiphany
where you can watch the family standing outside bundled in warm woolen
clothes, singing carols as fresh snow falls to the ground and above them all
a star quite brighter than the rest shines the way to salvation. On this night,
at the close of it, you would see the boy's father enter the scene to find the
mother sobbing. You would hear the mother's uncle tell the boy's father that
the boy, just like his grandfather before him, needs to be beaten (and even
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then, of course, he would never change), hear the boy's father repeat to the
mother what her uncle has just said. You would taste the mother's burnt-coffee curses sentencing her uncle to hell and you would feel the peace-making
aunt's soft hands on the mother's shoulders, ushering outside this mother
who hurls to the deck the plastic bag of Christmas leftovers in Cool Whip
containers, needing something to break so she can feel less broken inside.
You would find the boy's father carrying the boy-hands stained with walnuts, pants wet with pee-away from his grandfather's shed, putting him in
the car beside his baby sister who does not recognize any of this as out of the
ordinary, just the way things are in this moment. You would watch hurried
goodbyes between the boy's mother and her own mother. Lots of tears. Lots
of crying. Nobody knowing exactly what is happening or what will come
next. But you would see a Christmas miracle story, perhaps, one in its
birthing. Bloody and loud. Muscles tight and shuddering. Souls guarded.
An impossible miracle full of a wanting that all should be over even when
all was just beginning.
And yet, as the silver Prizm pulled out of the driveway, separating the boy and his family from his grandparents, great-uncle, aunt
and uncle and cousins, a peace as new and true as the night was dark
and cold entered in. Though for years this family had longed for a
miracle, nobody ever really believed the miracle would happen, let
alone that it could happen in such a distressed, chaotic, near-violent
time, could be so total. Within days, daughters forgave a father, a
wife understood a husband and forgave herself, and the man who was
both father and grandfather had a way of thinking about himself that
made sense at last, going beyond his being different and difficult and
misunderstood. Asperger's Syndrome. Autism spectrum disorders.
At last the man and the family had words to make sense of his social
awkwardness, boorish monologues, incomplete conversations,
oppositional tendencies, black-and-white thinking, sensory sensitivities, and, oh, so many other things. But this is all b~coming technical. There are, after all, stories that show all this.
Picking sour cherries by the bowlful teases out memories of
childhood visits to Grandma and Grandpa Burns.
Ladders in trees, white sheet against green grass.
Do I remember or just imagine another July day, three decades
past?
Cherries fall from the tree, shaken out or just plucked and
dropped, rolling into the center andfunneled into white plastic buckets while my grandmother sorts and pits cherries into a stainless steel
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bowl beside her. Summer. Near the tree closest to the house a merrygo-round fashioned from a long plank secured to a rotating metal
base grounded in concrete. Me, belly on the plank, spinning, watching the ground whiz by beneath, legs straight back then dropping,
knee~ bent, feet dragging, slowing my spin.
JULY 5, 2008
Always-in the background and off to the side-there was Uncle
Norman. Uncle Norman, who had time for children, showing us
Frisbees spinning on fingers, gyroscopes spinning across tables.
Uncle Norman, talking about what makes tops and Frisbees and
merry-go-rounds, what makes even planets and solar systems spin
and rotate. Physics and mathematics wrapped up inside his head and
spilling out of his mouth. Uncle Norman, the misfit of the Bums family, which was itself a collection of misfits out of sync and at odds
with the larger community. Uncle Norman, whose brief encounter
with the terrors of college social life outweighed his love of mathematics. Uncle Norman, the child who never left home, the man who
gathered eggs, baled hay, milked cows, talked math. A puzzle to me.
I watched him with my father and I sympathized. I neither understood nor particularly liked all my uncle's talk of math, but I knew
he was the one who would show me how to play lQ and explain the
best strategy for winning. He was the one who would show us how
to send the Slinky down the stairs, the one who would make up jokes
for us. That he had tantrums and shouting matches with my father
seemed reasonable enough. That he rarely smiled around his father,
my stem and rigid Grandpa Bums, I could understand.
So when did I stop relating to Uncle Norman? When did I stop
caring much about him and how he lived and who he was? Perhaps
in high school, around the time I was old enough to see the stress he
caused my mother, made manifest in her migraines after a day of listening to Norman's rants while washing my grandmother's hair with
Prell at the kitchen sink. That Mom had to stop the truck on our long
drive home, had to stop and stumble to the side of the road to vomit
made me angry with Uncle Norman, sad for Mom, helpless for
myself. Perhaps I stopped caring around the time I recognized his
impoliteness, his smug "I'm always right:' his never saying "thank
you" for anything. Or perhaps I stopped caring on that summer afternoon when I dozed off listening to Uncle Norman work out a math
problem, waking twenty minutes later to his continued talking only
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to realize my presence really was not necessary, that he was his own
audience.
A memory of a summer's day. I stand with my big sister Linda
and Uncle Norman in my grandparents' front yard, midway between
house and chicken coop, off to the side closest to the white shed for
farm equipment, the same shed that holds the vise Uncle Norman
uses to crack hickory nuts. My sister and Uncle Norman and I have
been playing keep-a-way with a white Frisbee that has a picture of a
lined globe on the top. But we are not playing now. Norman is holding the Frisbee up for us to see, using his fingers to trace lines around
it and talking about it as if it were a part of the solar system. He talks
about Einstein and relativity and quarks, even time travel. I get lost
in his words, and while I'm amazed he knows so much, I'm also
annoyed. I can't follow even half of what he says, and I really don't
share his interest. I want time to start again, for the game to start
again, but instead I stand and shift my weight from one foot to the
next, unable to redirect the conversation of a man who must say all
he must say before he can stop.
Another memory. A different summer. Evening and I am inside,
hunched over lined notebook paper, too dull pencil in hand, writing
at the small desk in the small room I share with another "troubled
teenager" at Charter Beacon, a psychiatric hospital in Fort Wayne.
I am just fourteen, yet working through my own family and personal
issues so that I might survive until adulthood, or at least my fifteenth
birthday. I am writing a letter to Uncle Norman expressing a commonality between us, saying I have seen my father's response to him
and felt just as embattled and misunderstood as he. I fold my finished letter into thirds, slip it inside the envelope. I lick the glue strip,
press down the flap, and hope for a response, a connection of like
minds, something that makes sense from someone, even if that someone is my strange Uncle Norman.
"
Uncle Norman never responded to my letter, of course, never said
a word about it, not that summer nor in the more than two decades
since. S till, I remain embarrassed to think of my peculiar teenage self
having written to my uncle in such a familiar way, having sought that
type of connection and transparency not just with another human
being, but with him. Even so, I still keep company with her, that
peculiar teenage self who feels this unnamable strangeness of living
as her self in this world, who longs for recognition and understand-
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ing in the face of another living soul. Who was she anyway? Who
am I now?
6, 2008
I have been told that, as a child, my father was bullied, that as
young 'as first grade he hid from the other schoolchildren, had deep
anxieties about school. I imagine him holed up inside the outhouse
or alongside a Little House on the Prairie-style schoolhouse, pressed
tight against the wood, trying to disappear. But disappearing wasn't
an option for a child larger than the rest, even though I can imagine
my father trying, waiting for recess to end so that he might return to
his desk and chair where he could go unnoticed by doing what he was
told. I don't imagine my father as shy exactly, just insecure, maybe
even afraid, not knowing how to go about fitting in and eventually
giving up after so much teasing about weight and perhaps family and
any number of other things that kids invent or exaggerate.
My father would have tried to do the right thing, of course. Even
as a child I suspect he was big on rules that could give structure and
meaning to events, the sort of boy who wants things to make sense,
even if at times he would rather invent and follow his own rules rather
than the ones handed down to him. And I can imagine him my father
after school, going to visit his 'grandfather who had the sorghum mill,
who pressed apples for cider, who raised bees that they could watch
together, bees that returned to hive and home, pollen heavy on their
legs. I can imagine his grandfather was a good listener to whatever
talking he had to do, that he affirmed and valued my father, his grandson, in a way that most did not, that he saw in him potential and not
just trouble. There are stories I find I now want to know that I never
thought to ask about before, stories about my father during different
parts of his life, particularly his childhood and school years. And I
want to know these things not only to understand my father better,
but also because I hope to better understand my son.
What made me sad:
Going to the playground, for Elliot's preschool field trip.
Watching my son throw sand, stomp another kid's sandcastle, kick
off his shoes and refuse to put them back on, pick up interesting bits
of trash to show to his teacher, run around alone.
JULY
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Walking back to the car with Lucy and seeing Elliot sitting alone
at a picnic table, hearing him shout out excitedly to nobody in particular and everyone in general, "I have a juice box!"
Wanting Elliot to stand up and move to the other table where the
rest of his class and teachers sit together, room enough for one more.
Recess and I sit at the top of the dull-metal monkey bars with
Kelly, a girl from Mrs. Taylor's morning kindergarten class who has
dark hair and brown eyes. It's just the two of us, Kelly and Dawn,
and I am happy. We talk and laugh and understand each other in a
way that is new to me and surprising. Kelly is my first friend.
Recess and I wander alone. Kelly has moved away, I guess, taken
with her family to wherever families go when they move, and I am
even more alone than before we sat together on the monkey bars. On
the pavement, I weave around circles of sitting girls who dress and
undress Barbie and Ken, around straight lines of boys who play keepaway with red rubber balls. I haunt the edges but wouldn't know how
to join even if invited. The monkey bars are free, so I climb to the top
where I sit and imagine Kelly still sits beside me. In our imagined
togetherness, we watch our classmates, small beneath us, and wait
for Mrs. Taylor to blow the whistle that will return us to our room.
MARCH 14,2008
Meltdowns and rages are hard to understand, whether they occur
in my son, my father, my Uncle Norman, or me. It's the way they
happen so suddenly, so "out of the blue;' like thunderstorms on hot
summer days. Everything seems relatively normal and even keeled
until BAM! Lightning slices the sky. Rain hammers down. No time
to find shelter, not even an umbrella.
My child writhes on the floor, throws things, calls me "stupid
head:' My father narrows his eyes, spits condenmation, goes paranoid in his accusations and loses any rationality in 1* conversation.
My uncle's face flames red as he yells, ''I'm right! I'm always right
and you know it;' storming out of the house and into his rusted blue
Dodge Ram.
.
Even in myself I can't quite grasp why meltdowns and rages happen. I think life is going along fine and then my son won't put on his
shoes or starts maniacally stuffing toilet paper in his mouth and I'm
so completely surprised and overwhelmed that my body fills with
anger and all I want is to get it out, OUT, OUT! I yell. I grab my son
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tight, too tight. I pull the car off the road and threaten to leave him
in an abandoned parking lot midway between home and his grandparents. I hurl a bag of frozen corn across the kitchen and watch the
bag explode, watch the kernels skitter across the floor, seeking shelter b~neath the cabinets, the stove, the refrigerator, the green corner
shelf half-empty of cereal boxes. Once, before I had even the slightest inkling of autism, I slammed my son down hard on his bed and
shouted, "Do you have any idea what I want to do to you right now?"
Even as I rage I regret my words, regret my actions, regret that I could
really care less in that moment that my son is scared or hurt.
All I want is to find my son's "off' button and hit it hard.
JULY 6, 2008
"You're a saint;' the pastor tells me. as my whirlwind son touches
everything in sight at Vacation Bible School and runs the hallways.
"You must be exhausted;' my friend Alice sympathizes when I
mention my early suspicions that Elliot has Asperger's Syndrome.
Alice and I haven't seen each other in two years, and Elliot isn't even
present, but she has had a young boy with Asperger's' in one of her
art classes and has talked to his wiped-out mother.
"Is he always like this?" my father asks, eyebrow raised, as Elliot
runs himself silly in circles and sings loud nonsense songs. I am grateful that, at least, that these days, the days following the miraculous
Christmas catastrophe, my father is not telling me, "Elliot is spoiled
and needs a good spanking. Your parenting is the problem:' I am
grateful that his eyebrow is raised instead of his eyes being narrowed.
Still, I do not know what to make of such comments or how I, the
mother of a child on the autism spectrum, is supposed to feel about
them. Some moments I want to accept the sainthood, playoff of my
exhaustion, play up to Elliot always being "like this" and to my having a really rough life. Some moments I want the sympathy for it.
But most of the time I resent the sainthood/martyr comments. You
see, being a saint has to do with more than just my behaviors.
Sainthood also implies putting up with more crap that an average
human should have to put up with, and for this reason I resent it when
people call me a saint because it implies something about who Elliot
is, something harder and more negative and more challenging than
other children.
But even in those moments when I want to embrace sainthood, I
know better. I am no saint. I have crossed the line with Elliot more
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times than I care to admit. And how does he respond? He laughs. He
gets physical in return, kicking, hitting, biting, spitti?g. When El~iot
was younger, he turned into other characters-Cmderella, Ailce,
Mary Poppins. But my son doesn't leave me and he desperately doesn't want me to leave him. "Don't go, Mommy. No no no, don't go.
Don't leave me here all alone. I'll be good. I'll listen. I'm sorry you
were being frustrated with me. "
Truth is, Elliot is to me still just a kid most of the time, and not
just a kid, but my kid, my child in all his complexities and wonders,
and sometimes I resent all the autism language I now use to talk about
him, even though that language does help me to un~erstand.him better, respond to him more appropriately, lose my patience a ~lttle ~es~.
It's really only when I start defining Elliot in terms of his autistic
traits that I get paralyzed about how to read him and how to respond
to him.
ELLIOT 101-MIDTERM EXAM

Multiple Choice
.,
I) Elliot is spitting at the kitchen table over dinner while grandparents are visiting. He is spitting because he is:
a) Seeking sensory input and simply enjoying how the spit feels on
his lips
b) Overloaded by the company and the change in routine but cannot
find a socially appropriate way to express what he feels
c) Deliberately trying to annoy me
d) All of the above.
2) Elliot has poured rice all over the floor and is stomping in it with
his bare feet. I should:
a) Put Elliot in time out
b) Make him clean it up
"
c) Recognize the sensory component and join him in the activity,
then help him clean it up
.
d) Rinse and soak the rice for dinner and make black beans to go
with it.
3) I have repeatedly said no to Elliot's getting spices out ~f the ~ab
inet but he continues to remove and sample oregano, cumm, conander: cardamom, and fennel. Elliot is not responding to me because:
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a) He is so totally fixated that he can't even process what I'm saying, is literally deaf to me
b) Spices taste better when sampled in a kitchen context that
involves a screaming mother
c) He, like all of us, is rebellious by nature, born into sin and set on
having his own way
d) Not a clue, really, and since I have no idea how to get him down
from the counter, I should just remove the saffron and vanilla extract
and let him have his way with the cumin and parsley.
4) Elliot's Mary Poppins DVD isn't working properly, so he is
screaming and thrashing and banging his head against the floor. My
most appropriate response would be to:
a) Stand over him dispassionately, saying nothing but making it clear
by my presence that his antics will not move me
b) Wrap my arms around him, hold him, tell him I love him, and not
let go until his body calms
c) Walk away ... but if he comes screaming after me, then what?
d) Drag him to his room for time out.
Essay Question (minimum response-250 words)'
What in Elliot's behavior is sensory or communication-related, and
what's just bad behavior? Is there even such a thing as bad behavior
if all behavior is, as Ellen Notbohm so clearly explains in Ten Thiftgs
Every Child with Autism Wishes You Knew, a form of communication? If I can acknowledge that my most annoying/difficultfchallenging behaviors occur when something else is going on with me,
then why should it be any different with my son? Please refer to specific examples to demonstrate logic and reasoning.
JULY 6, 2008
Elliot is a child who is hungry for relationships, bubbling and
spitting and doing baby talk both when he's excited and when he's
overloaded. But I can't for the life of me figure out what his reasons
are as I pull him away from a child on the playground who says, "He
spit on me?' I don't think Elliot's behavior at times like these is pure
meanness so much as clue1essness. After all, his actions get reactions
and attention, even if not ofthe best sort. And much of the time Elliot
is quite capable socially, at least capable enough to befriend playmates and run and chase and do active, social things, if not always in
conventional ways. Just don't depend on Elliot too much for a two-
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way conversation as he may be unable to answer your questions or
follow any particular train of thought for very long. But he's only
four, after all, and such abilities may develop over time.
I do not fully understand this autism stuff, or at least it is not natural for me to think in these terms all the time. I do best at it when
Elliot is in school, fairly well regulated, and not such a constant presence. When Elliot is around all the time I can become less patient, less
inclined to care about his sensitivities and such, hoping, perhaps, that
he'd been "fixed" (not that he is broken as such). So I tackle situations
head on and the roadblocks get thrown up and he rages and can't function and sometimes I rage and can't function either, though I've gotten
much better at this. If Todd and I have learned one thing over the past
year and a half, we have learned that it takes creativity and flexibility
to parent Elliot, our particular child on the spectrum, and, unfortunately, creativity and flexibility aren't constants but come and go.
15, 2009
There are days when I think Elliot will never grow up and
leave home. And there are days when I mourn for his childhood passing so quickly before my eyes. He is not quite five and already Elliot
seems so grown up. He has bad breath in the mornings, an ability (at
last!) to do basic self-care tasks with some coaching. Even though he
still has potty accidents, they're seldom total, and he usually gets himself to the potty. Sometimes he even runs to his bedroom when he's
gotten wet, saying with the utmost maturity, "I had to cha.nge my
clothes. The other ones were wet:' And when he does thIS, I am
impressed beyond words! Some days he can do these things, and
some days he can't.
"Mommy, I'm having a really good day?' At 6:15 in the morning,
Elliot's day is already a good one. Truth is, my day is too. Fifteen
minutes earlier he stumbled out of his bedroom to fi)1d me checking
e-mail on my MacBook in the bright orange La-Z-Boy, a curbside
find we both love. Now we are back in his room, snuggled under his
blankets, trying to sleep because "It's not morning yet?' And like the
best of times with my son, I enjoy this moment for precisely what it
is, intense joy at the simple fact of being together.
FEBRUARY

MAY 10, 2009
My life with Elliot is illuminated by flashes of joy. Always has
been. Elliot is not the stereotyped unexpressive monotone autistic.
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If anything, Elliot is its polar opposite: gleeful on the verge of mania,
passionate to the extreme. When Elliot is happy and all is right in his
world, all is right in mine.
"Oh, Mommy!': Elliot shrieks, peering into the pan on the stove,
"You,made lentils? For me? Oh, Mommy!" he laughs, throwing the
whole of his body against mine, wrapping his arms tight around me.
"You make the best lentils in the whole world! I love your lentils,
Mommy!" And I am bowled over that something as basic as lentils
could make anybody so utterly happy.
When Elliot was younger, from roughly age two to age four,
umbrellas were his deepest passion, with musicals coming in a close
second. And while he still enjoys both (especially umbrellas) I miss
those days when they were his everything, when he would dance and
spin and sing along to a favorite umbrella-related musical-Mary
Poppins, Singin' in the Rain, Hello, Doily!, and Easter Parade with its
delightful "Fella with an Umbrella," the song my son was born to sing.
Like my son, my father has always had a thing for musicals. It's
unmanly of him, perhaps, or at least atypical among the men he
worked alongside for years as an electric lineman. But musicals
aren't the only thing my son .and my father have in common.
Following that catastrophically miraculous Christmas of a year and
a half ago, during the early stages of figuring out how this thread of
autism spectrum disorders knits my family together, a friend who
knew of my chronic difficulties with my father remarked, "Oh, boy!
Now you're going to end up raising your dad. That's really got to
suck?' My friend expected that this knowledge of their similar ways
of operating in the world would leave me feeling as if I'd been condemned to some bizarre and horrible fate, like I'd be raising somebody who would never get me or understand me, just as I always felt
my father never had. My friend expected I would feel helpless, overwhelmed, trapped, that because I knew my father's difficulties, I
would therefore consider myself condemned to see them repeated in
my son's life, no deviation from the original possible.
But life with Elliot is not really like that. Yes, some of Elliot's
peculiarities mimic my father's and vice versa, both helping me
understand the other a bit better, but there's a very real difference
between those worst tendencies of my father and the best tendencies
of my son. If I am in some strange symbolic way raising my father
through raising my son, then that means I have a chance to do things
a great deal differently than they were done with my dad, let alone
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the way they were done with my Uncle Norman, who has lived a
much more isolated life. I have an opportunity to understand Elliot
and help him to understand himself in a way that my father did not.
I have a chance to help Elliot be open to the world and to others, to
help him remain open to people instead of becoming paranoid that
everybody is out to get him and concluding that the best way to avoid
being "gotten" is to shut off any relationships before they get too
close. As I see it, I can help my son to foster richer, deeper, and more
trusting relationships than my father has been able to.
JUNE 15, 2009
How can I end this piece that has no end, this memoir that reaches
as far back into my family's history as it looks forward into my son's
undetermined future? Everything I add changes it, and every day our
lives are changing, my perceptions shifting. This is only a resting
spot, a place to stretch legs and arms and ready myself for the rest of
the journey, wherever it takes us. This much I can conclude: simply
knowing has made a difference, not only for Elliot and our small
nuclear family of four, but also for my larger family.
A week after the catastrophically miraculous Christmas visit, we
had no choice but to return to my parents' house and leave Elliot and
Lucy overnight so we could take care of business out of town. But
this time was different. My sister had told me that my dad uttered the
never-before-been-heard phrase"I need help" after we ended our previous visit, and his new awareness of something not quite right in
himself was something we've all longed for and prayed about for
quite some time. When we arrived for the second visit, my father, a
man broken in the best of all possible ways, went from calling me
"the problem" behind my son's behavior to saying, "You tell me how
to work with your son. I will listen?' And as I told my father that
Elliot doesn't do well with direct opposition but th~t he will usually
come around to doing what's desired if the demand is turned into a
game, Iwatched my father strain to listen and pay attention, even to
ask questions so he could clarify for himself what I meant. My father
even listened as I told him that he should not force Elliot to eat what's
unfamiliar or objectionable, that instead he should give Elliot food
options, and that when Elliot is finished eating and asks to be excused
that he be excused from the table and not be forced to sit until everybody is finished.
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As my father listened to me, I found myself forgiving and trusting him enough to leave my son with him and walk away believing
that he would not scar Elliot for life.
But that is just one story, one story among many, though perhaps
it is the central story, the focal point for all that was and all that is yet
to come.
Defiance College

"Holy Moses!"; The Pit, Curtis Jadwin and the Documentary

HOLY MOSES!: THE PIT, CURTIS JADWIN, AND THE
DOCUMENTARY HYPOTHESIS
RICHMOND B. ADAMS

During Frank Norris's sophomore year at the University of
California Berkeley, Lyman Abbott published a major work in biblical and theological circles entitled The Evolution of Christianity
(1892). A prominent evolutionary theist, Abbott captured the tensions
within his era by stating, "We live in a time of religious ferment What
shall we do?"(iii). Fifty years earlier, any notion of "religious ferment" within American Christianity was more difficult to find (iii;
Marsden 12-14; Noll 22). Historian George Marsden contextualized
such stability by noting that even as late as 1870, "almost all of
American Protestants thought of [theirs] as a Christian nation" (11).
Marsden continues that American Christianity rested on the
"absolutely fundamental" foundations of "God's truth [as] a single,
unified order" (14). By the 1890s, however, American Protestantism's
notion of God's single order had devolved into full-blown anxieties
of a constantly developing creation (14-17). How such change bore
relation to a God proclaimed as "the same yesterday, today and forever" (Revised Standard Version, Hebrews 13:8) occupied a great deal
of cultural space as Norris penned his fiction.
In his final novel The Pit (1902), Norris explores these cultural
anxieties through the mental speculations of Laura Dearborn Jadwin,
the financial mechanisms within the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT)
and the theological influence of Christian revivalist I;>wight L. Moody
(The Pit 62; 183-187; 123; Marsden 93). Moody's.beliefin biblical
historicity, while prominent, expressed only one strand of Christian
kerygma present during the Gilded Age (35). Despite-or due toits singularity, Moody's proclamation offin de sieele Christianity nevertheless bore particular importance by reflecting American
Protestantism's sense of cultural hegemony. As Joseph McElrath, Jr.
and Jesse Crisler suggest in their 2006 biography, Norris links
28
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Moody's Protestant centrality to the financial speculations of The Pit's
protagonist, Curtis Jadwin. In fact, McElrath and Crisler argue that
Moody served as the model for Jadwin's character (370), As Marsden
notes through his Religion and American Culture (2001), arguments
for Darwinian evolution-rather than God's creative act in Genesislay at the ropt of late century anxieties within evangelical American
Protestantism (134-137; The Pit; 18-21). Simultaneous with these
disputes, a second well-known cultural movement, called evolutionary theism, was already attempting to bridge the perceived gap
between God and science (Marsden Religion and American Culture
13~-137; Pizer 9-18). Despite its prominence, however, evolutionary
theism could never overcome the claims of biblical infallibility basic
to Moody and his theological descendants.
,Those d~~cendants e~pressed themselves most vocally through
thel~ ?PpOSllion to the mterrelated arguments of Higher Biblical
Cnliclsm and evolutionary Darwinism. Originating in Germany
prior to America's Civil War, Higher Criticism held that the Bible did
not come to be via divine revelation, but was a cultural product of the
ancient Hebraic and early Christian communities (Ahnebrink 9;
Marsden Fundamentalism and American Culture 137). Norris
accepted the cultural relationship between Higher Criticism
Darwinism, and evolutionary theism within fin. de steele Americ~
(Pizer 12). Seeing a means to explore these relationships from the
lens of postbellum Chicago, Norris based the second volume of his
wheat trilogy on Joseph Leiter's efforts to corner the wheat market
at the city's Board of Trade (Kaplan 75). Jonathan Lurie's 1979 history argues that t.he way in which the CBOT functioned during the
last years of the mneteenth century "offers important insights into the
ways in which Americans valued stability ... where it helped to create a framework for change" (xi; qtd. xi). Within The Pit, Norris uses
specific references to explore the anxieties then coursing through
American society.
Norris places his most significant reference in a conversation
between Jadwin and his friend Samuel Gretry. As they become further immersed in speculative trading, Jadwin and Gretry discover
that the wheat market stands vulnerable to a corner (The Pit 253268). As such, Gretry informs Jadwin that their cornering efforts will
result in a counter "attack" as trading opens the next morning (315).
Jadwin answers, "[d]on't get scared. [Calvin Hardy] Crookes ain't
the Great Mogul" (315). Gretry's subsequent response, even in its
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incredulity, frames the manner by which Norris examines the complexities of fin de silxle American culture. This essay explores the
ways and means by which Norris conducted his explorations.
Gretry reacts to his friend, "Holy Moses, I'd like to know who is
then" (315). Jadwin answers, "] am. And he's got to know it. There's
not room for Crookes and me in this game. One of us two has got to
control this market. If he gets in my way, by God, I'll smash him!"
(315, Norris's italics). Gretry's answer of "Well then 'J' you and I
have got to do some tall talking tonight" juxtaposed with the
antecedents of "Holy;' "Moses;' and "] am" clearly echoes a conversation recorded in Exodus 3:13-14. Moses, called by God to lead the
Hebrews from slavery to freedom, asks the name of the One who
invited him to the task. Norris, while probably not knowing Hebrew,
certainly possessed an awareness of the Old Testament Documentary
Hypothesis-as will presently be explored-then generating discussion across American society (Rogerson 273-289). In his friendship
with Reverend William Rainsford, the Episcopal rector who served
as his priest while he composed The Pit, Norris undoubtedly gained
further awareness of how this portion of Exodus used YHWH to portray the divine name (McElrath and Crisler 368; Bray 304). By his
placement of "Moses;' "] am" and "God" in the same conversation,
Norris clearly alerts his readership to larger issues that he wishes to
explore (315). In The Pit Norris makes the case for compatibility
between Darwinian evolution, Christian kerygma and evolutionary
theism (Pizer 12). Studying the idea during his student years at the
University of California Berkeley, Norris listened five times a week
as Joseph Le Conte's lectures attempted to reconcile Darwin and
Christ (Pizer 12; McElrath and Crisler 124-125). While Norris did
not fully embrace Le Conte's perspective, his novel reflects the concerns discussed both at Berkeley and throughout fin de siecie
American society.
:
Norris further indicates his awareness of these biblically related
discussions by his use of "J" (The Pit 315; 73). He, of course, uses
"1" as Jadwin's nickname (315; 73). At the same time, Norris almost
certainly knew that "J" was the means by which the Documentary
scholars referenced the "Jahwist" Old Testament writings of which
God's lAM stands as the most prominent example (Bray 304). Norris
extends these controversies still more through his use of wheat as
both object and metaphor that represents "a ... creatively multifaceted-'world force'" (Pizer 167). While "benevolent;' Norris's
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wheat also represents a force capable of destroying anything that tries
to impede its "progress"(167).
These myriad of issues in Norris's America have given shape to
the critical assessments of his novel. Soon after World War II, Lars
Ahnebrink connected Higher Criticism to the rise of American naturalism (9). Donald Pizer argued in the 1970s that Norris's novels
explored the "conflict between God, man and a growing body of scientific knowledge impinging on those concepts" (3). While discussing The Pit, however, Pizer does not openly link it to either
Higher Criticism or the Documentary Hypothesis. The 1980s witnessed Walter Benn Michaels and June Howard looking past the theological and biblical controversies within American culture even as
they attempted to fully contextualize Norris's novel (72-73; 74; 148;
167; 170). As the 1990s opened, Claire Virginia Eby saw a connection between men's business success and their sublimation of their
"sexual drives" (161). In his Harbingers of a Century: The Novels of
Frank Norris (1999), Lawrence Hussman argues that The Pit begins
from "postreligious premises and further develops the message that
the preferred way of ethical life depends.on recognizing the worth of
the other" (167). In their 2006 biography, McElrath and Crisler
extend their subject's complexity by citing Norris's lifelong membership in the Episcopal Church (44; 54; 364-365; 369). Despite the
attention it has drawn, however, The Pit contains areas that invite further study. Specifically, when characters such as the Cresslers refer
to Jadwin as "J;' they suggest the need for a more thorough exploration of Norris's cultural milieu and the central place of the
Documentary Hypothesis within it (The Pit 73; 315).
Discussions about that milieu necessarily draw upon issues present throughout the whole of nineteenth-century American society.
Well prior to The Pit, concerns over Darwinism, Higher Criticism
and evolutionary theism had generated public discussion. In so
doing, they began to receive attention from the secular press
(Spielmann 55-59). When the public started to debate matters offaith
and science, Norris's Episcopal Church initiated an annual meeting
to discuss their impact (55-62). Beginning in 1874, the Episcopal
Congress convened for the next sixty years (McElrath and Crisler 44'
Spielmann 50-62). As an educated and aware Episcopalian, Norri~
would surely have known of these Congressional gatherings
(McElrath and Crisler 44; 54; 364-365). Even if Norris had somehow
managed to remain deaf to their discussions, he did, in fact, explore
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the same ideas through Le Conte's lectures at Berkeley (pizer 12).
Later in the 1890s, he undoubtedly also referenced these same matters with Rainsford (McElrath and Crisler 367-369). Richard M.
Spielmann's historical article makes clear, for example,. that
Rainsford had participated in the denomination's C.ongressIO.n~1
gatherings between 1874 and 1897 (Spielmann ~9) .. GIven N~ms s
numerous references to Scripture-particularly III his late ficuonwithin an era of Protestant uncertainty, it becomes problematic to
argue that he neither knew nor cared about the rel~tio~s~P between
Christian kerygma and American culture. Every IlldIcauon, on the
contrary, suggests just the opposite.
.,
Such linkage has been largely overlooked by many lIterary entics during the last two and a half decades. In The Gold Standard and
the Logic of Naturalism: American Literature at the ~urn of the
. Twentieth Century (1987), Michaels neglects to menUon HIgher
Criticism, evolutionary theism and Norris's membership. in the
Episcopal Church. Michaels further lacks a citatio~ of the EpIscopal
Congress attended by the priest with whom Noms spoke on a first
name basis and who gave the eulogy at his funeral (McElrath and
Crisler 368-369). While referring to Le Conte as Norris's "favorite
teacher" Michaels does little more than label him as a "geologist"
and sli~htly acknowledge his evolutionary theism wor~ via a f?otnote (170 n. 36). Given both the centrality of. L~ Con~e s ~volut~on
ary theism in Norris's life and abundant cItaUons III his fictIOn,
Michaels incorrectly overlooks these connections.
.
Howard's Form and History in American Literary NaturalIsm
(1985) precedes Michaels in also not referenci~g the eff?~~ of evolutionary theism to reconcile Darwinism, Higher CnUcIsm and
Christian kerygma. Even as she deeply explores some elements
within Norris's fiction, Howard lacks a reference to Le Conte's influence upon it (206). She further does not cite how Rai~sford helped
to shape Norris's later thinking (206; McElrath and Cnsler 368-369;
Pizer 12). These newer approaches to critical methodology: however,
do not possess sole claim to underappreciating the full nchness of
Norris's final novel.
In fairness to Michaels and Howard, more traditional critics also
miss the connection between Le Conte and Norris (Lehan 241-242;
240-241). Richard Lehan's Realism and Naturalism: The Novel in
an Age of Transition (2005) briefly discusses The Pit, but does not
place it within a larger cultural-theological context (127-128). Even
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as Lehan mentions Le Conte, he only does so by reference to Herbert
Spencer (126). While Michaels, Howard and Lehan examine The Pit
in useful ways, they do not fully acknowledge how Norris used it to
examine larger cultural issues. Most prominent among these is how
Norris's final novel explores the controversies swirling around the
interpretation of Scripture.
During Norris's lifetime, critical examination of the Old
Testament's first five books-the Torah-generated intense levels of
controversy (303). Gerald Bray, an Old Testament scholar, places
these debates into three categories (303-304). Some fin de siecle
interpreters, Bray indicates, maintained the traditional view of the
Torah's authorship even as Moses may have used earlier source materials to aid his writing (304). Bray cited the second argument of the
Torah's origins as beginning with written fragments later compiled
by a single redactor (304).
In terms of Norris's novel, however, the third framework-the
Documentary Hypothesis-bears particular relevance. It stipulated
that while the Torah did begin in oral tradition, it later assumed written form by means of not one, but four_distinct theological viewpoints
(304). Of these, two tradition's were used in Genesis Chapters 1 and
2 (Bray 14). Julius Wellhausen, the most prominent of these
Documentary scholars, argues that since Genesis 1: 1-2:4a uses ELOHIM for God's name while the remainder of the second chapter2:4b-25-names God as YAHWEH, it makes little sense that a single author, Moses or anyone else, composed these two chapters (Bray
304; 284). Over several years, Wellhausen's ideas "provoked a scandal in the English-speaking world" and significailtly accentuated the
already existing social instability throughout late nineteenth-century
America (284; Marsden 18-21). Frank Norris's fiction-and particularly his post-1900 novels-portrays that turmoil.
Such reflection becomes all the more remarkable given that
Norris's pre-1900 fiction makes only the vaguest references to traditional faith. McElrath and Crisler describe McTeague, along with
Vandover and the Brute, as specifically "depict[ing] a world bereft of
supernatural or spiritual significance" (365). If Norris had died in
1899 rather than 1902, his work would have left a universe grounded
not in faith, but a form of "brute" nihilism (McElrath and Crisler
429). While Norris did compose early stories that might have created
some measure of theological curiosity, these efforts would have paled
vis a vis the traditional naturalism of his early major novels (365).
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McElrath and Crisler stipulate, however, that after 1900, Norris
began to "limn the religious orientation that would at last manifest
itself in The Octopus" (365). I argue that such orientation is even
more pointed in The Pit.
Norris discnsses these orientations within the opening two chapters of his novel. Upon her arrival in Chicago, Laura Dearborn rides
through the downtown and north portions of the city. Norris writes
that it "interested her at every instant and under every condition"
(59). Simultaneously, Laura cannot look past the dirty streets and the
horrid "squalor of its poorer neighbourhoods that sometimes developed, like cancerous growths, in the very heart of fine residence districts" (60, Norris's spelling). Laura further experiences more discomfort from the ''black murk" along business streets and the "soot"
that dirtied her clothing "each time she stirred abroad" (60).
The first sentence of Norris's subsequent paragraph broadens
Laura's ambiguous feelings. Even as she expresses how "life was
tremendous;' she does not fully separate an assessment of urban disgust from her hopes of personal satisfaction (60). Instead, Lanra possesses an awareness of what Charles Child Walcutt suggested as life
force (193). Initially, Laura expresses tension with her experience of
Chicago by using the naturalistically rooted metaphors of "vast
machinery" that "clash ... and thunder ... from dawn to dark and
from dark to dawn" (The Pit 62). She next links the city with "the
Heart of the Nation, whence inevitably must come its immeasurable
power, its infinite, inexhaustible vitality" (62). Acknowledging as
well that such power somehow originated from the city's 1871 fire,
Laura simultaneously concludes that Chicago's "resurrection"
reflects forces that are "insensate" and "[iJn a way, (not) human"
(63). Such forces are like "great tidal wave(s);' upon which given
individuals can make their way "so long as (they) can keep afloat"
(63). One slip, however, inevitably causes that same force to "crush
(and) annihilate (them) ... with ... horrible indifference" (63). Laura
indicates how such "elemental" force "isn't meant to be seen" and
concludes that it resembles "the first verses of Genesis" (63).
If Norris had wanted The Pit to describe a world bereft of religious or theological tensions, it stands to reason that he would have
not given such an overtly biblical reference to his principal female
character. Norris, however, clearly did so, and in such a way that
pointed beyond the biblical story of creation. By mentioning "the
first verses of Genesis;' Norris alludes to the controversy over the two
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creation stories-the Documentary Hypothesis-then raging
through the Western cultural world (63; McElrath and Crisler 365;
Green 26-70; 71-95, my italics). Even as advocates of the Hypothesis
did not ascribe the first verses of Genesis chapter one to the "J"
writ~r, Norris, even if obliquely, makes note of these biblical and theological contentions (The Pit 63; Bray 260). He soon connects them
to his novel's male protagonist.
Quickly following the Genesis reference, Laura and her social
mentor, Mrs. Cressler, discuss Jadwin's potential suitability as a
suitor (The Pit 68-73; 72; n.p.). Laura comments on his mental
strength but initially denies a romantic attraction (72-73). Mrs.
Cressler continues by referring to Jadwin's work with the West-Side
Chicago Sunday School (72-73). She indicates that such work
appears to interest him more than his business operations (73). Mrs.
Cressler offers her assessmenrthat Jadwin is "afine man" and that
both she and her husband Charles "just love him" (73, Norris's italics). She continues to build her case by next pointing to Jadwin's
Christian faith and his regular worship participation at Second.
Presbyterian Church (73). Some~hat weakly, Laura responds that
she attends the Episcopal Church (73).
By distinguishing between those branches of Protestantism,
Norris connects Laura's move to Chicago with her benefactor's
larger intent. Following the death of her father, Laura receives invitations from her Aunt Wess, along with Mrs. Cressler, to live in
Chicago (43). Even while remaining indecisive for the next year,
Laura begins to feel her hometown of Barrington, Massachusetts
"dwindl(ing) in her estimation" and comes to detest the "barren[ness J
of 'the New England Spirit'" (44). Laura's detestations grow after the
"entire village" disdains her retention of servants to manage her
house (44). Norris, however, uses these issues as more than specific
plot devices. Laura's hometown tensions and her final decision to
leave are additional vehicles that explore the cultural-theological tensions in fin de siecie America.
Laura's relocation directly results from an unaccompanied attendance at a Boston-based performance of "Modjeska in 'Marie
Stuart'" (44). Within short order, as Norris puts it, "[aJ group ofladydeaconesses, headed by the Presbyterian minister, called upon her,
with some intention of reasoning and labouring with her" (44).
Norris suggests that Laura's fellow Protestants had first managed, if
barely, to accept her departure as a single woman from the
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"Methodist-Episcopal" tradition of her ancestry (44). In spite of their
earlier acquiescence, these lady-deaconesses were now unable to
condone Laura's unaccompanied Boston foray (44). After Laura's
maternally based Southern temper invites these visitors to exit her
premises, she chooses to accept the invitations from Chicago (44-45).
.
By noting Laura's antagonists as Presbyterians, Norris does more
than arbitrarily scapegoat one branch of American Protestantism. As
biblical controversies intensified after the Civil War, the Presbyterian
Church steadfastly maintained its support of traditional Scriptural
interpretation (Marsden 5; Noll The Princeton Theology, 1812-1921
13-18). Such interpretation based itself on Scriptural infallibility and
Mosaic authorship of the Torah (Marsden 5; Rogerson 180). In particular, Princeton Seminary-the Presbyterian Church's primary bastion of theological education-resisted the implications of both
Darwinian evolution and Higher Biblical Criticism (Marsden 22; 20;
Noll The Princeton Theology 13-18).
Given her experience with Barrington's Presbyterians, Laura
understandably expresses little patience with those who confine life
to culturally and religiously sanctioned literalism (44-45). Laura
indicates to Aunt Wess that her nontraditional lifestyle allows no man
to undermine how she feels about herself (114). Jadwin's romantic
"contrivances;' however, give "her no time to so much as think of
finesse" (113, Norris's italics). Nevertheless, as Mrs. Cressler
alludes , "J" has fallen for Laura and would outlast all. others in pursuit of winning her affection (73).
Norris indicates, still again, that Jadwin's aspiration-for both
Laura and later the wheat corner-will inevitably lead to painful consequences. In his efforts to gain the corner, Jadwin spends increasing amounts of time away from Laura (244-245). As a result, she
seeks human contact that might help calm her "vague anxieties"
(203; 237). While doing so, Laura freely explores is~ues of religious
thought. Encountering Sheldon Corthell-recently returned from
Europe-she discusses theological issues that reflect Norris's debt to
both Le Conte and evolutionary theism. In her conversations with
Corthell, Laura posits that religion provides a means through which
each person can "hoe his own little row" and subsequently serve the
greater "general welfare" (245). Sheldon replies with a varia~~n of
the Social Gospel. He asserts that helping others must first ongmate
by hoeing for oneself (245). Sheldon believes that "[a] religion that
would mean to be 'altogether absorbed' in my neighbour's hoeing
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would be genuinely pernicious, surely. My row, meanwhile, would
be open to weeds" (245).
Sheldon's echoing of the Social Gospel further textures how
Norris explores the tumult within fin de siecle American society
(Crollon 367; Wills 383-388). Norris previously alludes to these
compassionate efforts through Jadwin's Sunday School work (The
Pit 109; 123). Even as Jadwin's condescension toward "my little
micks" vocalizes a racism within the Social Gospel movement, it
does not completely detract from his efforts to alleviate suffering and,
incidentally, gain himself the reputation of "a fine man" (123; 73,
Norris's italics). Neither Jadwin nor his noblesse oblige contemporaries may exemplify the purest form of an imperfect Social Gospel,
but Norris stipulates they nonetheless understand realities beyond
their own search for profit. :Norris makes clear that in actuality, they
grasp connections between faith, science and, not coincidentally,
good business.
Laura and Sheldon's discussion further connects the Social
Gospel with evolutionary theism. Building from Sheldon's exposition through reflecting that "[t]he individual-I, Laura Jadwin, count
... for nothing;' Laura continues that" It is the type to which I belong
that's important, the mould, the form, the sort of composite photograph of thousands of Laura Jadwin's" (246). She continues "Yes ..
. what I am, the little things that distinguish me from everybody else,
those pass away quickly, are very ephemeral" (246). But the type
Laura Jadwin, that always remains, doesn't it? One must help building up permanent things .... Yes, I think one can say that" (246, first
set of ellipsis, mine; second set, Norris's).
Pizer argues that such evolutionary theism gave Norris the means
by which to meet "needs deep within his own temperament" (12). It
primarily allowed him to affirm a moral order based upon natural law
(12). Consequently, Norris could write that Corthell's hoeing offers
a pointed contrast to Jadwin's claim to divine status as "I am" (315,
Norris's italics). Rather than communal sacrifices for the good of the
whole, Jadwin's actions inevitably lead to traumatic consequences
for everyone in his midst. Norris's climactic sequence, indeed, portrays a cascading series of wrenching consequences. Charlie
Cressler commits suicide (366). Laura's sister Page witnesses her
beau, Landry Court, wage a heroic, but losing effort to prevent the
corner's collapse (408-410). Laura almost leaves Jadwin for Corthell
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(386-389). In these events, Norris presents a standard naturalistic
collapse.
What raises more interest, however, is Norris's simultaneous conveyance of naturalistic despair ameliorated through hope for theological redemption. Such redemptive possibility roots itself, in part, on the
basic decency of his principal characters. Unlike The Octopus where
S. Behrman and Shelgrim represent the insatiable rapacity of the railroad, The Pit includes not a single major character who attempts to
destroy another's well-being (The Octopus 575-577; 618-619). Norris
does, of course, portray Crookes as capable of such behavior and Dave
Scannel as having previously done so (The Pit 270-278; 340-341).
These two men, however, defeat neither Jadwin nor Gretry. Each disappears as Jadwin works his corner. Even as the corner collapses,
Crookes does not gloat with condescending arrogance. He rather
understands how even the best of speculators-1adwin-remains vulnerable to the life force (396). Scannel, by contrast, remains so thoroughly beaten that he continues nowhere to be found.
An additional factor in Norris's concluding hope is the influence
of Le Conte and evolutionary theism. A moral order does, indeed,
exist and will, over time, "prevail" (Pizer 17). Norris's last novel
conveys such thoughts as it allows Jadwin and Laura to renew their
marriage and leave Chicago for points even further west (417). Even
Mrs. Cressler, while grieving Charlie's suicide, finds solace in her
sister's love (416). Inevitable change will cause immense suffering,
Norris believes, but "all things" will still somehow "work together
for good" (The Octopus 652). Given a framework that references "the
first verses of Genesis"-and by implication affirms that all creation
"was very good;' Norris's last novel explores the full range of the
social and cultural controversies of its era (The Pit 63; Revised
Standard Version Genesis 1:31).
While generally offering superb analyses of Norris's work, Pizer
misses how The Pit examines the societal, cultural and theological
postbellum transformations that shaped the last third of the nineteenth century. Pizer's argument rests on his belief that Laura's love
triangle with Sheldon and Jadwin forms an altogether separate plot
from her husband's attempted corner (161). Norris, however, openly
links the time Jadwin spends on the corner with his neglect of Laura.
As a result, she nearly falls into Sheldon's inviting arms (410). To
accept that Norris wrote two plots that somehow manage to fully separate a husband and wife as closely bonded as Jadwin and Laura is
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problematic. at best. In fact, Norris's intermingled plots augment the
breadth of his cultural examination. While perhaps not as epic as The
~ct~pus, Norris's 1902 novel illuminates the major socio-political,
biblical and theological issues of its time. By doing so, The Pit stands
as a significant cultural text of fin de siecle American life.
Andrew College
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WRIGHT MORRIS'S CmCAGO
JOSEPH J. WYDEVEN
One thing leads to another, but once you're in
Chicago everything leads back to where you
came from, wherever that was.
-Wright Morris. God's Country and My People

Wright Morris is best known as a Nebraska writer and photographer, but Chicago played a significant role in his development as a
teenager, and the locale of the city was a key element in several of
his novels. Places and incidents associated with Chicago-especially the Larrabee YMCA and its environs-are associated with one
of his central mature themes, transformation of character and identity. How he used his experience in Chicago is of considerable interest in tracing the development of this theme, both in relation to his
life with his father, Will, as found principally in several autobiographical accounts; and in his novels, where Chicago seemed a kind
of laboratory for the exposure of intense emotions leading to radical
change of personality serving 'the interests of life renewal.
It was in Chicago that the father-son psychodrama was played
out-mostly as found in the pages of Will's Boy: A Memoir (1981)and the complications in the drama had lasting effects, leading first
to a cool estrangement and later to the difficult writing of Morris's
novel, The Works of Love, which took him seven years to complete,
and in which he attempted to come to terms with his losses through
an imaginative fiction. In the memoir, Morris focuses mostly on his
own experiences, while in the novel he turns his sights more imaginatively on his father's life, calling his protagonist Will Brady. To
the extent that Morris borrowed extensively from his past to develop
fictional narrative, he was always "an autobiographical writer":
while it is impossible to know how closely he was faithful to the facts
of his life, some incidents are repeated from book to book, suggest-
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ing both that they had their base in reality, and that they served some
nearly ritualistic purpose in his personal life. 1
Morris's father, Will, seems to have been something of a lost soul
in the post-pioneer period of Midwestern history, a condition apparently intensified by the sudden loss of his wife, Grace, when she died
within a week of giving birth to their son Wright. If the father was
bereft, the son in time came to think of himself as "half an orphan"and sometimes, when his father left him with neighbors and good
Samaritans for weeks at a time, more like "a whole orphan" (Will ~
Boy 85).
As detailed in Will~ Boy, Chicago was the Midwestern metropolis for both father and son, the hub of a skein of lines on the railroad
maps of his father's early career as a railroad man. The crucial impact
of Chicago on Morris no doubt has much to do with the fact that his
experiences there largely happened to him in his early years, when
he was between fifteen and twenty (from 1925 to 1930).
Morris first arrived in Chicago after being sprung by his father in
1925 from a detention center for boys in Omaha, where Wright had
been detained for shoplifting (Will ~ Boy 87-90). In those days, the
roads in Iowa were poor, and it took a week to make the passage in
his father's Big Six Studebaker, partly perhaps because Wright himself did much of the driving. The entry into Chicago was inauspicious:
"Only someone who has done it the way I did it, driving from Omaha
and coming in after midnight, going north on Michigan toward the
Wrigley Tower ... will understand what it was like to reach Lincoln
Park and know the lake was there and not be able to see it, just hear
the boats honk" (92-93).
In the city father and son first settled in an apartment on State
Street, but soon moved to an apartment on Menomonee Street, a
block from Lincoln Park. After his father found work with the
Northwestern Railroad, Wright found himself ',attracted to the
Larrabee YMCA2 near North Avenue, and employment at the
Montgomery Ward warehouse on Canal Street, both of which are
described in Will's Boy and later play significant roles in his fiction.
Morris by this time was accustomed to independence and was left
much to his own devices. At the Larrabee YMCA, he soon found
himself under the eye of YMCA personnel, especially Ward Shults,
who were impressed with his self-assurance and his ability to get
along with-more important, to serve as a model for-the rowdier
Italian boys who played pool and ping-pong in the YMCA facilities.
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As Morris stated his position, "Boys just naturally looked up to me,
even those who didn't like me. Their dislike for me was envy of my
[newly discovered] Christian character" (109). Within weeks, he was
a part-time YMCA employee, and somewhat later led groups to the
Y's Camp Martin Johnson in northern Michigan.
Au this time, Morris and his father shared the apartment on
Menomonee Street, but this accommodation proved untenable when
Wright's sense of morals came into conflict with his father's ways
with women. Returning early to the apartment one Sunday afternoon,
Wright found his father "seated on a chair with a girl in his lap ...
Her unblinking eyes, her hea,d bobbing, stared into mine over my
father's shoulder. Her head continued to bob, my father hoarsely
breathing, as if unable to stop the machine he had started" (114-15).
Some weeks later, finding silk stockings hanging in the bathroom and
perfume on his pillow, Morris had had enough. He moved to the
YMCA-in what might have been the first serious act in the long and
gradual process of estrangement.
Meanwhile, having dis60vered some talent for cartooning,
Morris returned to school (at Lakeview High School) and started a
correspondence course in art, perhaps already dreaming of being "a
political cartoonist, like John T. McCutcheon of the Chicago
Tribune" (151). Other memorable events from these Chicago years
included his work as Santa Claus's assistant at Montgomery Ward
and an incident in which his hand became severely infected, leading
him to dream of "how it must feel to have one [hand] missing. I visualized it with other missing hands, in a bucket" (154). His deep
attachment to Chicago was shown clearly when, after a brief time
spent in Los Angeles, he noted his return "to the Loop in Chicago,
my hometown" (143, my italics).
Some parts of the story from Will's Boy had been told thirty years
earlier in the novel The Works of Love (1952), but by and large that
novel is devoted to an imaginative account of his father's life as a
failed entrepreneur and his subsequent development into something
of an American visionary. There can be little doubt that The Works
of Love is an attempt to give his father his due-to rethink him as a
man of flesh and blood, but also to add a spiritual dimension that
might not have been immediately apparent from the facts. Especially
in the later chapters, Morris transforms his protagonist, Will Jennings
Brady, into a man somewhat older than his father, the better perhaps
to make his existential loneliness more provocative and to give him
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a greater hunger for a redeeming wisdom. Although the character
Brady has his father's decidedly bad habits with women, Morris,
through his title and selected incidents, makes him into a seeker and
an intimate of holy men, such as the "old fool" in Los Angeles who,
with "the rapt gaze of a holy man"-like St. Francis-symbolically
"[feeds] himself to the birds" (205). More than once Brady is
described as hearing voices, and he is often seen as partaking in the
secret lives of others-deliberate strategies to give him spiritual
weight.
Will Brady finds himself in Chicago in the last of the six parts of
The Works ofLove, entitled "In the Wasteland:' Having lost his alcoholic wife in Los Angeles, he boards the train to Omaha but then
decides to ride to the end of the line, Chicago, instead. Readers learn
that he finds lodging-similar to Morris and his father-on
Menomonee Street (218 Menomonee Street, to be exact). The key
passage in which Menomonee Street is introduced is redolent of
Hemingway, as Morris employs language to give voice to the reception of intense sensations experienced there. Describing Brady's
attention to environment while riding the streetcar towards Lincoln
Park, Morris writes:
To get to Menomonee Street in Chicago you take a Clark Street car in
the Loop and ride north, twenty minutes or so, to Lincoln Park ... On
certain days you might find Will Brady standing there. Not that he
cared where he was going, but he liked the look of the street, the clang
of the bell, and the smell of the crushed track sand that carne up
through the floor. He liked to stand with his hands grasping the rail at
the motorman's back. At certain intersections he liked to turn and
look-when the door at the front opened-down the streets to the east
where the world seemed to end. It didn't, of course, but perhaps he
liked to think that it might .... (The Works of Love 214)

By this time in the novel, sensation-the receptiop of things "he
liked"-is part of Brady's personality, a counterpart to his essential
loneliness. Much of the final section details both his pathetic social
relations with his neighbors and his subsequent spiritual connection
to them. His son, Willy Brady, does not appear in this section of the
novel, apparently living back in Nebraska-but obviously Will
yearns for him, discussing him vaguely with waitresses and other
near-strangers, and once a year he revises an unsent letter:
DEAR SON-
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Have moved. Have nice little place of our own now, two-plate
gas. Warm sun in windows every morning, nice view of park. Plan
to get new Console radio soon now, let you pick it out. Plan to pick
up car so we can drive out in country. get out in air. Turning over
in my mind plan to send you to Harvard, send you to Yale. Saw robin
in park this morning. Saw him catch worm. (221-22)

The letter reveals both the emotional distance between father and son
and a pathetic attempt to bridge that distance through the former railroad telegraph agent's measured, balanced language.
Employed at night as a sorter of bills for the railroad, Brady
spends his days more or less passing the time, moving from place to
place where it has long been customary for his acquaintances to reassure him that his son loves him. But at the same time, he seems capable of seeing through his own exaggerations, always seeking some
more meaningful understanding of life: what Morris suggests is that
Brady's need for real human connection is so compelling, so
demanding, that he seeks a visjonary solution, the only possibility left
to him.
Brady finds this ideal solution in the want ads: the Montgomery
Ward store is seeking a man to be Santa Claus. For Brady, the role
of Santa Claus allows him "To'live in this world, so to speak, and yet
somehow be out of it ... to be mortal, and immortal, at the same
time;' enabled to speak intimately to children, to have them confide
in him: "Out on the street an old man cannot hold hands with children, bounce them on his knee, and tell them lies that he will not be
responsible for ... There is a law against it-unless the old man is
Santa Claus" (264-65).
Brady is hired, but to make himself even more worthy of the role,
he needs to give himself color in his cheeks, and so he avails himself
of a device being demonstrated and sold at the store: a NU-VITA
(meaning "new life") lamp designed to distribute "the life-giving rays
of the sun" (256). The problem is that Brady uses the lamp too liberally: by a week before Christmas, he finds that the lamp's rays have
nearly blinded him, and he cannot open his eyes without the use of his
fingers. On December 19, a curious thing happens: either through
confusion or through deliberate action, Brady leaves Santa Claus's
throne and makes his way to the canal outside the Montgomery Ward
store. There, in the canal, the city's waste has collected, and he imagines it on fire:
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All of the juices of the city were there on the fire, and brought to a
boil ... blown to him, so it seemed, by the bellows of hell. An acrid
stench, an odor so bad that it discolored paint, corroded metal, and
shortened the life of every living thing that breathed it in. But the
old man on the landing inhaled it deeply, like the breath of life. He
leaned there On the railing, his eyes closed, but on his face the look
of a man with a vision-a holy man, one might even say, as he was
feeding the birds. (268)

And so-whether by accident or intent is deliberately unclearBrady descends into the water and drowns, ending the noveL
Speaking to Wayne Booth a quarter century later, Morris claimed
that "Brady redeems himself, and all of us, as Santa Claus" ("Organic
Fiction" 75). This is an extreme statement, but it is nevertheless reasonable, given the premises offered in the last section of The Works of
Love. Morris came to believe that he had failed to master the problem of voice in The Works of Love, thinking perhaps that he had
allowed pathos to slip sometimes too easily into bathos. 3 I choose to
believe that Morris was dealing with a complicated emotional attachment to his father and that this novel is both an attempt to give his
father a belated tribute and to assuage some of his own misgivings
about leaving him behind as he entered his adult life.
Wright Morris also employed Chicago in his next Nebraska book,
the National Book Award-winning novel, The Field of Vision (1956).
The novel is set in a bullfight arena in Mexico City, but its subject is
Nebraska and its Midwestern culture, and it employs Chicago principally in relation to two characters, Dr. Leopold Lehmann and his
patient, Paula Kahler, both the kind of '''possessed' characters;' as
Morris said, "toward which I am powerfully drawn" ("Organic
Fiction" 95). It is in Chicago that startling events occur in the unraveling of a psychological mystery.
The Field of Vision brings together an array of seven characters
to Mexico City, where they sit together watching a bullfight. There
. are first of all, Walter and Lois McKee, typical middle-class
Nebraskans; they have brought with them to Mexico their grandson
Gordon and Lois's father, an old pioneer and curmudgeon in his
eighties. They have accidentally run into Walter's boyhood friend,
Gordon Boyd, causing old feelings to stir in Lois, as Boyd had
aroused her passion while she was dating Walter years before. Boyd,
under the care of a psychiatrist of sorts, has brought Dr. Lehmann
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along to the bullfight, and beside Dr. Lehmann sits his patient Paula
Kahler.
Dr. Lehmann, who "resembled those shaggy men seen in the
glass cages of the world's museums, depicting early man at some
milestone of his career;' and who "specialized in mental cases, usually female, that his more successful colleagues had given up" (Field
of Vision 64-65), is trying to solve the baffling case of Paula Kahler.
Paula had first been brought to him as a "chambermaid who had
strangled [an] amorous bellhop;' but it was soon apparent that Paula
was actually "a man, physically normal in every respect:' The oddest thing was that Paula, a "man who believed he was a woman;' (7475) fully rejected everything male in her personal world. Lehmann
believed she had completely transformed herself emotionally, and so
he offered her case as exemplary to Boyd-though Lehmann was still
lacking her motive. Discovering that motive involves several flashbacks in the novel-carrying him and Morris's readers to Chicago.
One day Lehmann had fgund, in Paula's belongings, a postcard
addressed to Paul Kahler, written by Warren Shults of the Larrabee
YMCA in Chicago. (Readers will recognize the name Shults from my
earlier discussion of the Larrabee YMCA in Will Boy, but the first
name has been changed from Ward to Warren). Thinking Shults
might be able to identify this Paul, Lehmann communicates by phone
with him, and he is informed that Paul Kahler is missing (117).
Alerted, Lehmann determines immediately to take the night train
from New York to Chicago.
The journey and entrance to Chicago (like other contents of The
Field of Vision) are laden with mythic implications. That Morris
identifies the train as a night train suggests that Lehmann is taking a
"night journey;' a dangerous, sleepless mythic journey into discovery and self-discovery. Morris further tells us that the train takes
Lehmann to "the heart of the labyrinth;' from where he takes a taxi
to a hotel "within a block of the Y.M.C.A:' (118) .
In the hotel Lehmann experiences a series of strange life-changing events, in language charged with expectation and mythic consequence. The room and the bed in which Lehmann lies vibrate with
the street car passages outside the window, causing the light bulb
above him to move in "an even, somewhat elliptical swing" which
Morris compares to the "movement of the earth, tipped on its axis"
(119). The room is filled with flies, and at one point one of them falls
onto Lehmann's chest, stunned, with its feet flailing in the air.
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Suddenly Lelunann remembers watching Paula Kahler, his patient,
save a fly from death, an act Lelunann had found "a fine example of
the saintly and simple-minded .. :' (121). Lelunann follows his
patient's example, refusing to swat the helpless fly on his shirt front:
"In the room he felt the presence of a strange personality. One that
was part of the room, the enduring personality of life itself. It joined
him, sad as it seemed, in the pity life seemed to feel in the presence
of such a fugitive thing as life. Not just pity for Lelunann, nor for
flies, but for pity itself' (123). It would seem that Lelunann is being
prepared for his meeting with Warren Shults at the Larrabee YMCA.
The meeting with Shults occurs shortly thereafter. Shults tells
him that Pau1.Kahler had been his right-hand man, intended for further work at the YMCA, but instead he had disappeared. The picture
Shults shows Lelunann depicts a boy with a "smile of brotherly love
glow[ing] on his face:' Lelunann thinks the boy is "a little on the simple side;' to which Shults responds by pointing to a "picture of a simple minded Saint on his wall. His hands were spread out before him
and around his head hovered many small birds. Gathered at his feet
were many small creatures, some known to be friendly, others
unfriendly, but for the moment at peace among themselves" (15963). This is not the first time we have encountered the St. Francis of
Assisi archetype in Morris's fiction. Shults further tells Lelunann
that even at the YMCA camps Paul refused to kill anything, including troublesome insects and ringworms.
By this time Lelunann is beginning to understand that Paula, his
patient, is indeed the missing Paul Kahler, but he still needs a motive.
That motive is supplied by further information from Shults, from a
file entitled "Kahler, Otto-case of:' Otto Kahler was Paul's father
and one day he was lost in a blizzard. His body was buried in the
snow and not found until the snow melted weeks or months later.
Shults speculates that the body was found and proce~sed by someone
who deals chmdestinely in bodies for medical purposes. At any rate,
a severed hand with a missing joint on the left hand had been found
and recognized by a medical student, who, Shults continues, "put
formaldehyde in his lunch pail and brought the hand to Mrs. Kahler
for identification. Paul was there at the time. He left the house in the
evening and was never seen again" (166-68).
But in fact, Paul had been seen again-transformed into a
woman, Paula-and he had allowed himself at least to strangle an
"amorous bellhop" and so become Lelunann's patient. Morris's clar-
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ification of Paula's case is spelled out in different sections of the
novel, none perhaps better than here: Paula is described as having
"[a] simple-minded wonder and affection for childish things. A
nature that refused to acknowledge the aggressive elements.
Maleness, that is. Maleness being at the heart of it" (115). The
cause-perhaps the last straw-for his transformation from man into
woman is the visit from the medical student with his father's severed
hand, one further sign of the world's essential violence, typically performed by males.
Transformation, for Morris, was an essential human quality that he
has Dr. Lelunann see wherever he looks: "What did he see? A transformation. He saw it take place. Before his eyes, the commonplace
miracle of everyday life. You can begin with a will, a way, and you end
up with something else. The human thing to do was to transform something, especially yourself' (75-76). Nevertheless, Paula still calls for
help in her sleep: "St. Paula Kahler, who had changed one world, still
burned with need in the world she had changed, and needed even more
help in the new world, rather than less" (202).
Obviously, Wright Morris invested the Larrabee YMCA and its
environs with mythic significance-linked to his own experiences as
a teenager working with Ward Shults. Because the Larrabee YMCA
had empowered Morris and instilled him as a teenager with confidence in his abilities and skills, he came to think of it as a special
place of knowledge and enlightenment, and so he turned it into a
place of mythic power when he needed such a place in his fiction. 4
Chicago entered Morris's fiction substantively again in only one
more novel, Ceremony in Lone Tree (1960). There, serving the role
of an outside observer and commentator on the various ceremonies
set on Scanlon's ninetieth birthday in the Lone Tree Hotel, appears a
man named W. B. Jennings. This Jennings, a writer of "adventure
stories for boys of all ages;' is the son of a man who "spent his last
years in Chicago employed as a department-store Santa Claus" (12830)-clearly the son of Will Jennings Brady from The Works ofLove.
Understandably, Jennings's view of life encompasses thinking about
the omnipresence of death.
Jennings is putatively in Lone Tree to research the recent rampage of the killer Charlie Munger (based on real-life Charles
Starkweather, who ranged across the state and arbitrarily murdered
nearly a dozen Nebraskans in 1957-58), as well as one of Scanlon's
relatives, Lee Roy Momeyer, who had used his hotrod to revenge
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himself on two of his school fellows by running them over. But much
on Jennings's mind remains the question of the meaning of his
father's life: "What led a boy, born and raised in this soddy;' he questions, "to roll down the plain like a pebble to where men were paid
to be Santa Claus?" (137).
This return to the material provided in The Works of Love suggests that Morris had not put the question of his father's life to rest
in that book and that he was seeking a kind of closure in Ceremony
in Lone Tree. Some revisionism in the text of Ceremony hints that
this is true. Once again, for example, Menomonee Street is noted,
but Morris now claims that the son of Will Brady had never lived
there; rather, at the age of seventeen, after his father's death, he makes
his way for the first and only time to his father's cramped apartment.
There he finds and reads for the first time the "DEAR SON" letter
meant for him and sheds the tears he had apparently not spared for
his father in life. Afterwards Jennings helps to convey the coffin of
Will Brady back to Indian Bow, Nebraska, and watches as the body
is put into the ground behind the original soddy. This appears to be
Morris's symbolic farewell to his estranged father-a far cry from
ryality, which was that Morris apparently knew neither the place nor
the time of his father's death.
In one of the final photo-texts in God's Country and My People,
Morris remembers asking his father what his mother had been like
and receiving little useful information. Then he makes the statement:
"Thirty years would pass before my father's ghost would put a similar question to his son'.' (n.pag.). In the works Morris wrote about
the heart of the labyrinth, in Chicago, he tried to answer this question
in a variety of ways, all involving the mystery oflife and the pains of
loss, especially those self-imposed losses reSUlting from insufficient
attentiveness to the hidden lives of others. It is understandable that
Morris would be inattentive as he made his way confidently into his
adult life; it is also understandable that he would later feel infinite
regret, calling forth such a series of remarkable literary interventions.
Bellevue University
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NOTES
lMuch of this essay is about Morris's relations with his father. For a thorough discussion of
the fictional implications of what Morris made of his mother. who died less than a week
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after she gave birth to him, see my "Dualism and Doubling in Wright Morris's War
Games;' The Centennial Review 37.2 (1993): 415-28.

2What Morris always calls the Larrabee YMCA was actually the North Avenue-Larrabee
YMCA at 1508 N. Larrabee Street, a YMCA branch that worked closely with Chicago
Boys' Clubs and the Boy Scouts. In his Great Enterprises, Emmett Dedmon writes that
"With the aid of an additional $100,000 gift . .. a North Avenue-Larrabee Boys' Club building was dedicated in June of 1916;' An illustration picturing "Boys -amusing themselves
in the North Avenue-Larrabee Boys' Club" (175) provides a view perhaps similar to the
one that greeted Morris a decade later-assuming it is this building that he calls the
Larrabee YMCA.
30n at least two occasions I discussed this novel with Morris and on both occasions-against
my protests-Morris reiterated this view about failure of voice in The Works oj Love.
Morris did not go ·quite as far in his earlier interview with Wayne Booth, but he clearly
acknowledged a problem with tone: ''The consistence of the tone I seldom depart from is
one of the problems of the novel. The ironic departures had to be very carefully muted
so as not to question or ridicule the sober tenor of Brady's existence" ("Writing of Organic
Fiction" 77).
4Readers will recognize that this synopsis of the Lehmann sections of The Field oj Vision is of
necessity truncated for the sake of brevity. But what is also necessarily Jacking in the synopsis is how the Lehmann sections interweave with the reports from the other characters,
especially Boyd and McKee. There is hardly space to note the novel's focus on transformation and its insistent use of the1abyrinth mythology, nor to discuss the roles of Boyd and
Scanlon in competing for the allegiance of young Gordon's,imagination. Readers are urged
to go to the novel itself to fill out these missing parts.
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CINCINNATUS, KRIS COLUMBUS, DAD DETROIT,
AND OTHER CARTOON ICONS
GUY SZUBERLA

When booster spirits ran high, and some Midwest cities had as
many as six daily newspapers, then there was space and a prominent
place on front pages for Cincinnatus, Kris Columbus, Ma Des
Moines, Dad Detroit, Chicago's Dad Dearborn, and figures like
them. They were cartooned figures, graphic symbols of the city, and
emblems of civic identity and pride. To local readers, they were once
as familiar as Uncle Sam, the Democratic donkey, and the
Republican elephant. By the early 1900s and into the first half of the
twentieth century, it's possible that nearly every Midwest city and
newspaper of size or consequence owned such an iconic character.
Cincinnati editorial cartoonists drew Cincinnatus as a roly-poly
comic Roman and, when circumstances required it, as a heroic warrior carrying a sword and wearing a crown of laurel. John T.
McCutcheon (1870-1949) brought Dad Dearborn and Miss Chicago
to life for the Chicago Tribune. Billy Ireland (1880-1935), with a
playful pun or two, created Kris or Chris Columbus for The
Columbus Dispatch. For Detroit, Percy Cromwell (b. 1878), drew a
richly caparisoned "Dad Cadillac" and, on occasion, paired him with
a stylish flapper named Miss Detroit. James H. Donahey (18751949), long-time cartoonist for the Cleveland Plain Dealer, created
Mose or Moses Cleveland, giving him a three-cornered hat and
vaguely Revolutionary War garb. And "Ding" Darling (1876-1962)
personified his city in Ma Des Moines, a stout and cheerful farm wife
living in the city. There were still others, too many to list or consider
in a short essay.
If these cartoonists make up a "Midwestern school of cartooning;'
as some art historians assert, McCutcheon and Ireland stand at its
head. A tendency to gentle satire, pen-and-ink cross-hatched drawings, and a recurring nostalgia for the rural Midwest are said to char-
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acterize the group. In her introduction to Billy Ireland (2007), Lucy
Shelton Caswell described the "so-called Midwestern school" in general terms: they "valued the ordinary;' "anchored [themselves] in
homespun values;' and expressed political commentary as "social
witticisms" (14). That wit, she adds, was usually expressed in the
"folksy" sayings of their cartooned characters and their dialect
stories. In dozens of new ways, these cartoonists inserted the traditional rural sage into urban settings and carried his small-town
cracker barrel humor to the pages of big city dailies.
Midwest cartoonists were not the first to deploy graphic symbols
of a city's character in editorial cartoons. New York's Father
Knickerbocker had appeared in papers and humor magazines early
in the 1880s, some ten or twenty years before Kris Columbus and
Miss Chicago. Still earlier, in the 1870s, came the Tammany tiger
and the iconic figures for New York that Thomas Nast (1840-1902)
drew. Nast created, in Thomas C. Leonard's words, a new way "to
picture a corrupt city;' and, in doing so, showed the importance of
"visual thinking about political power" (97). If we recast Leonard's
suggestive terms, it can be argued that Midwestern editorial cartoonists created new ways to picture and to symbolize their cities.
Midwest newspaper cartoonists, like other artists and illustrators
at the end of the nineteenth century, worked toward a Simplification
of the representational tradition that they had inherited. The important and influential "magazine artists" that had come before themmost notably, Thomas Nast, Joseph Keppler, and Bernard Gillamhad produced cartoons for monthly and weekly publications. From
the Civil War down through the early 1900s, Harper's Weekly, Judge,
Puck, and the old Life printed their large, richly detailed, and densely
crowded compositions. Nast and other magazine artists working in
the 1870s and 1880s had frequently incorporated allusions to Greek
and Roman mythology, to Shakespeare, and to classical and
respected contemporary literature. ' Gillam famously satirized the
presidential candidate, James G. Blaine, as a seminude Phyrne, the
ancient and legendary Greek courtesan; A. B. Frost caricatured a
"Gen. Hancock as the Democratic Trojan Horse" (Murrell 79, 77).
Every now and then, Life, the humor magazine, wrote out cartoon
captions in schoolboy Latin. Such studied appeals to upper-class
readers did not disappear completely, but at the turn of nineteenth
century, newspaper cartoonists faced a new mass audience that had
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neither the time nor the inclination to puzzle out obscure literary references.
Stephen Becker, charting the history of the editorial cartoon, contends that in the 1890s newspaper cartoonists learned to prize "quick
wit and immediate impact:' Editorial cartoonists-Darling,
Donahey, Ireland, and McCutcheon, included-learned to simplify
backgrounds, thin out crowds, and focus the reader's attention on
"two or three primary figures?' Winning a quick response, Becker
says, required "instantly recognizable symbols;' a graphic language
that was simple and easily read (302). In his History of American
Graphic Humor, William Murrell terms the use of such symbols
"graphic shorthand" (130). If Midwest editorial cartoonists did not
create a unique visual code, they did invent, in the scramble of daily
deadlines, their own graphic shorthand. What McCutcheon, Ireland,
and others in the Midwestern school created was stamped with
regional and local significance, a set of symbolic characters that,
within a region or one city, came to be instantly recognizable.
MCCUTCHEON TO IRELAND
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Two cartoons by John T. McCutcheon can help illustrate the historic shift toward simplification, and, in turn, suggest the way that he,
Billy Ireland, and other important editorial cartoonists came to represent Midwest cities. On December 13, 1889, McCutcheon drew"
. . . Yes, we ARE the People .. ?' for the Chicago Daily News. His
drawing-a massed crowd, moving under a triumphal arch-filled
the entire front page (McCutcheon 6). Standing shoulder to shoulder in the front lines were capitalists in top hats, laborers wearing
aprons and square printers' caps, a sailor, men in business suits, and,
in back of them, a crowd that seemed to extend far beyond the picture's frame. McCutcheon intended this mass to represent Chicago
and its voting citizens.
'
The cartoon was his first for a major paper and inaugurated a
career that lasted into the 1940s. In certain respects, "Yes, we ARE
the People" looked back to Nast and an older representational tradition. The large scale of the image, the crowded composition, the busy
detailing of the front-line figures, and the neoclassical arch- all of
these recall the style framing the coliseum crowd in NasI's famous
"Tammany Tiger Loose" and other densely packed political cartoons
of the 1870s and 1880s (Hess 96-7). McCutcheon's triumphal arch,
lined with slogans and names, takes a cue from the old cartoons that
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played up references to Plutarch and Roman scenes from
Shakespeare's plays. McCutcheon, in short, makes little effort to
compress his political maxims into concise symbolic imagery or
graphic shorthand.
By April 15, 1907, when he drew "Welcome the Coming, Speed
the Parting" for the Chicago Tribune, he had turned toward a different set of graphic conventions, simple and spare in form (plate 1).
Instead of a crowd, a single figure, Miss Chicago, symbolizes the city
and its people. This elegant young woman welcomes a new mayor,
and unceremoniously hands the departing Mayor Dunne his hat. Her
attributes-a Phoenix crown and stylized breastplate-quickly and
unmistakably identify her as the city of Chicago. Readers of the
Tribune and other Chicago papers could be expected to recognize her
symbolic significance in her crown and armor, however vaguely
sketched. McCutcheon, like Luther Bradley, Harold Heaton, and cartoonists for many Chicago papers had, since at least the World's Fair
of 1893, symbolized the city as Miss Chicago or, as she was also
called, "I Will?' Her gold phoenix crown or a modern tiara with a
small flame represented the city's rise from the ashes of the great fire
of 1871; her breastplate, for a time, carried the inspirational motto "I
Will?' But the motto, her breastplate armor, carpenter's square (signifying labor peace), and other attributes came to be drawn in lines
that were often faintly visible or almost fully erased (Szuberla 45-6) .
Chicago cartoonists, in little more than a dozen years, had made Miss
Chicago into a symbolic figure, easily recognized and quickly drawn.
Editorial cartoonists for the Chicago Tribune also represented the
city in the character of Father Dearborn or Dad Dearborn.
McCutcheon, who drew Dad Dearborn from time to time, once
pointed out that General Henry Dearborn had never been in Chicago
and looked nothing like "the cartoonists' conception of Father
Dearborn" (McCutcheon 281). More often than not, Tribune cartoonists made him look like a shorter, pot-bellied Abe Lincoln. They
gave him Honest Abe's chin whiskers, a stovepipe or slouch hat, and
a long frock coat, sometimes labeling him "Father Dearborn" and
sometimes "Chicago?' At election time, McCutcheon liked to draw
him in this character, asserting that Chicago expected "every voter to
do his duty" (Tribune 7 April 1931), Miss Chicago had, in her halfmythological coloring, represented a future city and expressed
reformers' high ideals; Dad Dearborn, an imaginary founding father,
embodied the frontier spirit of the city's early days. Championing
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Plate I: Welcome the Coming, Speed the Parting
by John T. McCutcheon, Chicago Tribune, April 15, 1907
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old-fashioned virtues, he reminded some Tribune readers of their
roots in the Midwest's farms and small towns. In "Don't Split the
Vote;' the cartoonist Cary Orr (1890-1967) had an angry Dad
Dearborn counsel Republicans to consolidate their vote against the
city's German bloc and the "disloyal element" (Trib4ne, 24 February
1919). In still another Orr cartoon, "Woodman, Spare the Tree;' a
muscular Dad Dearborn wields an axe against three graft-grabbing
Chicago mayors (Tribune, 6 April 1925).
In "Father Columbus" and "Kris Columbus;' Billy Ireland created a city father far more comic and congenial than the Tribune's
righteous Dad Dearborn. Ireland, like the older McCutcheon, came
from a small town in the rural Midwest. After leaving his hometown
of Chillicothe, Ohio, he put in a short stint at the Chicago Daily News
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in 1897 and in either 1898 or 1899 started work at the Columbus
Dispatch (Hom 315-6; Caswell 17). There, over the next thirty-five
years, he would draw the character Chris or Kris Columbus in the cartoon panels of "The Passing Show" and in daily editorial cartoons.
Ir~land's first drafts of "Father Columbus" or "Kris" Columbus
did not represent him as markedly boyish or outfit him as a conventional humor character. "Inspecting the Results;' a comment on city
ordinances, dresses ColumJlUs in fifteenth-century robes, a doublet,
and old-fashioned buckled shoes.! Though Ireland gives him a sly
smile, he also feels obliged to pose him with the solemn air of a wise
old counselor (5 February 1901). This cartoon was an early and
apprentice effort at convertin'g an historic figure into a local symbol.
"Father Columbus;' as drawn here and later, reinterpreted a figure
that had been fixed in the representational tradition of nineteenthcentury Columbus portraits. It's likely that Ireland, at the start,
dipped into the flood of Christopher Columbus images then circulating in posters, souvenirs, stamps, coins, and magazine illustrations
after the 1893 Columbian Exposition in Chicago. 2
"Kris;'as a comic character, came to represent the cheerful spirit
and youthful can-do character that Ireland attributed to Columbus,
Ohio. If Kris, on one occasion, could characterize the city of
Columbus as "a busy little village;' he could, in the same cartoon
panel, point with pride to its industry and sprawling growth
(Dispatch 14 April 1912). The character of Kris was defined as the
inveterate and happy city booster, at once an average Columbus citizen and a symbol of the whole city. He cheered Columbus's local
celebrities, pushed bond levies for its public schools, and talked up
the wonders of the municipally bottled water, Ohio State football
teams, and the City Beautiful movement ("Getting His Measure
Taken;' plate 2). Under Ireland's hand, and with the press of local
events, he assumed many guises and physical shapes on the pages of
the Columbus Dispatch. But his character and his virtues held constant: he was wise and witty, boyish in his humor and, above all, a
sturdy symbol of common sense. He seemed, in giving out folksy
advice, to be a rustic sage in the city, a close cousin to the type-character that George Ade and McCutcheon translated to Chicago stories
like Doc' Horne (1899).
Ireland, in other words, showed himself happily indifferent to the
historic Christopher Columbus. He never comes close to suggesting
that his Kris is a mystic visionary, a son of Genoa, or even vaguely
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Plate 2: "Getting His Measure Taken" by Billy Ireland, September 23, 1906
Richard Samuel West Collection, Ohio State University,
Billy Ireland Cartoon Library and Museum

Italian, The cartooned "Kris" came to seem more and more a born
and bred Buckeye, a loyal booster of Columbus, Ohio and Ohio State.
In ''The Passing Show"-Ireland's popular full page Sunday feature-Kris touted the local attractions and, in Chamber of Commerce
rhetoric, boosted the opportunities for business and industry.3 In one
cartoon, he declared his pride in the many local politicians who "were
pounding the politics out of public service" (19 January 1913). On
11 January 1914, a beaming young Chris, holding a large sign,
invited other businessmen to do as Henry Ford did: "COME TO
COLUMBUS?' During World War I, a lanky "Columbus;' in fight-
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ing trim, punched a boxing bag labeled "Our War Chest Dues" (7 July
1918).
He grew still younger in the 1920s. Though he was to draw the
elderly "Father Columbus" figures down through World War I,
Ireland was steadily edging toward a younger and livelier character.
Up 'through the end of World War I, despite frequent changes in his
clothing and age, Columbus maintained a fairly consistent identity as
a city father, gray-haired if sometimes a bit comically grizzled.
Ireland used a freer hand with the character's age after 1920, tailoring his boyish appearance to match the day's concerns or some current editorial board stance. ''The Passing Show" of 10 October 1920
illustrates this shift in the making. Across the top of the page, Ireland
draws an old and dignified Columbus signing a check for his "share"
of a new Ohio State University stadium. In a smaller panel, just a
. bit below, a young and animated Kris races to "SEE ... THE LAST
CIRCUS OF THE SEASON?' He pulls along his family, two small
children and happy wife. In "The Passing Show" of 17 June 1923,
Chris himself seems to have become a little boy. He flies a toy airplane, leading two other boys flying their miniature planes. The three
little planes, each driven by a single prop engine, bear the expected
names: the Nina, Pinta, and Santa Maria. (Each carries a superfluous sail). Ireland's cartoon and the corny jokes hold to a booster's
serious point: "When the boys dedicate their new flying field ....
Columbus will become a first class airport:'
Ireland's criticisms of the city of Columbus's shortcomings were
almost invariably good-humored, He never felt or showed the savage indignation that rolled through Thomas Nast's famous Tammany
cartoons. To compare Ireland with Nast is, of course, unfair to both,
given the differences between newspaper and magazine work, the
periods that they lived and worked in, and the places and people they
formed into images of the city. Nast's cartoons, as Thomas C.
Leonard has said, marked the "creation of [new1 ways to picture a
corrupt city" (97). The genius of Thomas Nast's cartoons, he argues,
was to break with mid-nineteenth-century "conventions of pictorial
reporting?' These conventions dictated that the city was to be shown
in a "gallery of benign urban scenes" and "proud panoramas" (103).
Nast made the city into a stage for "melodrama;' pitting the forces of
corruption against the good (110).
Ireland's cartoons, especially "The Passing Show" Sunday feature, transformed the city of Columbus into a stage for comedy. His
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resilient civic pride-and abundant sense of humor-came through
his sharpest criticisms of the city's failings. Kris's boyish character
and innocent eye, moreover, encouraged comic double takes.
Consider the grinning Kris Columbus talking about the thick black
smoke hanging over the city's skyline (25 June 1910). In the cartoon,
heavy clouds spell out with bold yellow letters the word "INDUSTRY;' and Kris tells us that "it's awful dirty, but I must admit I'm
rather partial to it:' Some five years later, after some problems with
the city's drinking water, Kris smiles broadly as he toasts the healthful and "famous Scioto table water [of] Columbus, Ohio" (5 March
1916). Though this Kris is obviously old, and the wrinkles lining his
face show it, he is to be seen as vigorous and healthy, his age and
ready quips a living testimony to the rejuvenating powers of Scioto
water. When, in another "Passing Show;' he has a boyish Kris conduct a visiting dignitary through downtown Columbus, Ireland has
him block the view of the city's ugly and decaying buildings with an
umbrella. Columbus declares that he is "very proud of' the new City
Hall and a grand new skyscraper, and then thumbs his nose at the
clutch of deteriorating old buildings (31 October 1926; Caswell iii).
CITY FATHERS

I
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Kris Columbus was, finally, a comic invention and a humor character, though Ireland could, when required, bend the character and
his own sense of humor toward sharp satire. But Ireland never quite
succumbed to a reformer's zeal or to simple savage mimicry. In
opposing boss politics, editorial cartoonists of the 1890s and early
1900s typically did. They tended to represent the city's social and
political reformers-and the average civic-minded citizens-in outsized, heroic proportions. Figures like Cincinnatus, Mose Cleveland,
Detroit's Dad Cadillac, Chicago's Dad Dearborn and "I Will" symbolized the city's so-called "Good Government" for,ces or some idealized version of "the People:' These cartoon heroes faced and
fought the Midwest city's growing social and political problems:
congestion, crime, blight, and pestilence; crooked mayors, ward
bosses and their gangs; greedy money captains and labor strife.
Cartoonists like Cincinnati's Claude F. Shafer (1878-1962) flattered
reformers and appealed to what many in this period termed "civic
patriotism:,4 In drawing these heroic characters and projecting their
triumphant actions, cartoonists tried to scale the image of the city's
collective spirit to match the titanic size of its problems.
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In these partisan and reformist crusades, the character of the City
Father-Chicago's Dad Dearborn, Detroit's Dad Cadillac, Father
Columbus, Cincinnatus, and others-offered a ready-made graphic
symbol. It's possible that the popular images of Uncle Sam and Ben
Franklin and even New York's Father Knickerbocker provided irresistible precedents for cartoonists in the Midwest. Jerome Bjelopera
points out that Cleveland cartoonists like James "Hal" Donehy (18751949) often altered the thin figure of Moses Cleaveland, Cleveland's
historic founding father. The cartoon Mose or Moses Cleveland, to
play his assigned parts, was given "a Ben Franklin look": "spectacles
and ... a pot-belly, symbolic of the age and wisdom of a father figure" (24). In the early 1890s, the Chicago literary and opinion magazine America had cartooned the city as a cowboy, a slanting reference to the city's stockyards and its rough-and-tumble "Western"
character. The Chicago cowboy in T.E. Powers's cartoon ridiculed a
foppish New Yorker, taunting him about the loss of the 1893 World's
Fair (27 August 1891).5 However fitting a symbol of Chicago, the
cowboy was eventually supplanted by Dad Dearborn, who could better fight Capone's gangs and the city's many corrupt politicians.
Cincinnatus was perhaps an inevitable graphic symbol for
Cincinnati. If editorial cartoonists nodded to Roman and local history in naming Cincinnatus, in drawing the character, they felt free
to vary his form, face, and identifying attributes. These necessarily
changed with political circumstance, shifting editorial policies, and
the individual talent of the cm:toonist. No one representational tradition or mythological framework held these cartoonists to a continuing narrative, much less a consistent characterization. H.T. Webster
(1885-1953), creator of 'The Timid Soul" and "Caspar Milquetoast;'
drew a Cincinnatus that sometimes looked as timid, submissive, and
middle-class as his "Timid Soul:'
Claude F. Shafer drew a Cincinnatus who could radiate an imperial grandeur and, on other occasions, look as harried and belittled as
the standard John Q. Public. On October 30, 1915, The Cincinnati
Post published Shafer's cartoon of Cincinnatus cast as a commuter,
a straphanger on board a crowded trolley car. Titled "For the Honor
and Glory of Cincinnati, Give Him a Seat!" the cartoon was deemed
important enough to be given the top half of the paper's front page.
Cincinnatus wears a laurel crown, a tunic with meander trimmings,
and boots meant to look ancient and Roman (plate 3).6 But, if his
clothes invoke a storied past, his situation as a disgruntled daily com-
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cut reform victory in the 1920s;' Cincinnati voters and a nonpartisan
league of reformers and businessmen struggled against the powerful
and corrupt rule of "Boss" George B. Cox (108). During election
campaigns, Shafer, H.T. Webster, Homer Stinson, and other
Cincinnati editorial cartoonists sent Cincinnatus into the field against
this political machine. In a series of 1913 Stinson cartoons,
Cincinnatus guards city hall against "the gang"; in the concluding
panel, he triumphs over Boss Cox, holding a banner with the words:
"Efficiency in Municipal Government" (Kelley 135, 137, 138).
Since the Cox gang would hold its power for another decade, the triumphs Stinson imagined remained a fanciful vision for the future.
When the nonpartisan Charter party was beating down the CoxHyincka machine in 1925, Shafer drew Cincinnatus in a moment of
power and glory: "Out of the Fog and into the Sun:' His seven-colunm drawing dominated the front page of The Cincinnati Post on the
day before a decisive election (2 November 1925). George E.
Stevens, in an article on "The Cincinnati Post and Municipal
Reform;' reprints the cartoon and describes it succinctly: Shafer
shows '''Cincinnati' escaping the fog of 'Boss Rule' by climbing a
mountain labeled 'City Charter Ticket' to look into the sun of 'Good
Government'" (238). Stevens does not quite say it, but it's clear that
Shafer, in drawing this citizen-soldier, fused the imperatives of po litical progressivism with imagery from classical mythology. Climbing
to the top of this Olympus, Cincinnatus follows steps bearing the
names of each of the refoi:m candidates. His quest ends with a conventional spread-armed gesture of victory. If the sword at his side
does not look like an iconographic "sword of justice;' it nevertheless
is drawn to be something more than the toy blades that the earlier cartoon Cincinnatus figures had carried.
At about the same time that Shafer drew Cincinnatus victorious,
Percy W. Cromwell (b. 1878) was drawing yet another Dad Cadillac
for the Detroit Times.7 Between 1915 and the early 1930s, Cromwell
drew more than a hundred editorial cartoons with Dad Cadillac fighting the city's crime, corruption, pollution, and greed. His Dad
Cadillac cut a swashbuckling figure, dressed as a cavalier with a
sword, gauntlets, and seven-league boots. He represented the city, its
civic spirit, commercial drive, and, in this fanciful form, its sense of
history. Dad Cadillac was, of course, a revamped and revived version of. Antoine de la Mothe Cadillac, the French officer who, in
1701, founded the fort and settlement that became Detroit.

Plate 3: "For the Honor and Glory of Cincinnati, Give Him a Seat" by Claude Shafer
Cincinnati Post, October 30, 1915; Thomas H. Kelly scrapbook;
From the collection of The Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County

muter does not. Standing and struggling to keep his balance, he can
barely hold on to the packages marked "High Street Car Fare;' "Bad
Street Car Service;' and so on. He's riding "The Special Privilege
Line;' where fat seated men, in top hats and spais, laugh at his
predicament. Shafer tagged each of these comic plutocrats so that
the reader knows they represent the traction company, gas, electric,
and other special interests.
The historical Lucius Cincinnatus held a place in legend as a
heroic warrior and symbol of unsullied Roman virtue. Shafer and
other local editorial cartoonists did on many occasions picture
Cincinnatus as a mighty defender of the city, but an ambiguity necessarily shadowed their characterizations of the triumphant warrior.
From the 1880s down to what the historian Zane Miller terms "a clear
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"Use That Trusty Blade Today;' a cartoon from the mayoral election of 1927, typifies Cromwell's tendency to fit Dad Cadillac into
allegorical frameworks and heroic postures (plate 4). In it, Dad
Cadillac unsheathes his mighty sword to put down "Intolerance;' a
shadowy figure represented as a hairy arm and crooked hand. The
action uufolds like a scene in a silent film melodrama. Dad Cadillac
steps forward to rescue "Good Government"-personified as a
frightened girl-from the grasp of "Intolerance:' The rhetorical
meaning is inscribed on Father Cadillac's sword and scabbard: "Vote
[for the] Smith Administration"- the incumbent and wet mayor,
John W. Smith. In an earlier version of Dad Cadillac, Cromwell had
drawn him wading through Detroit's garbage-strewn alleys, where
"PLAGUE;' "PESTILENCE;' and "DISEASE" filled the air. He carries no sword, but shoulders a shovel, rake, and a bucket labeled
"Clean-up Campaign:' Cromwell, if anything, shows him more
resplendently dressed than usual for this dirty and disgusting job.
"Get on the job, Dad" gives us the strong-jawed Cadillac, wearing a
wig, a fur-trimmed three-cornered hat, and an eighteenth-century
frock coat. His combined elegance and determination, if they do not
call to mind a dandy, symbolize an idealized Detroit lying somewhere
under all this dirt and garbage.
Unlike Cincinnatus and Kris Columbus, the character of Dad
Cadillac originated in an authentic piece of his city's local history.
It's worth recalling that Detroit, in 1912, celebrated the "Cadillaqua
spirit" with a pageant and parade in which a leading citizen, dressed
to impersonate M. Cadillac, rode in a "white Flanders" auto. 8 And
yet, it's hard to swallow whole Cromwell's several comic renditions
of Dad Cadillac tied to Detroit's Auto Industry. Making Dad Cadillac
the chief salesman and promoter of the "Detroit Auto Motor
Industry" in 1928 necessarily involved some flat-footed anachronisms, a comic clash of symbols. In one cartoon, titled "Some
Driver;' "Detroit" (as Dad Cadillac) bestrides four autos like a colossus. A cape flies from his shoulders as he drives intently toward
"PROSPERITY:' In another cartoon from 1928, a bewigged and
beribboned Cadillac happily drives a car tagged "Detroit's
Automobile Industry: 1928" over a dummy named "Pessimism:'
Again, he's headed toward "PROSPERITY,' here cast as a beautiful
sunrise. Perhaps the most fanciful reinterpretation, if not the most
plainly anachronistic, makes Dad Cadillac the patron of "Rapid
Transit:' In one grand vision of Detroit's future, he again stands like
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Plate 4: "Use That Trusty Blade Today;' by Percy W. Cromwell, Detroit Times,
c 1927: Percy W. Cromwell Cartoon Collection, Bentley Historical Library,
The University of Michigan

a colossus, holding in his right hand the reigns of power over "jitneys;, "buses;' and "all common carriers:' In his left, he holds "plans
to unify rapid transit in Detroit:'
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When historians come to group Darling, Ireland, McCutcheon, and
other like-minded Midwest cartoonists, it has been customary and
mostly correct to stress their rural nostalgia and village morality. In his
study of The Political Cartoon (1981), Charles Press used these terms
and others for "the sunny philosophers of the Midwest;' a group he also
called the "bucolic fratemity?' He summed up their work in a section
headed "Small Town Crosshatch Nostalgia" (276-79). Discussing
McCutcheon's work and its range; Stephen Becker acknowledged that
the most famous of his cartoons "struck that low nostalgic chord
always sounded by a nostalgia for something we never really experienced?' Though Becker argues against the "erroneous impression" that
McCutcheon drew only "ten-year-old Hoosiers;' and counters the idea
he was limited to rural idylls and small-town life, he never directly
demonstrates that McCutcheon drew the city or urban experience into
the heart of his work (305-6). His view of McCutcheon, like most
views of the larger Midwest group, is understandable, if incomplete.
Because so much of their work originated in the values of the Midwest
village and farm, in memories of places imagined and real, they often
seemed intent on pressing the city into a dim background. But they
could not and did not ignore urban reality.
Ma Des Moines, Kris Columbus, Miss Chicago, Cincinnatus,
Dad Cadillac and the rest symbolized the early modern city, dramatized its political struggles, and made the complexities of urban experience seem familiar if faintly comic. Thomas C. Leonard, as has
already been noted, points out that Nast's cartoons marked the beginning of "visual thinking" in American political reporting on the city
(97). It is no exaggeration to add that McCutcheon, Ireland, Darling,
and others in the "bucolic fraternity"-in their editorial cartoons and
the cast of iconic characters they created-marked another moment
in our "visual thinking" about the American city. They visualized,
however hesitantly and ambiguously, the urban character in the
emerging cities of the Midwest.

MA DES MOINES AND THE MONKS

On December 9, 1906, Jay N. "Ding" Darling announced his
arrival at the Des Moines Register by drawing a cartoon of a fat robed
monk seated on a small chair smoking an enormous pipe. 9 Across
the monk's swelling belly, written in large letters, are the words "Des
Moines?' The oversize bowl of his pipe bears the label, "Soft Coal";
from its burning embers float thick, cross-hatched clouds of black
smoke. According to popular belief, Trappist monks, early settlers
in Iowa, provided the name ("the monks" in French) for the Des
Moines river and, in turn, for the city.IO "Ding" Darling, who places
himself in the corner sketching "Des Moines;' was to repeat jokes
about the smoke and coal dust in Des Moines over the years. Within
a few months Darling was to drop the monk and put Ma or Mother
Des Moines in his place. In inventing Ma Des Moines he casually
put aside local legend and history. Ma Des Moines proved to be a
more malleable symbol of the city. Despite her imaginary rural roots,
she was a more fitting image of the city and its people.
Ma Des Moines was a double character, combining the city and
rural Iowa in one ample and fluid figure. When Darling first drew her,
he resorted to a conventional usage, making her an aging schoolmarm
conducting a "Sunday School Lesson?' In that character, in one cartoon, she divides tax funds among a "Model Class" of special interest
groups (17 March 1907). A few months later, in "Something Wrong
with the Divvy;' she appears as Mother Des Moines, seated at the head
of a long table. She is trying to portion out school funds to her dozen
hungry and demanding children (11 May 1907). Days later she played
the part of Mrs. Des Moines-wife to a "no good" husband or "old
city government:' As she struggles with the laundry in an old washtub, her husband lazily props his feet up on a rickety stove (24 May
1907). With Ma Des Moines, Darling found a suitable symbol and
celebratory image for his city. She seems at once a stout farm wife
and an iconic representation of Des Moines. Ma, for'example, makes
a grand and lively entrance in the editorial cartoon, "Come Right In!
The Floor Isn't Half-Occupied" (26 August 1907). With her arms
wide open, she welcomes her country cousins to the city: "Uncle
John! Aunt Nettie! and Paul, and Mary, and all the rest!"They will
share her house and sleep on the floor, during the days of the State
Fair. Ma Des Moines may symbolize the city, but plainly enough, her
family and roots, identity and past remain down home on the farm.
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NOTES
IMost of the Billy Ireland cartoons discussed here can be found in Lucy Sheldon Caswell's
Billy Ireland (Columbus: OSU Libraries, 2007). The editorial cartoons-"Inspecting the
Results" and ''The Passing Show" cartoon panel of 17 June 1923 (Columbus flying a
plane)-appear in The Columbus Dispatch: One Hundred Years of Service (Columbus:
1971),45.
Two other cartoons not reprinted in Caswell, and cited here, may be accessed digitally: ''''The Passing Show" cartoons for 25 June 1910 and 7 July 1918. See the website
of the Billy Ireland Cartoon Library & Museum (Ohio State University): www.car-

toons.osu.edu. The finder numbers, WAI 4 13 andAC E9 68, are keyed to the Billy Ireland
collection in the Cartoon Library, where the original drawings can be found.
2For a typical nineteenth-century image of Columbus, see the cover of the magazine, World's
Columbian Exposition Illustrated (launched in February 1891). It's reproduced in
Norman Bolotin and Christopher Laing, The Worlds Columbian Exposition: The Chicago
World's Fair of 1893 (Urbana; U of Illinois Press, 1992): x.
3James Thurber, who knew Ireland at the Columbus Dispatch in the 1920s, wrote an affectionate chapter on Ireland for The Thurber ALbum (1952) titled "The Boy from
Chillicothe:' It is reprinted in full as an appendix to Caswell's Billy Ireland. Thurber
asserted that "The Passing Show" was "largely regional in character, and often purely
local" (Caswell 207).
4zane Miller persuasively ties "boosterism" to a "strain of virulence" and "insecurity"
to such calls for "heroic action" (86).
5T.E. (Tom) Powers (1870-1939) began his newspaper work for Victor Lawson's Chicago
Daily News, moved to the Chicago HeraLd in 1894, and then on to New York papers in
the Hearst chain. His cartoon appears to be an answer to Life. the New York humor magazine, and its ridicule of Chicago's bid for the World's Fair. See, for example, "A
Suggestion for a That World's Fair Tower in Chicago;' a cartoon in its 20 August 1891
issue-published the week before Powers's cartoon.
6Though it's possible to view the Cincinnati Post editorial cartoons on microfilm, a scrapbook of editorial cartoons, editorials, and campaign literature in the Public Library of
Cincinnati and Hamilton County rare book room offers more direct and interesting access.
The title oftbe scrapbook: "Clippings on candidates and results of elections in Cincinnatif
from Cincinnati newspapers, 1905-1920:' Thomas H. Kelley (1854-1931), a Cincinnati
attorney, compiled the material.
7The original drawings of the cartoons discussed here can be found in the "Cromwell Cartoon
Collection" at the Bentley Historical Library, University of Michigan. Cromwell worked
at the Detroit Times between 1918 and 1932.
8Por an account of the "Cadillaqua" festivals and Cadillac's place in them, see Don Lochbiler,
"How Detroit's 21Ith birthday gala ended with city's aldermen in jail;' a Detroit News
article available through the web: detnews.com.
I
9All "Ding" Darling cartoons cited and discussed here are collected in the "Papers of Jay
Norwood 'Ding' Darling;' University ofIowa Libraries Special Collections Department.
They can be accessed through the web: digital.1ib.uiowa.edu.
IODavid L. Lendt, in Ding: The Life of Jay Norwood Darling, says that Darling "mistakenly
assumed that 'Des Moines' was derived from the French word for monk:' Lendt adds that
the cartoon enraged Catholics and coal-dealers (23).
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Metafiction on Main Street: Garrison Keillor's

METAFICTION ON MAIN STREET: GARRISON KEILLOR'S LAKE WOBEGON DAYS
ROD RICE

When audiences think of Garrison Keillor, words like "postmodernism" and "metafiction" do not immediately come to mind. More
often, those who tune in faithfully to The Prairie Home Companion
or sample his humorous sketches and novels are inclined to conjure
images of things like bedrock middle-American values, apple pie,
and Main Street. Certainly the vocabulary of traditional or contemporary literary criticism never appears in the pages of Lake Wobegon
Days, and if highbrow phrases such as deconstruction or master narrative were to rear their forbidding heads, Keillor might wince quietly or exile them to the playful back pages of a Guy Noir radio skit.
Still, for audiences willing to give Keillor more than an occasional
glance, a fictional world exists in his writings that has much more to
offer than just a dreamy, pastoral vision of idyllic life on the
Minnesota prairie. In fact, a substantial portion of the Keillor canon
is actually metafictional in nature, and his first novel, Lake Wobegon
Days, contains a recognizable postmodernist tone that sets it apart
from the high seriousness of many of his modernist Midwestern precursors.
To be sure, Keillor owes much to his Middle Border literary
antecedents. Like many in his profession, he admires giants in the
field such as F. Scott Fitzgerald and Sinclair Lewis. Keillor spent the
better portion of his life as a citizen of St. Paul, and his books like
those of Fitzgerald, often project the heartland of 'the Midw~st as
something of a bastion of moral virtue guarding many of the best values America has to offer. In addition, the influence of people such as
Hamlin Garland, Sherwood Anderson, and Wright Morris can be
detected in his gentle canvas of groping small-town characters, false
front stores, and muted rural vistas. Unlike major figures such as
Lewis and Fitzgerald, however, who used the language of the con70
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temporary world and a concern with everyday life to oppose modem
society and subject the events oftheir day to intense criticism, Keillor
is more flexible and hospitable in his treatment of the commonplace.
When his distinguished fellow Minnesotans examine popular culture
in noyels like Main Street and The Great Gatsby, for example, often
their primary motive is to expose such culture in order to mock. or
improve upon it. By contrast, Keillor is more interested in immersing himself in the popular in order to celebrate and reaffirm it. Less
concerned with modernist foci such as elitism, artistic purity, consciousness, experience, and questions about how we can know reality, Keillor seems more preoccupied with using the novel self-consciously to call attention to its own status as an artifact made of an
impure blend of fact and fiction through which different ideas,
themes, and characters may be gi,ven free play to mix, converse, cross
over, and sometimes collide with one other.'
Interestingly enough, this self-reflexive tendency in Keillor's
writings has not gone entirely unnoticed. With the exception of
Katherine Fry, who argues that Lake Wobegon represents a "pastoral
ideal" situated squarely within the ideological master narrative of the
national heritage, most critics argue that Keillor's artistic vision
offers more than just a bucolic, naive reworking of the nation's
Midwestern agrarian myth (303-06). John Miller, for instance, notes
that Lake Wobegon Days teaches a much different lesson about smalltown life than that projected by writers such as Sinclair Lewis in
books like Main Street. Whereas Lewis is an iconoclast, intent on
destroying the symbols of tradition, prejudice, and provinciality,
Keillor, living in a postmodern world, is in search of "serviceable values and places of repose for people traumatized by a culture in which
all fixed values and principles are rendered problematical" (434).
Similarly, Charles Larson and Christine Oravec conclude that
Keillor's stories fabricate two communities: the fictionalized Lake
Wobegon society and the audience, particularly the baby boom generation. As a result, Keillor is able to supply his readers a "self image
that is itself pleasant and flattering fiction: that of a community idealistic enough to be nostalgic, but wise enough to never improve"
(241). Another critic, Stephen Wilbers, posits that Keillor's work
simultaneously attacks pretense and blurs the boundary between
imagination and reality. Thus, Keillor obliterates the distinction
between high and low culture, and imagined and real space, thereby
making it "difficult to distinguish fantasy from reality, subjective per-
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ception from objective truth and mythical place from actual place"
(13). To these observations can be added those ofJudith Yaross Lee
and Peter Scholl. Lee argues that the narration in Lake Wobegon
Days is unreliable, and that Keillor uses doubling and division to create a comic paradox that splits the book into two narratives and produces a number of possible readings that attempt to explore the problem of rural nostalgia (92). Accordingly, the book can be read
variously as a love poem to small towns, as the romanticized past of
Midwestern small-town America, as a dreamy monologue that never
ends, or as an anti-Rockwellian tale of terror and finalities (116).
Finally, Scholl's analysis identifies a hybrid narrative structure containing four layers that counteract the potentially sentimental aspects
of the novel. Among them are a parodic narrative history of the town,
a fictionalized autobiography of Gary Keillor (Keillor's real name),
a partial biography of Johnny Tollefson, and a counter-narrative
offered by the author of "95 Theses 95" (116).
But if the bulk of these critical observations are valid, in what sense
does Lake Wobegon Days represent a break with the past and with the
imposing modemist vision of middle-American life offered by
Keillor's accomplished literary antecedents? Although answering that
question fully would require a much broader scope than the confines
of this essay allow, it is possible to suggest how Lake Wobegon Days
fits more appropriately within the boundaries of that slippery and often
elusive species known as postmodern literature. Admittedly, doing so
requires something of an oversimplification of the term itself, and as
those who have studied contemporary literary criticism know, definitions of postmodernism are as varied as the seasons Keillor depicts in
Lake WobegonDays. Notwithstanding, a few general assumptions can
be made about this concept. To begin with, postmodernism is generally assumed to be, as Jean-Francois Lyotard explains, in some sense
a response to the progress-oriented master narratives of the enlightenment-inspired Western empiricist tradition (The Postmodern
Condition). As Fry suggested earlier, part of that tradition in Lake
Wobegon includes pastoral principles such as the notion of the past as
a golden age, an affirmation of the Protestant work ethic, glorification
of the agrarian farmer, and depictions of urban environments as alien
and corrupt (309-15). As well, often postruodernism reflects uncertainty about the possibility that language can truly reflect reality, or that
essential, central claims about truth can be made about the world
(Waugh, Postmodernism 3-6). Accordingly, the central tendency in
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postmodern literature is to move, as Ihab Hassan suggests, more in the
direction of indeterminacy than determinacy. Thus, timechonored artistic principles such as product, design, purpose, unity, synthesis, and
other relevant concepts are commonly subverted to an increased
emphasis on process and performance, chance, play, dispersal, antithesis, and a number of other tendencies (267-71).2
Put another way, postmodernism is, as Linda Hutcheon makes
clear, essentially a "contradictory phenomenon, one that uses and
abuses, installs and then subverts, the very concepts that it challenges" (3). Not surprisingly, postmodern literature often questions
the nature of the text and the authority of the author (Waugh,
Metafiction 5-7). In so doing, postmodern narratives liberally employ
a host of devices such as pastiche, nonlinear construction, parody,
irony, and, of particular importance here, metafiction.
In the most elementary sense, frequently metafiction is defined
simply as fiction about fiction, and a novel is metafictional when it
wears, as Glen Ward states, "its artificiality on its sleeve" (31). But
metafiction is also much more, and any analysis of the technique
should also consider the artistic aims the artist seeks to fulfill.
Beyond being a postmodern strategy of internal disruption that may
be used to salvage the novel from dominant master narratives or universal theories of truth or justice, metafiction can be viewed also as
a systematic and self-conscious form of fictional writing that calls
attention to its status as an artifact in order to present questions about
the relationship between fiction and reality. As Patricia Waugh states,
"in providing a critique of their own methods of construction, such
writings not only examine the fundamental structure of narrative fiction, they also explore the possible fictionality of the world outside
the literary fictional text" (Metafiction 2). Consequently, metafictionlll writing represents one way of responding and contributing to
a fuller sense that reality and history are only provisional (Waugh,
Metafiction 7).
In the case of Lake Wobegon Days, the text becomes a means for
Keillor to simultaneously assert and deny the legacy of his literary
forebears in order to question and subsequently re-accent their vision
of life in the Midwest. In creating his response, however, he reshapes
some of the traditional forms that correspond to the realist, modernist
literary narratives erected by many of his Midwestern predecessors.
Through metafiction, Keillor is able to allow his readers to enter imaginatively the world of Lake Wobegon, yet at the same time become
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aware of the illusion of how that world was constructed in part as a
reaction to his literary inheritance. Although the devices Keillor uses
to project his vision are many, at least four common metafictional
characteristics can be traced throughout the course of the novel.
Those characteristics include beginning the story by discussing the
difficulties of beginning or ending stories; mixing several genres or
styles of writing; commenting on (through parody) other fictional
works; including an obtrusive voice that interrupts the novel's "naturalistic" flow from outside the fictional frame; and employing characters who read about their own fictional lives (Waugh, Metafiction).
Like many American writers, the weight of the mythic past is con~
siderable for Keillor, and in adopting a rhetorical stance in Lake
Wobegon Days, he has had to locate himself in a precarious position
between two worlds: one that involves the expression of admiration
and affection for a time long gone; and another that requires breaking new ground through rejection and questioning of the status quo. 3
In metafictional terms, one facet of that dilemma is reflected by anxiety and uncertainty about the creative process, itself. The very act
of beginning a story is problematical for Keillor, and as the "Preface"
to Lake Wobegon Days makes clear, he is unsure what direction his
fictional output will take.
In explaining the genesis of the Lake Wobegon stories, originally
entitled "Lake Wobegon Memoir;' Keillor relays a brief anecdote
about how, in the spring of 1974, he was given $6,000 by The New
Yorker to write a piece about the Grand Ole Opry. Unfortunately, after
using the proceeds to finance a trip west with his wife and son, taken
in part to shore up the tattered fabric of his failing marriage, he left the
briefcase containing the original Wobegon manuscript in a Portland
train station. After realizing his mistake, Keillor made a fruitless
attempt to find the missing material and subsequently became paralyzed by the realization that when he tried to reproduce the original;
he "couldn't re-create even a faint outline" (vi). Over time, Keillor
reports that the lost story "shone so brilliantly in dim memory that
every new attempt at it looked pale and impoverished before I got to
the first sentence" (vii). As a result, the preface projects Lake
Wobegon Days in something of a postmodernist framework, not as a
finished product, but as a work in progress, which, when compared to
the lost manuscript, is "not really so fine;' yet "will have to suffice
until it returns" (viii).
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Of course, such anxieties about the creative process are not
unknown in American fiction, and Keillor is not alone in his longing
for the great book that forever eludes his imaginative ken. Certainly
the plaintive confessional F. Scott Fitzgerald makes in The Crack- Up
comes to mind. But Sherwood Anderson, a writer more closely
aligned with Keillor in terms of subject matter, also uses a preface to
describe an unfinishe,d fictional work, "The Book of the Grotesque;'
which figures as a strong shaping influence in the production of
Winesburg, Ohio. However, Anderson's classic tale has a more centrally unified structure and tone than that of Lake Wobegon Days.
Whereas Anderson attempted to fix the fictive boundaries of his little Ohio town through the unities of time and place, as suggested by
the Winesburg map he includes, Keillor is much more ambivalent
about exactly where Lake Wobegon can be found. Like Winesburg,
it, too, is a fiction, but its precise locale is shrouded in mystery (ostensibly the product of an error by dishonest surveyors) and allegedly
located in nonexistent Mist County. Although Anderson frequently
treats his characters with the same sort of affection, tenderness, and
sympathy as Keillor, he filters their stories through the central consciousness of George Willard and makes extensive use of omniscient
narration. Keillor, on the other hand, is much more flexible about his
narrative devices, and often employs a variety of techniques and
voices. And instead of the comic tenor Keillor produces, the tone of
Winesburg is somber and tragic, and its solution to the existential
angst of small-town life is symbolized by George Willard's escape
from its stifling influences. Keillor's protagonists, on the other hand,
mostly stay put, and his artistic energies are devoted to telling the tale
of those left behind.
But Lake Wobegon Days not only begins by expressing uncertainty about the possibility of attaining a sense of finality, it ends
inconclusively as well. The book concludes with a short scene set in
a prairie blizzard faintly reminiscent of the great snowstorm that consumes the Spring Creek settlement near the end of Rolvaag's Giants
in the Earth. However, instead of closing his book with the indelible portrait of larger-than-life characters such as Per Hansa, the
heroic Norwegian pioneer who freezes to death on a South Dakota
prairie after an epic battle with the elements, Keillor provides a
diminutive, postmodernist counterpart in the figure of an unnamed,
anti-heroic Wobegonian, stranded on a county road, not on a tragic
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survival mission to save human lives or procure supplies, but on an
abortive trip to the Sidetrack Tap to get a pack of cigarettes.
Keillor also differs from many of his realist and modernist predecessors not only in his frank acknowledgement of uncertainty
about the possibility of reaching closure in his fictive output, but also
through his reluctance to encase his tales within a single genre or
style. Sherwood Anderson and Hamlin Garland, for example, used
collections of interrelated stories and unified focus to project conflicting themes of optimism, pessimism, companionship, and isolation. However, in Main- Travelled Roads, Garland conjures an image
of the rural atmosphere as drab and anti-idyllic, one that is especially
demoralizing for the women who inhabit it. Later, Sinclair Lewis
would echo many of these themes in Main Street, but he' would
replace Anderson and Garland's tender portrayals of lives of quiet
desperation with a more hard-boiled, cynical, satirical, and somewhat snobbish view of Midwestern society. Staying within the conventions of the realistic novel, he bans any vestiges of nostalgia and
sentiment to the periphery of his fictive vision and exchanges them
for a disturbingly flat, panoramic view of hypocritical and narrowminded people who are often without dignity or "any hope of greatness" (Main Street 42).
Against all this, Keillor represents a refreshing departure. Well
aware of his literary heritage, he uses the pages of Lake Wobegon
Days variously to acknowledge his forebears and then subtly undercut them. Like Gopher Prairie or the sleepy Wisconsin towns
Garland describes, Lake Wobegon is a quiet place with a main street,
the usual array of local merchants, and the ubiquitous grain elevator.
However, unlike Gopher Prairie, Keillor is careful to point out that
life in Lake Wobegon, "whatever its faults, is not dreary" (22). What
Keillor discovers lurking behind its false front fa~ade is something
different and more playful than tragedy and hopelessness. In symbolic terms, it would seem that for him the green light on Daisy's pier
at which Gatsby gazes is no longer the transcendent, phosphorescent
symbol of hope and opportunity, but rather the immanent, gentle, and
never-changing emerald glow of the single stoplight on the streets of
Lake Wobegon. In the postmodern world Keillor inhabits, the facts
and truths asserted by realist and modernist fiction clearly have lost
some of their appeal, and of necessity he has had to find a new way
to situate his writings somewhere within the blurry boundaries
between hometown nostalgia and nausea. As a result, he shows much
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more willingness to experiment with new devices and narrative techniques in refining his raw material into .art.
In realist ot modernist fiction, textual tensions or conflicts are
usually resolved either, by plot or by point of view. However, in
metafictional texts such as Lake Wobegon Days, there is a more pronounced "tension of opposition:' which rarely leads to final certainty
or the resolution of contradictions (Waugh, Metafiction 137). In carrying out his fictive experiments,. Keillor uses multiple narratives. to
express his ambivalent view about life on the Minnesota prairie. In
a loosely linear, yet occasionally anachronistic succession, he
employs a hybrid structure that combines mock history, mock autobiography, mock biography, and a curious string of footnotes that
subvert the main text. Significantly, all of it is fiction, or more properly, fiction about fiction.
In "New Albion:' for instance, the writing of history is a fictional
act wherein the facts prove to be as elusive as the location of Lake
Wobegon itself, and what looks like realistic truth is actually a carefully fabricated lie designed to parody elements of American literature and history. In effect, historical reality becomes a whimsical
construct. Basile Fonteneau, Henry Francis Watt, and Prudence
Alcott do not exist in Minnesota history, nor is there any record of
New Albion College. Notwithstanding, by using these fictional characters as a platform, Keillor can burlesque everything from the
French explorers' legacy, perpetrated in Minnesota primarily by
names left upon the land (in this case, Lac Malheur), to the vestiges
of early New England literary forms. The story of Prudence Alcott,
for example, loosely echoes Puritan stories such as A Narrative of the
Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson. Prudence is
not imprisoned by savages, of course, but like Rowlandson, she is
transformed by her contact with heathens such as Basile, who teaches
her a new appreciation for what at first seems repugnant-native
dietary delights such as "half-cooked bear meat:' and "lewd practices" like singing bawdy ballads and relieving oneself in the open
(27). Elsewhere, in Henry Francis Watt's almost forgotten
"Thoughts, Composed a Short Distance Above Lake Wobegon" and
"Phileopolis: A Western Rhapsody:' Keillor spoofs literary forebears
ranging in diversity from Wordsworth and William Cullen Bryant to
even John Steinbeck, whose Cannery Row is anachronistically parodied in this letter written by Mr. Getchill's brother in the spring of
1856, "New Albion is ... not so much a City as a trance, a whimsy
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built on a swamp, a steeple waiting for its chnrch, a naked man in a
fine silk hat" (41).4
To these fictive indulgences can be added a number of historical
ones, including the fact that Minnesota's very first school was
founded by a New England woman, Harriet Bishop, but it was not
devoted to converting the Indians to Christianity through interpretive
dance. Likewise, the first president of the University of Minnesota
was also a New Englander, but his name was William Watts Folwell,
not Henry Francis Watt. Finally, Carleton College, one of
Minnesota's most prestigious private institutions, was founded, like
New Albion College, by Yankees who received a financial boost from
Massachusetts benefactors (Lass 121).
Keillor also adds autobiographical and biographical layers to the
historical sections to move the story forward. In doing so, he is able
to manipulate readers' expectations by further exploiting the indeterminacy of the text, thereby forcing his audience to realign or revise
any fixed historical or literary preconceptions they may have had
about his subject matter. However, the break from one genre to
another is not always a smooth one and Keillor's hybrid mix of history/autobiographylbiography/fiction often overlaps. After using the
first three chapters to provide a sense of fictive place and historical
origin, chapters such as "Protestant;' "Summer;' "School;' "Fall;'
"Winter;' and "Spring" include everything from stories of Fred
Manfred (not to be confused with the Minnesota writer) and his two
nephews, Roman and Leon to Keillor's religious 'roots in the
Sanctified Brethren and several other tales, including a short biography of Johnny Tollefson and the famous "95 Theses 95" complaint
(117). The progression of events is often nonlinear and Keillor sometimes interrupts the sequence of narrative events when he inserts
intercalary material such as the "News" chapter between the
"Winter" and "Spring" sections. Elsewhere, Keillpr also breaks the
naturalistic flow by using obtrusive voices such as those found in the
footnotes, which provide visual humor and introduce additional burlesques of scholarly and pretentions prose (Scholl 118).
At times, Keillor even questions his authorial identity by projecting himself as a character reading about his own fictional life. At
one point, he catches himself dreaming of his own success and fame
as a writer and radio personality, only to have it undercut by a short
piece his Aunt Flo had written for the Herald-Star. The piece calls
him by his real name, Gary Keillor, but instead of lavish praise and
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acknowledgement of his growing reputation, it only gives him one
brief sentence, which mentions his lunch visit at the Crandall home
and residence in St. Paul, "where he is currently employed in the
radio show business:' (27'2-73).
Throughout these narrative fissures, Keillor discovers that the language of the text produces him just as much as he produces the language of the text. As the Herald-Star section attests, readers also
come to realize, paradoxically, that the author is situated in the text at
the simultaneous moment when he would seem to assert his identity
outside it. But even though Keillor may be an artful liar, he can at
least lie truthfully. As a result, his autobiographical and biographical
accounts come closer than any other sections to bearing the stamp of
authenticity. For beyond the humor Keillor sprinkles liberally
throughout these chapters, there is an underlying theme of isolation
wherein readers learn of a boy who considered himself an outsider,
isolated not only by his religion, but also by the tedious, uneventful,
and humdrum aspects of small-town life. As Keillor admits, "Life in
a small town offered so little ceremony" (124). Yet in a world so
diminished that car ownership is an act of faith, lively minds can find
compensation in opportunities for creative play, imitation, drama, and
other works of the imagination. In "Protestant;' for example, Keillor
describes his childhood love of role-playing in everything from mock
weddings and funerals to the McCarthy Senate trials and the imagined
coronation of himself as King Vincent I of Altrusia. In Lake
Wobegon, as in Keillor's own 1950s Anoka, larger-than-life heroes
are practically nonexistent. Nonetheless, Keillor can use his fiction
to invent playfully his own mock heroic icons, including the nondescript Statue of the Unknown Norwegian and the heroic tale of Wally
"Hard Hands" Bunsen, who briefly played for the Chicago Cubs, but
later quit because he refused to use a glove.
Perhaps for these reasons, metafictional techniques such as parody and playful imitation seem natural for Keillor, apt devices for
discovering new communicative possibilities and ways of achieving
release from everyday contexts, espeGially for one whose childhood
was marked by starvation for ceremony and longing for notoriety. In
the pages of Lake Wobegon Days, however, the desire for recognition and the sense of frustrated longing Keillor introduces in his autobiographical sections is reexamined and extended in the fictional
biography of Johnny Tollefson and in the blisteringly satirical footnote, "95 Theses 95:' Although the Tollefson story is just a fragment
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covering fewer than six pages, it is a tale of rebellion and independence wherein young Johnny takes a hilarious journey to St. Cloud
to register at the university. Shamed by the family entourage that
accompanies him, one that includes Grandma, Aunt Mary, and his
uncle, Senator K. Thorvaldson (so named not because he was a real
senator, but because it sounded good), Johnny longs for escape and
dreams of changing places with the fictional Flambeau family, who
live in Manhattan and travel around the world, solving crimes by
means of superior intelligence. In the end, readers are left to witness
Johnny leave his family behind and march, alone, toward Meister
Hall, where he punctuates his defiance by lighting a cigarette and
dreaming of becoming a writer for the Saint Cloud State newspaper,
Cumulus.
Perhaps the clearest expression of this form of mock rebellion
against the village is registered in the "95 Theses 95" manifesto, an
extended footnote that occupies nearly an entire chapter. Echoing
many of the harsh, satirical tones of Sinclair Lewis, it is the alleged
product of the Sneslund boy, a pseudonym for someone who originally intended to nail it, Martin Luther fashion, on the doors of a local
church. But for fear of being seen, Sneslund sequestered it at his
Terpsichore Terrace address until he could find time to secretly slip
it under the office door of Harold Star, editor of the not so cleverly
named Lake Wobegon newspaper, the Herald-Star.
At fust glance, the manifesto seems dark indeed, and it contains
some of the most damning complaints about small-town life one
could imagine:
16. You have provided me with poor male role models, including the
Sons of Knute, the Boosters Club and others whose petulance, inertia, and ineptitude are legendary ... (257).
34. For fear of what it may do to me, you never paid me a compliment, and when other people did, you beat it away with a stick ...
!I

(263).
62. Bigotry is never a pleasant subject so you didn't bring it up but

you stuck by your guns anyway. Indians were drunks, Jews were
thieves, and the colored were shiftless ... (267).
But the voice of an agonized, guilty, and angry individual is in some
sense moderated by the realization that this material has been rele-
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gated to the subcutaneous IFel of Keillor's many narratives. Thus,
the defiant rant of this disgruntled Wobegonian is offset by the fact
that it is only a footnote and an artifice (Scholl 128).5 As well, the
gentle and humorous tone Keillor extends to his wide-ranging cast of
other characters, such as his Norwegian bachelor farmers, the
Bunsens, and the Krebsbachs, also counterbalances some of the negati ve strain.
Taken as a whole, then, Keillor is interested in a more eclectic
vision of the small Midwestern town than that presented by his literary forebears. Forhim, the view of the Middle Border is paradoxically more, and less, than that extended by writers such as Garland,
Anderson, Fitzgerald, and Lewis. But rather than locking into monolithic expressions of cynicism, frustrated longing, and tragic loss,
through his own curious blend of metafictional elements, Keillor
establishes, differentiates, and then re-accents inherited notions of
his mythic past. For him, life on the prairie as the new millennium
approaches is a mixture of many things, good and bad. Like Mark
Twain, the towering Midwestern writer to whom he is most often
compared, Keillor usually prefers to dwell on the sunnier aspects of
life. Unlike Twain, however, he refuses to turn his back on faith in
human nature. And even though his narratives are often fragmented,
self-reflexive, and a little less than the unvarnished truth, like
Twain's, they are invariably interesting and comic.
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology
NOTES
iAccording to Dentith, novels of this sort locate themselves in the "discursive to and fro" of
a particular society at a particular time. As such, they "re-accent" the words of novelists
in order to "parody, subvert, overcome, accede to, or argue with that other word in multiple, different, but traceable ways" (Bakhtinian Thought 61).
2By indeterminacy, Hassan means a host of diverse concepts, including ambiguity, discontinuity, decentennent, displacement, difference, discontinuity, heterodoxy, pluralism, randomness, revolt, perversion, and several others (269).
3S ee Morris's The Territory Ahead for a fuller explanation of how major American writers
such as Fitzgerald, Wolfe, Hemingway, and Faulkner have been affected by the crippling
effects of nostalgia. According to Morris, nostalgia is an "inexhaustible, chokingly sweet
.... limbo land, leading nowhere, where the artist can graze like a horse put out to pasture, feeding on such clover of the past as whets the appetite" (159).
4In addition to Steinbeck, in a later chapter Keillor also playfully parodies Hemingway's stylistically brilliant description of skiing in the "Cross-Country Snow" section from In Our
Time. Instead of setting his narrative in the majestic Alps, however, Keillor uses the ironic
contrast afforded by the Lilliputian sledding slope near the Pee Tree on Adams Hill to
frame this diminutive description, replete with several signature Hemingway techniques,
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including short declarative sentences, polysyndeton (repeated use of the conjunction
"and"), and personal pronouns ("you"): "Up at the Pee Tree, you flop on yOUf belly on

the sled and push off. down an almost straight drop of twenty feet and fast into the righthand tum, then hard left, then you see the tree. It is in the middle of the track and will
bash your brains out unless you do something. Before you can, you're in the third tum,
centrifugal force having carried you safely around the tree ... you coast to a stop. You

stand up and look down and see that you've almost worn the toes off your boots. You had
the brakes on and you dido't know it" (221),

sScholl observes that although many readers may find "95 Theses 95" to be the darkest section in the book, others find it the funniest. In fact, Keillor's public readings from the passage often produce some of the loudest laughs. Scholl also explains that Keillor believes
footnotes have a place in fiction because he has said that he likes the "'idea of a book
being packed and rich and having layers'" and because it "'allows a person freedom of
digression'" (qtd. in Scholl 128).
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NO HOMECOMING FOR SOLDIERS: YOUNG
HEMINGWAY'S FLIGHT FROM AND RETURN TO
THE MIDWEST
JOHN J. MCKENNA

For Hemingway, returning to the Midwest after his adventures in
Italy during World War I was a sentence worse than death. During his
Italian escapades, the adventure-minded Hemingway was free to a
much greater extent than at any time during his adolesence: free to
feel and do, to love or to hate, to live or to die. Hemingway's sense
of pride increasingly rested on his ability to do the unconventional in
large or small ways. 1 His sense of pride was also connected to being
bold and spontaneous, even lawless. 2 Whatever he did, Hemingway
wanted to make a splasH, to be the center of attention, to dominate a
social environment. As his later life shows, Hemingway was a sensualist hungry for varied physical experiences, For a person of
Hemingway's temperament, the gloomy prospect of losing these
strong emotions and the freedom to indulge in them must have chafed·
him mercilessly. His stories, "A Very Short Story;' "Soldier's Home;'
and "Big Two-Hearted River;' are closely linked dramatizations of
the estrangement and resentment Hemingway felt on returning to
Oak Park, Illinois. These three stories are closely linked-perhaps
more so than is generally recognized-by the date of their composition, by their Midwestern location, by their emotional tenor, and by
the similarity of response the protagonists make to conflict.
Hemingway's biography shows how tightly intertwined these
factors were, and the chronology of Hemingway's creative output
reveals how very compact the timeline of composition was. The years
of 1923 to 1925 mark the beginning of an impressively prolific period
in Hemingway's writing career. He wrote "A Very Short Story" in
1923 (Comley and Scholes 34). By September 14,1924, he had fourteen stories ready to publish in the book In Our Time (1925)
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(Reynolds, An Annotated Chronology 35). Among these stories were
"Soldier's Home;' written by April 25, 1924, and "Big Two-Hearted
River;' finished four months later (with its original ending) by about
August 15, 1924.3 Because he wrote these three stories within about
a year of each other, Hemingway was writing them from much the
same psychological matrix.
These years were densely packed with events important to
Hemingway who, as a beginning writer, was attempting to forge a
more self-constructed identity. On September 3, 1921, Hemingway
married Hadley Richardson in a ceremony at Horton Bay, Michigan.
On December 8, 1921, he and Hadley boarded the Leopoldina bound
for France (Reynolds, An Annotated Chronology 27). In 1923, the
Hemingways returned to North America, where Hemingway worked
briefly for the Toronto Star as a full-time reporter (Reynolds, An
Annotated Chronology 32). Hemingway made a December trip to
Oak Park alone to visit family. Yet he had returned to Canada and the
States only to escape again to the freedom of a writer's life in Paris.
On January 19, 1924, less than half a year after they left France, the
Hemingways set sail on the Antonia for Paris (Reynolds, An
Annotated Chronology 33). With this departure, Hemingway permanently abandoned the Midwest as a place of habitation.
Nonetheless, the geographical setting of these three stories is the
Midwest. Moreover, the geographic locations of the stories are more
similar than they might appear at first. 4 The Oklahoma setting for
"Soldier's Home" might seem an outlier. Yet, the pronunciation of
the first syllable of "Oklahoma" is exactly that for the "Oak" in Oak
Park and the small-town ambiance recalls Oak Park's insular society.
Moreover the last part of Oklahoma, "lahoma" (Le., the home), certainly could be an additional reference to Oak Park-the home
Hemingway was determined to flee after his initial return to the
States from Italy.
'
If Hemingway ever hoped to find a geography of emotional
redemption on his return to the Midwest, most likely he would have
found it along the trout streams of the upper Michigan peninsula.
Nevertheless, he did not. Hemingway's final camping trip of the summer of 1919 "went farther afield, this time to a ghost town called
Seney in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, only fifteen miles from
the chilly shores of Lake Superior .. :' (Baker 63). The trip gave him
the background for "Big Two-Hearted River:' But "[h]e later recalled
that he was still badly hurt in body, mind, spirit, and morals at this
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time" (Baker 63).5 What Nick, his alter ego, finds on his return to the
pine barrens of the Upper Peninsula is a "burned-over" landscape
with the town of Seney burned completely. "There was no town,
nothing but the rails and the burned-over country. The thirteen
saloons that had lined the one street of Seney had not left a trace. The
foundations of the Mansion House hotel stuck up above the ground.
The stone was chipped and split by the fire. It was all that was left of
the town of Seney. Even the surface had been burned off the ground"
("Big Two-Hearted River" 163). The burned-over landscape is .a
symbol for Nick's emotional landscape. Moreover, to some extent, It
represents the emotional landscape of all of the protagonists ih these
three stories, as well as that of Hemingway himself. All were
wrestling with the galling prospect of returning to the irksome
restraints and disappointments of everyday life in the Midwest.
In fact, the emotional tenor of the central figures in all three
stories is quite similar. 6 All are Americans returned to the Midwest
from World War 1. All are wounded physically or psychologically.
The unnamed protagonist in "A Very Short Story" is twice
wounded-by events in war and by betrayal in love. Krebs in
"Soldier's Home" is twice wounded, too-not by war, which he
enjoyed-but by the indifference of the citizens. o~ h.is small
Oklahoma town to his tales of brave deeds? TheIr mdIfference
forces him to lie and, by lying, Krebs wounds himself. Nick in "Big
Two-Hearted River" clearly is suffering from post-traumatic stress;
the title of the story itself suggests a duality of feelings as Nick
engages a trout stream that is both enticing and foreboding.
Hemingway's portrayal of Nick is a dramatic portrait of a character
desperately trying to avoid engaging abstract issues by focusing on
the concrete things right in front of him.
Like his characters, Hemingway's estrangement was comprised
of a double-vectored discontent. He had seen a larger, more exciting-indeed, enticing-world, and he was not happy to return to the
conventional world of Oak Park. He had changed, and Oak Park had
not. He had encountered a world that greatly enlarged his possibilities. As Michael Reynolds summarizes, Hemingway had drunk alcohol, which Oak Park railed against. He had fallen in love with an
older woman who promised to marry him. ''The world, he now knew,
was larger than he had imagined: more various than he had dreamed.
The moment his foot touched the Jersey pier, he was caught between
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two lives-the invented one he had been living and the old one waiting for him in Oak Park. Vaguely he must have known that this was
the end of something" (Young Hemingway 31-32). Hemingway was
resentful that Oak Park's social rules threatened to enmesh him and
cause him to lose his connection to a freer, more expressive lifestyle.
He looked back on his days in Oak Park with revulsion, even hatred.
James Seaton says that "[iJn Hemingway's Midwest the dominant
religion is narrow, ignorant and above all inimical to manhood" (15).
Hemingway was neither above skewering the Midwest nor above
indulging himself in some payback for emotionally disappointing
relationships associated with the Midwest.
These difficult and emotionally wrenching relationships principally involved the puzzle of how to deal with women. He hated his
critical and domineering mother, and he never got over Agnes von
Kurowsky's jilting of him. By almost any measure, Grace
Hemingway was an insensitive, domineering matriarch, highly critical of Ernest. 8 The breaking point in their relationship came in the
summer of 1920, a week after Ernest turned twenty-one. Ernest's sisters, Ursula and Sunny, had arranged a secret beach party with their
neighboring friends, Elizabeth and Bob Loomis, and two young visitors at the Loomis's cottage. Ernest and his friend, Ted Brumback,
joined them, and while Grace slept, they sneaked out at midnight to
their rendezvous. When Mrs. Loomis discovered her charges missing,
she woke Grace, and the partygoers had an unpleasant reception upon
their 3 :00 AM return. The next morning Grace told Ted and Ernest to
pack and leave Windemere, the Hemingways' cabin. She then spent
three days composing a scathing letter of criticism to Ernest, using an
extended metaphor conflating filial duty and love with assets in a bank
account:
There is nothing before you but bankruptcy: You,have over drawn.
.. This world ... is crying out for men ... whose mothers can look
up to them, instead of hanging their heads in shame at having borne
them. Purity of speech and life, have been taught you from earliest
childhood .... Do not come back until your tongue has learned not
to insult and shame your mother. (qtd. in Young Hemingway 138)
Reynolds dryly notes that "Ernest moved out of the cottage" (Young
Hemingway 138). Ernest wrote in protest to his father, but the Doctor
sided firmly with Grace, and when he got a copy of her letter to
Ernest, he pronounced it "a masterpiece" (Young Hemingway 138).
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Thus, his parents presented a unified front of disapproval and even
condemnation. However, it was Grace's much labored-over letter
that gave voice to their stance and lent it the scathing tone so repulsive and hurtful to the young Hemingway.
A year and a half earlier, on January 4, 1919, the Red Cross had
discharged Ernest and he left Italy for the United States. He thought
that Agnes von Kurowsky and he were engaged and that a marriage
between them depended only on his finding work. But in March of
that year, Agnes broke off their relationship, saying that at seven
years his senior, she was too old for him (Reynolds, Hemingway
Chronology, 25). She wrote what must have been a devastating rejection of him and a painful blow to his self-esteem:
,

Now, after a couple of months away from you, I know that I am still
very fond of you, but, it is more as a mother than as a sweetheart ..
.. I am now & always will be too old, & that's the truth, & I can't
get away from the fact that you're just a boy-a kid. (qtd. in Villard
and Nagel 163; also referenced in Comley and Scholes 35)
Like a number of his mother's painful letters, Hemingway kept
Agnes's letter all his life. He revisited these wounds inflicted by
women again and again. They represent one of the most important
subjects in his fiction.
In fact, in each of these three stories, one of the principal antagonists is a female. On the surface, the nature and presence of the
female antagonists might appear to be different in these stories. For
example, in "A Very Short Story;' the female antagonist is really the
woman who writes the protagonist the jilting letter from Italy. She
never appears in the story directly, but it is her jilting that drives the
protagonist into the arms of a salesgirl infected with venereal disease.
The American in "A Very Short Story" has a sexual encounter with a
salesgirl while he and she are riding in the back of a cab through
Lincoln Park. This working-class girl is just the opposite of the older
Agnes, Hemingway's wartime femme d'coeur, who was the daughter of a Polish count. 9 The relationships the American has with these
two women are diametrically opposite, too. His affair with Agnes is
idealized and romantic. His sexual encounter with the salesgirl is a
one-cab-ride affair. That his protagonist establishes a relationship
with this girl in such a sordid situation is clearly an attempt by
. Hemingway to salvage some of his ego in the wake of Agnes's jilting of him. Here, Hemingway conflates disease-spoiled sex with the
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healthy love he once felt for Agnes. He attempts to avoid the significance of his feelings and the truth of his being jilted by denigrating
sexual congress.
In "Soldier's Home;' Krebs is at odds with the girls of his generation and with his mother. Both represent a restrictive female force,
antithetical to Krebs's desire for the unrestrained ways of a soldier at
war. Even though he finds the young women in town attractive, he
makes no move to become acquainted with them because their social
norms would relegate him to a life oflimited experiences. Ultimately,
however, the more threatening aotagonist is his mother. Hemingway
modeled Krebs's relationship with his mother on the combative relationship Hemingway had with his own mother. Seaton points out that
Krebs's mother unmaos him with her emotional blackmail: "Harold
Krebs's mother asks him to pray with her after her tears have reduced
him to a small child, assenting to her wishes with 'I know, Mummy
... I'll try and be a good boy for you'" (15). A few minutes earlier,
a resentful Krebs had brutally told his mother he didn't love her to
avoid being entaogled in her traditional religious convictions or
coerced by her emotional blackmail. He has absolutely no interest in
her recipes for a conservative, socially acceptable lifestyle.
Even in "Big Two-Hearted River;' where no female character
appears, the female principle makes its appearaoce in the guise of the
swamp into which the bewitching trout stream disappears. In maoy
philosophical and psychological systems-Zen, Taoism, Freudian,
Jungian-water is associated with the female principle. Nick fishes
happily where the current is strong against his legs aod the channel is
clearly discemable. He is capable of withstanding a clearly defined
female force. But the stream debouches into a swamp where the chaonel is less distinct and the interface between land and water, between
male aod female, is less clearly defined. Nick refuses to be beguiled
into an environment where the outcome is unknown and the potential
entanglements unknowable. Nick, like the protagonist in "A Very
Short Story" and Krebs in "Soldier's Home;' avoids entanglements.
A remarkable similarity in the three stories is that Hemingway's
characters react to stress by avoiding the causes or sources of it. For
Hemingway, avoidance was the antipathy of experiencing life to the
fullest. But his unpleasaot experiences, battles actually, with his
father and mother had taught him as an adolescent the utility of simply avoiding difficulties. Thus, all three of the characters in these
stories play out variaots of avoidance behaviors-not because avoid-
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ance is a preferred approach but because it works as a backup strategy of utilitarian nature sufficient to meet the vexations of the
moment.
Hemingway's characters, like Hemingway himself, generally try
to avoid entangling emotions. They avoid abstractions like emotions
by speaking mostly about what they see right in front of them, about
what they can get their hands on. In "Big Two-Hearted River;' Nick
concentrates with desperate intensity on the specifics of trout fishing.
He is a keen observer of nature, but he does not focus his attention
specifically on his underlying emotional troubles.
Similarly, the central character in "A Very Short Story" attempts
to avoid confronting the emotional pain of losing his "true" love by
engaging in sex with a salesgirl while riding in a taxicab. He substitutes casual sex for love. He chooses what he can get his hands on
over what he cannot get his emotions around. Ironically, his choice
of the concrete and the utilitarian is without practical costs (venereal
disease) or emotional costs. The central character plays out a vengeful, juvenile response to being jilted that is more self-laceration than
satisfying revenge.
At the end of"Soldier's Home;' Krebs avoids reconnecting to the
social life of his hometown. He prefers to keep himself on the sideline while reading about the war through books borrowed from the
local library. Having lied about his participation in the war, Krebs
knows all too well how slippery words can be. In general, the
Hemingway protagonists avoid words, avoid talking. In "Soldier's
Home;' Krebs cuts short a painful confrontation with his mother by
lying: '''I didn't mean it; he said. 'I was just angry at something. I
didn't mean I didn't love you'" (116). At the end ofthe story, Krebs
intends to skip an interview with his father that would almost certainly not be to Krebs's liking: "He would not go down to his father's
office. He would miss that one" (116). At the end, he opts to watch
his sister play indoor baseball as he has similarly chosen merely to
watch the young girls with their uniformly short hair, Dutch collars
and sweaters with shirtwaists (112). He will miss all of that, miss it
by avoiding it, and retreat from a life that makes him lie and offers
nothing but bondage. He will settle for being an observer because at
that moment that is the best he can do.
At the end of "Big Two-Hearted River" Nick employs essentially
the same defense mechanism. Presented with an idyllic day on an
enchanted trout stream, given a harvest of two magnificent trout-
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sufficient for his evening dinner-he decides not to pursue the stream
further, which would mean going into the murky, enveloping terrain
of the swamp: "He climbed the bank and cut up into the woods,
toward the high ground. He was going back to camp. He looked back.
The river just showed through the trees. There were plenty of days
coming when he could fish the swamp" (180). He will take the "high
ground" safely away from the murky debouchments of emotions into
an uncertain emotional landscape-a landscape that is abstract, irksome, unneeded, unwanted.
After the summer of 1920, Hemingway never returned to the
Midwest for any length of time. 10 Nevertheless, he did look back on
the years of his late adolescence and early manhood for important
sources of his fictions. These three stories are impressively similar.
The protagonists are all young men who have returned to the
Midwest and are trying to work through difficult emotional entanglements. The principal antagonists are similar, too, females or
female factors that force the protagonists to avoid a healthy engagement on their returns to the Midwest. The stories share nearly the
same moment of conception and are highly autobiographical. As a
result, they are a consistent and reliable guide to Hemingway's feelings about returning to the Midwest after his stint as a Red Cross
ambulance driver during World War 1. He and his characters chafed
under the moral and social conventions of Oak Park society and the
disappointment of giving up the excitement of combat and the passion of adult love. These stories dramatize those resentments and
frustrations-feelings that would goad Hemingway through all his
years.
University of Nebraska Omaha
NOTES
'
IBaker (61) cites Hemingway's taste in somewhat exotic cigarettes-a Russian brand, with
dark brown paper, "very slimy looking;' that cost 30 cents for a packet of 10. That price
correlates to about $4 in today's prices, or about $8 for the conventional pack of 20.
2The summer he was sixteen, Hemingway illegally shot a blue heron and ran away from the
game warden. Finally, he faced the judge and paid a $15 fine (Baker, Hemingway 20-21;
Reynolds, An Annotated r;lirono!ogy 21). The fine would be more than $315 in today's
dollars. Hemingway planned a weeklong fishing trip during the summer of 1919 wjth
friends Bill Smith, Fever Jenkins, and Larry Barnett. According to Barnett, as the bearded
foursome passed through Boyne City, Michigan, Hemingway "'thought it would be good
clean fun to shoot out the overhead street lights as we passed under them'" (qtd. in Baker
63). Although stopped a few miles later by a cop on a motorcycle, the four were let go
after their rough appearance apparently unnerved the officer.
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3Reynolds's chronology: By April 25, 1924, Hemingway had written "Soldier's Home;' "Mr.
and Mrs. Smith [E1liot];' and "Cross Country Snow"; by the middle of May he had begun
"Big Two-Hearted River"; by July 19 he resumed writing "Big Two-Hearted River";
Hemingway finished "Big Two-Hearted·River" with its original ending, circa August 15,
1924 (An Annotated Chronology 34-36).·
4Admittedly, the three stories have some iniportant differences. First, the location of each is
superficially different~the big cities of Padua, Milan, and Chicago in "A Very Short
Story;' a small town in Oklahoma in "Soldier's Home;' and the relative wilderness of
northern Michigan in "Big Two-Hearted River:' Second, the central characters do not
share the same "name;' unlike the protagonists in the several so-called Nick Adams
stories. The central character in "A Very Short Story" is unnamed; the protagonist in
"Soldier's Home" is Harold Krebs; and the hero of "Big Two-Hearted River" is the archetypaVeponymous Nick Adams.
5When he got off the train at Seney, said he, the brakeman told the engineer to pause longer
than usual so that Ernest could get down. <Hold her up,' the brakeman said. 'There's a cripple and he needs time to get his stuff down"'(Baker 63). Hemingway shrank from this
third-party assessment, and as Baker says, "After that, said he, he stopped being one [a
cripple] in his mind" (Baker 63).
6The fact that the three main characters do not share the same name is less significant than it
might be given Hemingway's penchant for naming his characters. Carlos Baker notes that
Hemingway had a penchant for mining the names of acquaintances for names of his characters-sometimes embarrassingly so (585). See also, Marcelline Hemingway, At the
Hemingways 216; also qtd. in Reynolds, The Young Hemingway: "It was Ernest's apparent lack of any decent consideration for the feelings of the people whose names and
detailed descriptions hehad used in the story ["Up in Michigan"] that horrified me" (247).
Baker speculates that Harold Krebs's name was "probably compounded from the first
names of Harold Loeb and Krebs Friend" (Baker 585). As a result, Hemingway's repeated
use of the name "Nick" as the protagonist in several stories is counterbalanced by his tendency to opportunistically appropriate combinations of the names of friends for many of
his characters.
1Long after his return home, Hemingway continued to traipse around Oak Park in his military get-up. "When the village gossips began to talk, Marcelline told them he needed the
boots to support his wounded leg" (Reynolds, Young Hemingway 40).
8Grace was similarly critical of Ernest's literary efforts. "In 1924, five copies of In Our Time,
ordered by the Hemingway family, were returned to Paris without explanation"
(Reynolds, Young Hemingway 53). Hemingway was understandably upset. After The Sun
Also Rises appeared in 1926, Grace wrote a scathing letter to Ernest, berating him:
Have you ceased to be interested in loyalty, nObility, honor and fineness in life ...
surely you have other words in your vocabulary besides "damn" and "bitch" - Every
page fills me with a sick loathing - if I should pick up a book by any other writer
with such words in it, I should read no more - but pitch it in the fire. (Qtd. by
Reynolds, Young Hemingway 53; Reynolds's source was a letter from Grace Hall
Hemingway to Ernest Hemingway, December 4, 1926, Hemingway Col1ection,
Kennedy Library, e1lipses in original)
As Reynolds dryly observes, Ernest kept this letter all his life (Young Hemingway 53).
9A version of Hemingway's aborted romance became 'A Very Short Story,' written in 1923,
soon after Hemingway had married Hadley Richardson, who was eight years older than
he. Early drafts of the story are written in the first person, and the nurse's name is Ag"
(Comley and Scholes [34]). Agnes was seven years older than Hemingway was.
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JOHemingway returned to Windemere only twice"and only for a few days. Grace willed him
the cabin; although he paid the taxes, he "never opened the doors: not. for himself,. not for
any of his siblings" (Reynolds, Young Hemingway 140). On hIS forty-.fourth buthday,
Ursula wrote, reminding him of the good summers at the lake, bu~ h~ replIed that he could
not go back because Windemere was still the clearest part of hIS hfe (Reynolds, Young
Hemingway 140).
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RAY BRADBURY'S TALE OF TWO CITIES: AN
ESSENTIAL MESSAGE FOR A TECHNOLOGICALLY
DOMINATED SOCIETY
LOREN LOGSDON

After the success of The Martian Chronicles (1950), Doubleday
advertised Ray Bradbury, on the cover of the twelfth printing of the
book in 1967, as "The World's Greatest Living Science-Fiction Writer?'
Bradbury has always been uneasy with the science-fiction label, I
which he considers too limited to capture the essence of the entire body
of his work. Furthennore, the science-fiction label has led many readers and critics to believe that Bradbury is a prophet since, according to
Isaac Asimov, a concern for the future is the defining characteristic of
science-fiction (284-5). While there are science fiction writers who
engage in prophecy, Bradbury has consistently resisted being called a
prophet, maintaining that he is not a predictor of the future but rather
a "preventor" of undesirable futures (Interview 24). Through his works
he seeks to warn us about wrong directions we are taking in our use of
technology and the consequences that will result from them.
One of the major concerns about the future that we find in
Bradbury's worksis the tendency to place our blind faith in machines
and the technological progress that accompanies them. Notorious for
being skeptical about machines, Bradbury himself never learned to
drive an automobile and for a long time refused to fly in an airplane.
While Bradbury is fully aware that if we explore outer space we must
depend on the machine, he warns us that we must never define human
happiness in tenns of technological progress or allow the machine to
determine to what ends we should live. Bradbury would agree with
the French sociologist Jacques Ellul, who explains in The
Technological Society (1964 edition) that the end of technology is
efficiency, not human happiness. According to Ellul, "No social,
human, or spiritual fact is so important as the fact of technique in the
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modern world. And yet no subject is so little understood" (3).
Technology has conditioned us to accept the concept of technique as
having great importance in human affairs, but few people realize that
technique now dominates all of human culture, not just the industrial
world. Ellul explains the relationship of technique and the machine
in the following passage: "[Tlhe machine is deeply symptomatic: it
represents the ideal toward which technique strives. The machine is
solely, exclusively technique; it is pure technique, one might say. For
wherever a technical factor exists, it results, almost inevitably, in
mechanization: technique transforms everything it touches into a
machine" (4). Ellul observes that evolution in machines is directed
toward efficiency: each new machine must be more efficient than the
previous one. His insights into the complex relationships of the
machine, technique, and efficiency provide a useful perspective for
understanding Bradbury's vision, a vision that consistently reminds
us that technological efficiency and human happiness are not necessarily compatible.
Bradbury's concern about technology can be highlighted by a
careful reading of what I call his tales of two cities. Like Saint
Augustine and his Heavenly City and Earthly City and Charles
Dickens in his novel about London and Paris, Bradbury has two cities
that represent contrasting values. Green Town, Illinois, in Dandelion
Wine represents the fullest and most comprehensive picture of human
happiness in all of Bradbury's works. The unnamed city in
Fahrenheit 451 represents the undesirable future that we must avoid,
a future characterized by efficiency, a vast spiritual emptiness, and
human beings who are isolated from nature and from meaningful
contllct with each other. Green Town is life-affirming in its spiritual
richness; the city in Fahrenheit 451 is life-denying in its impoverishment of the human spirit for the sake of comfort, convenience, and
a very narrow definition of happiness, an impoverisl\ment whose logical conclusion is destruction and death. A visit to those two cities
will enable' us to understand Bradbury's vision and how the city in
Fahrenheit 451 has gone so completely wrong.
A major difference in the two cities can be seen in terms of community, especially the personal relationships that define the nature of
a society. Green Town has a rich and complex social fabric that the
city in Fahrenheit 451 lacks. Doug Spaulding's family is truly an
extended family, in which a living great-grandmother has a place of
respect and honor. Similarly, neighbors are important. Elderly peo-
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pie are a source of wisdom and guidance. Children have a special
place in the society as well. The so-called generation gap,2 so divisive in the America of the 1960s, is not important in the Green Town
of the 1920s, except for the children's encounter with Helen Bentley
and"later, Tom Spaulding's whispered comment to Doug that "Old
people never were children" (79). Personal relationships and friendships are valued in a true sense of community in Green Town.
By contrast, human relationships in Fahrenheit 451 are distinguished by what is missing. Montag and Mildred are married, but
their relationShip seems to lack any semblance of the love that most
married people share. There is no felt experience of sharing or emotional intimacy. It is very significant that Montag and Mildred have
no children; indeed, Montag tells us that Mildred did not want children. There is a mention of children, but it is by Clarisse McClellan,
Montag's young neighbor: "I'm afraid of children my own age. They
kill each other. Did it always used to be that way? My uncle says no.
Six of my friends have been shot in the last year alone. Ten of them
died in car wrecks. I'm afraid of them and they don't like me because
I'm afraid. My uncle says his grandfatherremembered when children
didn't kill each other. But that was a long time ago when they had
things different. They believed in responsibility, my uncle says" (30).
Those who would call Bradbury a prophet could say that Clarisse
is descrIbing the present and point to Columbine and other schools
where young people have killed each other, as well as to the numerous reports of young people killed in automobile accidents and
bizarre behaviors aimed at getting high. The children in Montag's
city reflect the culture at large; a culture of emotional emptiness and
death. Other than Clarisse's reference to her family, there is no mention of any extended family except Mildred's superficial family of
the parlor walls (television). But that family, in its inane conversations, merely confirms Clarisse's statement that "People don't talk
about anything" (31).
People in Fahrenheit 451 are isolated; they seem to be confined
to their homes, coming out only to witness the spectacle of a book
burning. The only example of friendship in the city is the brief relationship of Clarisse and Montag early in the book. Clarisse has a family, but it is officially regarded as dangerous because of its nonconformity. Of the elderly people who could provide guidance to the city,
Beatty has sold his soul to the city's technology and defends it; Faber,
the elderly professor of literature, is hiding and living in fear; and
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Granger is out in the woods with the book people. Technology has
taken over in the sense that Thoreau remarked in Walden, "Men have
become tools of their tools" (1650).
One of the most important questions that mankind has had to
answer since the beginning of time is what is our proper relationship
to nature? In Green Town nature is an essential part of the human consciousness, especially for Doug Spaulding, who discovers one June
morning that he is alive. He is picking fox grapes and tiny wild strawberries with his father and brother when he senses a strange presence
lurking near, waiting to leap on him. The presence turns out to be
Doug's awareness that he is alive, and this discovery is conveyed in
terms of Emerson's transparent eyeball: "The world, like a great iris
of an even more gigantic eye, which had also just opened and
stretched out to encompass everything, stared back at him" (9). It is
significant that Doug's discovery takes place out in the natural world,
not in the town. Doug realizes that he is alive and that he is a part of
the great Creation that encompasses him. His "birth" occurs with a
sense of mystery, and he begins to look carefully at the world around
him. But like life itself, nature is complex. Bradbury uses the sinister ravine in Green Town as a metaphor for the darkness in life and
those moments when fear grips the soul. And throughout the book he
uses the sea as a metaphor for life itself, for its constant motion and
for the impermanence of human beings. One of the sources of spiritual wisdom in the book is the notion that while human beings are a
part of nature and must live in it, we cannot control it. The worst mistakes in the book are made by characters who attempt to control life.
In Fahrenheit 451, Montag is oblivious of nature, of the rain, the
moonlight, and the flowers. The city has managed to control nature,
and human beings live in mediated environments that have excluded
nature and in which actual families have been replaced by the superficial family of the parlor walls. When we see Montag at the beginning of the book, he seems more like a machine, an'efficient part of
the city, instead of a human being. His life is mere routine and he
seems as dead as his bedroom. "It was like coming into the cold marbled mausoleum after the moon has set" (ll). His marriage and his
life are joyless. It never occurs to him to be concerned about happiness until Clarisse asks him if he is happy. Mildred, however, is the
best example of what the city has done to the human being: "Mildred
stood over his bed curiously. He felt her there, he saw her without
opening his eyes, her hair burnt by chemicals to a brittle straw, her
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eyes with a kind of cataract unseen but suspect far behind the pupils,
the reddened pouting lips, the body as thin as a praying mantis from
dieting, and her flesh like white bacon. He could remember her no
other way" (48).
Bradbury is describing a person who looks skeletal and unhealthy;
one is reminded of fashion models who are so emaciated that they
resemble refugees from concentration camps. Early in the novel,
Montag comes home to discover that Mildred's suicidal impulse has
led her to overdose on pills. In her physical appearance and her fast
driving, Mildred, like the children Clarisse was afraid of, reflects the
culture of death. Montag himself seems dead-alive, awakened only by
Clarisse's perplexing importuning and persistent questions.
The human being's isolation from nature in Montag's city is succinctly explained by William Touponce in his profound book Ray
Bradbury and the Poetics of Reverie. According to Touponce, each
new technology serves to remove the human being further from any
sense of connection with nature. In Fahrenheit 451, Bradbury

I

... makes vivid for the reader the whole problematic course of
Westem enlightenment that culminated in technology and the positivistic processes of thought its world-wide dominance have brought
about. In order to know nature objectively we in a sense misrecognize or forget ourselves as a part of nature. The price of progress is
brought about by a kind of oblivion, like that of a surgical operation
on our bodies during which we were unconscious or anesthetized.
Consciousness once more restored, we find it difficult to bridge the
gap between our present and our past. .. (82).
Touponce's analysis identifies the two related problems in Montag's
city: the elimination of books prevents knowledge of the past, and the
advanced technology has obliterated any meaningful connection
with nature. Ironically, the advance of technology carries with it the
forces for destruction. As Neil Postman observes.in Technopoly: The
Surrender of Culture to Technology,"The uncontrolled growth of
technology destroys the vital sources of humanity" (xii).
A central point of comparison between the two cities is the attitude toward machines. Although every machine in Dandelion Wine
fails, especially the Happiness Machine that Leo Auffmann tries to
build, Bradbury devotes an interesting part of the book to the visit of
Aunt Rose who is human but who thinks like a machine and whose
attitude ex~mplifies the values of a technological outlook on life.
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As Neil Postman observed in Technopoly: The Surrender of Culture
to Technology, "The uncontrolled growth of technology destroys the
vital sources of Humanity" (xii), Ellul emphasizes that technology
places total emphasis on technique, whose goal is efficiency. Aunt
Rose believes that Grandma Spaulding's excellent but disorganized
cooking can be improved through technique and efficiency. Hence,
she buys Grandma a cookbook and new spectacles and puts her
kitchen in order. The problem is that Grandma's cooking is a miracle
that cannot be improved by technique. On the contrary, Aunt Rose's
emphasis on efficiency destroys Grandma's cooking, and Doug intervenes to restore Grandma's kitchen to its previous disorder to save
the mystery. Bradbury's point here is very important: so much oflife
is mystery and miracle, and the application of technique and efficiency to mystery will serve only to destroy the miracle. Aunt Rose's
intrusion represents a serious threat to the welfare of the community,
and Doug's actions are heroic in defending the community. The
proper response to a miracle is to enjoy it, not to try to improve it.
Aunt Rose's mistake in applying technique and efficiency to life
is made more vivid in the Mechanical Hound in Fahrenheit 451.
Bradbury has been criticized for the mechanical hound because it
seems so farcical, but the hound is really the logical upshot of the
technology of the city. To take all of the attributes of a living animal
and reduce them to only two-hunting and killing-is to fulfill the
highest expectations of efficiency. The Mechanical Hound is thus the
perfect mechanism to serve the city and is the logical upshot of the
Aunt Rose mentality. The mystery and complexities of the living
creature are eliminated for the sake of efficiency. The Mechanical
Hound's sole purpose is to hunt and kill. In both Aunt Rose and the
Mechanical Hound, Bradbury attacks the ideas of efficiency and an
overemphasis on technique.
Green Town is notable for its interesting people and their various
stories and especially for a sense of history and ritual. Every human
culture has stories and rituals that provide meaning and guidance for
human beings. Doug and his friends quickly recognize the value of
Colonel Freeleigh, whom they fondly name the Time Machine. The
Colonel is actually a first-rate storyteller whose stories of the Civil
War, Pawnee Bill, the last great buffalo herd, and the tragic death of
Ching Ling Soo are not only fascinating but helpful in providing a
sense of history, an awareness of the past that is important. In Green
Town, much richness in life is conveyed through ritual. In fact, one
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of the most important ways that the elderly communicate what is
important to young children is through participation in ritual.
Consequently, Doug Spaulding is so keenly aware of rituals that he
resolves to record them in his notebook. The list is long: the gathering of the fox grapes, putting up the porch swing, the new tennis
shoes, the front porch on a summer night, the making of dandelion
wine, the rug beating, the first sound of the lawn mower, to name a
few.
Since reading books is officially banned, there are no stories in
Fahrenheit 451 and no sense of history. The rituals are primarily negative ones-the ritualized but empty conversations of the parlor walls
and the destruction of books by the firemen. Montag is not even aware
that in the past, firemen were called to put out fires, not set them. The
people who live in the city have no knowledge of the past and obviously little knowledge of the present. Although they know a war is
imminent because of the thunderous noise of bombers and fighter
planes, they have no knowledge of the causes of that war or anything
else about it. What explains this lack of awareness is what Postman
tells us happens in a technopoly: Major decisions are turned over to
experts, and ordinary citizens are excluded from any participation in
those decisions (50).3 As Beatty says, don't confuse people with two
points of view; don't give them any point of view. Simplify everything.
Without books, the citizens are also denied those stories that
could serve as cautionary tales. Three such stories, all from Greek
mythology, are central to Bradbury's vision because, taken together,
they provide an explanation for the city's destruction at the end of
Fahrenheit 451. The first, told by Faber, is the story of the giant
Antaeus and his fight with Hercules. Antaeus draws his strength from
the earth, and every time Hercules throws him down, Antaeus comes
back stronger than before. Finally, Antaeus can be defeated only
when Hercules holds him aloft so that he has no contact with the
earth. The second is the story of Daedalus and his son Icarus, who
flies so close to the sun that the heat melts the wax on his wings, and
he falls to his death. The third is the story of the mythical Phoenix,
the bird that builds a funeral pyre and then bums to ashes with a new
. bird rising out of the ashes.
These stories pass on traditional wisdom and provide a succinct
summary of what has happened in the city. Technology has removed
human beings from any meaningful connection with the earth; the
city, in its dedication to technology, has flown too high, losing con-
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tact with the earth, and, like the Phoenix, has built itself a funeral pyre
of destruction. Without books, the wisdom of these stories is lost.
For the perceptive reader, the stories of Antaeus, Daedalus and
Icarus, and the Phoenix are cautionary tales emphasizing the importance of human connection with nature and the consequences if that
connection is missing. Two contrasting scenes illustrate the importance of connection for human beings: one in Dandelion Wine, which
is positive and one in Fahrenheit 451, which is negative. The summer
night porch scene in Green Town is lyrical in richness, an example of
"those rituals that were right and lasting" (31). Sometime during the
evening neighbors come by to visit and children gather to play, but
most important is Doug's sense of well-being: "Oh, the lUXury oflying
in the fern night and the grass night of susurrant, slumberous voices
weaving the dark together. The grownups had forgotten he was there,
so still, so quiet Douglas lay, noting the plans they were making for
his and their own futures. And the voices chanted, drifted, in moonlit
clouds of cigarette smoke while the moths, like late apple blossoms
come alive, tapped faintly about the far street lights, and the voices
moved on into the coming years .. :' (31-2).
This feeling of well-being that Doug experiences with the family
on a summer night is missing in Montag's life. In fact, Montag
observes that houses no longer have front porches or rocking chairs
where people may converse or contemplate. Clarisse's uncle had told
her that people had too much time to talk and think, so the architects
removed the porches for so-called aesthetic reasons. Instead of the
front porches in Green Town, we have the scene where Montag and
Mildred are watching the parlor walls: "A great thunderstorm of
sound gushed from the walls. Music bombarded him at such an
immense volume that his bones were almost shaken from their tendons .... He was a victim of concussion. When it was allover he felt
like a man who has been thrown from a cliff, whirled in a centrifuge,
and spat out over a waterfall that fell and fell into emptiness and
emptiness and never-quite-touched-bottom ... never ... quite.
.. touched ... anything" (45).
The dislocation of the human being in the above passage is further intensified by a scene later when Mildred's friends come to visit
and watch the parlor walls:
On one wall a woman smiled and drank orange juice simultaneously.
How does she do both at once? thought Montag, insanely. In the
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other walls an x-ray of the same woman revealed the contracting
journey of the refreshing beverage on its way to her delighted stomach! Abruptly the room took off on a rocket flight into the clouds, it
plunged into a lime-green sea where blue fish ate red and yellow
fish. A minute later three White Cartoon Clowns chopped off each
'other's limbs to the accompaniment of immense incoming tides of
laughter. Two minutes more and the room whipped out of town to
the jet cars wildly circling an arena, bashing and backing up and
bashing each other again. Montag saw a number of bodies fly in the
air. (93-4)
The complete distortion of reality in this scene is alarming. The lack
of connection and the violation of sequence and cause-effect illustrate why television can be a dangerous influence on human beings.
What Montag and Mildred are viewing is, according to Jerry Mander
in Four Arguments for the Elimination of Television, reflective of a
bias in television to substitute technique for content, especially in
regard to imagery (302-10). Unconnected imagery (or "television
tricks") coming at us at alarming speed and the disregard for causeeffect and the noise make life seem like a centrifuge where we touch
nothing-there is no sense of connection, no grounding in life.
A focus on the two protagonists, Doug Spaulding and Montag, in
terms of what they learn and how they change is instructive in understanding Bradbury's message about life and human happiness.
Bradbury's wisdom can be clarified by tracing the development of
the two central figures. They both end up affirming the same values.
When he is twelve, Doug Spaulding discovers that he is alive. He
looks around and sees so many good things in the world, and his
impulse is to keep those good things. But when he discovers that he
is alive, there is a corollary discovery that he must face-that he will
someday die. As Doug experiences the loss of many good things in
the summer, he is brought to face his own mortality. When his greatgrandmother dies at the end of a long list of losses, Doug takes stock
by writing in his notebook that you can't depend on people or
machines because they go away or die, and he is brought to the point
of acknowledging that he also will die. However, Doug resists this
truth and seeks a means of controlling life so that he will not die. He
constructs an elaborate fantasy about the Tarot Witch, believing that
inside this arcade machine is a beautiful woman who has been imprisoned by a wicked magician. In his desperation, Doug believes that if
he frees her, she will be so grateful that she will grant him immortal-
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ity. Doug is, of course, placing his reliance on a machine as a means
of controlling life, and the machine fails him-as it must. Doug
becomes ill, suffering from a sickness of the soul which Doug's
mother and the doctor are unable to diagnose.
Doug's life is saved not by a machine but by a human being, a .
junkrnan named Mr. Jonas, who understands what ails Doug and
comes in time to save Doug's life. Because he is open to life as mystery and miracle, not life as technique and efficiency, Mr. Jonas realizes that Doug is suffering from an illness of the soul-he has lost the
will to live-and that what he needs is the reassurance of love and
friendship to heal his spirit. Jonas provides the only medicine that
will work in this situation: the reassurance of a friend. Doug's life is
saved and his impulse is to want to repay Mr. Jonas. As a mark of his
new-found maturity, Doug realizes that there is nothing he can do to
pay back Mr. Jonas, but he can, as Catherine Ryan Hyde's novel suggests, "pay it forward?' Doug then saves Grandma Spaulding's life
when it is threatened by Aunt Rose's meddling. What is really important at the end of Dandelion Wine is where Doug locates himself. He
has realized and accepted impermanence as the essential truth of life,
but this acceptance leads not to despair or isolation but rather to joy.
As Doug says to his brother Tom at the end of the book, "Next year's
going to be even bigger, days will be brighter, nights longer and
darker, more people dying, more babies born, and me in the middle
of it all" (235-6). That is where we all should be-"in the middle of
it all?' Life is to be lived, not controlled.
Bradbury's idea of being "in the middle of it all" is a rather complex concept but one that is essential to understanding his vision.
Essentially it means what Henry James called the life well lived. It
involves, as Doug Spaulding discovers in the course of the summer,
achieving a maturity that enables us to accept the impermanence of
our life and yet still live as fully as we can during the time we have.
To live fully, we must use imagination, creativity, and the ability to
love deeply and energetically, both people and the things that we find
in the world. As Bradbury has said, "I have the ability to love many
things" ("Interview;' November 19, 2008). The tragic mistake in
Fahrenheit 451 has resulted in a loss of texture and rich complexity
in life, a superficial emotional life, and lack of respect for nature and
its role in human well-being. To be "in the middle of it all" means to
have the wisdom to realize that life is to be lived fully and that nature
is a source of beauty and truth.
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Like Dante at the beginning of The Inferno, Montag in
Fahrenheit 451 discovers at the age of thirty that he is lost in his own
dark wood and he has spent ten of those years as a fireman who burns
books. His awakening begins when Clarisse asks him if he is happy.
Clarisse, who is much like Dante's Beatrice, admits that she rarely
watches the parlor walls but instead likes to walk in the moonlight
and the rain and listen to people. Montag begins to wonder about life
when he discovers that his wife has overdosed. He is disturbed that
the Mechanical Hound growls at him. And he is really upset when
the woman chooses to die with her books. When Clarisse uses the
dandelion test on him to reveal that he does not love anyone, Montag
is finally brought to a crisis: "How do you get so empty? he wondered. Who takes it out of you? And that awful flower the other day,
the dandelion. It had summed up everything, hadn't it? 'What a
shame! You're notin love with anyone!' And why not?" (44)
In asking "Why not?" Montag begins to search for the reasons
that his life is empty. In attempting to account for the limitations of
technology, Athanasios Moulakis observes, "We are reminded that
human personalities do not mature against a background of abstract
rationality but within the context of a way oflife .. ?' (31). The way
of life of the city does not call for a healthy respect for diverse personalities but rather a sameness of people and a conformity to a technological value system. The city does not provide Montag with a rich
context of resources to help him understand the emptiness of his life,
let alone the means to fill it. The city has no respect for individual
human freedom; rather, as Beatty explains, technology imposes a
totalitarian spirit on its citizens in the name of happiness, comfort and
security. Montag must find someone to help him, and his search leads
to Faber, who explains what has happened to life in the city and, especially, why books are needed for the quality of life.
Montag's response to meeting with Faber is to want to alert
Mildred and her friends and spread his new-found knowledge to
others. Significantly, he chooses Matthew Arnold's "Dover Beach"
to read to them. The poem is perfect because of its description of a
world in which faith is missing and ignorant armies are clashing by
night. Arnold's poem is prophetic in describing the city's destruction
in a war that its inhabitants know nothing about. Instead of awakening the women and enlightening them, Montag frightens them, and
later Mildred turns him in for having books in their home. Beatty
orders Montag to burn the books. First Montag destroys the bedroom,
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then the books, the parlor walls, and finally Beatty himself. After
killing Beatty, Montag has to escape the city, and after an encounter
with the Mechanical Hound, Montag is able to reach the river.
As he floats down the river away from the city, Montag is reborn.
Gradually he is purged of the city and its deathlike qualities: "He was
moving from a reality that was frightening into a reality that was
unreal because it was new" (140). Montag's floating down the river
leads him to important self-knowledge as nature comes alive to him.
He realizes the destructiveness of his work as a fireman and resolves
to stop his part of the burning. He has a vision of Clarisse's face in a
window and imagines a gift of a fresh glass of milk, some apples and
pears awaiting him. "This was all he wanted now. Some signs that
the immense world would accept him and give him the long time he
needed to think all the things that must be thought" (143). Montag's
trip down the river is one of the most eloquent passages in all of
Bradbury's work, for it conveys Montag's rebirth in such a compelling fashion that the reader identifies with Montag. It is miraculous, as if Montag had retnrned from the dead. And he has indeed. In
a reversal of Dante's Inferno, Montag crosses the river not into Hell
but into life. And there is one more dramatic and mythic moment:
when Montag steps out on the riverbank, he hears a noise and thinks
it is the Mechanical Hound. To his relief and delight he discovers that
it is not that technological Cerberus, the modem guardian of Hell, but
instead a deer, a living animal. Montag is finally free of the city.
At first Montag is overwhelmed at being free in the natural world,
but he traces the railroad tracks to the book people in the forest; thus,
he is safe from harm when the city is bombed and destroyed. Granger
continues Montag;s education and welcomes him to the community
of readers. Granger's advice is that we must live in such a way that
our lives touch the earth and leave something of ourselves behind
when we die. Even more important is Granger's advice to Montag
that he live fully: "'Stuff your eyes with wonder ... live as if you'd
drop dead in ten seconds. See the world. It's more fantastic than any
dream made or paid for in factories. Ask no guarantees, ask for no
security, there never was such an animal. And if there were, it would
be related to the great sloth which hangs upside down in a tree all day
every day, sleeping its life away'" (157).
Montag has been sleeping for thirty years, but now he is fully
awakened and-to borrow Bradbury's language from Dandelion
Wine-locates himself right where he should be: "in the middle of it
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all;' out in nature in a human community of people who are truly
alive, away from the destroyed city in which he had lived as one
dead-alive, a machine serving a technological city that sought to control human life. The community of book people constitutes what Eller
and Touponce call "a new kind offolk culture" (166), one dedicated
In contrast, by seeking to provide security, comfort, and conto
venience, the city ultimately was dedicated to a form of suicide, for
as Mander explains, "Life ... is fluid, ambiguous, process-oriented,
complex, multileveled, sensory, intuitive" (328). Life is not to be
driven into narrow areas of experience, and happiness cannot be captured by a machine, by efficiency and technique; life is mystery and
miracle. To live fully, one must participate directly in the Creation,
live in the middle of it all, and recognize that happiness is defined in
terms of human dreams and human relationships.
Bradbury's vision does not call for a blanket rejection of
machines, and Bradbury cannot be dismissed as a Luddite. After all,
he did make use of television for his Ray Bradbury Theater, and he
has always had great respect for movies as a legitimate art form. He
realizes that to oppose technology would be as futile as opposing a
tidal wave. Bradbury, like Ellul and Postman, finds danger in the
blind acceptance of technology because it may lead to a catastrophe,
to a future that is undesirable. As Moulakis observes, "Ingenuity
itself cannot furnish its own sense of direction, and the very success
of our technological cleverness forces us to come to terms with the
possibility of ingenious blunders" (1). In short, regarding technology,
we need to live as Bradbury's Clarisse lives and pay more attention
to the "why" than we do to the "how?' Further, Moulakis recommends
that in our universities we need "to teach the students to think and
express themselves by reading and discussing well-chosen texts that
explore the ever-recurrent issues of meaning, aesthetic sensibility,
and morality" (2). In Bradbury's tales oftwo cities, we have two texts
that engage our critical thinking by presenting a vision that embraces
the artistic, moral, spiritual, and technical dimensions of human
experience. Fahrenheit 451 was an important book when it was published in 1953, and perhaps itis even more important today. But is its
warning too late?

life.
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NOTES

lIn an interview on November 19,2008, Bradbury furtherexpiained that he does not consider
himself among "the greatest Science-Fiction writers?' He named the three greatest: RG.
Wells, Jules Verne, and Edgar Rice Burroughs. He commented further that he considers
himself a writer of fantasy.
2Jonathan Eller and William Touponce in Bradbury: The Life ofFiction point out that in many

Bradbury stories children resent adults and view them as the enemy. The best example is
"The Small Assassin;' in which the baby kills its parents as well as the doctor who had
assisted at its birth. Such resentment is not the case in Dandelion Wine because the move-

ment of the book is toward Doug's maturity. In fact, one of the strongest messages of the
book is that it is dangerous for adults to act like children. Miss Fern and Miss Roberta in
the story of the Green Machine and Elmira Brown in her attempt to triumph over Clara
Goodwater are examples that illustrate the truth about maturity as a positive goa1.
3Postman lists the characteristics of a technopoly. In addition to an emphasis on efficiency
and the rule by experts, Postman lists the beliefs that technical calculation is superior to
human judgment because "human judgment cannot be trusted, because it is plagued by
laxity, ambiguity, and unnecessary complexity; that subjectivity'is an obstacle to clear
thinking; that what cannot be measured does not exist or is of no value ... " (50).
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"WE REPRESENT THE END OF RACE":
UNCOVERING LANGSTON HUGHES'S
JEREMIADIC DISCOURSE
WILLIE J. HARRELL, JR.
This is my land America. Naturally, I love it-it is home-and I am vitally
concerned about its mores, its democracy, and its well-being.
-Langston Hughes, "My America," 1943
This is my home, the u.S.A. I was bam in the very middle of it.
It is mine-faults and all-and I had rather . .. help my country get rid of its
faults-race p1'(!judice, economic inequalities . ...
-Langston Hughes, "Faults oflhe Soviet Union," 1946

When David Howard-Pitney wrote The Afro-American Jeremiad:
Appeals for Justice in America, l there was little discussion on the
effect the jeremiad had on African American writers and intellectuals
during the Harlem Renaissance. In fact, the only mention of the
Harlem Renaissance appeared in reference to W.E.B. DuBois, who,
as Howard-Pitney suggests, assisted in introducing "many young
black writers and artists to the public and otherwise encouraged and
contributed to the artistic movement of the 1920s known as the
Harlem, or Negro, Renaissance in which black writers and artists drew
inspiration from black folklife" (105). Scholars of the African
American jeremiad, such as Howard-Pitney, have avoided considering its political importance that materialized throughout the period
known as the Harlem Renaissance.2 The political culture which sustained jeremiadic rhetoric during this flowering of African American
arts and letters was mainly an outcome of blacks seeking empowerment and self-consciousness. Regarded as the "poet laureate of the
Negro race;' James Langston Hughes exceptionally utilized the jeremiad, although he deviated considerably from its basic pattern, to
empower African Americans to a consciousness concerning their heritage and racial pride and to question the ills of racial prejudice in
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America and abroad. He determined his rhetoric through the distinctiveness of the African American jeremiad and embedded its tenets
throughout his moralistic messages.
This essay investigates the prose of one of America's most intellectual African American literary minds to uncover the jeremiadic
rhetoric beneath his work and challenge readers to revisit it for its
contribution to the African Americanjeremiadic tradition. Hughes's
aspirations to achieve equal status for African Americans as citizens
of a purportedly democratic America and people of color globally
flowed intermittently through his jeremiads. In his jeremiadic imagination there existed both criticism and a call to action as he uncompromisingly confronted America's democratic principles because he
felt that they sought to oppress continuously the African American
community. Therefore, in his unprecedented way, Hughes participated in and appealed to the growing consciousness of African
American jeremiadic discourse and augmented its development in a
number of ways. First, when he voiced the rhetoric of resistance,
Hughes doggedly attacked the forces that silenced the voices of
African Americans and the traditional hegemonic practices of White
America. Second, Hughes's commitment to representing the oppression of African Americans surfaced as he structured his jeremiads to
aid in defining the experience and aspirations of the "Negro:' Finally,
Hughes's jeremiads demonstrate his views on the globalization of
racism, which he believed would represent the end of all races.
Scholarship has contextualized the jeremiad as a significant
development in American literary history. 3 Jeremiads incorporate an
ever-increasing criticism that tinge with opportunism and include a
peculiarly introspective view. They focus both on the miseries of the
victims and on the wickedness of the victimizers and include elements of prophecy, a warning of things to come. Although the jeremiad illustrated extreme religious significances, African Americans
adapted it to construct a consciousness concerning race relations and
to critique public life. Their discursive discourse emerged during the
early Republic amidst America's backsliding from a democratic society. Through their employment of the jeremiad, African American
activists such as James Forten, Richard Allen and Absalom Jones,
Sojourner Truth, Maria Miller Stewart and Frederick Douglass transformed racial prejudices into ideas concerning egalitarianism,
humanitarianism, and justice. The groundwork established by these
leaders continued well into the twentieth century. The fertile grounds
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seeded with the inequalities of racial discrimination of the 1920s created a forum through which many African American intellectuals
sought justice, social equality, and the end of racial prejudice and discrimination. The jeremiad became a useful vehicle to trek the
groupds of inequality not only in America, but also abroad.
The authority connected with jeremiadic discourse initiated a
"motivation for generic modification" and created a variation that
formed a "fundamentally positive" outlook (Jones and Rowland
158). As one of the rriost extremely sought after intellectuals of his
time, Hughes's adaptation and modification ofthe African American
jeremiad claimed and sustained his standing as the pre-eminent
Jeremiah of the Harlem Renaissance. Grounded in racial pride,
Hughes positioned his jeremiads to appeaUo the common theme of
reformation in America's democratic agenda. In many of his essays,
Hughes illustrated the prevalent discourse of the jeremiad when he
criticized society for its immorality. For example, in his article "Sorry
Spring;' Hughes wrote: "Four Hundred Million Dollars to build up
the Grecian and Turkish armies as a bulwark for 'democracy' when
in our own armies colored Americans are segregated and humiliated
and denied enlistment rights and officers' promotions and march in
dark ranks alone and apart from the pure white representatives or our
democracy" (33). Hughes condemned the American government for
not supporting black education and for not assisting in the anti-lynching crusade. Perhaps a more appropriate title for the essay would
have been "Where is 'Democracy' in America?" Meanwhile, however, Hughes challenged African Americans to strengthen the richness of their culture and communities through various artistic measures (De Santis 1). In his 1935 lecture delivered at the First
American Writers' Congress held in New York, for example, Hughes
recognized several measures African American writers, through their
literary aptitude, could employ to advance black America's cultural
visibility. He challenged the younger African American writer to confirm African Americans' "potential power to transform" the South
"into a region of peace and plenty"; to illustrate to white America that
African American attributes "go beyond the mere ability to laugh and
sing and dance and make music"; to "unite blacks and whites" in
America on the "solid ground of the daily working-class struggle to
wipe out ... all the old inequalities of the past"; to expose the "sicksweet smile of organized religion"; and to expose the "false leader-
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ship that besets the Negro people" ("The American Writers'
Congress" 135-136).
Hughes's jeremiads called his fellow African American writers to
a consciousness concerning the role they had to play in the uplift of the
race. For example, on June 16, 1926, George Schuyler's ''The Negro
Art-Hokum" was published in The Nation, a weekly journal of opinion featuring analysis on politics and culture founded in 1865. Schuyler
opened his essay by maintaining "Negro art 'made in America' is as
non-existent as the widely advertised profundity of Cal Coolidge, the
'seven years of progress' of Mayor Hylan, or the reported sophistication of New Yorkers" (662). Since African Americans were "subject to
the same economic and social forces that mold the actions and thoughts
of the white Americans" (662) according to Schuyler's assessment,
African American -artists were as equally diverse as white artists and
should be expected to produce art and literature analogous to that of
the white Americans. Hughes's "The Negro Artist and the Racial
Mountain;' solicited by The Nation in response to Schuyler's ''The
Negro Art-Hokum" (Berry, Before and Beyond Harlem 75),4
reproached African American writers who, according to Hughes,
"would surrender racial pride in the name of a false integration" (56).
Sympathetic toward what he believed to be the most complex problem
the young African American writer confronted, Hughes lamented:
We younger Negro artists who create now intend to express our individual dark-skinned selves without fear or shame. If white people
are pleased we are glad. If they are not, it doesn't matter. We know
we are beautiful. And ugly too. The tom-tom cries and the tom-tom
laughs. If colored people are pleased we are glad. If they are not,
their displeasure doesn't matter either. We build our temples for
tomorrow, strong as we know how, and we stand on top of the mountain, free within ourselves. (56)

,

As biographer Amold Rampersad argued, in "the- finest essay in
Hughes's life;' Hughes lamented "the need for both race pride and
artistic independence" (I: 130, 131). According to Hughes, when talented African American poets preferred to be considered a poet,
instead of an African American poet, they subconsciously sought to
write like white poets. Therefore, he urged African American artists
to free themselves of the artificial standards set by white America.
Arguing that "no great poet has ever been afraid of being himself'
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(56), Hughes had -no "literal desire to be white"(Rampersad,
"Hughes's Fine Clothes to the Jew" 55). His jeremiadic lexis, however, became the premise for many of the younger Harlem
Renaissance artists and thus helped shape American literature and
politics.
As Hughes's jeremiads reflected his outlook on society as a whole,
he lamented the socio-political and socio-economic conditions of
African Americans. Of American prejudice, Hughes wrote: "Neither
of the major political parties, no matter what their promises of Civil
Rights, can really solve our problems. Our basic problems are not
color, but poverty" ("U.S. Likes Nazis" 34). When Hughes used his
jeremiads to advance race relations and to advance the social betterment of his people, a "democratic voice"-a voice of reflective devotion to American democracy-resonated through his jeremiads (De
Santis I). Profoundly dedicated to the idea of social equality in
America (De Santis 1), Hughes associated himself with being "both
Negro and poor;' and felt that he had the right to criticize American
democracy by speaking for the "most oppressed group in America ..
. the fifteen million Negroes" who lived within the so-called egalitarian borders of the American prejudicial system (''Too Much of Race"
102). Hughes lashed out at American democracy when he declared
that America's declension from its democratic ideals had become
more and more inhospitable:
We Negroes of America are tired of a world divided superficially on
the basis of blood and color ... are tired of a world in which it is
possible for any group of people to say to another: 'You have no right
to happiness, or freedom, or the joy of life' ... are tired of a world
where forever we work for someone else and the profits are not ours
... are tired of a world, where, when we raise our voices against
oppression, we are immediately jailed, intimidated, beaten, sometimes lynched. ("Too Much of Race" 102)

The power of Hughes's jeremiads stems from their ability to defy "a
nation that sought to keep the African American community in perpetual bondage through legal segregation and the fostering of racial
prejudice" (De Santis 1). Thus, his jeremiads argued against African
Americans yielding racial pride to white America.
When Hughes promoted black empowerment and consciousness,
he warned white America that blacks were not willing to tolerate circumstances of racism and second-class citizenship any longer.

·.
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However, in "The Need for Heroes;' Hughes's African Anierican
jeremiad highlighted not self-determination but ethical conscientiousness linked with African Anierican self-importance. As a warning of a new democracy in Anierican culture, he wrote:

Hughes's jeremiads further assail the racist attitudes that some
Americans generated towards blacks. He believed that some
Americans, particularly those who "cannot speak English-so recent
is their arrival on our shores;' are oftentimes targeted by American
prejl!dice: "May repeat the Oath of Allegiance with its ringing phrase
of 'liberty and justice for all;' with a deep faith in its truth-as compared to the limitations and oppressions they have experienced in the
Old World. I repeat the oath, too, but I know that the phrase about
'liberty and justice' does not fully apply to me. I am American-but
I am a colored Anierican" ("My America" 335). In his travels, however, Hughes discovered that "Greeks, Chinese, Italians, Mexicans,
anybody can say to us Negro Aniericans 'Sorry, no can serve!'" and
will take every advantage at closing the doors of democracy.
"American democracy;' he lamented, "has a long way to go in learning human kindness and decency" ("Adventures in Dining" 55).

The written word is the only record we will have of this our present,
or our past, to leave behind for future generations. It would be a
shame if that written word in its creative form were to consist largely
of defeat and death ... We have a need for heroes. We have a need
for books and plays that will encourage and inspire our youth, set for
them patterns of conduct, move and stir them to be forthright, strong,
clear-thinking and unafraid ... It is the social duty of Negro writers
to reveal to the people the deep reservoirs of heroism within the race
... We need in literature the kind of black men and women all of us
know exist in life; who are not afraid to claim our rights as human
beings and as Americans. .. (qtd. in Berry, Before and Beyond
Harlem 299).

Hughes's choice to shape his jeremiads in this fashion was clearly a
calculated one. Although his jeremiads criticized Anierican democracy for its treatment of blacks, the putative view of his lamentations
was profoundly optimistic. In his 1943 essay, "My Anierica;' for
example, Hughes wrote "Anierican is a land, where, in spite of its
defects, I can write this article" (335). "My America;' demonstrated
the patterned jeremiadic structure that Howard-Pitney set forth in The
Afro-American Jeremiad. In it Hughes held out hope that blacks had
the power to forge social change in America, although that hope was
often unsettled. "My Anierica" also illustrated Bercovitch's analysis
that the jeremiad was a '''political sermon-what might be called the
state-of-the-state-covenant address" (4). "Anierica is a land in transition;' Hughes lamented: "And we know it is within our power to
help in its further change toward a finer and better democracy than
any citizen has known before. The Anierican Negro believes in
democracy. We want to make it real, compiete, workable, not only
for ourselves-the thirteen million dark ones-but for all Americans
all over the land" ("My Anierica" 336). Increasingly optimistic about
developments in Anierican democracy, the most poignant proof of
the remarkable doggedness of Hughes's hopes for America existed
in "My Anierica?' Written to express his expectation for democratic
change, this extremely political essay exhibits an increasingly welldefined condemnation of white hegemony in America.

I!

"THE CAMEL'S BACK BROKE DOWN":.
HUGHES'S ANTI-JIM CROW JEREMIADS

Hughes's opinions concerning the harshness of American democracy toward African Americans were profoundly illustrated in his
anti-Jim Crow jeremiads. For African Americans, the existence of
Jim Crowism in American culture was anarchic and tumultuous. 5 By
the 1870s, however, federal law provided civil rights protection in the
South for freedmen-the African Americans who had formerly been
slaves-but this protection did not come without its price. By the turn
of the century, Reconstruction had long ended, leaving many blacks
in America at the mercy of their own designs to wage war against
racism. Hughes, a light-complexioned African American, fell victim
to many of the structures created by Jim Crowism; therefore, he fashioned his anti-Jim Crow jeremiads as a way to elicit discussion about
the many evils of Jim Crowism and to offer alternative measures to
its mandated "separate but equal" ideology. "White folks definitely
would not like it if Negroes were to Jim Crow them;' Hughes argued.
"Therefore, why not write about the stupidities of Jim Crow each and
every day in each and every issue of each and every Negro paper?"
("MacArthur Lives" 63).
Hughes's anti-Jim Crow jeremiads reveal an assessment not only
of his experiences and various structural approaches to easing tensions between the races, but also of the experiences of other ethnici-
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ties throughout his travels; evocations toward the decentralization of
Jim Crowism on the oppressed; and opportunities for African
American pluralism under the current Jim Crow statutes. Hughes's
invectives against Jim Crowism were sincerely determined in his
blistering attacks on social misdeeds and dogged assertions of faith
in democracy's eventual triumph. Although Hughes articulated his
own altruism toward white hegemony, he attempted to move white
America to action when he stimulated its own self-interest. No one,
he argued, escaped the authority of Jim Crowism. The evils of Jim
Crowism, Hughes lamented, have to be eradicated in order to develop
a truly American democratic system: "[Jim Crowisml putsa cloud
over all the land, all the people. Evil begets evil-and an evil mist is
rising out of the Jim Crow South, seeping across the nation, seeping
across the world of democratic relations, seeping into the halls of
Congress, into the Department of State, into the rooms where treaties
are written and diplomacies are planned, making the papers stick
together and the ink blur" ("The Sunny South" 87).
One way to facilitate the end of Jim Crowism, Hughes believed,
was through psychoanalysis: "Until we correct the racial defects in
our current social system;' he wrote, "psychoanalysis might make a
study, with a view toward correcting, the symptoms" of Jim Crowism
("Doc, Wait! I Can't Sublimate!" 52). According to Hughes, some
blacks dealt with Jim Crowism in resourceful ways: Richard Wright
"sublimated his Jim Crow" into one of the most remarkable novels
on American racism and prejudice to date, Native Son. Hughes did
not suggest that Wright accepted Jim Crowism's policies; rather,
Wright presented his contextualizations of Jim Crowism's structures
in a socially acceptable way. Hughes echoed the sentiments in his
poem "Harlem;'; others, however, who remained silent about the
atrocities of Jim Crowism, lamented Hughes's use of the word
"explode" in that poem ("Doc, Wait! I Can't Sublimate!" 52).
Hughes's anti-Jim Crow jeremiads also provided African
Americans with the endurance needed to force Jim Crowism from
American democracy. After traveling by train through Texas in 1945,
Hughes wrote: "I would advise Negro travelers in the South to use
the diners more. In fact, I wish we would use the diners in drovesso that whites may get used to seeing us in diners ... So, folks, when
you go South by train, be sure to eat in the diner. Even if you are not
hungry, eat anyhow-to help establish that right. Besides, it will be
fun to see how you will be received" ("Adventures in Dining" 56).
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Obviously, Hughes belie.ved that forging this kind of revolution
against prejudice was needed to help fashion a consciousness about
the evils of Jim Crowism. For example, to desegregate the service
counter at Union Station in Kansas City, Missouri, Hughes called
African Americans to action: "So I suggest that ALL Negro travelers
going through Kansas City make it a point to eat in the big Harvey
House Restaurant and sit dead in the middle and get those provincial
folks accustomed to seeing colored people in that dining room"
("Encounter at the Counter" 57). What his anti-Jim Crow jeremiads
did not consider, however, was the consequences that African
Americans would have suffered had they answered his call with
action. America later watched in horror as the freedom fighters of the
Civil Rights Movement were attacked by police dogs, sprayed with
fire hoses and jailed for their participation in such peaceful demonstrations that Hughes attempted to initiate. All throughout the South,
African Americans who were brave enough to contest Jim Crowism
were beaten, tortured, burned at the stake, and lynched. Throughout
his travels, though, Hughes witnessed the construction of Jim
Crowism's embryonic visages and the many problems it created for
the American public. Sometimes being "the darker brother" was
advantageous, and Hughes became "vastly amused at the lengths to
which Southerners go to preserve Jim Crow:' When Jim Crowism
surfaced on Southern trains in the 1950s, Hughes lamented, those
who supported its policies would rather provide African American
passengers with a "roomette, drawing room, or bedroom without
extra charge" rather than seat them with white passengers ("From
Rampart Street to Harlem" 63). Hughes "preferred the Jim Crow car
on the train;' while at the same time, he "loathed the Jim Crow car"
(Rampersad, II: 100). However, there was "some advantage in being
colored;' Hughes applauded, "when the accommodations given are
separate but better than whites receive for the same money:' Hughes
revealed that Jim Crowism manifested in the "finest accommodations" and "the democracy of the open coaches" of Southern prejudice and bigotry ("From Rampart Street to Harlem" 64).
According to Hughes, it was "Southern White folks" who were
responsible for the spread of Jim Crowism: "You come up here and
start spreading the ugly old Jim Crowism you have down home all
over Manhattan Island;' Hughes proclaimed, "you are not satisfied to
keep segregation down South" ("Letter to the South" 75). However,
he revealed that white America was essential in his proposal to rid
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the nation of Jim Crowism: "We need their decency to save America;'
he lamented. Hughes was convinced that the "snake of race hatred"
had set out to "wreck national unity" and annihilate the "decency of
the peace in America" ("The Snake in the House" 103). Therefore;
he offered Americans a place to institute this racial conundrum: "One
way of helping to solve it is to talk about it, write about it, and continually bring its various facets to the attention of every citizen who
can be reached, in hope that action will be taken toward a prompt
solution ("MacArthur Lives" 62).
Jim Crowism's presence was felt, however, not only in the
American South, but also in Harlem and as far away as China.
Hughes heatedly attacked white Americans who "have the nerve to
run night clubs with all Negro bands and entertainers-like the
Zanzibar in New York-and then Jim Crow Negro patrons" ("Nerve
of Some White Folks" 105). His lamentation revealed that the
Zanzibar Club, a popular night spot for both white and black New
Yorkers where players such as Cab Calloway made appearances,
"mourns about the Negro problem-by seating its Negro patrons all
around the edges" of the club. In an effort to desegregate the Zanzibar
Club, Hughes suggested that management should "let people of any
color sit anywhere, and stop putting that chocolate band of humanity
all round the walls" ("Theaters, Clubs, and Negroes" 53-54). The
globalization of Hughes's anti-Jim Crow jeremiads championed
rights not only for blacks, but for other ethnicities. Hughes's lamentations called to consciousness Jim Crowism's racial prejudices by
suggesting that they were a deep-seated problem engrained in society. In China, for example, Hughes witnessed the traveling walls of
bigotry in "buildings for whites and a kind of 'Harlem Branch; separate and elsewhere, for Chinese and other colored persons?' With the
expansion of European colonialism in China, many businesses were
"for EUROPEANS ONLY, which meant WHITE ONLY:' ("With the
Crumbling of Old Chain" 60). When he called the Chinese to consciousness concerning Jim Crowism, he urged the Chinese masses to
sever "the chains of foreign domination" (Berry, Before and Beyond
Harlem 194). The preponderance of the Chinese, Hughes lamented,
as with blacks in America, "did not like Jim Crow?' Witnessing segregation in China led Hughes to rejoice that "each time an old bastion of white supremacy crumbles its falling weakens the whole Jim
Crow system everywhere" ("With the Crumbling of Old Chain" 61).
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The idea of fighting for democracy was a motivation for
Hughes's anti-Jim Crow jeremiads. For blacks in America, the country's involvement in World War II represented a period of expectation and optimism as some held out hope that the war would generate better race relations. After the war ended, Hughes prophesized,
"the;e won't be any more Jim Crow in Washington?' He believed that
Jim Crowism would regress: "The capital of a great democratic
nation will no long permit segregation in the very departments of the
government itself, not in its restaurants, not on any of the buses or
trains" ("America after the War" 121). Sadly, however, Hughes's
democratic dream was not to become a reality until the rhetoric of the
Civil Rights Movement assailed Jim Crowism. Yet, Hughes's antiJim Crow jeremiads reached their pinnacle through "Jim Crow's
Epitaph" which is half poem and half essay. In this political tract,
Hughes adhered to the traditional jeremiadic structure: he amalgamated lament and pride while reiterating America's democratic mission:
You will never again drink
From no WHITE water fountain
Whilst I go dry.
Never gain, Jim Crow,
Will you set up in front of the buses
From Washington to New Orleans
Whilst I ride in the back over the wheels, ("Jim Crow's Epitaph"
70-71)

Providing access to his often understated humor, Hughes's anti-Jim
Crow jeremiads deconstructed the system of government-sanctioned
racial oppression and segregation that upheld racism in the South.
They were also patterned to reveal Jim Crowism's declension not
only from the country's Founding Fathers' decree that "all men are
created equal" but also from God's directive since, as Hughes
revealed in his epitaph, when judgment day arrived "God will say,
'Jim Crow! Get away! / Away! Hie yourself hence! / Make hasteand take your place in hell!'" (71).
"ARISE, YE SLAVES NO MORE IN THRALL":
HUGHES'S COMMUNIST JEREMIADS

Hughes furthered the development of his jeremiads when he advocated the political philosophies-social and economic equality and
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collective decision-making-of Communism. After he developed an
interest in soci~sm in the latter 1920s, Hughes began to publish his
views in The Nation. Rampersad argues that although Hughes had
"attempted to speak loudly against racism, he made no similar effort
on behalf of the far left" (II: 39). According to Faith Berry, Hughes
was "never a member of the Communist party" (Good Morning
Revolution xxi). However, his identification with Communism's
socialist ideas gravely affected his jeremiadic discourse. Hughes
lamented that because he was "Negro;' he had struggled "for the
emancipation of the Negroes and of the oppressed masses" and would
forever continue that struggle. Communism, he believed, proposed
the "emancipation of the oppressed masses:' However, Hughes
doubted "whether or not complete freedom can be secured through the
realization of Communism" (qtd. in Berry, Before and Beyond Harlem
197). During its zenith in the America of the 1930s and 1940s,
Communism played a significant role in protecting the civil liberties
of African Americans. From the early 1920s forward, Communism
fought against Jim Crowism's racist designs and made the struggle
one of its uniform principles. With a strong position against white
supremacy, Communism used its position to coordinate African
American miners in the strikes led by its National Miners Union in
western Pennsylvania in 1928, while at the same time, it led strikes of
almost solely white textile workers in the Carolinas and Georgia in
1929 and coal miners in Harlan County, Kentucky in 1931 (Howard
93). During its years of greatest influence, however, Communism's
associations with African American communities, organizations and
leaders faced many difficulties because the sharp focus in the Party's
procedural doctrines often divided many of its supporters. It was
because of these shifts that African Americans had divergent attitudes
toward Communism's purposes in America. 6
Hughes visited Russia to rewrite dialogue fo~ a proposed film,
Black and White, which was purportedly a film for the "advancement
of certain ideas of social betterment" ("Moscow and Me" 72). On the
eve of his visit to Moscow, Hughes revealed that some African
Americans felt that Russia "only want[edl to make Communists" of
them all. It was because of his visit to Russia's Red Capital and his
witnessing that "their laws against race prejudice really work" ("The
Soviet Union and Color" 88) that Hughes championed Russia as a
place where "the dream of all the poor and oppressed-like uscome true" ("Moscow and Me" 74). Hughes was sensitive to
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Communism because he felt its main concern was the well-being of
all oppressed people regardless of national origin or race. He praised
Russia for not tolerating many of the indecencies and prejudices
other countries, like America, propagated: "There is one country in
the world that has NO TIM CROW of any sort, NO UNEMPLOYMENT of any sort, NO PROSTITUTION or demeaning of the human
personality through poverty, NO LACK OF EDUCATIONAL
FACILITIES for all of its young people, and NO LACK OF SICK
CARE or dental care for everybody. That country is the Soviet
Union" ("The Soviet Union and Color" 84).
The development of Hughes's Communist jeremiads, then,
approached several concerns: a heightened awareness that Jim
Crowism did not exist under Russia's red flag; a visible criticism of
American prejudices versus the nonexistence of prejudice in Russia;
and an examination of economic and democratic principles in Russia
versus those that existed in America. To give authority to his
Communist jeremiads, Hughes assured readers that he had visited
"the Soviet Union"; therefore, he was not "speaking from theory or
long distance information read in books:' Since he was not a
Communist, "as some may be inclined to accuse;' he was not speaking from "political basis:' Even though the Soviet Union was no "paradise;' the country had taken the necessary greater "steps toward an
earthly paradise" than America. The Soviet Union's future, Hughes
lamented, was established on more concrete modern social achievements than that of any other existing state:' Since there was "NO Jim
Crow, no anti-semitism, and NO racial prejudice" in Russia, Hughes
questioned why "sympathies of colored people the world over" are
not attracted to the country's egalitarianism (''The Soviet Union" 8485). Hughes's Communist jeremiads were associated, then, with
desensitizing whatever perceived flaws in Russia's moral fabric
Americans, particularly African Americans, had previously consigned. Although he admitted that the Soviet Union was "not a perfect country;' Hughes's Communist jeremiads did indicate that many
of the atrocities African Americans and other ethnicities are faced
with in America on a daily basis do not exist there. Again revealing
his understated humor, Hughes wrote: "Nice juicy murder and big
black brutes are both missing" from the country's headlines ("Faults
of the Soviet Union" 95).
Although the vision of an egalitarian society established on collective rights of property and wealth had existed in Western thought
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for centuries, the Soviet Union, according to Hughes's Communist
jeremiads, was "far from being a communist country in a theoretical
or practical sense. At the moment;' he admitted, "socialism is what
they have achieved" ("Faults of the Soviet Union" 95). Within the
confines of socialism, many of the prejudices suffered by minorities
in Russia dissipated for the betterment of race relations. If the Soviets
were able to "rid [themselves] of the Jewish problem" ("The Soviet
Union and the Jews" 87), Hughes proclaimed, America should follow their example by formulating and enforcing laws against racial
prejudice to rid themselves of their so-called "Negro problem:'
Furthermore, Hughes's Comniunist jeremiads attempted to force
Americans to face their biases when he aligned those prejudices with
those of the Soviet Union:
So from Jim Crow cars to freedom, from helplessness to the ballot,
from ignorance to schools, from scorn-'sarts,7_to decency and
respect as Soviet citizens, from being nobodies, serfs and semislaves to having a part in their own government-that is how far the
colored people of the Soviet Union have come in a little over twentyfive years. So there is a clear example in the world to prove to our
American 'experts' in race relations that it DOES NOT TAKE A
HUNDRED YEARS, it does NOT take generations to get rid of ugly,
evil, antiquated, stupid Jim Crow practices-if a country really
wants to get rid of them. ("The Soviet Union and Color" 90)
Because of the Soviet Union's commitment to socialism, Hughes's
Communist jeremiads reached their apex when he lamented that
"America can leam some good things about race relations, democratic education and health programs, and insurance against poverty
from the Soviet people" ("Faults of the Soviet Union" 96). According
to his critique of Russia's socialists' ideologies, the country was on
its way to being a seventh heaven, a model for race relations worldwide.
'
However, Hughes fulfilled his Communist jeremiads with a
warning to African Americans. In October of 1949, "12 Communists
in New York City" were convicted and sentenced to prison for violating the Alien Registration Act, also known as the Smith Act of
1940, which banned American citizens from intentionally or deliberately advising or teaching "the duty, necessity, desirability, or propriety of overthrowing or destroying the government of the United
States or the government of any State, Territory, District or
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Possession thereof:' Hughes informed African Americans of the
importance of the proceedings: "It is your trial-all who question the
status quo-who question things as they are" because "all poor people, Negroes, Jews, un-white Americans, un-rich Americans are on
tria!:', Especially enlightening was his stress on the trial as Hughes
reminded African Americans of the threat that lay before them.
Hughes warned-although he exclaimed he was "no prophet"-that
if the twelve Communist activists were jailed, American democracy
would "send Negroes to jail for simply being Negroes and to concentration camps just for being colored:' He warned blacks that their
disdain for "Reds" should not hinder their interest in the trial because
it was "only a sign of what can happen" to them. After African
American leaders" Hughes prophesized, "come the ordinary folks"
("A Portent and a Warning" 185).
"SPAIN TORN BETWEEN FASCISM AND DEMOCRACY":
HUGHES'S ANTI-FASCIST JEREMIADS

Hughes's journey to Spain would also help to shape his radical
racialism and jeremiadic discourse. When he wrote, for example, that
Spain was "torn between Fascism and Democracy:' he illustrated two
of the prevalent characteristics of a jeremiadic discourse: peril and
hope. Hughes's criticisms of Fascism's design led him to the conviction that "Fascism preaches the creed of Nordic supremacy and a
world for whites alone" ("Negroes in Spain" 107). With this in mind,
Fascism (peril) had existed in Spain since 1933 when Jose Ant6nio
Primo de Rivera, son of the former Spanish dictator, founded the
Falange Espanola political party. When Primo de Rivera's party
joined forces with General Francisco Paulino Hermenegildo
Te6pdulo Franco Bahamonde's militia in 1937, the association was
renamed Falange Espanola Tradicionalista and became the official
party of the Nationalist federation (Nolan 1). Franco, who was not a
very tyrannical ruler-although he did limit the freedoms of his peo"
pie-ruled Fascist Spain as a dictatorship.8 Hughes acknowledged
that "Spain once belonged to the Moors, a colored people ranging
from light dark to dark white" ("Franco and the Moors" 104). By the
time he arrived upon the tumultuous scene in 1937 to cover "black
Americans in the International Brigades on the front lines ofthe Civil
War" (Berry, Before and Beyond Harlem 254), "the new democratic,
Spain" was, of course, in the midst of a civil war ("Franco and the
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Moors" 105). Valencia, the ancient Mediterranean seaport, was now
the seat of the Spanish government. The people of Spain were "in
power and democracy prevails:' However, the Fascists were trying to
crush the democratic system and "hired Franco to put the country back
in chains again" with the aid of specialized military, "Italians,
Germans, and Moors;' whose purpose was to trounce the "duly elected
government" ("Franco and the Moors" 105, 106). Thus, Hughes's
anti-Fascist jeremiads lamented the problems of Fascism in Spain as
he simultaneously set out to evaluate the prejudices that distressed the
colored people of the country.
Many African American writers and intellectuals were concerned
with the "economic depression in America and the rise of Fascism in
Europe" and "disillusioned by the values of capitalist society as a
whole" (Berry, Good Morning Revolution xx). Hughes's six-month
stay in Spain as a writer for African American newspapers in America
during the Spanish Civil War, however, "enabled him to draw on connections between the situation of black people in America and the
ways of life of oppressed people throughout the world" (De Santis
6). According to Rampersad, Hughes's spirit, "dulled and blunted by
poverty and disappointment in America, became honed again under
the press of the antifascist struggle" in Spain (I: 341). His anti-Fascist
jeremiads, then, became more of an internal search for human civility as he mourned the plight of the Moors-"an oppressed colonial
people of color being used by Fascism to make a colony of Spain;'
("Negroes in Spain" 108)-rather than a call to consciousness. "In
the Civil War in Spain;' Hughes lamented, "I am a writer, not a
fighter. But that is what I want to be, a writer, recording what I see,
commenting upon it, and distilling from my own emotions a personal
interpretation" (qtd. in Rampersad, I: 344).
Fascism, however, a totalitarian political creed that regarded individualistic and societal interests secondary to the', needs of government, .stressed national or racial regeneration after a period of degeneration or devastation. Fascists' ideas heavily influenced Hughes's
anti-Fascist jeremiads; the threat of Fascism's global proliferation led
Hughes to prophesy that if "Fascism creeps across Spain, across
Europe, and then across the world, there will be no place left forintelligent young Negroes at all" ("Negroes in Spain" 107). Fascism considered politics to be both elitist-regarding the people's will as personified in a elite group, or often one totalitarian leader, from whom
power ensues downward-and populist, in that it sought to mobilize
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. the citizens as a whole against supposed oppressors (Ottanelli 13).
Hughes lamented that African Americans have long since felt the
undemocratic and biased ideological framework of Fascism "for the
American attitude toward us has always been one of economic and
social discrimination:' At one point, however, his anti-Fascist jeremiadic discourse indicates that there was no place for racism in
Fascism's design; Hughes concludes that race was an invaluable
commodity "when the Fascists of the world use it as a bugaboo and
a terror to keep the working masses from" assimilating ("Too Much
of Race" 102, 103).
Fascism encouraged-although not always-racial supremacy,
ethnic discrimination, imperialist growth, and genocide. At the same
time, however, Fascists oftentimes supported a type of internationalism built on either racial or ideological cohesion across national
boundaries (Nolan 15). Hughes lamented that the indoctrination of
Fascism in the mindset of mankind had played a major role in racial
prejudice in not only America, but worldwide:
And now we view [Fascism] on a world scale: Hitler in Germany
with the abolition of labor unions, his tyranny over the Jews, and the
sterilization of the Negro children of Cologne; Mussolini in Italy
with his banning of Negroes on the theatrical stages, and his expedition of slaughter in Ethiopia; the Military Party in Japan with their
little maps of how they'll conquer the whole world and their savage
treatment of Koreans and Chinese; Batista and Vincent, the little
American-made tyrants of Cuba and Haiti; and now Spain and
Franco with his absurd cry of 'Viva Espana' at the hand of Italians,
Moors and Germans invited to help him achieve 'Spanish Unity:
Absurd, but true. ("Too Much of Race" 102)
Since Fascism involved political support from various segments of
the population, Fascist's policies manifested as a radical expansion
of government authority over the economy. Hughes contended that
Fascists know that humanity yearned "to be rid of hatred and terror
and oppression, to be rid of all the ugliness of poverty and imperialism that eat away the heart of life today" ("Too Much of Race" 104).
It was Fascism's despotic backsliding that led Hughes to lament:
"The Moors die in Spain, men, women, and children, victims of
Fascism, fighting not for freedom-but against freedom-under a
banner that holds only terror and segregation for all the darker peoples of the earth" ("Negroes in Spain" 109). Because of his experi-
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ences with American racial prejudices, Hughes believed that blacks
knew better than to fight "against freedom:' It was his hope, however,
that the Moors would soon acquire the same wisdom.
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America was the best display of his undying faith for the finalliberation of African Americans. As he lamented to his audience at the
1937 Second International Writers' Congress in Paris: "We represent
the end of race" ("Too Much of Race" 104).

CONCLUSION: THE HARLEM RENAISSANCE JEREMIAD, THE OBLITERATION OF AMERICAN ROMANTICISM, AND "THE END OF RACE"

One year before Hughes's death, Amiri Baraka (LeRoi Jones)
wrote: "The BlackArtist's role in America is to aid in the destruction
of America as he knows it. His role is to report and reflect so precisely the nature of the society, and of himself in that society, that
other men will be moved by the exactness of his rendering and, if
they are black men, grow strong through this moving, having seen
their own strength and weakness; and if they are white men, tremble,
curse, and go mad, because they will be drenched with the filth of
their evil" (251). It was precisely this attitude that the African
American jeremiad mimicked throughout its evolution. Its discourse
has been, from its initial conception, an instrument Blacks used to aid
in forging social change in American romanticism. As it has become
a fundamental part of American literary and cultural studies today,
the jeremiad helped to forge the nation's political agenda. The manifestation of the African American jeremiad during the Harlem
Renaissance positioned itself as a call to Blacks to celebrate pride in
their blackness. It was intellectuals such as Hughes who felt that the
white hegemonic structure needed his jeremiadic vision in order to
move to change; thus, his prose, more than anything, became jeremiadic. He felt that in order to annihilate oppression abroad, white
America had to get involved. To do this, white America had to change
its attitudes toward racial discrimination, economic exploitation, segregation and peonage. By all accounts, Hughes's jeremiads played a
fundamental task in the war on racism, and this battle, in tum, helped
to establish his jeremiads on national and globalleveis. When he constructed his laments on the experiences of his people, Hughes indicated that social change was inevitable. The jeremiad, then, became
a driving force for Hughes as he positioned his jeremiadic rhetoric to
symbolize hope not just for black America, but for the oppressed
everywhere. Worldwide racism became a parasitic contamination
that Hughes felt should no longer be incubated by Fascism, Jim
Crowism and other forms of authoritative and hegemonic designs.
The jeremiad's continued prominence in his messages to white
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NOTES
IHoward-Pitney's The Afro-American Jeremiad: Appeals for Justice in America was published in 1990 by Temple University Press. Recent1y, Howard-Pitney expanded his edition, The African-American Jeremiad (2005), to include a new chapter on Malcolm X, an
updated consideration on the jeremiadic rhetoric of Jesse Jackson, and a new discussion
on Alan Keyes. I quote, however, from the 1990 edition.
2Wilson Jeremiah Moses, for example, in Black Messiahs and Uncle Toms: Social and
Literary Manipulations oja Religious Myth (College Park: Pennsylvania State University

Press, 1982), discusses what he coins the "Black Jeremiad" as a pre~Civil War phenome~
non that was "characteristically concerned with explaining the dismal status of the African
people during" American slavery (31). Picking up where Moses left off, Howard~Pitney,
however, continues examining the "Afro~Americanjeremiad" beginning with persuasive
rhetoric of activists such as Frederick Douglass.
3See John M. Jones and Robert C. Rowland's "A Covenant~affirming Jeremiad: The Post~
presidential Ideological Appeals of Ronald Wilson Reagan;' Communication Studies 56.2
(2005): 157~ 174; John M. Murphy's "A Time of Shame and Sorrow: Robert F. Kennedy
and the American Jeremiad;' Quarterlyloumal oJSpeech 76.4 (1990): 401~414; Patrick
Rael's Black Identity and Black Protest in the Antebellum North. Chapel Hill: The U,of
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week's issue:'
.
SIn the early 1830s, thespian Thomas Dartmouth "Daddy" Rice, while he donned blackface,
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for town dweners by nomads. This is most likely the theoretical det:ivation which drove
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the Soviets to eradicate the tenn as offensive. According to Hughes, "sans" is a racial epithet that Europeans used to demean the people of Ashkabad. the capital of Turkmenia.
BPor a detailed discussion on the social policies of Prima de Rivera's occupation of Spain see
J. H. Rial's Revolution From Above: The Primo de Rivera dictatorship in Spain, 19231930. (Oxford: Oxford UP. 1983).
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MACABRE AND MODERN SOURCERY: "THE CAT
THAT LIVED AT THE RITZ" AND
"THE APOTHECARY" AS ANTECEDENTS OF
WILLIAM FAULKNER'S "A ROSE FOR EMILY"
DAVID FITZSIMMONS

Critics today, a handful excepted, widely ignore the work of
Pulitzer Prize-winning author Louis Bromfield, yet William
Faulkner, whose life was in so many ways parallel to Bromfield's,
continues to receive much attention.! In this essay I will highlight
some of the similarities between the lives of Bromfield and Faulkner.
I will also show that there is little evidence that the Midwestern writer
and his Southern compatriot actually had much interaction, perhaps
in some part due to their different literary styles-Bromfield more
Victorian, Faulkner more modernist. Finally, I will propose that,
while they generally kept their distances, it seems that Bromfield and
Faulkner read and respected-at least to some extent--each other's
work, something that to my knowledge has not been explored by critics. I will conclude with the hypothesis that, through his reading of
Bromfield, the Southern writer was indebted to his Midwestern contemporary. Specifically, I hope to demonstrate that in writing "A
Rose for Emily" (1930)2 Faulkner co-opted diction, tropes, and
themes from Bromfield's lesser-known short stories, "The Cat that
Lived at the Ritz" (1927)3 and "The Apothecary" (1928).4
Remarkably, the two American authors led quite similar lives.
Consider the following biographical data. Louis Bromfield and
William Faulkner were both born at the end of the nineteenth century
(one year apart) and died in the mid-twentieth century.s During the
same thirty-year span, from the mid-I920s until the mid-1950s, both
were highly productive fiction writers, even having short stories collected in the same annual volume, The Best Short Stories of 1931.
Both changed the spelling of their names, 6 and each participated in
World War I, neither for his own country.? And both, having moved
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aw.a~ early in t.heir literary careers, later spent the majority of their
wntmg days m renovated farmhouses in or near their native
grounds. S Finally, both traveled to Hollywood to work on movies
during the 1930s and parts of the next two decades, even sharing the
frieI1dship of Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacal1. 9
With so much in common-similar ages, desires to serve in
WWI, hometown pulsions, short story and novel writing, even
Hollywood connections-an interested observer would think that the
parallel lives of Bromfield and Faulkner would have overlapped
often. Indeed, it appears to have been just the opposite.
One of the foremost Bromfield critics, Jayne Waterman, has
extensively examined the archives in the Louis Bromfield Collection
at The Ohio State University. In studying manuscripts, letters,
t~legrams, postcards, journal entries, newspaper and journal clippmgs, scrapbooks, photographs, financial records, an address book,
and personal artifacts of Bromfield, Waterman has found nothing in
these archive materials related to William Faulkner. Louis
Bromfield's personal collection of books, populating shelves
throughout the "Big House;' his thirty-two-room country mansion at
Malabar Farm in Lucas, Ohio, recently has been added to the electronic library catalog at The Ohio State University. According to
Scott Savage, Staff Program Officer for the Malabar Farm
Foundation, the Malabar Farm Big House books include almost four
thousand titles, all of which are considered to be original books
owned by the Ohio author. Within the Malabar Farm collection, the
database shows four Faulkner texts: The Sound and the Fury, As I Lay
Dymg, Intruder m the Dust, and Knight's Gambit. This list corroborates my own visual inspection of the shelves, where I observed that
The Sound and the Fury and As I Lay Dying show strong signs of
wear while I~tr~der in the Dust and Knight's Gambit look nearly
untouched, stIll m well-preserved dust jackets. to
Only two clear connections between Bromfield and Faulkner are
~pp~ent. The first is the aforementioned mutual short story publicatIon m 1931. The second is a letter written by Faulkner, referenced
by Joseph Blotner in his Faulkner biography, in which the Southern
writer agrees to help raise money to fight fascism. On October 24,
1938, Faulkner wrote to journalist Vincent Sheean, a member of the
League of American Writers, offering to donate some drafts for auction, wishing "Sheean and Louis Bromfield success" in their antifascism endeavor (qtd. in Blotner 1030).11 William Griffith, director at
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Rowan Oak, Faulkner's former home in Oxford, Mississippi, finds
no books by Bromfield in his database listing all the books in the
house.
Conclusions might be 1) that Bromfield may have read some of
Faulkner and 2) that Faulkner may not have read Bromfield.
Concerning the latter, I propose, something quite the contrary: that
Faulkner did read Bromfield and, moreover, that the Mississippi
writer was influenced in a strong way by his Ohio contemporary.
Indeed, because Faulkner's floruit was slightly later than that of the
precociously successful Bromfield, we should consider the possibility of the Midwestern writer's influence on Faulkner. Specifically, we
should interrogate word choices, rhetorical devices, and even themes
found in Bromfield's "The Cat" and "The Apothecary" that are
prevalent-and often utilized with more panache- in Faulkner's
"Rose:,12
Before getting into specifics, let me offer brief overviews of the
stories. In "The Cat;' a lonely but wealthy Miss Wannop offers to purchase the narrator's collection of porcelain figurines, less out of interest in the antiques and more out of a desire for company during the
transaction. Wannop is a quite cold figure, so her servant, Amelie,
desires to quit working for her. In fact, in the very hour Wannop dies,
Amelie leaves the house. The story concludes with the lady's corpse
lying alone--except for the responsible narrator acting as executorher dead body loomed over by the hotel cat, a symbolic scene indicating social change.
In "The Apothecary;' Fannie Sackville, a woman of the old guard,
one of the "Flower of Europe" (300 ff.), resides in an "ancient" apartment building in Paris (289). As she designs to bring together a
monied young woman, Anne Masterson, with a declining nobleman,
the Duke of Sebastiola, Fannie holds a dinner party just above the·
apothecary's shop. The druggist has gone missing, but he is found
during dinner as the odor of his dead body infiltrates Fannie's soiree,
a carefully crafted party that appears to be the last opportunity to save
the past generation through marriage. The odorous dissolution of the
party emphasizes change.
Faulkner's "Rose" involves old buildings, an old woman, and
death. Emily Grierson, too, represents tIie old guard, an antebellum
aristocrat. Her family has declined in social and economic status, and
she is the last of her family, now residing in the decaying family
house on what was once the best street in town (119). She falls in love
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with a carpetbagger, Homer Barron, whom she seems intent on marrying. Homer rebuffs her. Emily acquires rat poison from the town
druggist, and the story concludes with Homer lying dead in Emily's
bed. The story's protagonist has apparently poisoned him and then
slept each night embracing his corpse. Change from the old South to
the ~ew is emphasized within this Gothic tale.
Given these story lines, it is not hard initially to see some basic
similarities: Gothic structures, older female characters, death, and
social change. We will now turn to specifics. On the most basic level,
Faulkner's "A Rose for Emily" utilizes specific words found in
Bromfield. Most notable, perhaps, is the transformation of one of the
major figures in "The Cat;' the servant Amelie (23 ff.) into Emily in
"Rose:' Other words used in common include "dry" ("Cat" 9, 31;
"Rose" 121, 130),13 "smell" ("Apothecary" 290, 291, ff.; "Rose"
120, 121, 122 ff.), "cuckold" and its French form "cocu" in "Cat"
("Cat" 5; "Rose" 130), "china" ("Cat" 17, 17; "Rose" 120, 128), "yellow glove" ("Rose" 126"; "Cat" 9), "toilette/toilet" ("Cat" 3; "Rose"
130), "skeleton" (in the former title of "The Apothecary; "Rose"
121), "seventies" ("Cat" 5; "Rose" 119), "when" beginning two of
the three discourses ("Cat" 3; "Rose" 119), and numerous uses of
"house" ("Apothecary" 289 lines 4, 9, 11, 12, 290 lines 19 and 25,
ff.; "Rose" 119 lines 4, 7, and 12, 122, ff).1 4
Moreover, the repetition of specific words in Faulkner is tied to
the repetition of certain tropes and themes used by Bromfield. For
example, Bromfield emphasizes the old building in writing about the
"house on the Rue Jacquinot" in "The Apothecary" (290), in which
the "ancient" building comes to represent the Gothic side of the eerie
Apothecary as well as the crumbling world of Fannie Sackville and
her friends, "the flower of Europe:' In short, the house is symbolic of
a bygone era, of the change from the old guard to the new, similar to
the change of politics Bromfield represents in ''The Cat;' where Miss
Wannop and her Royalist (15, 25) and Bonapartist (15) beliefs are the
"something more than Miss Savina Wannop" who "lay dead in the
room next to the porcelaine de Saxe" (38).
In Faulkner the house becomes symbolic in a similar way, except
in "ARose for Emily" the "once" white house (119)-mentioned on
the first page of the discourse as it is in Bromfield's "The Cat" and
"The Apothecary"-symbolizes the bygone era of the American
South: an agricultural economy, rooted in slavery, with its landed class
adhering to genteel mores and practicing its uppity "noblesse oblige"
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(124). In Faulkner the decaying structure stands on "what had once
been our most select street;' surrounded now by symbols of the new
economy, "garages;' "cotton gins;' and "gasoline pumps" (119).
Further, the house not only represents the physical structure, the
signifier comprised of wood and nails, but also denotes a line of people. That is, "house;' as in Poe's "The Fall of the House of Usher;'
can have a double meaning: both structure and family. In Bromfield,
on the one hand, the loftiness of Miss Wannop and Fannie Sackville
. is somewhat dubious, as both have descended, at least in part, from
not-quite-so-lofty American ancestry. In Faulkner, on the other hand,
Emily does come from a more established line. Even so, the new generation of townspeople proclaim that the "Griersons held themselves
a little too high"(123).
Speaking of Poe, this American forebear's influence on both
Bromfield and Faulkner is apparent. Both reveal their Gothic
descent, the former slowly working up to horror, the latter boldly
declaring it. The ludicrous Siamese cat that lived at the Ritz in
Bromfield's eponymous short story as well as the dead body at the
end of the narrative are mild tips of the cap to the Baltimore writer,
but the "beady-eyed" apothecary, lurking in the basement of an
"ancient" building in Bromfield's O'Henry prize-winner-not to
mention the crescendo of the hideous odor that pervades the Last
Supper scene for the "Flower of Europe" and the denouement, where
Anne Masterson falls into a funeral wreath and beholds a candle-lit
body attended to by a mysterious woman in black-seems like a
detail from the best of Poe's horror stories. Not to be outdone,
Faulkner combines the psychological dread of the spinsters Wannop
and Sackville, the physical odor of a dead body, and the suspense of
the closing scene of "The Apothecary" with the added perversity of
murder and necrophilia. Perhaps the most recent of the three short
stories even out-Herods Poe.
As colors figure prominently in many of Poe's' short stories, so,
too, do they in these works. Most notably, the color yellow ties
together "The Apothecary" and "A Rose for Emily:' The "Flower of
Europe" hints at yellow, suggesting the common color for reproductive parts of flowers: yellow stigmas and pistils. As Fannie and her
coterie lose their power, the implied color of yellow suggests
her/their ability to continue their species. The Duke of Sebastiola,
one of the Flowers, dresses "in dapper Latin Fashion with gaiters that
were too yellow [my italicsJ" (317), a sign of his declining potency.
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In the final dinner scene, the Marquis de Gotha tries "to smile and
only succeeded in showing a row of unpleasant pointed yellow teeth"
(344), aged fangs that no longer pack much of a Machiavellian bite.
In "The Cat that Lived at the Ritz;' yellow is manifest in a way
identical to its use in "A Rose for Emily:' The greedy hanger-on, the
Marquis de Vistiglione, a "shabby, threadbare little man" (5) connects Monsieur de S- with Miss Wannop solely for the commission
on the sale of the poreelaine de Saxe. It is he who is "clad in a shabby
cutaway and soiled yellow gloves [my italics]" (9). This impotent figure is then replicated and embellished in Homer Barron, who drives
Miss Emily through town in a "yellow-wheeled buggy" (124) and
wears a "yellow glove [again, my italics]" (126). Of course, this carpetbagger, symbolic of the rising generation that is overthrowing the
ways of the past, is rumored to be gay. If the townspeople are correct,
that Homer (near homonym for the slang for "homosexual") is gay,
then he may have been killed by Emily because he symbolizes being
barren (a homonym for Barron).15 In short, what began in Bromfield
is the full monty in Faulkner. In Bromfield, yellow represents various aspects of impotence; in Faulkner, the same color insinuates sexual impotence for a despised Northerner lurking in the turn-of-thecentury deep South.
There is not enough space here to explicate the ful! spectrum of
colors in Bromfield's "The Apothecary;' which is quite reminiscent
of Poe's "The Mask of the Red Death;' but an examination of
Bromfield's and Faulkner's parallel uses of black-the absence of all
color and, symbolically, the absence of power-is worthwhile. First
of al!, it is important to see the transition from Bromfield's earlier
short story, with its Siamese cat, a white animal with "soiled" white
paws,16 to the more sinister narrative, "The Apothecary;' with its
black feline, a sidekick to its evil owner. In the earlier of the short
stories, Bromfield plays with a devilish cat who torments Miss
Wannop. With a white coat that transitions to gray and black, the
Siamese critter is somewhat of an ambivalent symbol, first appearing ironically innocent in its whiteness but later seemingly vicious in
its deeper coloration as it stalks the old lady. In the final scene, the
Siamese cat darkly prevails over the corpse of Miss Wannop, and the
narrator explains that the cat "had found her out at the very end" (37).
In "The Apothecary;' the cat is ful!y evil, taking on conventional
blackness. I? When we first meet the cat through its green eyes shining in the dark (291), we may assume the cat is black as it is aligned
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with its black-bearded owner in "the shadows" of his "evil-smelling
shop" (291). Immediately our suspicions are confirmed, as the beast
is described as "black" (291, 327). Of course, the cat does not figure
prominently in the story; instead, it functions as a transferred epithet,
by which the author invites us to acknowledge fully the blackness of
the apothecary, who is described as having "a dirty black beard"
(291) and "tangled black hair" (296). Perhaps more importantly,
Fannie's memory of him is "a black, bent, dirty, crooked image with
an aura of evil;' from which T. J. Eckleburg-like eyes emerge, always
watching her:
They [the eyes] were beady, red-rimmed, and filled with malice.
They came to her sometimes in the midst of the gayest evenings
when she sat telling risque stories at the Ritz or the Ambassadeurs
with a grand duke on her right and an automobile king on her left.
She never saw him again in the light of day, but only his eyes peering out from the darkness of his cave. It seemed to her that the eyes
knew all the long history which she had managed to forget.
Sometimes when she was very tired she fancied that the eyes were
accusing her of things which no one but herself could possibly have
known. (298)
In Faulkner's "A Rose for Emily;' black never functions in such
an impressive way, but the conventional marker does subtly insinuate
itself into the fabric of Emily's life. Emily is described as a "fat woman
in black" with (not quite so Eckleburg-like) eyes that are like "two
small pieces of coal" (121) and "cold, haughty" and "black" (125).
Faulkner sacrifices the overall oppressive tone of dark leering and
pitch blackness for the supporting role of foreshadowing. That is,
Faulkner uses black as one of a variety of clues leading to what biographer Joseph Blotner describes as "a technique [Faulkner] had practiced in the Times-Picayune: the surprise ending" (632). The effectively jarring occurrence of the "iron-gray hair"-s.et off against the
darkness of Emily's life and her impotent, bygone world-undoubtedly explains the lasting success of this O'Henry-like short story.18
A last foray into colors leads from actual artifacts to metaphorical meanings. The "china blue eyes" of Miss Wannop (17) and the
naturally blue eyes of the Siamese cat are facts of the stories, and they
inextricably link the two creatures together. Both are complicit in
lurking around the new generation, which has taken over the Ritz,
just as the black eyes of the apothecary and his cat link the two crea-
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tures to an older generation hanging around the "once worldly quarter" in Paris (289). It is the "china" part of the description that offers
further insight into tropes shared by Bromfield's and Faulkner's short
stories. In "The Cat that Lived at the Ritz;' the Midwestern writer creates a character who decorates her apartment (and her storage lockers) with porcelaine de Saxe, white china figurines colorfully
painted. But these are antiques of which she apparently has little
knowledge: "After lunch we looked at the porcelaine. She admired
the pieces with a curious banal enthusiasm though it seemed to me
that she knew nothing whatever about them-the dates, the lustre, the
marks-nothing that a person with so large a collection and so enthusiastically expressed an interest should have known" (25). We discover that Miss Wannop, with her antiquated views of politics and
society, is herself a piece of porcelaine, a collectible, and nothing
more. That is, the figurines she looks at every day are connected to
her "china-like" eyes, metonymically representing how she is an
antique of little interest or use.
In "A Rose for Emily;' china is also present, as the main character teaches "china-painting" (120). But, just as Miss Wannop is a relic
of the past generation, so, too, is Emily a remnant of a bygone era.
Eventually the children no longer take lessons from her: "Then the
newer generation became the backbone and the spirit of the town, and
the painting pupils grew up and fell away and did not send their children to her with boxes of color and tedious brushes and pictures cut
from the ladies' magazines. The front door closed upon the last one
and remained closed for good" (128). Of course, it is hard to overlook the reference to "pupils;' quite possibly a sly wink at Bromfield
and his earlier story's remarkable "china-blue eyes?' Nonetheless,
Faulkner repeats the antique gesture first offered by his contemporary. Emily values china, and the "next generation, with its more
modern ideas" (120) eschews it. Emily isjust as much of an antique,
fit for the sideboard or corner cabinet, as Bromfield's Miss Wannop.
Both Miss Wannop in "The Cat that Lived at the Ritz" and Emily
Grierson in "A Rose for Emily" (not to mention the apothecary and
his psychological patient/victim, Fannie Sackville, in "The
Apothecary") represent old, no longer powerful orders to which they
cling.
Beyond these, there are a number of obvious other connections
among "The Cat that Lived at the Ritz;' "The Apothecary;' and "A
Rose for Emily"-all take place at the turn of the century, employ
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characters who dispense drugs, show servants leaving immediately
after a character's death, emphasize the pervasive odor of dead bodies, and even conclude with corpses as their final punctuation
marks-but a treatment of the three narratives would be remiss without considering narrative method, namely, the points of view from
which we see and hear the stories.'9 In short, we find that Faulkner
offers an amalgamated perspective drawn from the two options
Bromfield chose.
In "The Cat" Bromfield develops a fairly simple discourse featuring basic homodiegetic narration. That is, Monsieur de S- is a
character-narrator who is part of the story world. Thus, the narrative
begins with the typical rust-person markers of homodiegetic narration: "When I knew her she was an old, old woman with a face that
was lined, white and transparent" (3). Of course, in places Monsieur
de S- draws upon accounts of others, namely from information
passed along to him by Miss Wannop's servant, Amelie, about her
former employer. Monsieur de S- offers, "All these things I learned
after her death, from the woman [Amelie] who for eleven years was
her maid and who is now the wife of my maItre d'hOtel" (4). The perspective of the story continues somewhat uninterestingly, other than
that we are asked to consider closely any biases of the character of
Monsieur de S- as we are introduced to characters and their actions
within the short story through his observations. In the end, few reasons are given to question the reliability of Monsieur de S- besides
his mildly annoying wealthy smugness and a modicum of facile dissatisfaction he shows with most people around him.
In "The Apothecary;' Bromfield turns to a heterodiegetic narrator. The story about the effects of the beady-eyed dispenser of drugs
upon Fannie Sackville begins with the typical voice of an outside narrator: "He was a small, bent, ageless little man with a scraggly black
beard, and he lived and had his shop in two rooms in the basement of
an ancient tottering house on the edge of that once worldly quarter,
the Faubourg St. Germain" (289). This opening appears to be a discourse deriving from an extradiegetic narrator, who conveys information we are likely to accept primajacie. The narrative carries on
in this way, of course, with the exception of direct discourse between
the characters, lacking any first-person pronouns or any other clues
that this narrative is anything but related by an outside observer. To
this end, the perspective of ''The Apothecary" is even less remarkable than that of "The Cat:' Indeed, we are never really asked by
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Bromfield to pay any special attention to point of view, always considering the source of the discourse's information to be knowledgeable, reliable, and eminently uninvolved.
When we turn to "A Rose for Emily;' however, the case is quite
different. Indeed, much of the effect of the Southern writer's most
famous short story hinges on his careful choice of perspective.
Pinning down the point of view in both of Bromfield's stories is quite
easy. The first sentence of the narrative gives it away and nothing
changes. The opening of "A Rose for Emily" might at first appear to
be the same: "When Miss Emily Grierson died, our whole town went
to her funeral: the men through a sort of respectful affection for a
fallen monument, the women mostly out of curiosity to see the inside
of her house, which no one save an old man-servant-a combined
gardener and cook-had seen in at least ten years"(1l9). In this passage, there appears to be a homodiegetic narrator; that is, we seem to
be getting the story from a townsperson who is part of the story
world, and our inference derives, at least in large part, from the telltale first-person pronoun "our;' The biggest change from "The Cat"
appears to be the plural form of the pronoun, i.e., including others in
the narrating.
It is in the complexly multiple narrative method of "A Rose for
Emily" that Faulkner combines the effects of both of Bromfield's
short stories. As James Wallace aptly points out, what the narrator in
"A Rose for Emily" sees cannot be just his own perception. The
events to which the narrator confidently refers occur in multiple locations and over a long period of time.
The reader must wonder how the narrator knows all this, unless he
is one of the aldermen, talking about himself in the third person to
hide his complicity. But if he is an alderman, how does he know so
precisely what took place in the druggist's shop orin Judge Stevens's
office? The narrator may be anyone of these people, but he cannot
be all of them. He knows so much (if indeed he hasn't fabricated
everything) because the details of Emily Grierson's life have been
passed to him along a sloppy bucket-brigade of gossip, making him
all the more unreliable and all the more suspect as he passes along
to us the observations and suspicions of his fellow townspeople.
Homer's visit occurred forty years before the narrator writes. Surely
memory and imagination have helped to embellish the stories swept
forward by curiosity and "affection:' (106)
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Wallace points out what many readers themselves figure out: the narrator of "A Rose for Emily" depends upon hearsay, upon the readily
wagging tongues of the town, Gossip is the narrator's source, and the
use of the first-person plural pronouns "we" and "our" throughout the
discourse are unspecific, That is, the antecedents to the narrating pronouns (in true Faulknerian fashion, I might add) are not entirely clear,
certainly not to the readers, and forty years after Emily's death, probably not to the narrator. It is the townspeople's "consensus" that
Wallace describes (106) that gives Faulkner's discourse the appearance of fact, something akin to the reliability we experience in
Bromfield's "The Apothecary:'
But readers of "A Rose for Emily" must return to questioning the
reliability of the narrator and his accomplices, his gossip-happy
townsfolk, as they blither on under the protection of plural pronouns
like "we" and "our:' To this end, we are taken back to the interrogations required of us about Bromfield's first-person narrator in ''The
Cat that Lived at the Ritz:' To what extent do we trust Monsieur de
S-? Similarly, but even more importantly, to what extent do we trust
the collective "we;' the townspeople? In the end, what Faulkner does
is to take the two perspectives implemented by Bromfield in the
opening and closing short stories of Awake and Rehearse and combine them. That is, he takes the mildly interesting point of view of
"The Cat" and the hum-drum perspective of "The Apothecary" and
creates an amalgam: a homodiegetic narration that is so smug in its
gossip-as-source that it masquerades with the swagger of a reliable
extradiegetic account despite its homodiegetic vulnerability.
So, where does this leave us? I began this essay with the hypothesis that Faulkner, influenced by Bromfield's "The Cat that Lived at
the Ritz" and "The Apothecary;' drew diction, tropes, and themes
from the Midwestern writer's two short stories to create his masterpiece, "A Rose for Emily:' Of course, many of t\lese narrative elements used by Bromfield and Faulkner in these three short stories
were current during the early twentieth century, i.e., other authors
described old houses, wrote of cats, and interrogated the changing
social, political, and economic orders. 20 Nevertheless, the extreme
frequency and particularity of the parallels between the two authors'
works moves beyond historical trends. The evidence suggests that
Faulkner had Bromfield's "The Cat that Lived at the Ritz" and ''The
Apothecary" in mind as he composed "A Rose for Emily;' the more
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recent showing robust parallels in diction, rhetorical flourishes, and
ideas.
While Faulkner seems to have adopted word choices, literary
devices, and themes from Bromfield, this borrowing does not imply
that the Southern writer's short story is merely derivative. The enduring success of Faulkner's "A Rose for Emily" is due just as much to
the way he told his story as it is to the careful combination of story
elements he selected. Bromfield's short stories are fine narratives in
and of themselves, but their literary merit has not been established in
the long term. On the other hand, Faulkner's "ARose for Emily" continues to be esteemed and widely read to this day. This investigation
into literary lineage reveals that Bromfield's two stories contain
engaging narrative elements that appear to have been more artfully
combined in Faulkner's famous story and that Bromfield's sensibilities, somewhat akin to those of a bygone era, are transmogrified by
Faulkner, who re-focused them through the lens of a more contemporary-and still popular-modernist aesthetic.
Ashland University
NOTES

lSee criticism by David Anderson, Dorys Grover, and Jayne Waterman.
2Joseph Blotner indicates that "A Rose for Emily" was written in 1929, having been submitted to Scribner's for consideration in September of the same year (632). Forum published
"Rose" in April of the next year.
3"The Cat that Lived at the Ritz" first appeared in the October 1927 issue of Harpers Bazaar.
4 "The Apothecary" first appeared as "The Skeleton at the Feast" in the October 1928 issue
of Cosmopolitan.

5Bromfield lived from 1896-1956; Faulkner lived from 1897-1962.
.6"Lewis Brumfield" became "Louis Bromfield"; "Falkner" became "Faulkner:'
7Bromfield aided France as an ambulance driver while Faulkner enlisted in the Canadian
Royal Air Force.
sBromfield returned to Lucas, Ohio, a stone's throw from his birthplace, Mansfield, establishing Malabar Farm. Faulkner returned to his childhood hometown of Oxford,
Mississippi, (quite near his birth place, New Albany, Mississippi) to establish Rowan Oak.
9Bromfield hosted Bogart and Bacall's wedding at Malabar Fann. The couple starred in
Faulkner's screenplay of Raymond Chandler's The Big Sleep.
lOThe rare books at Malabar Fann's Big House, due to their special status, do not contain typical bar codes on the spines of the books; As a professional photographer, I have photographed and assisted in creating a visual cataloging system for the Malabar Farm Big
House book holdings.
llA first edition of Sheean's This House against This House is prominently shelved in the
"red room" at Malabar Farm.
12See Harold Bloom, The Anxiety of Influence.
13In Bromfield "desiccated" also occurs ("The Apothecary" 310).
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14This catalogue of words includes forms of words, e.g., "smell" and "smelling" ("Rose" p.
120 and p. 122, respectively).
15Formore on the alleged homosexuality of Homer Barron, see Hal Blythe and James Wallace.
. 16Siamese cats are born entirely white, an artifact of a form of albinism. As they grow older,
chemical changes in the cooler portions of their bodies create darker paws, snouts, ears,
and tails.

17See Peter Rabinowitz's Before Reading for an insightful treatment of the literary convention of "snap moral judgments" (pp. 84 ff.)
18The "iron-gray" hair symbolizes change as the older generation ages.
1910

Narrative Discourse (186), Gerard Genette famously divides traditional point of view

into two separate queries: who sees? and who speaks?
20See Edith Wharton's The House of Mirth (1905) and Willa Cather's The Professor's House
(1925) on "houses:' Ernest Hemingway's "Cat in the Rain" (1925) and T. S. Eliot's Old
Possum's Book of Practical Cats (1939) on "cats;' and F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great
Gatsby (1925) and John Dos Passos's USA Trilogy (The 42nd Parallel, 1930; 1919, 1932,
and The Big Money, 1936) on changing orders.
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Chai, May-Lee. Hapa Girl (M). Philadelphia: Temple U P, 2007. [S.D.]
Chapman, Gary see Palmer, Catherine
Chase, Mike. Beyond Remorse (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007. [Kansas City, Mo.]
Cheaney, J.B. The Middle of Somewhere Guv). NY: Knopf, 2007. [Kan.]
Chercover, Sean. Big City, Bad Blood (N). NY: Morrow, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Cherryh, C.J. Deliverer~. NY: DAW Books, 2007.
'
Chippewa Valley Writers' Group. Just Read the Dam Thing! (A). Eau Claire, Wis.: Monarch
Tree Publishing, 2007. [Wis.]
Chown, ThomasA. Wolves at the Door(N). Sheridan, Wyo.: Pipers Willow, 2007. [Kan.]
Christopher, Ann. Just About Sex (N). NY: Kimani, 2007. [Cincinnati, Ohio]
Churchill, Jill. The Accidental Florist (N). Morrow, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Clifton, Cheri Kay. Trail to Destiny (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007. [Neb.]
Clinch, Jon. Finn (N). NY: Random House, 2007. [Mo.; Huckleberry Finn]
Coble, Colleen. Abomination (N). Nashville, Tenn.: Thomas Nelson, 2007. [Mich.]
Coco. Chicago's Baddest Bitch (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Colhoff, Jane Kerr. Spirits in the Badlands (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007. [Neb.; S.D.]
Collins, D.L. A Stud's Love: A Lesbian Drama (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007. [Detroit, Mich.]
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Collins, Kate. Acts of Violets (N). NY: Signet Books, 2007. [Ind.]
_ _ . A Rosefrom the Dead (N). NY: Signet Books, 2007. [Ind.]
Collins, Max Allan. Deadly Beloved (N). NY: Hard Case Crime, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Combes, Mark. Running Wrecked (N). Woodbury, Minn.: Midnight Ink, 2007.
Come, A. Alex and John A. Guerra. Killing Blue Eyes (N). Pittsburgh, Pa.: SterlingHouse
"ublisher, 2007. [Ind.]
Cook; Marshall. Twin Killing (N). Madison, Wis.: Bleak House, 2007. [Iowa]
Cook, Matt. The Unreasonable Slug (P). San Francisco, Calif.: Manic D Press, 2007.
[Milwaukee, Wis.]
Cope, David, et al. Sins and Felonies (P). Grand Rapids, Mich.: Barbaric Yawp Press, 2007.
Copeland, Lori. Simple Gifts (N). Grand Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan, 2007. [Mo.]
Coppernoll, Christopher L. Providence: Once Upon a Second Chance (N). Colorado
Springs, Colo.: David C. Cook, 2007. [Ind.]
Corbett, David. Blood of Paradise (N). NY: Ballantine Books, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Corgiat, Jerri. Take Me Home (N). NY: Signet Eclipse, 2007. [Mo.]
Cote, Lyn. Dangerous Season (N). NY: Steeple Hi11 Books, 2007. [Wis.]
Coulson, Joseph. Of Song and Water (N). Brooklyn, N.Y.: Archipelago, 2007. [Mich.]
Coulter, Brenda. A Season of Forgiveness (N). NY: Steeple Hill, 2007. [Chicago, 111.]
Covington, Michae1. Chances (N). Columbus, Ohio: Triple Crown Publications, 2007.
[Chicago, m.]
Crader, Stan. The Bridge (N). Tucson, Ariz.: Wheatmark. 2007. [Mo.]
Crandall, Susan. A Kiss in Winter (N). NY: Warner Forever, 2007.
Crandell, Doug. The All-American Industrial Motel (M). Chicago: Chicago Review Press,
2007. [Ind.]
Creed, Frank. FLashpoint (N). Lafayette, Ind.: Writers' Cafe Press, 2007. [Chicago, 111.]
Crisler, Curtis L. Tough Boy Sonatas (P). Honesdale, Pa.: Wordsong, 2007. [Gary, Ind.]
Cruse, Lonnie. Fifty-Seven Heaven (N). Waterville, Me.: Five Star, 2007. [111.]
_ _ . Malice in Metropolis (N). N.p.: NaDaC Publishing, 2007. [Ill]
_ _ . Murder Beyond Metropolis (N). N.p.: NaDaC Publishing, 2007. [III.]
Crusie, Jennifer and Bob Mayer. Agnes and the Hitman (N). NY: St. Martin's, 2007.
Cuccolo, Paull. The Shirt Wearer (N). Baltimore~ Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007. [S.D.]
Cummings, Doug M. Every Secret Crime (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Cummins, Terry. Briny's Gift (N). New Albany, Ind.: Flood Crest Press, 2007. [Ind.]
Curtis, Christopher Paul. ELijah of Buxton Guv). NY: Scholastic, 2007.
_ _ . Mr. Chickee's Messy Mission Guv). NY: Random House Children's Books, 2007.
[Flint, Mich.]
Cush, Charles. From Acorns to Oak Trees Guv). Fort Wayne, Ind.: JoyLove Books, 2007.
Cypher, Luke. The Outcast (N). NY: Berkley Publishing, 2007. [Kan.]
Damsgaard, Shirley. Witch Hunt (N). NY: Morrow Avon, 2007.
Daniels, Casey. The Chick and the Dead (N). NY: Avon, 2007.
_ _ . Tombs of Endeannent (N). NY: Avon, 2007.
Daniels, Jim. In Line for the Extenninator (P). Detroit: Wayne State U P, 2007. [Detroit,
Mich.]
Danyluk, Daniel A. False Targets (N). Duluth, Minn.: X-presso Book, 2007. [Minn.]
Darst, Lightsey, ed. What Light (P). Minneapolis, Minn.: WillkerIMcKnight, 2007.
Daugherty,Alan. Mr.Aartemann Crayon (N). Mustang, Okla.: Tate Publishing, 2007. [Ind.]
Davidson, Carolyn. Nightsong (N). Don Mills, Ont.: HQN, 2007. [Dakota]
Davis, Frank Marshall. Writings of Frank Marshall Davis: A Voice of the BLack Press (A).
Ed. by Tidwell, John Edgar. Jackson: U P of Mississippi, 2007.
Davis, Todd. Tree of Heaven (P). MidAmerica, 34 (2007), 7-8.
Dawn, Waneta. Behind the Hedge (N). Longwood, Fla.: Xulon Press, 2007. [Iowa]
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Day, Karen. Tall Tales Guv). NY: Wendy Lamb Books, 2007. [Ind.]
Dean, Margaret Lazarus. The Time It Takes to Fall (N). NY: Simon & Schuster, 2007.
Dean, Scarlett. InvisibLe Shield (N). Waterville, Me.: Five Star, 2007. [Ind.]
Deane, George. Homespun (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007. [Davenport, Iowa]
Decker, Adam. The Janitor (N). N.p., n. pub., 2007. [Midwest]
Deford, Frank. The Entitled (N). Naperville, Ill.: Sourcebooks. 2007. [Cleveland, Ohio]
DeFreitas, Sally. IjYou Play with Fire (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007. [Mich.]
De Matteo, JoAnn. Cranberry Lake (N). Placentia, Calif.: JadesAJewel Publications, 2007.
[Mich.: Ohio]
Demerly. Martha Christensen. South Dakota Sanctuary (M). Midwestern Miscellany, 35
(Spr.-Fall 2007), 48-54.
Derr, Dorothy. Mystery on the Prairie (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007. [N.D.1
Detroit: Imaginary Cities (P). Detroit, Mich.: Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit, 2007.
[Detroit, Mich.1
Dex. Detroit Green House (N). Grosse Pointe, Mich.: Just Dex Publications, 2007. [Detroit,
Mich.]
Diamond, David. The Printer's Devil (M). Midwestern Miscellany, 35 (Spr.-Fa112007), 1533. [S.D.]
Disch, Thomas M. The Voyage of the Proteus (N). Burton, Mich.: Subterranean Press, 2007.
Dodson, Brandt. The Lost Sheep (N). Eugene, Or.: Harvest House Publishers, 2007.
[Indianapolis, Ind.]
Donoho, Todd. Hello, Truman! Guv). Chantilly, Va.: Mascot Books, 2007. [Columbia, Mo.]
Dorantes, Raul, et al. Vocesueltas: Cuatro Cuentistas de Chicago (S). Chicago: Ediciones
Vocesueltas, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Dos Passos, John. Lettres a Germaine Lucas-Championniere (corr). Edited by Mathieu
Gousse. Paris: Gallimard, 2007.
Draper, Sharon M. November Blues Guv). NY: Atheneum Books for Young Readers, 2007.
[Ohio]
Drost, Dan. Waitingfor Paradise (N). Cleveland, Ohio: JanMarPublications, 2007. [Ohio]
Drury, Tom. The Driftless Area (N). NY: Atlantic Monthly Press, 2007. [Midwest]
Dryden, Diane. The Accidental King of Clark Street (N). Waterford, Va.: Capstone Fiction,
2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Duarte, Lorena. Abandon Poems (P). Minneapolis, Minn.: L. Duarte, 2007.
Dubnick, Andrea see Weagly, John
Dudkowska, Ellbieta. Anna w Chicago (N). Krakow: Wydawn. Pijarow, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Duvall, Deborah L. Rabbit Goes to Kansas Guv). Albuquerque: U New Mexico P, 2007. [Kan.]
Duzan, C.C. Desire ofMy Heart (N). Mustang, Okla.: Tate Publishing & EnteIprises, 2007. [Mo.]
Dykstra, GlennA. Obituary of Charlie Whitehorse (N). Butler, Mo.: GAD Fiction, 2007. [Mo.]
Earhart, Julie Failla. Home Sweet Home (S). Morrisville, N.C.: Lulu Press, 2007. ESt. Louis, Mo.]
Earl, Chris. The Interim (N). Eau Claire, Wis.: Gate 8 Publications, 2007. [Madison, Wis.}
Edwards, Cassie. Savage Touch (N). NY: Dorchester, 2007. [Minn.]
_ _. Shadow Bear: Lakota (N). NY: Signe1lNew American Library, 2007. [S.D.]
Edwards, Johanna. How to Be Cool (N). NY: Berkley, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Edwards, Ruth Dudley. Murdering Americans (N). Scottsdale, Ariz.: Poisoned Pen, 2007.
[Ind.]
Elkeles, Simone. How to Ruin My Teenage Life Guv). Woodbury, Minn.: Flux, 2007.
[Chicago, Ill.]
Eller, Sylvia Klope. Then Are the Children Free (N). NY: Vantage Press, 2007. [N.D.]
Eringaard, Cork. A Treasure Hunt Guv). NY: iUniverse, 2007. [Mich.]
Estill, Katie. Dahlia's Gone (N). NY: St. Martin's, 2007. [Mo.]
Estleman, Loren D. American Detective (N). NY: Forge, 2007. [Detroit, Mich.]
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Evans, David Allan and Gary Steinley. Images of Place (P). [Brookings, S.D .. ?: Evans and
Steinley, 2007. [S.D.]
Evans, Donald G. Good Money After Bad (N). Detroit: Atomic Quill, 2007. [Chicago, 111.]
Falkingham, Jeff. Sherlock Holmes and the County Courthouse Caper (N). Edina, Minn.: J.
Falkingham,2007.-[Minn.]
Farley, Lois G. Homespun Iowa (S). Philadelphia: Xlibris Corp., 2007. [Iowa]
Farrell, James T. Dreaming Baseball (N). Kent, Ohio: Kent State U P, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Feller, Bob. Hello, Slider! Guv). Chantilly, Va.: Mascot Books, 2007. [Cleveland, Ohio]
Ferrer, Caridad. -Its Not About the Accent Guv). NY: MTV Books, 2007. [Ohio]
Ferris, Joshua. Then We Came to the End (N). NY: Little, Brown, 2007. [Chicago, 111.]
Ferris, Monica. Knitting Bones (N). NY: Berkley Prime Crime, 2007. [Minn.]
Fields, Scott. The Road Back Home (N). Casper, Wyo.: Charles River Press, 2007. [Ohio]
Filban, Lori Peach. Confessions ofa Hypocrite (N). Kingsport, Tenn.: NF Publishing, 2007.
[Goshen, Ind.]
Firer, Susan. Milwaukee Does Strange Things to People (P) .. Omaha, Neb.: Backwaters
Press, 2007. [Milwaukee, Wis.]
5PM. Historic Third Ward (N). Butler, Wis.: 5PM Productions, 2007. [Milwaukee, Wis.]
Florio, Raymond. Daily Gems (P). Kansas City, Mo.: R. Florio, 2007.
Fluke, Joanne. Key Lime Pie Murder (N). NY: Kensington, 2007. [Minn·1
Force, Dolly Channaine. Family (N). Mustang, Okla.: Tate Publishing & EnteIprises, 2007. [Wis.]
Ford, Darnella. Naked Love (N). NY: Dafina, 2007. [Chicago, 111.]
Fornea, Eugene. The Finding (N). Philadelphia: Xlibris Corp., 2007. [Duluth, Minn.]
Foster, Mark Luis. Bank of the Clown (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2007. ESt. Paul,
Minn.]
Foti, Silvia. The Diva's Fool (N). Laurel, Md.: Echelon Press, 2007. [Chicago, 111.]
Fournier, Kevin Marc. Sandbag Shuffle Guv). Saskatoon, Sask.: Thistledown Press, 2007.
[Minn.; N.D.]
.
Fox, Lauren. Still Life with Husband (N). NY: Knopf, 2007. [Milwaukee, Wis.]
Francis, Dorothy Brenner. Nurse ofSpin't Lake(N). Waterville, Me.: Thorndike Press, 2007. [Iowa]
Frasier, Anne. Garden of Darkness (N). NY: Onyx Books, 2007. [Wis.}
Frazier, Geavonnie. After Hours Girls (N). Jamaica, N.Y.: Q-Boro Books, 2007. [Detroit,
Mich.]
French, Michael J., ed. Writers of Jackson County (A). Ann Arbor, Mich.: Aardvark Global
Publications, 2007.
Frerker, Jack. Monksballe (N). Olympia, Wash.: Pax Publications, 2007. [Ill.]
Frey, Robert A. The End of August (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2007. [Mich.]
Fritz, Elizabeth. Hopes Journey (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007.
_ _ . Trio (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007.
Furiya, Linda. Bento Box in the Heartland: My Japanese Girlhood in Whitebread America
(M). Emeryville, Calif.: Seal Press, 2007. [Ind.]
Furst, Joshua. The Sabotage Cafe (N). NY: Knopf, 2007. [Minneapolis, Minn.]
Gaiman, Neil. MIs for Magic (S). NY: HarperCollins, 2007.
Galloway, Shelley. Suddenly, You (N). Waterville, Me.: Five Star, 2007.
Gambee, Jon M. Til Dead Do Us Part (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2007.
[Detroit, Mich.]
Gamer, Ron. Hidden Chance Guv). Cambridge, Minn.:AdventurePublications, 2007. [Minn.]
Garrison, Dean. Snowblind Justice (N). San Diego, Calif.: Aventine Press, 2007. [Mich.]
Garsee, Jeannine. Before, After, and Somebody in Between Guv). NY: Bloomsbury, 2007.
[Cleveland, Ohio]
Geary, Rick. The Saga of the Bloody Benders (N). NY: NBM Publishing, 2007. [Kan.]
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Gerber, Dan. A Primer on Parallel Lives (P). Port Townsend, Wash.: Copper Canyon, 2007.
Gericke, Shane. Cut to the Bone (N). NY: Pinnacle, 2007. [Naperville, Ill.]
Gilbert, Joan. Holiday Horses: And Other Sweet Spirits (S). Hallsville, Mo.: Mogho Books,
2007. [Mo.]
Giles, Gail. Right Behind You GUY). NY: Little, Brown, 2007. [Ind.]
Gillis, Steven. Giraffes (S). Detroit: Atomic Quill, 2007.
Glenn, Carmen K. Ambition (N). Indianapolis, Ind.: Dog Ear Publishing, 2007.
[Indianapolis, Ind.1
Godsil, James. My Milwaukee (P), Milwaukee, Wis.: Backpacket Press, 2007.
[Milwaukee, Wis.]
Goldbarth, Albert. The Kitchen Sink (P). St. Paul, Minn.: Graywolf, 2007.

Goldsborough, Robert. A Death in Pilsen (N). Laurel, Md.: Echelon Press, 2007.
[Chicago, Ill.]
Gorman, Ed. Fools Rush In (N). NY: Pegasus, 2007. [Iowa]
Graff, Keir. My Fellow Americans (N). Sutton: Severn House, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Graham, Ben. Ending inAngels (N). Morrisville, N.C.: Lulu Press, 2.007. [Ann Arbor, Mich.]
Gray, Wanonna. Jessie's Heart (N). Detroit: Princess Press Publications, 2007. [Detroit,
Mich.]
Greeley, Andrew M. The Bishop at the Lake (N). NY: Forge, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
_ _ . Irish Linen (N). NY: Forge, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Greenberger, Tehilla. Gifts to Treasure (juv). Brooklyn, N.Y.: Hachai, 2007. [N.D·1
Greenburg, Dan. Secrets of Dripping Fang, 6: Attack of the Giant Octopus (juv). Orlando,
Aa.: Harcourt, 2007. [Cincinnati, Ohio]
_ _ . Secrets of Dripping Fang, 7: Please Don't Eat the Children (juv). Orlando, Aa.:
Harcourt, 2007. [Cincinnati, Ohi01
_ _ . Secrets ofDripping Fang, 8: When Bad Snakes Attack Good Children (juv). Orlando,
Fla.: Harcourt, 2007. [Cincinnati, Ohio]
Grosjean, Amber Rigby. Cursed Blood (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007.
Guerra, John A. see Come, A. Alex
Gunn, Elizabeth. McCafferty's Nine (N). Sutton: Severn House, 2007. [Minn.]
Gutteridge, Rene. Boo Humbug (N). Colorado Springs, Colo.: Waterbrook Press, 2007. [Ind.]
Hachey, Michael. Means to an End (N). NY: Avalon Books, 2007. [Wis.]
Hahn, Susan. The Scarlet Ibis (P). Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern U P, 2007.
Halima, Shelley. Azucar Moreno (N). Largo, Md.: Stebor, 2007. [Detroit, Mich.]
Hall, Jason. Messengers (N). Milwaukie, Or.: Dark Horse, 2007. [N.D·1
Hallaway, Tate. Dead Sexy (N). NY: Berkley Books, 2007. [Madison, Wis.]
Hamada, Sachiko. Forest in F Minor (N). Boulder, Colo.: Suisei International, 2007.
[Chicago, Ill.]
Hamilton, E. Verle. The Spinster and Mister Blind (N). Danviile. Ill.?: Loch Lomond,
2007. [Ill.]
.
Hamilton, Laurell K. The Harlequin (N). NY: Berkley, 2007. ESt. Louis, Mo.1
Hamilton, Steve. Night Work (N). NY: St. Martin's Minotaur, 2007.
Hampl, Patricia. The Florist's Daughter (M). Orlando, Aa.: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt,
2007. [Minn.]
Hancock, Wayne. The Unlikely Predator (N). Overland Park, Kan.: Leathers Publishing,
2007. [Mo.]
Handeland, Lori. Hidden Moon (N). NY: St. Martinis Paperbacks, 2007. [Wis.]
Hanosh, Dan. Sleepless Nights (P). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2007.
Harmon, Joe. Martha's Grove (N). Bangor, Me.: Booklocker.com, 2007. [Ind.]
Harrigan, John J. The Patron Saint of Desperate Situations (N). St. Paul, Minn.: Bridge
Books, 2007. [Minn.]
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Harris"Dick. 787 Superior Street (N). Edina, Minn.: Lily Pad Publishing, 20.07. [Minn.]
Harris, Jennifer. Pink (N). NY: Alice Street Editions, Harrington Park Press 2007.
[Chicago, Ill.]
Harrison, Jim. Retuming to Earth (N). NY: Grove, 2007. [Mich.]
Harrison, Kim. For a Few Demons More (N). San Francisco: HarperCollins, 2007.
Hart, Craig. Nightshade. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Sweatshoppe Publications, 2007. [Grand
Rapids, Mich.]
Hart, Ellen. The Mortal Groove (N). NY: St. Martin's Minotaur, 2007. [Minneapolis, Minn.]
Harvey, Michael. The Chicago Way (N). NY: Knopf, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Hauser, Melanie. Super Mom Saves the World (N). NY: New American Library, 2007. [Kan.l
Hayes, J.M. Broken Heartland (N). Scottsdale, Ariz.: Poisoned Pen, 2007. [Kan.]
Headworth, Paul Fallen Prayer (N). Lake George, Mich.: Redemptive Press, 2007. [Mich.]
Hedin, Robert, ed. Where One Voice Ends Another Begins: 150 Years of Minnesota Poetry
(A). St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society, 2007. [Minn.]
Hein, Tim. Net Loss (N). Mequon, Wis.: Nightengale Press, 2007. [Wis.]
HeIler, Janet Ruth. Returning to Elkhart Lake, Wisconsin (M). Midwestem Miscellany, 35
(Spr.-Fa1l2007),55-59.
Hellman, Libby Fischer. An Eye for Murder (N). Scottsdale, Ariz.: Poisoned Pen, 2006.
[Chicago, Ill.]
_ _ , ed. Chicago Blues (S). Madison, Wis.: Bleak House Books, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Hemingway, John Patrick. Strange Tribe (M). Guilford, Conn.: Lyons Press, 2007.
Hemming, Peter M. Uncle Juan's Cabin (N). Omaha, Neb.: Growmedia.com, 2007. [Neb.]
Hendricks, James. A Good Day to Die (N). NY: Augustus Publishing, 2007. [Gary, Ind.]
Herzberger, Magda. Tales of the Magic Forest (juv). Austin, Tex.: 1st World Library, 2007.
Heywood, Joseph. Strike Dog (N). Guilford, Conn.: Lyons Press, 2007. [Mich.]
Hills, Kathleen. The Kingdom Where Nobody Dies (N). Scottsdale, Ariz.: Poisoned Pen,
2007. [Mich.]
Hitch, Jim. Hitchinson Post (P). Kansas: J. Hitch, 2007.
Hoag, Tami. The Alibi Man (N). NY: Bantam, 2007.
Hocking, John C. see Olsen, E.1.
Holes, Frank. Year of the Dogman (N). Charleston, S.C.: BookSurge Publishing, 2007.
[Mich.]
Holland, Travis. The Archivist's Story (N). NY: Dial, 2007.
Holm, Bill, ed. Farming Words: The Harvest ofLiterature ata Prairie College (A). Marshall:
Southwest Minnesota State U, 2007. [Minn.]
Holst, Mike. A Lollg Way Back (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007. [Minn.]
Horwood, William. Dark Hearts of Chicago (N). London: Hutchinson, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Hoskins, Sharon K.D. To Handcuff Lighming (N). Woodstock, Ga.: Grapevine Card Co.,
2007. [Dayton, Ohio]
Houlgate, Deke. Bloodoll the Wall. West Conshohocken, Pa.: Infinity, 2007. [Indianapolis, Ind.]
Housewright, David. Dead Boyfriends (N). NY: St. Martin's Minotaur, 2007. [Minn.]
Houston, Victoria. Dead Madonna (N). Madison, Wis.: Bleak House, 2007. [Wis.]
Huber, Susie. Will Lealia Find a Home? (N). Romulus, N.Y.: D. and S. Huber, 20.07. [Kan.]
Hunt, Diann. Be Sweet (N). Nashville, Tenn.: Thomas Nelson, 2007. [Mich.]
Hunt, James Patrick. The Betrayers (N). NY: St. Martin's Minotaur, 2007. ESt. Louis, Mo.]
Husband, John D. Maggie Again (N). Silver Spring, Md.: Talywain Press, 2007. [Ind.]
Hyytinen, C. Pattern of Vengeance (N). Crowley, Tex.: Echelon Press, 2007. [Minneapolis,
Minn.]
Jackson, Brenda. In Bed with Her Boss (N). NY: Kimani Press, 2007. [Detroit, Mich.]
Jackson, Dave. Forty to Life (N). Minneapolis, Minn.: Bethany House, 2007. [Chicago, 111.]
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Jackson, Loretta and Vickie Britton. Homespun Courage (S). Newton, Kan.: PawPrints,
2007. [Kan.]
Jackson, Louise A. Exiled! Guv). Austin, Tex.: Eakin Press, 2007. [Mo·1
Jackson, Neta. The Yada Yada Prayer Group Gets Decked OuteN). Nashville, Tenn.: Thomas
Nelson, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
_ _ ' The Yada Yada Prayer Group Gets Rolling (N). Nashville, Tenn.: Thomas Nelson,
2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Jackson, Terence. Thirty Days and Counting (N). Scotts Valley, Calif.: CreateSpace, 2007. [N.D.]
Jacobs, John. Redwing eN). Gainsville, Mo.: Ozark County Publishing, 2007. [Mo.]

Jamerson, William. Big Shoulders (N). Escanaba, Mich.: Pine Stump Publishing,
2007. [Mich.]

James, David. Trembling in Someone sPalm (P). Greensboro, N.C.: March Street Press, 2007.

i
I

Jansen, Jan. Cistern Secrets (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2007. [Mich.1
Jedick, Peter. The West Tech Terrorist (N). Rocky River, Ohio: P. Jedick, 2007. [Cleveland,
Ohio]
Jenkins, Louis. North of the Cities (P). Duluth, Minn.: Will 0' the Wisp Books, 2007. [Minn.]
Jenkins, Nikki. Playing with the Hand I Was Dealt (N). Silver Spring, Md.: Strebor, 2007.
[Ohio]
Johnson, Samuel H. My Grandfather's Words, a Century Later (P). Denver, Colo.: Outskirts
Press, 2007. [Kan.]
.
Johnson, Susan. Wine, Tarts, & Sex (N). NY: Berkley Sensation, 2007. [Minneapolis, Minn.]
Jones, Katherine D. Perilous Passions (N). Mira Lorna, Calif.: Noire Passion/Parker, 2007.
[Cleveland, Ohio]
Jones, Lois. Home Front (N). Chandler, Ariz.: OPA Publications, 2007. [111·1
Jones, Patrick. Chasing Tail Lights (juv). NY: Walker, 2007. [Flint, Mich.]
Jones-Durbin, Mary L. Wordsfrom My Soul (P). Martinsville, Ind.: AirleafPublishing, 2007.
Jordan, Jane Pauline. Playin' Church (N). Bolingbrook, Ill.: Real World Press, 2007. [111.]·
Joy, Carolee. A Kiss Before Dark (N). Bedford, Tex.: Dreamstreet Prose, 2007. [Duluth,
Minn.]
Jump, Shirley. Really Something (N). NY: Kensington, 2007. [Ind.]
Kaempfer, Rick. Severance (N). Hoboken, N.J.: ENC Press, 2007. [Chicago,I11.]
Kagen, Lesley. Whistling in the Dark (N). NY: NALAccent, 2007. [Milwaukee, Wis.]
Kalish, Mildred Armstrong. Little Heathens (M). NY: Bantam, 2007. [Iowa]
Kallstrom, Jerry. Human Component (N). Baltimore, Md.: Pub1ishAmerica, 2007. [Minn.]
Kaminsky, Stuart M. The Dead Don't Lie (N). NY: Forge, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Kasischke, Laura. Be Mine (N). Orlando, Fla.: Harcourt, 2007. [Mich.]
Kathleen, Susan. Nomad's Land (N). Chicago: Deus Ex Machina, 2007 .. [Chicago, Ill.]
Keenan, Deborah. Willow Room, Green Door(p). Minneapolis, Minn.: MilkweedEditions, 2007.
Keevers, Thomas J. Chainsaw Ballet (N). Waterville, Me.: Five Stat, 2007. [Chicago, 111.]
Keillor, Garrison. Pontoon: A Lake Wobegon Novel (N). NY: Viking~ 2007. [Minn.]
Keleny, Christine. Rosebloom (N). New Glarus, Wis.: CK Books, 2007. [Midwest]
Kelly, Leslie. Overexposed (N). Toronto: Harlequin, 2007. [Chicago, 111.]
Kelsheimer, Rick. The Hanging of Betsey Reed (N). West Conshohocken, Pa.: Infinity
Publications, 2007. [Ill.]
Kempthome, Charley. Gary's Luck (N). Santa Ana, Calif.: Pygmalion Press, 2007.
[Manhattan, Kan.]
Kendrick, Erika. Confessions ofa Rookie Cheerleader(N). NY: Ballantine, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Kennedy, Brian. Improved Lies (N). Dallas, Tex.: Durban House, 2007. [Mich.]
Kennedy, Marlane. Me and the Pumpkin Queen (juv). NY: Greenwillow, 2007. [Ohio]
Kenney, David. French Gold (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2007. [111.1
Kercheval, Jesse Lee. The Alice Stories (S). Lincoln: U Nebraska P, 2007. [Wis.]
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Kieser, Kenneth L. Ride the Trail of Death (N). Cheyenne, Wyo.: La Fronte:ra Publishing,
2007. [Dak.]
Kimmel, Alice Simcox. 'Twas the Depression (P). Chicago: Adams Press, 2007. [Columbus,
Ohio]
Kimmel, Haven. The Used World (N). NY: Free Press, 2007. [Ind.]
Kimoni, Shombay. Dating Detroit (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007. [Detroit, Mich.]
Kincade, Libby. A Galaxy of Creative Prose (P). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007.
[Gary, Ind.]
Kinder, R.M. An Absolute Gentleman (N). NY: Counterpoint, 2007. [Mo.]
King, Katy. Brigid, Babies, Books and Bee Balm (N). Danbury, Wis.: K. King, 2007. ESt.
Paul, Minn.]
King-Bey, Deatri. Whisper Something Sweet (N). Mira Lorna, Calif.: Parker Publications,
2007. [Chicago, m.]
Kirby, Jeff. The Heart of the Panthers (N). Sycamore, Ill.: Sycamore Publishing Co.,
2007. [Ohio]
Kirk, Cindy. When She Was Bad (N). NY: Avon Books, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Kirsch, Richard. Pine Woods' (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007. [Wis.]
Kisor, Henry. Cache of Corpses (N). NY: Forge, 2007. [Mich.]
Knapp, Keith. Moonlight (N). Denver, Colo.: Outskirts Press, 2007. [111.]
Knapp, Lamont. On Butterfiy Wings (N). Rochester, N.Y.: L. Knapp, 2007. [Ohio]
Knoebel, Suzanne. DestillY (N). Bloomington, Ind: AuthorHouse, 2007.
Knupp, Amy. The Boy Next Door (N). Toronto: HarleqUin, 2007. [Kan.]
_ _ . Doctor in Her House (N). Toronto: Harlequin, 2007. [Kan.]
KOja, Kathe. Kissing the Bee (juv). NY: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2007.
Kolb, Richard G. Silence of the Lake (N). Princeton, Ind.: RG. Kolb, 2007. [Ind.]
Kolbaba, Ginger see Scannell, Christy
Konrath, Joe. Dirty Martini (N). NY: Hyperion, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Koryta, Michael. A Welcome Grave (N). NY: St. Martin's Minotaur, 2007. [Cleveland, Ohio]
Kosanke, Suzanne. Fieldstones (M). Midwestem Miscellany, 35 (Spr.-Fall 2007),41-47.
[Minn.]
Kosmicki, Greg and Mary K. StillwelI, eds. Nebraska Presence (P). Omaha, Neb.:
Backwaters Press, 2007.
Kowalczyk, Nick. Murder in Rustbelt City: A Return to Lorain, Ohio (S). MidAmerica, 34
(2007),18-33.
Krueger, William Kent. Thunder Bay (N). NY: Atria, 2007. [Minn.]
Kuby, Lolette. Out of Cleveland (S). Montreal: Esplanade Books, 2007. [Cleveland, Ohio]
Lamson, Wayne. A Man's Job to Do (N). Mustang, Okla.: Tate Publishing & Enterprises,
2007. [Mo.]
Lancaster, Jen. Bright Lights, Big Ass (M). NY: New American Library, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Landvik, Lorna. The View from Mount Joy (N). NY: Ballantine, 2007. [Minneapolis, Minn.]
Lane, Fred. The Cheesehead Night Before Christmas (S). Wausau, Wis.: CheeseNQuackers,
2007. [Wis.]
Lane, Ray L. Lane's Inspiring Book of Poetry (P). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007.
Lane, Rose Wilder. The Rediscovered Writings of Rose Wilder Lane, Literary Journalist (A).
Ed. by Amy Mattson Lauters. Columbia: U Missouri P, 2007.
Langan, Ruth Ryan. Heart's Delight (N). NY: Berkley Sensation, 2007. [Wis.]
Lanning, Cheryl. Rapunzel's Window (N). Drummond Island, Mich.: Potagannissing Bay,
2007. [Mich.]
Larson, C. Kay. South Under a Prairie Sky (N). Philadelphia: Xlibris Corp., 2006. [111.]
Larson, Pete. Thirst (N). Madison, Wis.: Bleak House Books, 2007.
Lauer, Penny. Bottled Butterfly (N). Las Vegas, Nev.: ArcheBooks Publishing, 2007. [Ohio]
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Laurel Poetry Collective. Love Letters (P). St. Paul, Minn.: The Collective, 2007.
Laurie, Victoria. Crime Seen (N). NY: Obsidian, 2007. [Mich.]
Lavin,Audrey A.P. Eloquent Corpse (N). Dover, Ohio: Cave Horse Press, 2007. [Ohio]
Lawson, Steve. Blanche and Beyond (D). NY: Samuel French, 2007. [Williams, Tennessee]
LeCrone, Ed. Beyond the Point (S). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2007. [Ill.; Kan.]
Ledbetter, Suzann, Halfway to HalfWay (N), Don Mills, Ont.: Mira, 2007, [Mo,]
Lee, Earl. Raptured (N). Tucson, Ariz.: See Sharp Press, 2007. [Ill.]
Lee, Jamie. Albert's Manuscript eN). Rapid City, S.D.: Many Kites Press, 2007. [S.D.]
Lee, Michael C. Overturned (N). Detroit: Mikeleebooks.com, 2007. [Detroit, Mich.]
Leever, Jeffrey. Dark Friday (N). Fort Collins, Colo.: Capital Crime Press, 2007. [Ind.]
Legan, Anne-Marie. WolfLake (N). Philadelphia: Xlibris Corp., 2007. [Ill.]
Legner, Mary. The Calling (N). Dayton, Ohio: Blue Ash Publications, 2007. [Ohio]
Lehrer, James. Eureka (N). NY: Random House, 2007. [Kan.]
Leiby, JeanneM. Downriver(S). Durham, N.C.: Carolina Wren Press, 2007. [Detroit, Mich.]
Lenhard, Elizabeth. Chicks with Sticks; KnitWise (juv). NY: Dutton, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Leonard, Elmore. Up in Honey's Room (N). NY: Morrow, 2007. [Detroit, Mich.]
Leroy, Gilles. Alabama Song (N). Paris: Mercure de France, 2007. [Fitzgerald, F. Scott]
Levine, Philip. Burial Rites (P). New Yorker, 83 (16 Apr. 2007), 68.
_ _. Of Love and Other Disasters (P). New Yorker, 82 (5 Feb. 2007), 64-65.
Lewandowski, Lois. The Fatal Heir (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007. [Neb.1
Lewis, Sinclair. The Short Stories oj Sinclair Lewis, 1904-1949 (S). Ed. by Samuel J. Rogal.
Lewiston, N.Y.: Edwin Mellen Press, 2007. 7 vols.
Lewis, Stephen. Stone Cold Dead (N). Traverse City, Mich.: Arbutus Press, 2007. [Mich.1
Liesche, Margit. Lipstick and lies (N). Scottsdale, Ariz.: Poisoned Pen, 2007. [Detroit,
Mich.]
Likens, Arthur Dale. Our Mansion on Anglin 'Road (N). Mustang, Okla.: Tate Publishing &
Enterprises, 2007. [Ohio]
Lilley, C.B. Blame it on Barbara (juv). Atglen, Pa.: Pizza Night Press, 2007. [Ind.]
Lindsay, Tony. One Dead Lawyer (N). Jamaica, N.Y.: Q-Boro Books, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
_ _. Street Possession (N). NY: Urban, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Littleton, Greg. Return to Glory (N). Columbus, Ind.: Art in the Heartland, 2007.
[Indianapolis, Ind.]
Locke, Don. The 'Reluctant Journey oj David Connors (N). Colorado Springs, Colo.:
NavPress, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Lockhart, E. Dramarama (juv). NY: Hyperion, 2007. [Ohio]
Lockwood, Cara. The Scarlet Letterman (N). NY: Pocket BookslMTV, 2007. [Ill.]
Logan, Leandra. The Sheriff's Second Chance (N). Toronto: Harlequin, 2007. [Wis.]
Logsdon, Gene. The Lords oj Folly (N). Chicago: Wicker Park Press, 2007. [Minn.]
Logue, Mary. Maiden Rock (N). Madison, Wis.: Bleak House, 2007. [Wis.]
Lokker, Cassandra. Beyond the Fury (juv). West Conshohockeq, Pa.: Infinity Publishing,
2007. [Wis.]
Long, Loren see Bildner, Phil
Louise, Kim. Ever Wonderful (N). NY: Arabesque, 2007. [Neb.]
Lourey, Jess. June Bug (N). Woodbury, Minn.: Midnight Ink, 2007. [Minn.1
_ _. Knee High by the Fourth of July (N). Woodbury, Minn.: MidnightInk, 2007. [Minn.]
Lowery, Darrin. A Woman Scorned (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Lukens, James P. Calliope (P). Philadelphia: Xlibris Corp., 2007.
Lynn, Erin. Demon Envy (juv). NY: Berkley Jam, 2007. [Ohio]
McAllister, Emily J. The Death oj Kiera and Davey and the Adventures Preceding Their
Demise (N). Portland, Or.: Inkwater Press, 2007.
McCartney, Jennifer. Afloat(N). London: Hamish Hamilton, 2007. [Mackinac Island, Mich.]
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McCartney, Sharon. The Love Song oj Laura Ingalls Wilder (P). Gibsons Landing, B.C.:
) Nightwood Edns., 2007.
McClary, Josh P. Chance Murphy and the Battle of Morganville (N). Chicago: Kedzie Press,
2007. [Ind.]
McCoy, Max. Hellfire Canyon (N). NY: Pinnacle Books, 2007. [Mo.]
McDonald, Craig. Head Games (N). Madison, Wis.: Bleak House 2007
McElhatton, Heather. Pretty Little Mistakes (N). NY: Harper, 2007.
.
McGauley, Pat. Saint Alban 's Day (N). Hibbing, Minn.: P. McGauley, 2007. [Minn.]
McGhee, Alison. Falling Boy (N). NY: Picador, 2007. [Minneapolis, Minn.]
McGlothin, Victor. Ms. Etta's Fast House (N). NY: Dafina, 2007. ESt. Louis, Mo.]
McInerny, Ralph. Irish Alibi (N). NY: St. Martin's Minotaur, 2007. [Notre Dame, Ind.]
_ _. The Widow's Mate (N). NY: St. Martin's Minotaur, 2007. [Ill.]
McInnis, Amy. Cut River (P). Winside, Neb.: Logan House, 2007. [Mich.]
McIntosh, Kevin. The Fourth Aflgel (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007. [Ohio]
McKay, Dennis. Fallpw's Field (N). Lincoln, Neb.: iUniverse, 2007. [Kan.]
MacKall, Dandi Daleyl Upsetting Annie (juv). Grand Rapids, Mich.: Zonderkids, 2007. [Ohio]
McKeever, Walter. Greed Chose Murder (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007. [Ohio]
Mackenzie, Myrna. The Maid and the Millionaire (N). Toronto: Harlequin, 2007. [Wis.]
McKissack, Patricia C. A Friendship for Today Guv). NY: Scholastic, 2007. [Mo.]
McLaurin, D.J. -What If It Feels Good? (N). South Holland, Ill.: Taylor Nicole, 2007.
[Detroit, Mich.]
McNeal, Laura. The Decoding oj Lana Morris (juv). NY: Knopf, 2007. [Neb.]
MacPherson, Rett. Died IiI the Wool (N). NY: S1. Martin's Minotaur, 2007. [Mo.]
MacRae, Molly. Wilder Rumors (N). Waterville, Me.: Five Star, 2007.
McVicker, G. Gray. Niobrara Crossing (N). West Des Moines, Iowa: Paint Horse Books,
2007. [Neb.]
Madsen, Meri. Jewelry oJ1ime (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007. [Minn.]
Mallory, Michael Allan see Victor, Marilyn
Malloy, Brian. Brendan WoLJ(N). NY: St. Martin's, 2007. [Minneapolis, Minn.]
Maltman, Thomas. The Night Birds (N). NY: Soho, 2007. [Minn.]
Manning, Lester Sean. Extortion (N). BlOOmington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Manning, Maurice. Bucolics (P). Orlando, Fla.: Harcourt, 2007.
Marberg, Peg. Faux Finished (N). NY: Berkley Prime Crime, 2007. [Ind.]
Marckini, Phillip. Sheet Metal Man (N). Mustang, Okla.: Tate Publishing, 2007. [Mich.]
Marcou, Daniel. The Calling. Holt, Mich.: Thunder Bay Press, 2007. [Wis.]
Marlen, R.C. Tangled Threads (N). Salem, Or.: Sunbird Press, 2007. ESt. Louis, Mo.]
Marshall, Dennis. Karonteoll (N). Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2007. [Detroit, Mich.]
Martens, Arnie. A Question oj Mourning (N). Sioux FaIls, S.D.: Three Moon Publications,
2007. [S.D.]
Martin, Richard L. Flying Hawk (N). Philadelphia: Xlibris, 2007. [Ohio]
Martone, Michael. Double-Wide: Collected Fiction of Michael Martone (A). Bloomington,
Ind.: Quarry Books, 2007. [Ind.]
Mast, P. Anthony, ed. Toasted Ravioli (S). St Louis, Mo.: St. Louis Writers Meetup Group
2007. [St. Louis, Mo.]
,
Mathews, Eleanor. The Linden Tree (juv). Minneapolis: Milkweed Editions, 2007. [Iowa]
Matthews, Alex. Murder's Madness (N). Oak Park, Ill.: Veiled Intent Press, 2007.
[Chicago, Ill.]
Maton, Sonny. The Black Knights oj the Embarrass (N). Morrisville, N.C.: Lulu.com,
2007. [Ill.]
Mayer, Bob see Crusie, Jennifer
Mayr, lIsa. Banker's Alibi (N). NY: Avalon Books, 2007. [Ind.]
- _ . Summer Flames (N). NY: Avalon Books, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
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Md., Zakes. Cion (N). NY: Picador, 2007. [Ohio]
Meade, Alan. Dancer: An Extraordinary Life (N). Northville, Mich.: Ferne Press, 2007.
[Mich.]
Meibers, Richard. Tree Rings (N). Groton, Mass.: Martin & Lawrence, 2007. [Cincinnati,
Ohio]
Mejdrich, Terry Oliver. Ghosts in the Heart (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007. [Mi~n.J
Merkel, Ruth Vitrano. Hannah's Girls: Elaine (juv). Hagerstown, Md.: ReVIew and Herald
Publishing, 2007. [Grand Rapids, Mich.]
_ _ ' Hannah's Girls: Ruthie (juv). Hagerstown, Md.: Review and Herald Publishing,
2007. [Milwaukee, Wis.]
Merolla, Roland. Breakfast with Buddha (N). Chapel Hill, N.C.: Algonquin, 2007. [N.D.]
Messinger, Jonathan. Hiding Out (S). Chicago: Featherproof Books, 2007.
Meyer, Joyce and Deborah Bedford. The Penny (N). NY: Faith Words, 2007. ESt. Louis, Mo.]
Michaels, Cherlyn. First Fridays (N). NY: Hyperion, 2007. ESt. Louis, Mo.]
Mikesell, Janice H. An Indulgence of Space: Dakota Poems, 1983~2007 (P). Sioux FaUs,
S.D.: Hen's Teeth, 2007.
Miller, Alyce. Water: Nine Stories (S). Louisville, Ky.: Sarabande Books, 2007. [Midwest]
Miller, Barbara. Jesse s Highway (N). Springville, Utah: CFI, 2007. [Ill.]
Miller, D. Allen. ScarLet Tears (N). St. Louis, Mo.: Infinite World Communications, 2007.
ESt. Louis, Mo.]
Miller, Dawn Batterbee. Footprints Under the Pines (N). Enumclaw, Wash.: Pleasant Word,
e 2007. [Mich.]
Miller, Judith. In the Company ofSecrets (N). Minneapolis, Minn.: Bethany House, 2007. [Ill.]
_ _ . Whispers Along the Rails (N). Minneapolis, Minn.: Bethany House, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Miller, Julie. Nine~Month Protector (N). Toronto: Harlequin, 2007. [Kansas City, Mo.]
_ _ . Up Against the Wall (N). Toronto: Harlequin, 2007. [Kansas City, Mo.]
Mitchard, Jacqueline. Now You See Her (N). NY: HarperCollins, 2007. [Ill.; Mich.]
Mizner, David. Hartsburg, USA (N). NY: Bloomsbury, 2007. [Ohio]
Mobielle, Grant. Changing Lanes (N). Northville, Mich.: Enterprise for Mobile Media
Authors, 2007. [Detroit, Mich.]
Moceri, Margaret. Sky Full of Burdens (N). Huntsville: Texas Rev.iew Press, 2007 .. [Mich.]
Monroe, Mary. Borrow Trouble (N). NY: Kensington Publishing, 2007. [Kansas City, Mo.]
Moody, D.J. Racine, on One Good Leg (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007. [Ohio]
Moody, Martha. Office of Desire (N). NY: Riverhead, 2007 . [Ohio]
Maranville, Sharelle Byars. The Snows Guv). NY: Henry Holt, 2007. [Iowa]
Moriarty, Laura. The Rest of Her Life (N). NY: Hyperion, 2007. [Kan.]
Morris, Monica Therese. Rorys Song (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2007. [Ill.]
Morsi, Pamela. Bitsy's Bait & BBQ (N). Don Mills, Ont.: Mira, 2007. [Mo.]
Moser, Nancy. Solemnly Swear (N). Carol Stream, 111.: Tyndale House, 2007. [Mo.]
Mozina, Andrew. The Women Were Leaving the Men (S). Detroit: Wayne State U P, 2007.
Muir, John. Fantasy and Reality in Daggett: John Muir's Desert Correspondence (corr).
Edited by Peter Wild. Johannesburg, Calif.: Shady Myrick Research Project, 2007.
Mulford, Carolyn. The Feedsack Dress Guv). Warrensburg, Mo.: Cave Hollow Press, 2007.
[Mo.]
Mullen, Paul. The Day J Hit Home Run at Great American Ball Park [juv]. Wilmington,
Ohio: Orange Frazer Press. [Cincinnati, Ohio]
Muller, Chad. PuLp (N). St. Paul, Minn.: Kvasir House Press, 2007. [Minn.]
Murdock, Catherine Gilbert. The Off Season Guv). Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2007. [Wis.]
Nassar, Illian. The Black Report #3: Windy City Blues (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007. [Chicago, 111.]
Noel, Lance Lee. The Ghosts of Lone Jack Guv). Phoenix, Ariz.: Spinning Moon Press,
2007. [Mo.]
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Noh, Stirling. Wildness Lies in Wait (N). Detroit: Atomic Quill, 2007.
Nolan, Amy. Civil Defense (M). Midwestem Miscellany, 35 (Spr.~Fa1l2007), 6-14. [Mich.]
Nordin, Ruth Ann. Todds Bride (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007. [N.D.]
Nuetzel, Arlington. 2027, New Madrid, Missouri, (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica,
2007. [Mo.]
Nystul, John Eric. Torbj¢rn's Gold (N). Ely, Minn.: Singing River Publications, 2007. [Isle
Royale, Mich.; Minn.]
Oates, Joyce Carol. The Gravedigger's Daughter (N). NY: Ecco, 2007.
_ _ . The JournaL ofJoyce Carol Oates, 1973-1982 (M). Ed. by Greg Johnson. NY: Ecco
Press, 2007.
_ _ . The Museum of Dr. Moses (S). Orlando, Fla.: Harcourt, 2007.
O'Brien, Dorene. Voices of the Lost and Found (S). Detroit: Wayne State U P, 2007.
O'Connell, Catherine. Well Bred and Dead (N). NY: HarperPaperbacks, 2007. [Chicago, 111.]
Ohren, Peter. Motor City BLues (N). Sacramento, Calif.: Casperian Books, 2007. [Detroit,
Mich.]
Olds, Bruce. The Moments Lost: A Midwest Pilgrim s Progress (N). NY: Farrar, Straus and
Giroux, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.; Mich.]
Olesker, Jack. Cast on, Bet's offeN). N.p.: 24/7 Publishing Group, 2007. [Ind.; Mich.]
Oliver, Andrew. Scrambled Guv). Albany, Wis.: Adams-Pomeroy Press, 2007. [Wis.]
Olsen, EJ. and John C. Hocking, eds. Detroit Noir (A). NY: Akashic Books, 2007.
[Detroit, Mich.]
Olsen, William. Avenue of Vanishing (P). Evanston, Ill.: TriQuartely Books, 2007.
Orff, Joel. Thunderhead Underground Falls (N). Gainesville, Fla.: Alternative Comics,
2007. [Duluth, Minn.; S.D.]
Oshkosh Area Writers Club. Hearts We Know by Stories (A). Morrisville, N.C.: Lulu Press, 2007.
Otis, Laurie. The Amarantha Stories (S). Ashland, Wis.: City Heights Press, 2007. [Wis.]
Overton, Elaine. Daring Devotion (N). NY: Kimani, 2007. [Detroit, Mich.]
Owen, Richard. River of Greed (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007 [Ohio]
Palmer, Catherine and Gary Chapman. FalLingfor You Again (N). Carol Stream, Ill.: Tyndale
House, 2007. [Mo.]
_ _ . Summer Breeze. Carol Stream, Ill.: Tyndale House, 2007. [Mo.]
Palmer, Michael. The Fifth Vial (N). NY: St. Martin's, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Pamplin, Otis. No Place 4 tha Righteous (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007. [Cleveland, Ohio]
Paretsky, Sara. Writing in an Age of Silence (M). London: Verso, 2007.
Parker, Che. The Tragic Flaw (N). NY: Strebor Books, 2007. [Kansas City, Mo.]
Parrish, P.J. A Thousand Bones (N). NY: Pocket Books, 2007. [Mich.]
Partridge, Norman. Dark Harvest (N). Forest Hill, Md.: Cemetery Dance, 2006. [Midwest]
Paulsen, Gary. Lawn Boy Guv). NY: Wendy Lamb, 2007.
Payne, Betty. Other Places, Other Pathways (f). Faulkton,S.D.: MoritzPublishing,2007. [S.D.]
Peck, Richard. On the Wings of Heroes (juv). NY: Dial, 2007. [Midwest]
Perona, Tony see Stewart, Brenda R.
Persons, Terri. Blind Spot (N). NY: Doubleday, 2007. ESt. Paul, Minn.]
Peterson, Tracie. Where My Heart Belongs (N). Minneapolis, Minn.: Bethany House,
2007. [Kan.]
Peterson, Troy Everett. Five Beards the Eastern Turkey Guv). Oronogo, Mo.: TPeterson
Publishing, 2007. [Mo.]
Petrakis, Harry Mark. Legends of Glory and Other Stories (S). Carbondale: Southern Illinois
UP,2007.
Pfarrer, Chuck. Killing Che (N). NY: Random House, 2007.
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Philipson, Sandra J. Forever Home (juv). Chagrin Falls, Ohio: Chagrin River Publishing,
2007. [Ohio]
Phillips, Carl. Quiver of Arrows (P), NY: Farrar Straus Giroux, 2007.
Phillips, Raelene. Together-for Good (juv). Lima, Ohio: Fairway Press, 2007. [Ohio]
Phillips, Susan Elizabeth. Natural Born Charmer (N). NY: Morrow, 2007.
Pierce, Bethany. Feelingfor Bones (N). Chicago: Moody. 2007.
Pippin, Harrison Ono. Mists o·er the Buttes (P). Denver, Colo.: Creationsbyyoll.com, 2007. [N.D.}
Polacca, Patricia. Ginger and Petunia (juv). NY: Philomel, 2007.
_ _. The Lemonade Club Guv). NY: Philomel, 2007.
Polinski, Jo Ann. Minnesota Moon (juv). North Mankato, Minn.: White Turtle Books, 2007.
[Minn.]
Poniewaz, Jeff. Whales Hover( ed) (P). Milwaukee, Wis.: Centennial Press, 2007.
Ponzio, Peter 1. Children of the Night (N). Philadelphia: Xlibris Corp., 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Pradhan, Monica. The Hindi-Bindi Club (N). NY; Bantam, 2007.
Prichard, Carl E: Virtuous Trepidation: The BlackBand ofthe Mafia (N). Bloomington, Ind.:
AuthorHouse, 2007. [Detroit, Mich.]
Pride, Alexis J. Where the River Ends (N). Chicago: UTour, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Pridgen, Sandra Solomon. A Stone's Throw (N). Columbus, Ind.: Art in the Heartland
Publishing, 2007. [Ind.]
Proulx, Joanne. Anthem oj a Reluctant Prophet (N). Toronto: Viking Canada, 2007. [Mich.]
Rand, Johnathan. Bionic Bats of Bay City (juv). Topinabee Island, Mich.: AudioCraft
Pnblishing, 2007. [Mich.]
_ _ ' The Ghost afGratiot Road (juv). Topinabee Island, Mich.: AudioCraft Publishing,
2007. [Mich.]
_ _ ' Gruesome Ghouls of Grand Rapids (juv). Topinabee Island, Mich.: AudioCraft
Publishing, 2007. [Mich.]
Randisi, Robert 1. Butler', Wager (N). NY: Harper, 2007. [Dodge City, Kan.]
Randolph, Ladette and Nina Shevchuk-Murray, eds. The Big Empty: Contemporary
Nebraska Nonfiction Writers (A). Lincoln: U Nebraska P, 2007.
Raney, Deborah. Remember to Forget (N). NY: Howard Books, 2007. [Kan.]
Rankin, Bob, ed. Downriver Reflections (A). Detroit: Leadfoot Press, 2007.
Ransom, Candice F. Magician in the Trnnk Uuv). Renton, Wash.: Mirrorstone, 2007.
[Chicago, Ill.]
Raphael; Lev. Hot Rocks (N). McKinleyville, Calif.: John Daniel, 2007. [Mich·1
Rapp, Adam. The Year of Endless Sorrows (N). NY: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2007.
Rapp, Bill. A Pale Rain (N). Pittsburgh, Pa.: SterlingHouse Pnblisher, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Rayner, Ben. The Ghost of Jeff Davis (N). Lincoln, Neb.: iUniverse, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Reaves, Sam. Homicide 69 (N). NY: Carroll & Oraf, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Reed, Joel B. Lakota Spring: An American Tragedy (N). Canby, Mlnn.: White Turtle Books,
2007. [S.D.]
Reed, Mary Hutchings. Couning KaJhleenHarrigan (N). Chicago:Amp8m;and, 2007. [Chicago, m.]
Reichert, Betty Leitner. Many Waters Cannot Quench Love (N). Baltimore, Md.:
PublishAmerica, 2007. ESt. Louis, Mo.]
Resort to Murder (S). Minneapolis, Minn.: Nodin Press, 2007. [Minn.]
Reynolds, Sean. Dyingfor a Change (N). San Francisco: Suspect Thoughts, 2007. [Chicago, m.]
Reynolds, Thomas D. Ghost Town Almanac (P). Topeka, Kan.: Woodley Press, 2007. [Kan.]
Rhine, Donna. A Decision ofthe Heart (N). Canton, Mich.: Zoe Life Publications, 2007. [Mich.]
Richards, Sonja. The Comet KidUuv). TraverseCity,Mich.: Olde TownePublishing, 2007. [Mich.1
Richardson, Steve. Billys Mountain Uuv). Albuquerque, N.M.: ImpossibleDreams,2007. [Kan.]
Rindfleisch, Norval. A Winters Vigil (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007. [Midwest]
Roberts, C.L. Gem City Blues (N). Denver, Colo.: Outskirts Press, 2007. [Dayton, Ohio]
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Roberts, J.R. Clint Adams, Detective (N). NY: Jove Books, 2007. [Clemens, Samuel L.]
Robertson, Jeffrey. Evil Side of Money: Street Ministry (N). Newark, N.J.: RJ Publications,
2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Robinson, Lauri. A Wifefor Big John (N). Adams Basin, N.Y.: Wild Rose Press, 2007. [Minn.]
Roby, Kimberla Lawson. Love and Lies (N). NY: William Morrow, 2007. [111.]
Rodi, Robert. When You Were Me (N). NY: Kensington, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Rodriguez, Jesse. Kankakee County Tales of Horror, No.1 (S). Philadelphia: Xlibris Corp,
2007. [Ill.]
Rodriguez, Luis J. Making Medicine (P). Pajaro, Calif.: C & C Press, 2007.
Rogers, Donna Marie. Welcome to Redemption (N). Adams Basin, N.Y.: Wild Rose Press,
2007. [Wis.]
Romano, Tony. When the World Was Young (N). NY: HarperColiins, 2007. [Chicago, 111.]
Rose, Karen. Count to Ten (N). NY: Warner, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Rosen, Renee. Every Crooked Pot (N). NY: St. Martin's Griffin, 2007. [Ohio]
Ross, JoAnn. No Safe Place (N). NY: Pocket Books, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Rothfuss, Pat. The Name of the Wind (N). NY: DAW, 2007.
Ruby, Laura. I'm Not Julia Roberts (S). NY: Warner, 2007.
Ryan-Bailey, Victoria. A Rich Christmas Utiv). Philadelphia: Xlibris Corp., 2007. ESt. Louis, Mo·1
Saari, Vicky Fisher. Hogarth (N). Lincoln, Neb.: iUniverse, 2007. [Ind.]
Sakey, Marcus. The Blade Itself(N). NY: St. Martin's Minotaur, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Salinger, Michael. Stingray (P). Whitmore Lake, Mich.: Wordsmith Press, 2007.
Salzmann, Cyndy. Crime and Clutter (N). NY: Howard Books, 2007.
Samson, Clare. A HundredMiles to the City (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2007. [Mo.]
Sandberg, Karen and Karen Herseth Wee, eds. Penchant: Northfield Women Poets (P).
Northfield, Minn.: Heywood Press, 2007.
Sandford, John. Dark of the Moon (N). NY: Putnam, 2007. [Minn.1
_ _ . Invisible Prey (N). NY: Putnam, 2007. [Minneapolis, Minn.]
Sandin, Joan. At Home in a New Land Uuv). NY: HarperCo11ins, 2007. [Minn.]
Sandvik, Myrna. R.F.D.Iowa (P). North Liberty, Iowa: Ice Cube Press, 2007. [Iowa]
Sands, Lynsay. Bite Me If You Can (N). NY: Avon Books, 2007. [Kansas City, Kan.]
Sawyer, Kim Vogel. Where Willows Grow (N). Minneapolis, Minn.: Bethany House, 2007. [Kan.J
Scanlan, John M. Logans Hill (N). Mansfield, Ohio: Bookmasters, 2007. [Ohio]
Scannell, Christy and Ginger Kolbaba. Desperate Pastors' Wives (N). West Monroe, La.:
Howard Books, 2007. [Ohio]
Schaffert, Timothy. Devils in the Sugar Shop (N). Denver: Unbridled, 2007. [Omaha, Neb.]
Schalesky, Marlo M. Veil of Fire (N). Colorado Springs, Colo.: RiverOak, 2007. [Minn·1
Schanilec, Ernest Francis. Grey Riders II (N). Gwinner, N.D.: McCleery & Sons, 2007. [Mo.]
Schiefelbein, Michael. Body and Blood (N). NY: St. Martinis Minotaur, 2007. [Kansas City, Mo·1
Schmidt, DuaneA. The Legends of Old LUllker (S). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007.
[Minn.]
_ _ . The Ways of the Flesh (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerca, 2007. [Amana, Iowa]
Schofield, Mary Halverson. River of Champions (N). Edina, Minn.: Showshoe Press,
2007. [Minn.]
Schone, Robin. Scandalous Lovers (N). NY: Brava, 2007.
Schreiber, Mark. Star Crossed Uuv). Woodbury, Minn.: Fiux, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Schwegel, Theresa. Person of Interest (N). NY: S1. Martin's Minotaur, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
_ _ . Probable Cause (N). NY: St. Martin's Minotaur, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Schwirzer, Jennifer Hill. Finding My Way in Milwaukee Uuv). Hagerstown, Md.: Review
and Herald Publishing, 2007. [Milwaukee, Wis.]
Seals, Teresa. Simply Taylor Made (N). Bridgeton, Mo.: Voices Books & Publishing, 2007.
[St. Louis, Mo.]
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Sellars, M.R. The End of Desire (N). St. Louis, Mo.: E.M.A. Mysteries, 2007. ESt. Louis, Mo.]
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Stobb, WiIliam. Nervous Systems (P). NY: Penguin, 2007.
Stoddard, Christopher. Knights in Dark Satin (N). Morrisville, N.C.: Lulu Press, 2007. [Kan.]
Stokes, Jordan. Gilded Delirium (N). NY: Spark Publications, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Stone, Julie. Deja Who? (N). NY: Avalon Books, 2007 [Chicago, Ill.]
Storkamp, Roger L. 'Neath a Crescent Moon (N). Henderson, Nev.: Mystic Publishers, 2007.
[Minn.]
Stratton-Porter, Gene. Fieldo My Dreams: The Poetry ofGene Stratton-Porter (P). Compiled
and'edited by Mary Dejong Obuchowski. Kent, Ohio: Kent State U P, 2007.
Stutzman, Ervin R. Emma: A Widow Among the Amish (N). Scottsdale, Pa.: Herald Press,
2007. [Kan.]
Surant, Kennebrew. Life on the Line (N). Philadelphia: Xlibris Corp., 2007. [Mich.]
Suttle, Rick. Suicide Peak (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2007. [Ohio]
Swanson, Denise. Murder ofa Botoxed Blonde (N). NY: New American Library, 2007. [Ill.]
Swar, Aaron. The Soul ofa Nice Guy (M). North Charleston, S.C.: BookSurge, 2007. [Kansas
City, Mo.]
Sweeney, Gerald F. Eagles Rising (N). Bangor, Me.: Booklocker.com, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.; Iowa]
Swiger, Michael. Lethal Ambition (N). Waterford, Va.: Capstone Publishing, 2007. [Ohio]
Swiniarski, S.A. Blood and Rust (N). NY: DAW Books, 2007. [Cleveland, Ohio]
Swingle, Morley. Bootheel Man (N). Cape Girardeau, Mo.: Southeast Missouri State U P,
2007. [Mo.]

Senauth, Frank. The Collapse of the ]·35W Mississippi River Bridge: Victims oj the Dark
(N). Denver, Colo.: Outskirts Press, 2007. [Minneapolis, Minn.]
Soon, Yvonne. Totem Games (P). Yellow Springs, Ohio: Bunches of Thyme, 2007.
Shaff, Fran. Laura's Lost Love (N). Cincinnati, Ohio: Mundania Press, 2007. [S.D.]
.
Sharpe, Isabel. Women on the Edge oja Nervous Breakthrough (N). NY: Avon, 2007. [WIS.]
Sharpe, Jon, Nebraska Night Riders (N). NY: Signet, 2007. [Neb.]
. '
Shefchik, Rick. Amen Corner (N). 'Scottsdale, Ariz.: Poisoned Pen, 2007. [MlOneapolis,
Minn.]
Sheldon, Jean. Identity Murder (N). Albuquerque, N.M.: Bast Press, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Shevchuk-Murray, Nina see Randolph, Ladette
Short, Sharon Gwyn. Murder Unfolds (N). NY: Avon Books, 2007. [Ohio]
Shoulders, Michael R. The Competition (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2007.
[Indianapolis, Ind.]
.
Silva, Ulises. Solstice (N). Troy, Mich.: Tragical Mirth, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Silvers, Ester Katz. Sondra's Search (N). NY: Devora, 2007. [Kan.]
Simmons, John, Jr. From the Heart of a Poet (P). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2007.
Simmons, John Merlin. The Marvelous Journey Home (N). Kamas, Utah: White Knight,
2007. [Detroit, Mich.]
Smallwood, Robert F. Brando. Tennessee & Me (D). New Orleans: Bacchus Books, 2007.
. [Williams, Tennessee]
Smeltzer, Carol Root. Hannah: A Woman ofSpirit and Heart (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007. [Ill.]
Smiley, Jane. Ten Days in the Hills (N). NY: Knopf, 2007.
Smith, Dominic. The Beautiful Miscellaneous (N). NY: Atria, 2007. [Wis.]
Smith, Rob. McGowan's Call (N). Huron, Ohio: Drinian Press, 2007. [Ohio]
SnellingLauraine. Sophie's Dilemma (N). Minneapolis, Minn.: Bethany House, 2007. [N.D.]
Soule, Maris. The Crows (N). Detroit: Five Star, 2007. [Mich.]
Spencer, Betty. Life Is Fragile (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007. [Mich.]
St. John, Cheryl. The Lawman's Bride (N). Toronto: Harlequin, 2007. [Kan.]
. The Preacher's Daughter (N). Toronto: Harlequin, 2007. [Kan.]
Staadt, Ann. The Light in the Tunnel (N). Baltimore, Md.: Publish America, 2007.
The Woman in the Blue Mercedes (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007.
Staffo;d, Leola. Diary of a Mad Fat Woman (N). Charleston, S.C.: BookSurge, 2007.

[Muncie, Iud.]
Stephenson, Leeanne Marie. A Prescription for Love (N). Baltimore; Md.: PublishAmerica,

Tatara, Sandra L. Remember Me (N). Waterville, Me.: Five Star, 2007.
Taylor, Paul. Wapsi Square: The Demons in My Back Pocket (N). Morrisville, N.C.: Lulu
Press, 2007. [Minn.]
Terkel, Studs. Touch and Go: A Memoir (M). NY: New Press, 2007.
Terry, Mark. The Serpent's Kiss (N). Woodbury, Minn.: Midnight Ink, 2007. [Detroit, Mich.]
Thebo, Mimi. Welcome to Eudora (N). NY: Ballantine, 2007. [Kan.]
Thomas, F. Richard. Extravagant Kiss (P). New Mexico: Sin Fronteras Press, 2007.
Thompson, John D. On Holiday (P). Pella: Palindrome Publishing of Iowa, 2007. [Iowa]
Thompson, Lori. Prairie Stars (N). Titusville, N.J.: Egress Books, 2007. [S.D.]
Thompson, Mike. The Curse ofAl Capone's Gold (N). Waterville, Me.: Five Star, 2007. [N.D.]
Thompson, Vicki Lewis. Over Hexed (N). NY: Onyx, 2007. [Ind.]
Thorstenson,Andy. Crossing the l00th Meridian (P). [Hot Springs, S.D.?]: A. Thorstenson, 2007.
Thumser, Judith. Olivia and Maxwell Go to Drummond Island! Guv). Bloomington, Ind.:
AuthorHouse, 2007. [Mich.]
Thurston, Jay Ford. Out of the Rainbow (N). Superior, Wis.: Savage Press, 2007. [Mich.]
Tichelaar, Tyler R. Superior Heritage (N). Marquette, Mich.: Marquette Fiction, 2007.
[Marquette, Mich.]
Tidwell, John Edgar see Davis, Frank Marshall
Tierney, Ronald. Asphalt Moon (N). Sutton: Severn House, 2007. [Indianapolis, Ind.]
Tigan, Joe Redden. Waggle (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Tillson, M.C. The Mystery at Eagle Harbor Guv). Santa Clara, Calif.: A&M Writing and
Publishing, 2007. [Mich.]
Timms, Shirin Kambin. Finding Refuge (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007. [Mich.]
Tonemah, Paula McGaa. Spirit Horse Guv). Sioux Falls, S.D.: Pine Hill Press, 2007. [Neb.]
Trexler, Roger Dale. Talesfrom the Cellar (S). Carbondale, Ill.: Annihilation Press, 2007. [Ill.]
Trina. Girlfrom the "G" (N). Indianapolis, Ind.: Dog Ear Publishing, 2007. [Gary, Ind.]
Trudeau, Kristine 1. The Glass House (N). Philadelphia: Xlibris Corp.: 2007. [Mo.]

2007. [Mich.]
Stewart, Brenda R. and Tony Perona, eds. Racing Can Be Murder (S). Indianapolis, Ind.:
Blue River Press, 2oo7.[Indianapolis, Ind.]
Stillwell, Mark K. see Kosmicki, Greg

Uhlig, Richard. Last Dance at the Frosty Queen Guv). NY: Knopf, 2007. [Kan.]
Ulmen, Steven Merrill. The Revenge of Little Crow (N). [Montevideo, Minn.?: S.M.
Vlmen?], 2007. [Minn.]

[Detroit, Mich.]
Stang, Catherine. Sweet Serenity (N). Casper, Wyo.: Whiskey Creek Press, 2007. [Kan.]
Stanley, Marcus. Kiszka Day (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007. [Mich.]. .
Stansfield, Anita. At Heaven's Door (N). American Fork, Utah: Covenant CommuTIlcauons,
2007. [Ill.; Iowa]
. A Quiet Promise (N). American Fork, Utah: Covenant Communications, 2007. [Iowa]
Steedle, Nancy. Layer ofLies (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007. [Des Moines, Iowa]
Steele, Irene J. Some Glad Morning (N). Lisle, Ill.: Blacksmith Books, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Stegner, Wallace. The Selected Letters of Wallace Stegner (carr). Edited by Page Stegner.
Emeryville, Calif.: Shoemaker & Hoard, 2007.
Steinley, Gary see Evans, David Allan
. .
.
Stengl, Jill. Lonely in Longtree (N). Uhrichsville, Ohio: Barbour Pubhshmg, 2007. [WIS.]
Stephenson, Jack. Morningside Murders (N). Indianapolis, Ind.: Dog Ear Publishing, 2007.
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Umrigar, Thrity. lfToday Be Sweet (N). NY: Morrow, 2007. [Cleveland, Ohio]
Urdahl, Dean. Uprising eN). St. Cloud, Minn.: North Star Press, 2007. [Minn.]
Vachss, Andrew. Tenninal (N). NY: Pantheon, 2007.
Vernon, Bill. Old Town (N). Waterville, Me.: Five Star, 2007. [Ohio]
Victor, Marilyn and Michael Mallory. Death Roll eN). Waterville, Me.: Five Star, 2007.
[Minn.]
Villec, John. Treachery in Hong Kong (N). NY: iUniverse, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Vossberg, Dennis. Hector's Bliss (N). Kearney, Neb.: Morris Publications, 2007. [Neb.]
Walker, Charles Harris. Sheriff Charley Brown (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmetica, 2007. [Dak.]
Walker, F. Waldo. Unfinished Business (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2007.
[Chicago, Ill.]
Walker, Robert W. City of the Absent (N). NY: Harper, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
_ _. Shadows in the White City (N). NY: Harper, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Wall, Mike. The Enigma. Sarasota, Fla.: Peppertree Press, 2007. [Mich.]
Wallace, Dave. Great Lakes Musing (P). Grand Rapids, Mich.: Ainsco, 2007. [Great Lakes; Mich.]
Waller-Bey, Stephen William. Essence of Me (P). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007.
[Detroit, Mich.]
Walsh, L.S. The Last O'Neil (N). Baxter Springs, Kan.: Goldminds Publishing, 2007. [Mo.]
Walter, Dan. Hello, Willie! (juv). Chantilly, Va.: Mascot Books, 2007. [Manhattan, Kan.] .
Ward, Darwin S. Becoming Alec (N). Madison, Wis.: MBM Press, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]

Ware, M.K. Peter Loves Joan: Mulligan s Bar (N), Philadelphia: Xlibris Corp., 2007.

[Cincinnati, Ohio]
Wargin, Kathy-Ja. Mitt & Minn at the Wisconsin Cheese Jamboree (juv). Ann Arhor, Mich.:
Mitten Press, 2007. [Wis.]
_ _ ' Mitt & Minn Illinois Adventure (juv). Ann Arbor, Mich.: Mitten Press, 2007. [Ill.]
Warren, Susan May. Chill Out, Josey! (N). NY: Steeple Hill, 2007. [Minn.]
Warren, Wendy. Once More. at Midnight (N). NY: Silhouette, 2007. [N.D.]
Washington, AlTonya. A Lovers Mask (N). NY: Kimani Press, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Watson, Larry. Sundown, Yellow Moon (N). NY: Random House, 2007. [Bismarck, N.D.]
Watts, Lisa, ed. Good Roots: Writers Reflect on Growing Up in Ohio (M). Athens: Ohio
UP, 2007.
Weagly, John & Andrea Dubnick, eds. TaLes from the Red Lion (S). Chicago: Twilight Tales,
2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Weaver, Will. Defect Guv). NY: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2007. [Minn.]
Webb, Charley. Double Identity (N). Bangor, Me.: Booklocker.com, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Webb, Debra. Colby Rebuilt (N). Toronto: Harlequin, 2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Webber, Heather S. Trouble in Bloom (N). NY: Avon Books, 2007. [Ohio)
Webster, Margaret Olson. Life Times Six (P). Tamarack, Minn.: ~luepearl Books, 2007.
[Minn.]
Wee, Karen Herseth see Sandberg, Karen
Weir, Charlene. Edge of Midnight (N). NY: St. Martin's Minotaur, 2007. [Kan.]
Well, Chris. Tribulation House (N). Eugene, Or.: Harvest House, 2007. [Kansas City, Mo.]
Welling, Peter J. Darlene Halloween and the Great Chicago Fire Guv). Gretna, La.: Pelican,
2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Westfeldt, Wallace. Limestone Concerto (N). Boulder, Colo.: MudBug Press, 2007.
[Indianapolis, Ind.1
Westrick, Timothy A. The Circus Ax (N). [Toledo, Ohio?]: T.A. Westrick, 2007. [Mich.]
Whelan, Gloria. Yatandou Guv). Chelsea, Mich.: Sleeping Bear, 2007.
White, Edmund. Chaos (S). NY: Carroll & Graf, 2007.
_ _. Hotel de Dream (N). NY: Ecco, 2007.
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White, Pat. The American Temp and the British Inspector (N). Toronto: Harlequin, 2007.
[Chicago, Ill.]
.
Wilder, George. Derrick Sweat, Midwe~t Deep Freeze (N). -Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica,
2007. [Chicago, Ill.]
Wilder, Laura Ingalls. Laura Ingalls WiLder; Farm Journalist: Writings from the Ozarks (A).
Edited by Stephen W. Hines. Columbia: U Missouri P, 2007.
Wiley"Michael. The Last Striptease (N). NY: St. Martin's Minotaur, 2007. [Chicago, III.]
Williams, Arvid Lloyd. Hawks Quest (N). Edina, Minn.: Beaver's Pond Press, 2007. [Minn.]
Williams, Maiya. The Hour of the Outlaw Guv). NY: Amulet Books, 2007. [Ill.]
Williams, Matthew. Superior Deception (N). NY: Avalon Books, 2007. [Mich.]
Wilson, Mary L. Still Ghetto (N). Florissant, Mo.: Prioritybooks, 2007. ESt. Louis, Mo.]
Wilson, Nathan D. 100 Cupboards (juv). NY: Random House, 2007. [Kan.]
Wimmer, Mary B. Reaching Shore Guv). Madison, Wis.: Goblin Fern Press, 2007.
[Milwaukee, Wis.]
Womack, Michelle. Sunshine and Rain (N). BlOOmington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2007.
[Cleveland, Ohio]
Wong, David. John Dies at the End (N). N.p.: Permuted Press, 2007. [Midwest]
Woods, Teri, ed. Predators (N). NY: Teri Woods Publications, 2007. [Detroit, Mich.]
Worth, Stefanie. Where SouLs Collide (N). NY: Leisure Books, 2007. [Detroit, Mich.]
Worthen, E. A Yankee with Quantrill (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2007. [Mo.]
Wright, Jen. Killer Storm (N). Duluth, Minn.: Clover Valley Press, 2007. [Duluth, Minn.]
Wright, Nina. Whiskey and Tonic (N). Woodbury, Minn.: Midnight Ink, 2007. [Mich.]
Yansky, Brian. Wonders of the World Guv). Woodbury, Minn.: Flux, 2007. [Neb.]
Yeager, Beverly Foster. III Our Own Backyard (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica,
2007. [Mich.]
Young, Nicole. Love Me If You Must (N). Grand Rapids, Mich.: Revell, 2007. [Mich.]
Young, Phil. Harvest Heat (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2007. [Kan.]
Zeck, Shari. My Mother's Farm (M). Midwestern Misce!LGlly, 35 (Spr.-FaIl2007), 34--40. [Ind.]
Zimmerman, Chris. The Covenaflt Field (N). Shepherd, Mich.: Jokerfs Conundrum,
2007. [Mich.]
SECONDARY SOURCES
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Beasecker, Robert, ed. Annual Bibliography of Midwestern Literature, 2005 (bibl).
MidAmerica, 34 (2007), 133-87.
Brune, Jeffrey A. Industrializing American Culture: Heartland Radicals, Midwestern
Migration, and the Chicago Renaissance (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Washington, 2007.
Glee, Glenna. Indiana State Federation of Poetry Clubs: History (1941-2007) (pub; Indiana).
Anderson, Ind.: G. Glee, 2007.
Hantschel, Allison. It Doesn't End with Us: The Story of the Daily Cardinal: How a College
Newspaper's Fight for Freedom Changed Its University, Challenged Journalism, and
Influenced Hundreds of Lives Grnl; Madison, Wis.). Westminster, Md.: Heritage Books,
2007.
Lewis, Ethan. The Importance of Reading Unknown Poets in Relation to Those Who Are
Known: The Achievement of the Poets of Sangamon, llLinois (crit; A; Illinois). Lewiston,
N.Y.: Edwin Mellen Press, 2007.
Radavich, David. Dramatizing the Midwest (crit). MidAmerica, 34 (2007), 59-78.
Szuberla, Guy. The Midwesterner as Out-of-Towner (crit). MidAmerica, 34 (2007), 44-58.
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21-27.
.
Petre, Jemeja. Louis Adamic's "Old Alien" as a Relic of Ethnic Differentiation in the U.S.A.
(crit). Acta Neophilologica, 40 (1-2) 2007, 89-97, 214-15.

Melero, Nina. De Libros y Monstrllos: La Traducci6n de Literatura Hipertextual (crit).
Especulo: Revista de Estudios Literarios, 37 (Nov. 2007), llnpaginated.
Pickrell, H. Alan. L. Frank Baum's Boys' Series Books (bibl). Newsbo)~ 45 (Mar. 2007), 7-12.
_ _ . Recycled Steele: L. Frank Baum's Boys Series Books (crit). Baum Bugle, 51 (Spr.
2007),21-27.
Riley, Michael O. Ovna ojOz: The Beginning of the End? (crit). Baum Bugle, 51 (Win.
2007),19-24.
Tllerk, Richard Carl. Oz in Perspective: Magic and Myth in the L. Frank Baum Books (crit).
Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland & Co., 2007.

Agee, Jonis (b, 1943)

Baxter, Charles (b. 1947)

Virtanen, Beth L., ed. Landscapes and Soulscapes: On the Literature of Finnish North
America (cdt). Beaverton, Ont.: Aspasia Books, 2007. [Special issue of the Journal of
Finnish Studies, 11 (2) 2007.]
\.

Adamic, Louis (1899-1951)

!,

Dorovksy, Ivan. Dvojdomy Tvurce Louis Adamic (crit). Slavica Litteraria, 56 (10) 2007,
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Liese, Jessica. Writing to Save a Live (I). Publishers Weekly, 254 (30 Apr. 2007), 136.

Algren, Nelson (1909-1981)
. '
Glassbrook, Daryn P. Beyond the Popular Front: Ethnic Represent~tIon a~d the Literary
Institutions of American Radicalism, 1930-1953 (erit). Ph.D. DIssertatIOn, Purdue U,
2006.
Pivano Fernanda. 1.0 ScrittoreAmericano e la Ragazza Perbene: Storiadi unAmore: Nelson
Alg~en e Simone de Beauvoir (corr; crit). Naples: T. Pironti, 2007. .
Ward, Robert, ed. Nelson Algren: A Collection oj Critical Essays (cnt). Madison, N.J.:
Fairleigh Dickinson U P, 2007.

Anderson, Sherwood (1876-1941)

, "

."

Saunders, Judith P. Male Reproductive Strategies in Sherwood Anderson s The Untold Lie
(crit). Philosophy and Literature, 31 (Oct. 2007), 311-22.
Meier-Dorzenbach, Alexander. "To See Beneath the Surface of Lives": Sherwood
Anderson's Winesburg, Ohio, Gertrude Stein und die Kunst der Moderne (crit). Ph.D.
Dissertation, U Hamburg, 2006.
Whalan, Mark. Race, Manhood, and Modernism in America: The Short Story Cycles oj
Sherwood Anderson and Jean Toomer (crit). Knoxville: U Tennessee P, 2007.

Austin, Mary Hunter (1868-1934)

.'

.

Despain, Martha J. Finding a Future for the Past: Time, Memory, and .IdentIty 10 the ~lterature
of Mary Hunter Austin, Edith Wharton, Ellen Glasgow, and Willa Cather (cnt). Ph.D.
Dissertation, U Delaware, 2007.

Baker, Ray Stannard (1870-1946)

.

Peterson, Merrill D. The President and His Biographer: Woodrow Wdson and Ray Stannard
Baker (biog; crit). Charlottesville: U Virginia P, 2007.

Baurn, L. Frank (1856-1919)

,

.'

.,

Bouslough, Gail. Appropriating Wonderland: Nostalgia and ~odemIty 10 the Ch~ldren s
Fantasy of Lewis Carroll's Alice Books and L. Frank Baum s The Wonderful WIzard of
Oz (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Claremont Graduate U, 2007.
.
.
Carpenter, Angelica Shirley. The Man Behind the Curtain: Can the Reader Spot a R10ger 10
the Aunt Jane's Nieces Books? (crit). Baum Bugle, 51 (Spr. 2007), 6-16.
Duffiey, Sean P. Odd One Out: Annabel; or, Suzanne Metcalf's Unexpected Homage to
Horatio Alger (crit). Baurn Bugle, 51 (Spr. 2007), 32-44.
.
Gannaway, Atticus. Ozma of Oz: A Centennial Appreciation (crit). Baum Bugle, 51 (W1o.
2007),7-18.
.
Gowen, William R. Collecting Baum's Series Books: What to Look For (bIbl). Newsboy, 45
(Mar. 2007),13-19.

Schwartz, J. Brian. Fear of Narrative: Revisiting the Bartholomae-Elbow Debate through the
Figure of the Writing Teacher in Contemporary American Fiction (crit). Rhetoric Review,
26 (4) 2007, 425-39.

Bellow, Saul (1915-2005)
Aharoni,Ada. Ha-Kol ha-Penimi bi-Yetsirotay shel Hatan Peras Nobel Sol Belo (crit). Haifa:
Pardes, 2007.
Boynukara, Hasan. Yahudi-Amerikan Kimligi Sorullu: Saul Bellow ve Philip Roth (biog; crit).
Van: Yijzijncij~ Yil Dniversitesi Fen Edebiyat Fakiiltesi YaynIiari, 2007.
Cappell, Ezra. American Talmud: The Cultural Work of Jewish American Fiction (crit).
Albany: State U New York P, 2007.
Cohen, Mark R. "A Recognizable Jewish Type": Saul Bellow's Dr. Tamkin and Valentine
Gersbach as Jewish Social History (erit). Modem Judaism, 27 (Oct. 2007), 350-73.
Halldorson, Stephanie S. The Hero in Contemporary American Fiction: The Works of Saul
Bellow and Don DeLillo (crit). NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007.
Kennedy, William. Saul Bellow: Memorial Remarks (M). Salmagundi, 153-154 (Win. 2007),
42-46.
Le1chuk, Alan. Hommage fOr Saul Bellow (biog; crit). Sinn und Form: Beitrage zur
Literatur, 59 (4) 2007, 510-24.
Liu, Xiying. Geng Duo de Ren Si Yu Xin Sui Zhong de "Dui Hua" Zhe Xue (crit). Foreign
Literature StudieslWai Guo Wen Xue Yan Jiu, 29 (Dec. 2007), 121-29.
Manea, Norman. Saul Bellow: "Before I Go" (I). Salmagundi, 155-156 (Sum. 2007),
131-211.
Singh, Sllkhbir. Indian Kanna Yogi in Saul Bellowfs Mr. Sammler's Planet (crit).
Comparative Literature Studies, 44 (4) 2007, 434-57.
Teranishi, Masayuki. A Stylistic Analysis of Saul Bellow's Herzog: A Mode of "Postmodern
Polyphony" (crit). Language and Literature. 16 (Feb. 2007), 20-36.

Benson, Mildred A. Wirt (1905-2002)
Greer, Chapman. The Mystery of the Female Dick: Nancy Drew and V.l. Warshawski (ceit).
Ph.D. Dissertation, U Alabama, 2006.

Berryman, John (1914-1972)
Coleman, Philip and Philip McGowan, eds. "After Thirty Falls": New Essays on John
Berryman (crit). Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2007.
Tayyar, Paul Kareem. American Father: Musical Realism and the Rejection of Cold War
Patriarchy in Ellison, Berryman, Dylan, Springsteen, and Burton (crit). Ph.D.
Dissertation, U California, Riverside, 2007.
Thibodeaux, Troy L. The Poetics of Faith and the Transfiguration of American Modernism:
Robert Lowen and John Berryman (cnt). Ph.D. Dissertation, New York U, 2007.
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Bierce, Ambrose

(1842~1914?)

Blight, David W. and Craig A. Warren. "An Almost Adoring Hatred for War" (ecit). ABP
Journal, 3 (Fall 2007), unpaginated.

Hess, Earll. Ambrose Bierce, the Soldier's Memoir, and Reconstruction (crit). ABP Journal,
3 (Fall 2007), unpaginated.
Nae, Kenneth W. "Somebody Blundered": Marcus Woodcock, Ambrose Bierce, and ''The
Crime at Pickett's Mill" (erit). ABP Journal, 3 (Fall 2007), unpaginated.
..

Oguz, Ayla. Ambrose Bierce in An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge adli OykUstinde
Yapisalcilik (crit). Littera, 21 (Dec. 2007), 27-46.

.

Simpson, Brooks D. Battles, Leaders, Stories (crit). ABP Journal, 3 (Fall 2007), unpagmated.
Skaptason, Bjorn. What He Saw: Ambrose Bierce and Shiloh in Public History (ccit). ABP
Journal, 3 (Fall 2007), unpaginated.
Taguchi, Seiichi. Akutagawa Ryunosuke to Ambrose Bierce (crit). Kumamoto Daigaku Eigo
EibungakulKumamoto Studies in English Language and Literature. 50 (2007), 215-30.
Blaeser, Kimberly (b. 1955)
Andrews, Jennifer. Living History: A Conversation with Kimberly Blaeser (I). Studies in
American Indian Literatures, 19 (Sum. 2007),1-21.
Bloch, Robert (1917-1994)
.
McDermott, John A. "Do You Love Mother, Norman?": Faulkner's "ARose for Emily" and
Metalious's Peyton Place as Sources for Robert Bloch's Psycho (crit). Journal of Popular
Culture, 40 (June 2007), 454-67.
Szumskyj, Benjamin. Are There Echoes of Bloch and Fitzgerald in Ellis 'sAmerican Psycho?
(crit). Notes on Contemporary Literature, 37 (Mar. 2007), 5-6
Bradbury, Malcolm (1932-2000)
Kohn Martin. Erltiuterungen zuRay Bradbury, Fahrenheit 451 (crit). Hollfeld: Bange, 2006.
Marsh, Nicky. Taking the Maggie: Money, Sovereignty, and Masculinity in British Fiction
of the Eighties (crit). Modern Fiction Studies, 53 (Win. 2007), 845-66.
Prepelita-Raileanu, Brandusa. Metafiction as Fictional Self-Consciousness in Malcolm
Bradbury's Novels (crit). Romanianlournal ofE~glish Studies, 4 (2007), 233-39.
Bradbury, Ray (b, 1920)
.
.
Albright, Donn, ed. Match to Flame: The Fi9tional Paths to Fahrenheit 451 (cnt). Colorado
. .
Springs, Colo.: Gauntlet Publications, 2007.
Mitchell, James Brian. Estranging Places: The Small Town, Suburb, and MegalopolIs In PostWar California Science Fiction (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Michigan, 2007.
Silis, Ramunas. Vaikystes Pasaulis Rejaus Brederio Kuryboje (c~t). Acta Humanitarian
Universitatis Saulensis, 5 (2007), 152-59.
Whalen, Tom. The Consequences of Passivity: Re-Evaluating Truffaut's Fahrenheit 451
(crit). Literature/Film Quarterly, 35 (3) 2007,181-90.
Brooks, Gwendolyn (1917-2000)
.
.
.
Bryant, Jacqueline Imani, ed. Gwendolyn Brooks and Working Writers (cnt). Chicago: ThIrd
World Press, 2007.
Bryant, Marsha. Gwendolyn Brooks, Ebony, and Postwar Race Relations (crit). American
Literature, 79 (Mar. 2007),113-41.
Ford, Karen Jackson. The Sonnets of Satin-Legs Brooks (crit). Contemporary Literature, 48
(Fa112007),345-73.
Ortega, Kirsten Bartholomew. The Black Flaneuse: Gwendolyn Brooks's "In the Mecca"
(crit). Journal of Modern Literature, 30 (Sum. 2007), 139-.5 5 .
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Regan: Matthias. Poetry for the People: The Poetics of Populism in Twentieth-Century
Umted States Culture (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Chicago, 2006.
Scott, Heidi. "Gay Chaps at the Bar": A Close Look at Brooks's Sonnets (crit). Explicator.
66 (Fa112007), 37-42.
Burroughs, William S. (1914-1997)
Garcia-Robles, Jorge. Burroughsy Kerouac: Dos Forasteros Perdidos ell Mexico (biog; crit).
Mexico: Random House Mondadori, 2007.
Moore, Nathan. Nova Law: William S. Burroughs and the Logic of Control (crit). Law and
Literature, 19 (Fa112007), 435-69.
Ohle, David. Mutate or Die: With Burroughs in Kansas (biog). Coventry: Beat Scene Press, 2007.
Ossang, Frederic-Jacques. W.S. Burroughs: vs Formule-Mort (crit). Paris: J.-M. Place, 2007.
Punday, Daniel. Word Dust: William Burroughs' Multimedia Aesthetic (crit). Mosaic: A
Joumalfor the Interdisciplinary Study of Literature, 40 (Sept. 2007), 33-49.
Wuthrich, Bryan. Mind Guerrillas: The Beat Aesthetics of Subversion and Liberation (crit).
Ph.D. Dissertation, Southern nIinois U, Carbondale, 2007.
Cather, Willa (1873-1947)
Bennett, Nichole. Return to Sender: Miscommunic~tion in Alexander Bridge and Soldier
Pay (crit). Willa Cather Newsletter & Review, 50 (Win. 2007), 51-54.
Bennett-Bealer, Nichole. The Beginning of Willa Cather's European Journeys: Fourteen
Travel Articles from 1902 (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Drew U, 2007.
Blackburn, Timo~y C. "Have I Changed So Much?" Jim Burden, Intertextuality, and the
Ending in My Antonia (crit). Cather Studies, 7 (2007), 140-64.
Blythe, Hal and Charlie Sweet Eastern. Willa Cather's "Paul's Case" and Salinger's The
Catcher in the Rye (crit). Notes on Contemporary Literature, 37 (Jan. 2007), 10-11.
Coyle, Dennis P. A Farewell: Faulkner and Allusions to Shakespeare in Willa Cather's
"Before Breakfast" (crit). Willa Cather Newsletter & Review, 50 (Win. 2007), 60-62.
Despain, Martha J. Finding a Future for the Past: Time, Memory, and Identity in the Literature
of Mary Hunter Austin, Edith Wharton, Ellen Glasgow, and Willa Cather (crit). Ph.D.
Dissertation, U Delaware, 2007.
Dolezal, Josh. Cather and Criticism in the Classroom: A Teaching Experiment (crit). Willa
Cather Newsletter & Review, 51 (Fall 2007), 49.
_ _ . Cather's Medical Icon: Euclide Auclair, Healing Art, and the Cultivated Physician
(crit). Cather Studies, 7 (2007), 229-52.
Dooley, Patrick K. Is Proselytizing Indigenous People and Act of Violence? Wil1a Cather's
Missionaries in Shadows on the Rock and Death Comes for the Archbishop (crit). Cithara:
Essays in the Judea-Christian Tradition, 46 (May 2007), 25-34.
Driedger, Derek. Writing Isolation and the Resistance to Assimilation as "Imaginative Art":
Willa Cather's Anti-Narrative in Shadows on the Rock (crit). Journal of Narrative Theory,
37 (Fa112007). 351-74.
Durrans, Stephanie. The Injluence of French Culture on Willa Cather: Intertex/ual
References and Resonances (crit). Lewiston, N.Y.: Edwin Mellen Press, 2007.
Gano, Geneva Marie. Continent's End: Literary Regionalism in the Modern West (crit).
Ph.D. Dissertation, U California, Los Angeles, 2007.
Giles, Todd. Counterpoint, Memory, and Leitmotifs in Willa Cather's "A Wagner Matinee"
(crit). Willa Cather Newsletter & Review, 51 (Fa112007), 35-38.
Griffith, Jean C. How the West Was Whitened: "Racial" Difference on Cather's Prairie (crit).
Western American Literature, 41 (Win. 2007), 393-417.
Gross, J~nathan D. Recollecting Emotion in TranqUility: Wordsworth and Byron in Cather's
My Antonia and Lucy Gayheart (erit). Cather Studies, 7 (2007), 119-39.
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Gurung, Jeevan. The Mother Within the Fictional Dialogue Between Falkner and Cather
(erit), Willa Cather Newsletter & Review, 50 (Win. 2007), 55-59.
.
Hamilton, Erika. Advertising Cather during the Transition Years (1914-1922) (ent). Cather
.
Studies, 7 (2007), 13-26.
Harris, Richard C. Barbusse's L'Enfer: A Source for "Coming, Aphrodite!" and "The Novel
Demeuble" (erit). Cather Studies, 7 (2007),106-18.
. Cather's A Lost Lady and Schubert's Die Schone Miillerin (erit). Willa Cather
~wsletter & Review, 51 (Fa112007). 39-43.
Hellman, Caroline. Sanctum Sanctorum: The Alternative Designs and Domesticities of
Harriet Beecher Stowe, Louisa May Alcott. Willa Cather, and Edith Wharton (erit). Ph.D.
Dissertation, City U New York, 2007.
Jewell, Andrew. Hundreds of New Cather Letters Revealed (corr). Willa Cather Newsletter
& Review, 51 (Fall 2007), 45-48.
Kephart, Christine Elizabeth. The Catherian Cathedral: A Study of Gothic Cathedral
Iconography in Willa Cather's Fiction (crit). Ph.D. Disserta~on, Dr~w V,. 2007.
,
Laegreid, Renee M. The Good, the Bad, and the Ignored: Immigrants III Willa Cather s 0
Pioneers! (crit). Great Plains Quarterly. 27 (Spr. 2007), 101-15.
Levy, Theresa. Preserving and Commodifying the Past: Allusions to the Classical World in
The Professor's House (crit). Willa Cather Newsletter & Review, 51 (~pr. 2~07), 15-20.
Lewis, Nghana Tamu. Entitled to the Pedestal: Place. Race. and Progress In Whlle Southern
Women~ Writing, 1920-1945 (crit). Iowa City: V Iowa P, 2007. .
.'
Lima, Enrique. Fonns of Conquest: Indian Conflict and the Novel m the Amencas (cnt).
Ph.D. Dissertation, Stanford V, 2007.
Liu Li-Hsion. "Is She Going to Die or Survive with Her Baby?": The Aftermath of
inegitimate Pregnancies in the Twentieth Century American Novels (crit). Ph.D.
Dissertation, U North Texas, 2006.
Love, Heather. Feeling Backward: Loss and the Politics of Queer History (crit). Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard V P, 2007.
Madigan, Mark J. Willa Cather and the Book-of-the-Month Club (crit). Cather Studies, 7
. . '
(2007), 68-85.
Millington, Richard H. Shadows on the Rock: Against InterpretatIOn (cnt). Cather StudIes,
7 (2007), 165-73.
_ _, John J. Murphy, and Joseph R. Urgo. Subsequent Reflections on Shadows on the Rock
(erit). Cather Studies, 7 (2007), 203-11.
. '
Morley, Catherine. Voice of the Prairies? Willa Cather and the InternatIonal Modermst Scene
(crit). Willa Cather Newsletter & Review, 51 (Spr. 2007),7-10.
Moseley, Ann. Sanctuary and Transfonnation: Hugo's The Hunchback ?f Notre Dame and
Cather's Shadow on the Rock (crit). Willa Cather Newsletter & ReVIew, 51 (Spr.2007),
21-24.
'
Murphy, John J. Cather's Shadows: Solid Rock and Sacred Canopy (crit). Cather Studies,
7 (2007), 174-85.
'
_ _. Escaping the Prairie and Approaching Quebec (crit). Willa Cather Newsletter &
Review, 51 (Spr. 2007), 3-6.
Murphy, Joseph C. The Dialectics of Seeing in Cather's Pittsburgh: "Double Birthday" and
Urban Allegory (erit). Cather Studies, 7 (2007), 253-68.
Nettels, Elsa. What Happens to Criticism When the Artist Becomes an Icon? (crit). Cather
Studies, 7 (2007), 3-12.
Pinsky, Robert. A Commentary on An Explanation of America (crit). Cather Studies, 7
(2007), 1-2.
.
Rabin, Jessica G. "Two or Three Human Stories": 0 Pioneers! and the Old Testament (cnt).
Cather Studies, 7 (2007), 86-105.
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Ryder, Mary R. Cather's Nod to Mickiewicz: Pan Tadeusz, 0 Pioneers!, and the New World
Epic (crit). Willa Cather Newsletter & Review, 51 (Spr. 2007), 25-29.
Schiller, Susan A. Shadows on the Rock: Cather's Anodyne of Hope: Cecile Dispenses and
Receives (crit). MidAmerica, 34 (2007),106-17.
Schueth, Michael. A Portrait of an Artist as a Cultural Icon: Edward Steichen, Vanity Fair,
and Willa Cather (crit). Cather Studies, 7 (2007), 46-67.
Singley, Carol J. and Ann Moseley. Wharton and Cather (bibl.). American Literary
Scholarship, 2007, 139-67.
Skaggs, Merrill Maguire. Axes: Willa Cather and William Faulkner (crit). Lincoln: V
Nebraska P, 2007.
_ _. Icons and Willa Cather (crit). Cather Studies, 7 (2007), 288-302.
Smiley, Kathryn. Collecting Willa Cather (bibl; biog; crit). Firsts: The Book Collector~
Magazine, 17 (May 2007), 18-31.
Stout, Janis P. Responding to "Breaking the Shackles" (crit). Willa Cather Newsletter &
Review, 51 (FaI12007), 51-52.
_ _. Willa Cather and Her Public in 1922 (crit). Cather Studies, 7 (2007), 27-45.
Svendsen; Kathleen Schairer. Faulkner'S "Anse"-wer to Cather's Sick Rose: Anse Bundren
as a Caricature of Anton Rosicky (crit). Willa Cather Newsletter & Review, 50 (Win.
2007), 63-66.
Swift, John N. Cather, Freudianism, and Freud (crit). Cather Studies, 7 (2007), 212-28.
Thacker, Robert. "A Critic Who Was Worthy of Her": The Writing of Willa Cather: A Critical
Bibliography (erit). Cather Studies, 7 (2007), 303-28.
Trevitte, Chad. Cather's A Lost Lady and the Disenchantment of Art (crit). Twentieth (:entury
Literature, 53 (Sum. 2007), 182-211.
Trout, Steven. Antithetical Icons?: Willa Cather, Ernest Hemingway, and the First World War
(erit). Cather Studies, 7 (2007), 269-87.
Vrgo, Joseph R Cather's Secular Humanism: Writing Anacoluthon and Shooting out Into
the Eternities (crit). Cather Studies, 7 (2007), 186-202.
_ _ and Merrill Maguire Skaggs, eds. Violence, the Arts, and Willa Cather (crit). Madison,
N.J.: Fairleigh Dicki~son V P, 2007.
West, Benjamin S. Reconfiguring Cather and Settling The Professor's House: Reading The
Professor~ House as a Modernist Text (crit). Teaching Cather, 7 (Spr. 2007), 17-22.
Cherryh, C. J. (b. 1942)
Clark, Stephen RL. C.J. Cherryh: The Ties That Bind (crit). Yearbook of English Studies,
37 (2) 2007, 197-214.

Chesnutt, Charles W. (1858-1932)
Friedman, Ryan Jay. "Between Absorption and Extinction": Charles Chesnutt and
Biopolitical Racism (crit). Arizona Quarterly, 63 (Win. 2007), 39-62.
Kim, Hyejin. The Gothic as Counter-Discourse: Mark Twain, Charles Chesnutt and Toni
Morrison (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, V South Florida, 2007.
Lundy, Tiel L. Yes and No: Negotiating Nationhood in the Works of Cahan, Chesnutt, and
Crane (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, V Denver, 2007.
Lutes, Jean Marie. Lynching Coverage and theAmerican Reporter-Novelist (crit). American
Literary History, 19 (Sum. 2007),456-81.
Noyes, Roger L. Narrative Frames: The Poetics of Rhetorical Transformation in Charles
Chesnutt and Zora Neale Hurston (crit). Obsidian III: Literature in the African Diaspora,
8 (Spr. 2007), 92-126.
Tirado Gilligan, Heather. Reading, Race, and Charles Chesnutt's "Vncle Julius" Tales (crit).
ELH, 74 (Spr. 2007), 195-215.
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Wilson, Matthew and Marjan A. Van Schaik, eds. The Letters of George Washington Cable
to Charles W. Chesnutt (corr). Modem Language Studies, 36 (Win. 2007), 9-41.

Cisneros, Sandra (b. 1954)
Dwyer, June. Ethnic Home Improvement: Gentrifying the Ghetto, Spicing up the Suburbs (erit).
Isle: Interdisciplinary Studies in Literature and Environment, 14 (Sum. 2007), 165-82.
Echevarria, Eva Fernandez de Pinedo. Telenovelas in Chicano Writing: A Multidimensional

Perspective (crit), Cultura, Lenguaje y Representacion ICulture, Language, and
Representation, 4 (May 2007), 125-39.
Frydman, Jason. Upward Mobility as a Neurotic Condition in Sandra Cisneros' The House
on Mango Street (erit). Exit 9: The Rutgers Journal afComparative Literature, 8 (2007),
15-23.
Heredia, Juanita. Voyages South and North: The Politics of Transnational Gender Identity in
Caramelo and American Chica (crit). Latino Studies,S (Aut. 2007), 340-57.
Kalogjera, Branka. Dynamics Between ''Old'' and ''New'' Ethnicities and Multiple Identities
in Sandra Cisneros' Caramelo (crit). Acta Neophilologica, 40 (1-2) 2007, 109-15,215.
Tomaiuolo, Saverio. Dalla Frontiera al Barrio: Tradurre The House on Mango Street di
Sandra Cisneros (crit). Traduttologia: Rivista Quadrimestrale di Interpretazione e
Traduzione, 2 (Jan. 2007). 81-107.
Wagner, Lisa. NiAquf, Ni Alta: Lenguaje e Identidad en Caramelo (crit). Especulo: Revista
de Estudios Literarios, 37 (Nov. 2007), unpaginated.

Clemens, Samuel L. (1835-1910)
Arac, Jonathan. Babel and Vernacular in an Empire of Immigrants: Howells and the
Languages of American Fiction (cdt). Boundary 2: An International Journal of Literature
and Culture. 34 (Sum. 2007), 1-20.
Bennel, Sabine. Jonathan Swifts Gulliver's Travels und Mark Twains The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn in Deutscher Sprache als Kinder- undJugendbuch (crit). Frankfurt am
Main: Peter Lang, 2007.
Bird, John. Mark Twain and Metaphor (crit). Columbia: U Missouri P, 2007.
Bush, Harold K. Mark Twain and the Spiritual Crisis of His Age (crit). Tuscaloosa: U
Alabama P, 2007.
Cade, Roshaunda D. Mulatta Mamma Performing Passing and Mimicking Minstrelsy in
Mark Twain's Pudd'nhead Wilson (crit). Journal of the Association for Research on
Mothering. 9 (Fa112007), 230-39.
Chen, Guangming. Make Tuwen You moXiao PinXin Shang; Appreciation of the Humorous
Sketches and Tales of Mark Twain (crit). Hefei Shi: Anhui k.e Xue Ji Shu Chu Ban She,
2007.
Cole, Simon A. lWins, Twain, Galton, and Gilman: Fingerpri,nting, Individualization,
Brotherhood, and Race in Pudd'nhead Wilson (crit). Configurations: A Journal of
Literature, Science, and Technology, 15 (Fall 2007), 227-65.
Entzminger, Betina. Come Back to the Raft Ag'in, Ed Gentry (crit). Southern Literary
Journal, 40 (Fa112007), 98-113.
Gilenson, Boris Aleksandrovich. Mark Tven: Sud'ba "Koroli'a'Smekha (crit). Moscow:
MoskovskiY Gorodskii' Pedagogicheskii' Universitet, 2007.
Gribben, Alan. Mark Twain (bibl). American Literary Scholarship, 2007,97-112.
Hall, Rebecca G. Mark Twain's Repeater (crit). Philological Review, 33 (Spr. 2007), 45-62.
Hamlin, Annemarie and Constance Joyner. Racism and Real Life: The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn in the Undergraduate Survey of American Literature (crit). Radical
Teacher, 80 (Win. 2007),12-18.
Hannon, Rachel and Gary Scharnhorst. Mark Twain's Interviews: Supplement One (crit; I).
American Literary Realism, 39 (Spr. 2007), 254-75.
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Hirsh, James. Covert Appropriations of Shakespeare: Three Case Studies (crit). Papers on
Language and Literature, 43 (Win. 2007), 45-67.
John~on, Joel A. Beyond Practical Value: A Defense of Liberal Democracy through
Literature (crit). Columbia: U Missouri P,2007.
Kim, Hyejin. The Gothic as Counter-Discourse: Mark Twain, Charles Chesnutt and Toni
Morrison (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U South Florida, 2007.
Kiskis, Michael J. Hank Morgan's Asylum: A Connecticut Yankee and the Emotions of Loss
(crit). Modem Language Studies, 36 (Win. 2007), 77-87.
Krass, Peter. Ignorance, Confidence, and Filthy Rich Friends: The BusinessAdventures ofMark
Twain, Chronic Speculator and Entrepreneur (biog). Hoboken, N.!.: John Wiley, 2007.
Laishram, Sobhana. A Study on the Polemics ofAmerican Realism in Mark Twain's Fiction
(crit). New Delhi: Rajesh PubJications, 2007.
Lipoma, Lori. Deconstructing the Devil: Satan Comedy in Mark Twain's Letters from the
Earth, and Trey Parker and Matt Stone's South Park (crit). Studies in American Humor,
3 (15) 2007. 45-73.
Locher, Albert. Mit Mark Twain durch Europa: Samuel Langhorne Clemens in der Allen Welt
(1891-1899 und 190311904) (biog). Urtenen: A. Locher. 2007.
McAllister, Pam. Bedside, Bathtub & Armchair Companion to Mark Twain (biog; crit).
London: Continuum, 2007.
Messent, Peter B. The Cambridge Introduction to Mark Twain (biog; erit). NY: Cambridge
UP, 2007.
Miklos, Michael Joseph. Undennining Common Sense: Racial Legislation, Comedy, and the
Family (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Southern California, 2007.
Miyasaki: Donovan. Morality and Art: The Case of Huck Finn (erit). Philosophy and
Literature, 31 (Apr. 2007), 125-32.
Morris, Linda A. Gender Play in Mark Twain: Cross-Dressing and Transgression (crit).
Columbia: U Missouri P, 2007.
Muhovich, EdwardA. The New Technological Man: Constructing Technology, Masculinity,
and Realism in the Works of Mark Twain (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Denver, 2007.
O'Loughlin, Jim. Off the Raft Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and Jane Smiley's The AllTrue Travels and Adventures of Lidie Newton (crit). Papers on Language and Literature,
43 (Spr. 2007). 205-23.
O'Neill, Jennifer A. Twain's A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court and U.S.
~mperialism (crit). CLCWeb: Comparative Literature and Culture, 9 (Sept. 2007), unpagmated.
Quirk, Tom. Mark Twain and Human Nature (crit). Columbia: U Missouri P, 2007.
Robinson, Forrest G. The Author-Cat: Clemens's Life in Fiction (biog; crit). NY: Fordham
UP. 2007.
Rohman, Chad. A River "Ready for Business": Life down the Mississippi as a Main
Undercurrent in Mark Twain's Pudd'nhead Wilsoll (crit). American Literary Realism, 39
(Spr. 2007). 241-51.
Sanchez, Reuben. Mark Twain, Hank Morgan, and Menippean Satire in A Connecticut
Yankee in King Arthur's Court (crit). Studies in American Humor, 3 (15) 2007, 19-43.
Schmitz, Neil. Mark Twain, Traitor (crit). Arizona Quarterly, 63 (Win. 2007), 25-37.
Semrau, Janusz. The Dis-Closure of Huckleberry Finn: Natura Naturata vs. Lumen Naturale
'
Lighting Out vs. Lichtung (crit). Studia Anglica Posnaniensia, 43 (2007), 315-65.
Thomas, Brook. Civic Myths: A Law-and-Literature Approach to Citizenship (crit). Chapel
Hill: U North Carolina P, 2007.
Thomas, Richard F. The Streets of Rome: The Classical Dylan (crit). Oral Tradition, 22
(Mar. 2007). 30-56.
Trites, Roberta Seelinger. Twain, Alcott, and the Birth oftlie Adolescent Refonn Novel (crit).
Iowa City: U Iowa Press, 2007.
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Wang, ChuU. [A Dialogic Relationship Between Mark Twain and Nanc~ Rawles: My Jim
Writes Back Adventures of Huckleberry Finn] (erit), Journal of English Language and
.
'. ,
LiteraturelYongo Yongmunhak, 53 (1) 2007, 47-71.
Worthington, Leslie Harper. Huck Finn Rides Again: ReverberatIOns of Mark Twam s
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn in the Twentieth-Century Novels of \ormac McCarthy
(erit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Auburn U, 2007.
.
.
. , .
Wuld al-KutHib, Muhammad aI-AmYn. Samples ofMark Twam and ArchIbald MCLelSh S [SIC]
Works Under Scrutiny (crit). Paris: L'Hannattan Mauritanie, 2007.
Coover, Robert (b. 1932)

..

Giles, Paul. Historicizing the Transnational: Robert Coover, Kathy Acker and the Rewntmg of
British Cultural History. 1970-1997. Journal ofAmerican St~ies,. 41 (Apr: 2007): 3-30.
Shaw, Jonathan Imber. Delirious Territories: Space and Festivity m Amencan Literature
(crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, New York U, 2 0 0 7 . .
. .
Snyder, Michael. Crises of Masculinity: Homosocial D~slfe ~~ Homosexual Pamc III the
Critical Cold War Narratives of Mailer and Coover (cnt). Cntlque, 4~ (Spr. 2007), 2.50.-77.
Vanderhaeghe, Stephane. Robert Coover et la Generosite de la Page: Ecnture et Variations
(crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Charles de Gaulle, Lille, 2007.
Crane, Hart (1899-1932)
. .
Gabriel, Daniel. Hart Crane and the Modernist Epic: Cano~ and Genre FormatIOn In Crane,
Pound Eliot and Williams (crit). NY: Palgrave Macrmllan, 2007.
.
Grossmad, Alle~. On Communicative Difficulty in General an~ "Di~cult" Po:try m
Particular: The Example of Hart Crane's "The Broken Tower" (cnt). Chlcago Review, 53
. '
.
(Aut. 2007), 140-61.
Stenclik, Eric John. The Fervid Covenant: Mysticism and the Poetics of Hart Crane s WhIte
Buildings (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Toronto, 2007.
..,
Tidwell, Christopher A. "Mingling Incantations": Hart Crane's Neo-Symbollst Poetics (cnt).
Ph.D. Dissertation, U South Florida, 2007.
Dom, Edward (1929-1999)
.'
.'
Regan, Matthias. Poetry for the Peopl~: The .Poetics o~ Populism In Twentieth-Century
United States Culture (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Chicago, 2006.
Richey, Joseph, ed. Ed Darn Live: Lectures, Interviews, and Outtakes (1). Ann Arbor: U
Michigan P, 2007.
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i

Dos Passos, John (1896-1970)
..
.
Carrasqueira, Miguel. Learning to Be a Proper Man: The Role o.f Male BondlOg m Amencan
Modernist Fiction (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U South CarolIna}006.
Gallo, Ruben. John Dos Passos in Mexico (crit). Modernism!Modernl~, 14 (Apr. 2007), 329-4~.
Kennedy, Todd. Hitting the American Highway: Th.e Ont~logy of the Hob~-Hero 10
Twentieth-Century American Culture (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U So~th. CarollOa, 2?07.
Moglen, Seth. Mourning Modernity: Literary Modernism and the InJunes of Amencan
Capitalism (crit). Stanford, Calif.: Stanford U P, 2007.
.
.
.
Oliveira, Miguel. Vom Scheitern eines Traums: John Dos Passos und MIgratIOn (cnt).
Norderstadt: Books on Demand, 2007.
,
Steele, Stephen and Anne-Fran~oise Bourreau-Steel~. Des~os ~t Dos ·Passos: Auteur dune
Carte Postale de 1937 a E.E. Cummings (corr; cnt). Melusme, 27 (2007), 267-74.
Douglas, Lloyd C. (1877-1951)
. .
Becnel, Kim. The Rise of Corporate Publishing and Its Effects on AuthorshIp m Early
Twentieth Century America (crit; pub). NY: Routledge, 2007.
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Dreiser, Theodore (1871-1945)
Brennan, Stephen C. New Light on Dreiser's School-Days in Warsaw, Indiana (biog; crit).
American Literary Naturalism Newsletter, 2 (1) 2007, 18-22.
Iwamoto, Iwao. Shiodoa Doraisii no Sekai: Amerika no Genjitsu Amerika no Yume (crit).
Tokyo: Seibido, 2007.
Jaeckle, Jeff. On Teaching Naturalism through Film (crit). American Literary Naturalism
Newsletter, 2 (I) 2007. 8-13.
Lutes, Jean Marie. Lynching Coverage and the American Reporter-Novelist (crit). American
Literary History. 19 (Sum. 2007). 456-8\.
Merck, Mandy. Hollywood's American Tragedies: Dreiser, Eisenstein, Sternberg, Stevens
(crit). Oxford: Berg, 2007.
Shonkwiler, Alison R. The Financial Imaginary: Dreiser, DeLillo, and Abstract Capitalism
in American Literature (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Rutgers U, 2007.
Tolmatchoff, Vasily. Eisenstein vs. Dreiser: An American Tragedy through the Eyes of a
Soviet Film-Maker (crit). Excavatio: Nouvelle Revue Emile Zola et Ie Naturalisme
International, 22 (1-2) 2007,101-13.
Vogel, Andrew Richard. Narrati~g the Geography of Automobility: American Road Story
1893-1921 (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Ohio State U, 2007.
Yoon, Joewon. [Desiring Women in American Naturalism: Frank Norris's McTeague and
Theodore Dreiser's Sister Carrie] (crit). Yongmi MunhakP'eminijumiFeminist Studies in
English Literature, 15 (Sum. 2007), 55-79.

Dunbar, Paul Laurence (1872 1906)
8

Alexander, Elizabeth. Dunbar Lives! (crit). AfricallAmerican Review, 41 (Sum. 2007), 395-401.
Blount, Marcellus. Paul Laurence Dunbar and the African American Elegy (crit). African
American Review, 41 (Sum. 2007), 239-46.
Bradley, David. Factoring out Race: The Cultural Context of Paul Laurence Dunbar (crit).
African American Review, 41 (Sum. 2007), 357-66.
Braxton, Joanne M. Dunbar, the Originator (crit). African American Review, 41 (Sum. 2007),
205-13.
Cohen, Michael. Paul Laurence Dunbar and the Genres of Dialect (crit). African American
Review, 41 (Sum. 2007), 247-57.
Elam, Michele. Dunbaris Children (crit). AfricanAmerican Review,41 (Sum. 2007), 259-67.
Gabbin, Joanne. Intimate Intercessions in the Poetry of Paul Laurence Dunbar (crit). African
American Review, 41 (Sum. 2007), 227-31.
Hughes, Jennifer A. The Politics of Incongruity in Paul Laurence Dunbar's The Fanatics
(crit). African American Review, 41 (Sum. 2007), 395-301.
Jarrett, Gene Andrew. Second-Generation Realist; or, Dunbar the Naturalist (crit). African
American Review, 41 (Sum. 2007), 289-94.
Kelley, Blair L. Right to Ride: African American Citizenship and Protest in the Era ofPlessy
v. Ferguson (crit). African American Review, 41 (Sum. 2007), 347-56.
Leuchtenmuller, Thomas. Paul Laurence Dunbar's Overlooked Play (crit). AfricanAmerican
Review. 41 (Sum. 2007), 319-26.
Li, Xilao. "I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings!": Dunbar in China (crit). AfricanAmerican
Review, 41 (Sum. 2007), 387-93.
Maxwell, William J. Dunbar's Bohemian Gallery: Foreign Color and Fin-de-Siecle
Modernism (edt). African American Review, 41 (Sum. 2007), 341-46.
Mullen, Harryette. "When He Is Least Himself': Double Consciousness in African American
Poetry (edt). African American Review, 41 (Sum. 2007), 277-82.
Nielsen, Aldan Lynn. "Purple Haze": Dunbar's Lyric Legacy (crit). African American
Review, 41 (Sum. 2007), 283-88.
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Nurhussein, Nadia. Paul Laurence Dunbar's Performances and the Epistolary Dialect Poem
(crit). African American Review, 41 (Sum. 2007), 233-38.
Pierce, Yolanda. That Old Time Religion: Christian Faith in Dunbar's "The Strength of
Gideon" (crit). African American Review, 41 (Sum. 2007), 313-18.
Robinson, Lillian S. and Greg Robinson. Paul Laurence Dunbar: A Credit to His Race? (crit).
African American Review. 41 (Sum. 2007), 215-25.
Sapirstein, Ray. Picturing Dunbar's Lyrics (crit), AfricanAmerican Review, 41 (Sum. 2007),
327-39.

Smethurst, James. Paul Laurence Dunbar and Turn-Into-the-20th-Century African American
Dualism (crit). African American Review, 41 (Sum. 2007), 377-86.
Terry, Jennifer. "When Dey 'Listed Colored Soldiers": Paul Laurence Ounbar's Poetic
Engagement with the Civil War, Masculinity, and Violence (crit). African American
Review,41 (Sum. 2007), 269-75.
Waligora-Davis, Nicole A. Dunbar and the Science of Lynching (crit). African American
Review, 41 (Sum. 2007), 303-11.

Eise1ey, Loren (1907-1977)
Murphey, Kathleen. Loren Corey Eiseley (1907-1977) and the Construction of a Mythic
Modern Hero (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Pennsylvania, 2006.
Enright, Elizabeth (1909.1968)
Sweeney, Meghan. "Like a Vanishing World"; The Role of the County Fair in Three
Depression-Era Children's Books (crit) .. Children's Literature Association Quarterly, 32
(Sum. 2007), 142-62.
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Weage1,. ~eborah. Elucidating Abstract Concepts and Complexity in Louise Erdrich's Love
Medlcme through Metaphors of Quilts and Quilt Making (crit). American Indian Culture
and Research Journal, 31 (4) 2007,79-95.
Welc~, L?iS M. Wi~d but N~t Sav~ge: Eudora Welty and Humor in Native American Writers,
Prmclpally LOUIse Erdrlch wIth Some Mention of Thomas King (crit). Eudora Welt
Newsletter, 31 (Win. 2007), 18-24.
Y
Estieman, Loren D. (b. 1952)
Wydr.a, 'Frank T. The Man w~th the Restless Mind: Loren D. Estleman (bibl; biog; crit).
Firsts: The Book Collector s Magazine, 17 (Nov. 2007), 18-39.

Eugenides, Jeffrey (b. 1960)
Consonni, Stefania. "Stuck in the Middle with Eu": Genetica e Letteratura in Middlesex (crit):
Nuova Corrente: Rivista di Letteratura, 54 (Jan. 2007), 145-71.
Hoski~,. Bree.. Play~oun~ Love: Landscape and Longing in Sofia Coppola's The Virgin
SUIcIdes (cnt). Ltterature/Film Quarterly, 35 (3) 2007, 214-21.
Sykes, John D., Jr. Two Natures: Chalcedon and Coming-of-Age in O'Connor's "A Tern 1
of the Holy Ghost" (crit). Flannery O'Connor Review, 5 (2007), 89-98.
Pe
Womack, Ke?ne.th and ~my Mallory-Kani. "Why Don't You Just Leave It up to Nature?":
An AdaptI.on~st .Readmg of the Novels of Jeffrey Eugenides (crit). Mosaic: A Journalfor
the Interd,sclplmary Study of Literature, 40 (Sept. 2007), 157-73.
Fearing, Kenneth (1902-1961)
Mills, N~thanie1. ~he I?ialectic of Electricity: Kenneth Fearing, Walter Benjamin, and a
MarXIst AesthetIc (crIt). Journal of Modem Literature, 30 (Win. 2007), 17-41.

Erdrich, Louise (b. 1954)
Anderson, Melanie R. Stuck in the Middle with Whom? Liminal Loss of Native Identity and
Body in Louise Erdrich's Tracks (crit). Publications of the Mississippi PhiloLogicaL

Fisher, Dorothy Canfield (1878-1958)
Harker, Jaim~. America the Middlebrow: Women's Novels, Progressivism, and Middlebrow
AuthorshIp Between the Wars (crit). Amherst: U Massachusetts P, 2007

Association, 2007, 116-30.
Chapman, Alison A. Rewriting the Saints' Lives: Louise Erdrich's The Last Report on the
Miracles at Little No Horse (crit). Critique, 48 (Win. 2007), 149-67.
Freedman, Diane P. Maternal Memoir as Eco-Memoir (crit). Foreign Literature StudieslWai
Guo Wen Xue Yon Jiu, 29 (Feb. 2007), 30-38.
Furlan, Laura M. Remapping Indian Country in Louise Erdrich's The Antelope Wife (crit).
Studies in American Indian Literatures, 19 (Win. 2007), 54-76.
Girard, Kristin Ann. Mother/Cultures and "New World'" Daughters: Ethnic Identity
Formation and the Mother-Daughter Relationship in Contemporary American Literature
(crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, State U New York, Stony Brook, 2006.
Hottges, Barbel. Faith Maiters: Religion, Ethnicity, and Survival in Louise Erdrich's and
Toni Morrison Fiction (crit). Heidelberg: Universitatsverlag Winter, 2007.
Jepson, Jill. Dimensions of Homing and Displacement in Louise Erdrich's Tracks (crit).
American Indian Culture and Research Journal, 31 (2) 2007, 25-40.
Josiowicz, Alejandra. Traducir la Propia Diferencia: Muchas Voces para un Mismo Tono.
Practicas Simbolicas de la Heterogeneidad en Testimonios Orales y en la Narrativa
Contemporanea de Afroamericanos y Nativoamericanos (crit). Especulo: Revista de
Estudios Literarios, 36 (July 2007), unpaginated.
Marshall, Leni. Kiss of the Spider Woman: Native American Storytellers and Cultural
Transmission (crit). JournaL of Aging, Humanities, and the Arts, 1 (Jan. 2007), 35-52
Quinlan, Eileen. Ritual Circles to Home in Louise Erdrich's Character Names (crit). Names:
A Journal of Onomastics, 55 (Sept. 2007), 253-75.
Toth, Margaret A. Decolonizing Pedagogy: Teaching Louise Erdrich's The Bingo Palace
(crit). Studies in American Indian Literatures, 19 (Spr. 2007), 91-116.

Fitzgerald, F. Scott (1896-1940)
Assadi, Ja~al and 'Wi1l~am Freedman, eds. A Distant Drummer: Foreign Perspectives on F.
Scott Fitzgerald (cnt). NY: Peter Lang, 2007.
Blaz~k, William. Twenty-First-Century Readings of Tender Is the Night (crit). Liverpool:
LIverpool U P, 2007.
Carrasqueir~, M.ig~e1. u:arning to Be a Proper Man: The Role of Male Bonding in American
ModernIst FIctIOn (cnt). Ph.D. Dissertation, U South Carolina, 2006.
Cerasulo, Tom. The Magician with Words: Fitzgerald and the 1920s Film Market (crit)
Studies in American Culture, 30 (Oct. 2007), 27-43.
.
Curnutt, ~irk. The Cambridge Introduction to F. Scott Fitzgerald (biog' crit). NY'
Cambndge U P, 2007.
'
.
Del Gizzo, Suza~ne. The An;terican Dream Unhinged: Romance and Reality in The Great
Gatsb~ and FIght Club (cnt). F. Scott Fitzgerald Review, 6 (2007), 69-94.
_ _ . Fitzgerald and Hemingway (bibl). American Literary Scholarship 2007 211-232
Enfie.ld, Jo~a~han. "As the Fashion in Books Shifted": The Beautiful and Dam,;ed as Ar~
Light FIctIon (crit). Modernism/Modernity, 14 (Nov. 2007), 669-85.
Ford, Edward. Rereading F. Scott Fitzgerald: The Authors Who Shaped His Style (crit)
Lewiston, N.Y.: Edwin Mellen Press, 2007.
.
Fortier, Solidelle an~ Henry Wasser. Veblen and Fitzgerald: Absentee Ownership and The
Great Gatsby (cnt). American Studies in Scandinavia, 39 (Spr. 2007), 1-12.
Jones: Landon Y. Babe in the Woods: F. Scott Fitzgerald's Unlikely Summer in Montana
(bIOg). Montana: The Magazine of Western History, 57 (Aut. 2007), 34-45.
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Karoui-Elounelli, Salwa. "La ou les Heros Doivent Errer": La Spatialisa~on da~s ~a Ficti~n
Americaine I "Where Heroes Have to Tread": Spatialization in Amencan FictIon (ent).
Revue USA, 5 (I) 2007, 196-215.
.
.
Lewis, Charles. Babbled Slander Where the Paler Shades, Dwell: Readmg Race III The Great
Gatsby and Passing (crit). UT: Literature Interp~etat~on The~'Y.' 18 (Apr. 2007): 173-91.
McDonald, Jaram Lyle. Sports, Narrative, and NattOn In the FlctlOn of F. Scott Fuzgerald
(crit). NY: Routledge, 2007.
. ".
,,,.
McDonough, Chris. "The Starry Heaven of Popular GirlS : Fitzgerald s Bernice Bobs Her
Hair" and Catullus's Coma Berenices (cnt). Explicator. 65 (Sum. 2007),226-29.
Meredith, David, Wilfred. Gatshy, Gatb, and Gault: The Influence of The Entailed Hat on The
.
.
Great Gatsby (edt), Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2007.
Nowlin, Michael Everett. F. Scott Fitzgerald's Racial Angles and the Busmess of LIterary
Greatness (crit). NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007.
Sayle, Majda. Indirect Narration: A Case Study .of C~nrad's Heart of Darkness and
Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby (crit). Acta Neoph'lologtca, 40 (1-2) 2007, 117-27,216.
Schreier, Benjamin. Desire's Second Act: "Race" and The Great Gatsby's Cymcal
Americanism (crit). Twentieth Century Literature, 53 (Sum. 2007), 153-8l.
Smith, ThomasP. Multiple Voices and the Single Individual: Kierkegaard's Concept of Irony
as a Tool for Reading The Great Gatsby, The Sun Also Rises, Mrs. Dalloway, and Ulysses
(crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U South Florida, 2006.
,
..,,'
.
Sutton, Brian. Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby and "Babylon ReVISited (cnt). Explicator, 65
(Spr. 2007),164-67.
.
?
Szumskyj, Benjamin. Are There Echoes of Bloch and Fitzgerald in Ellis's American Psycho.
(crit). Notes on Contemporary Literature, 37 (Mar. 2007), 5-6.
.
Tanner, Barney. Joycean Elements in F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby (cnt). Bethesda,
Md.: Academica Press, 2007.
Thomas, J.D. Regarding Joyce's Manuscripts: A Letter from Sylvia Beach to F. Scott
Fitzgerald (corr). ANQ, 20 (Win. 2007), 49-51.
Tredell, Nicolas. Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby: A Reader's Guide (cdt). London:
Continuum, 2007.
. '
.
Yang, Caroline Hyo Jung. Reconstruction's Labor: The A~Ian Worker.m Narratives of U.S.
Culture and History, 1890-1930 (cdt). Ph.D. DIssertatIon, U Washlllgton,2007.

Flandrau, Grace (1886-1971)
. . . . . .
Ray, Georgia. Grace Flandrau: Voice Interrupted (blOg; cnt). RosevIlle, Mllln .. Edlllborough
Press, 2007.
Franzen, Jonathan (b. 1959)
"
.
.
.
Chatterjee Srirupa and G. Neelakantan. "Forever Fearful of a Crash : FamIly Vis-a-VIS
Materi~1ism in Jonathan Franzen's The Corrections (cdt). 7:Jotes on Contemporary
Literature, 37 (Sept. 2007), 6-9.
.
.
Dell, Kerstin. The Family Novel in North America from Post-War to Post-Millennium: A
Study in Genre (crit). Saarbrticken: VDM Verlag Dr. M)ler, 2007.

French, Alice (1850-1934)
.
Berkove, Larry I. Octave Thanet's Rebuttal of the Issue of Infallibility (crit). Eureka Studies
in'Teaching Short Fiction, 8 (Fall 2007), 81-88.
Fuller, Henry Blake (1857-1929)
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Anesko, Michael. The Evasive Art of Henry Blake Fuller (crit). American Transcendental
Quarterly, 21 (June 2007), 111-26.
Dimuro, Joseph. The'Salient Angle: ReviSing the Queer Case of Henry Blake Fuller's
Bertram Cope's Year (crit). Textual Cultures: Texts, Contexts, Interpretation, 2 (Spr.
2007),136-54.

Gaiman, Neil (b. 1960)
Romero-J6dar, Andres. Somewhere Over the Rainbow: Representations of Identities in Neil
Gaiman's The Sandman (crit). Revista Canaria de Estudios Ingleses, 54 (2007),149-68.
Round, Julia. Visual Perspective and Narrative Voice in Comics: Redefining Literary
Terminology (cdt). International Journal of Comic Art, 9 (Fall 2007), 316-29.
Slabbert, Mathilda. Inventions and Transformations: An Exploration of Mythification and
Remythification in four Contemporary Novels (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U South Africa,
2006.
Gardner, John (1933-1982)
Nelson, Marie. John Gardner's Grendel: A Story Retold and Transformed in the Process
(crit). Journal of the Fantastic in the Arts, 18 (3) 2007, 340-64.
Sanchez, Reuben. "You Improve Them, My Boy!": Insanity and Self-Discovery in Gardner's
Grendel (crit). Explicator, 66 (Fall 2007), 47-50.
Sayers, Edna Edith. Night Vision: Blind Characters in John Gardner's Fiction (crit).
I
Disability Studies Quarterly, 27 (Win. 2007), unpaginated.
Garland, Hamlin (1860-1940)
Low, Matthew. Rereading Hamlin Garland's The Book of the American Indian (crit).
MidAmerica, 34 (2007), 87-96.
Glaspell, Susan (1876-1948)
Kamir, Orit. To Kill a Songbird: A Community of Women, Feminist Jurisprudence,
Conscientious Objection and Revolution in "A Jury of Her Peers" and Contemporary Film
(crit). Law and Literature. 19 (Fall 2007), 357-76.
Moreth-Hebel, Christine. Oh Pioneer Women!: Female Bonding in Glaspells Einakter Trifles
(1916)(crit). Der Fremdsprachliche Unterricht (Englisch), no.85-86 (Feb. 2007), 32-38.
Sander, Lucia V. Susan e Eu: Ensaios Crfticos e Autocrlticos Sobre 0 Teatro de Susan
Glaspell (crit). Brasflia, DF: Editora UnB, 2007.
Tismo, Bernadette S. "Floutings" of Grice's Cooperative Principle in Literature (crit).
Killaadman,' Wisdom, 29 (2007), 53-64.
Grey, Zane (1872-1939)
Hulse, Ed. Filming the West ofZalle Grey (crit). Burbank, Calif.: Riverwood Press, 2007.
Gruchow, Paul D. (1947-2004)
Dean, Thomas K. et al. The Grace of Grass alld Water: Writing in HOllor.of Paul GrucllOw
(biog; crit; M). North Liberty, Iowa: Ice Cube Press, 2007.

Haldeman~Julius, Emanuel (1889-1951)
Brown, Melanie Ann. Five-Cent Culture at the "University in Print": Radical Ideology and
the Marketplace in E. Haldeman-Julius's Little Blue Books, 1919-1929 (crit). Ph.D.
Dissertation, U Minnesota, 2006.
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Hansberry, Lorraine (1930-1965)

What We Are' United States Third World

cab~~t~~~:::'cie~:~~:~ ~~:~:aii.~~~~~:a:~~rit). Ph.D. Dis~ertation, U Michigan, 2007.
HKi~~is°Cnhri'~~an~~~~7~ Specifically Human Truth: Fiction and History in the American
eler,

S

.

. D . 2006

West (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U CalIfornia,

1933)
Hassler, Jon (b. U

aVIS,

•

B Ith sar and Some Contemporary Catholic Writers (erit). Logos:

Block, Ed. Hans rs von a

a

A Journal of Catholic Thought and Culture. 10 (Sum. 2007), 151-78.

Hayden, Robert (1913.1980)
D b and the African American Elegy (edt). African
Blount, Marcellus. Paul Laurence un ar

sc:u~:~~a;a~~~:~ ~~;~U~~~~~~~~~~iogue, Answerability (erit). College Literature,
34 (Win. 2007).1·22.
Heinlein RobertA. (1907.1988)'
Bellaga~ba, Ugo and Eric Picholle.

. d R b rt

Solution~ non Satisfaisantes: Une Anatomle e a e

LO~~~,e~~:;t~¢:~;. L6~:~~c~~n:; R~~:~~~~ ~~O;he Puppet Masters (crit).

Science

Fiction Studies, 34 (Mar. 2007), 42·58.
.
A R'
ifG neral
eVlew 0 e
Price, Cynthia. A Heinlein Child Pays Homage to the Master (cnt). Etc.:
Semantics, 64 (Oct. 2007), 349-53.
. Etc.: A Review of General Semantics, 64
stockdale, Steve. What We Could Become (cnt).

Wri(~~t.~~~~E~~~2iebutting Joseph T. Major's View of General Semantics in Heinlein's
~hildren (crit).

Etc.: A Review of General Semantics, 64 (Oct. 2007), 333-48.

~~::~~~, !~:~n~~~~~~~~britiCiSm, and the Ideological Mirror (crit). Journal of the
Short Story in English, no.49 (Aut. 2007), 13.5 6.
1 J mal of the Short Story in
. Bibliography [Primary and Secondary S ources. ou
~glish no.49 (Aut. 2007), 207·18.
. r" ( .) Journal of
Agosto, M~e-Christine. Inventing Nature in "Big Two-Hearted Rive
cnt .

~nglish: n~h·49 ~AB~t.ii~~s7)('~i~~;: t. Minneapolis,

the Short Story in
Anon. Ernest Hemmgway.,
Publishing, 2007.

1,

.

Minn.: Filiquarian

e

.

e-Visions of Violence: as a Test of Manhood in

Ar~~~!~::~fte~~ur~~~:i~;~n~~:~is~Revista de la Asociaci6n Espanola de Estudios
Anglo- Norteamericanos, 29 (Dec: 2007), 75-~2: Th Ffth Column in French, Italian,
Azevedo, Milton Mariano. TranslatlOn. StrategIes.. e I
_8
portuguese, and Spanish (crit). Hemmgway ReVIew, 27 (FaI/2007). l~ 2. 27 (Fall
Berman, Ron. Hemingway's Michigan Landscapes (cnt). Hemmgway evzew,
2007 )h' 31~-54'Henn'ngWay's "The Killers" and Heroic Fatalism: From Page to Screen
h p lip.
Boot,
2007 404 11
(Thrice) (crit). Literature/Film Quarter~y, 35 (1) A 'M - Wedge'" Hemingway's

BOU~~~~~~~::~~~':T~~:~~ :fs~~m~~~:g'!~c~:). ;:Urn;:~ft::"short Story in English,
no.49 (Aut. 2007), 109·23.

Breuer, Horst. Past and Present in "Cat in the Rain" and "Old Man at the Bridge" (cdt).
Journal of the Short Story in English, no.49 (Aut. 2007), 99-108.
Bundgaard, Peer F. and Svend Ostergaard. The Story Turned Upside Down: Meaning Effects
Linked to Variations on Narrative Structure (crit). Semiotica: Journal ofthe International
Associationjor Semiotic Studies, 165 (1-4) 2007.263-75.
Buske, Morris R. Hemingway's Education. a Re-Examination: Oak Park High School and
the Legacy of Principal Hanna (biog). Lewiston, N.Y.: Edwin Mellen Press, 2007.
Carrasqueira, Miguel. Learning to Be a Proper Man: The Role of Male Bonding in American
Modernist Fiction (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U South Carolina, 2006.
Cheatham, George. The World War I Battle of Mons and Hemingway's In Our Time Chapter
III (crit). Hemingway Review, 26 (Spr. 2007),44-57.
Cirino, Mark. "Because I Think Deeper": Ernest. Hemingway and the Burden of
Consciousness (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, City U New York, 2007.
Clark, Robert C. Papa y EI Tirador: Biographical Parallels in Hemingway's "I Guess Everything
Reminds You of Something" (crit). Hemingway Review, 27 (Fa1l2007), 89-106.
Clark-Wehinger,Alice. Deviation and In-Betweenness in "The Sea Change" (cdt). Journal
of the Short Story in English. no.49 (Aut. 2007), 67·82.
Curnutt, Kirk. Coffee with Hemingway (biog). London: Duncan Baird, 2007.
Daiker, Donald A. The Pedagogy of The Sun Also Rises (cdt). Hemingway Review, 27 (Fall
2007),74·88.
De Baerdemaeker, Ruben. Performative Patterns in Hemingway's "Soldier's Home" (crit).
Hemingway Review, 27 (Fall 2007), 55-73.
Del Gizzo, Suzanne. Fitzgerald and Hemingway (bibl). American Literary Scholarship,
2007.211·232.
Dempsey, G.T. Justice for Ernest Hemingway (crit). Antioch Review, 65 (Spr. 2007), 239-55.
Dibble, Phillip. A Walk with Gregory Hemingway (biog). Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
Journal of Florida Literature, 15 (2907), 203-12.
Dudley, Marc Kevin. Drawing the (Color) Line: Hemingway's America, Africa, and the
Question(ing) of Authority (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U North Carolina, Chapel Hill,
2006.
Forbes, Michael K warne. American Man: The Ambitious Searches of Richard Wright and
Ernest Hemingway (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Massachusetts, Amherst, 2007.
Fore, Dana. Life Unworthy of Life?: Masculinity, Disability, and Guilt in The Sun Also Rises
(crit). Hemingway Review, 26 (Spr. 2007), 74-88.
Forrest, Eleonore Laine. "Indian Camp": A Story in Disguise (crit). Journal of the Short
Story in English, no.49 (Aut. 2007), 125·36.
Gehlawat, Monika. Painterly Ambitions: Hemingway, Cezanne, and the Short Story (crit).
Journal of the Short Story in English, no.49 (Aut. 2007), 189-205.
Gillette, Meg. Making Modern Parents in Ernest Hemingway's "Hills Like White Elephants"
and Vina Delmar's Bad Girl (crit). Modem Fiction Studies, 53 (Spr. 2007), 50-69.
Glass, Loren Daniel. #$%A&*!?: Modernism and Dirty Words (crit). Modernism/Modernity,
14 (Apr. 2007), 209·23.
Hemingway, John. The Strange Tribe: A Family Memoir (biog). Guilford, Conn.: Lyons
Press, 2007.
_ _ . The Strange Tribe (biog). Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings Journal of Florida Literature,
15 (2007), 213·15.
Holcomb, Gary Edward. The Sun Also Rises in Queer Black Harlem: Hemingway and
McKay's Modernist Intertext (crit). Journal of Modern Literature, 30 (Sum. 2007), 6181.
.
Kale, Verna. Hemingway's Poetry and the Paris Apprenticeship (crit). Hemingway Review,
26 (Spr. 2007), 58·73.
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Kikuchi, Shigeo~ When You Look Away: "Reality" and Hemingway's Verbal Imagination
(crit). Journal of the Short Story in English, no.49 (Aut. 2007), 149-55.
.
Ladd, -Michelle Renee. Sometimes a Cigar: Literature and the Amencan Expenence of
Modernity (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Claremont Graduate U, 2007..
.
.
LaPrade, Douglas Edward. Hemingway and Franco (biog). ValencIa: Umversltat de

VaHmcia, 2007.

Larson, Kelli A. Current Bibliography (bibl). Hemingway Review. 26 (Spr. 2007), 135-44.
_ _. Current Bibliography (bib1). Hemingway Review, 27 (Fal12007), 148-57. .
.
Lester, Jennifer. Reading For Whom the Bell Tolls with Barthes, BakhtIn, and ShapIrO (ent).
Hemingway Review, 26 (Spr. 2007), 114-24.
.
.
Liu, Guozhi and Na Wang. Meiguo Wen Xue Zhong de Huang ye Lao Reo he fu Qm Qmg
lie (crit). Foreign Literature StudieslWai Guo Wen Xue Yan liu, 29 (Apr. 2007), 80-87.
McSweeney, Kerry. The Realist Short Story of the Powerful Glimpse: Chekhov to Carver
(crit). Columbia: U South Carolina P, 2007.
.
Maisonnat, Claude. Falling Into the Embrace of the Muse: Pregnancy as Problematlc
Creation in "Hills Like White Elephants" (crit). Journal of the Short Story in English,
no.49 (Aut. 2007), 57-66.
.
.
Marek Ken. Hemingway's Michigan: A Driving Tour of Emmet and CharlevoIX Counties
(bi~g). Mt. Pleasant: Clarke Historical Library, Central Michigan University, 2007.
Meunier, Cassandre. The Values of Silence in "Fifty Grand;' "A Day's Wait;' and "Nobody
Ever Dies" (crit). Journal of the Short Story in English, no.49 (Aut. 2007), 83-97.
Meyers, Jeffrey. Hemingway's Feasts (crit). Papers on Language and Literature, 43 (Fall
2007),426-42.
Michaud, Charles. Hemingway's Book-Collecting Doctor (biog). Firsts: The Book
Collector's Magazine, 17 (Oct. 2007), 28-33.
Nishitani. Takuya. Jinbutsu Byosha to "Hanma no Shibai" (crit). Eigo SeinenlRising
Generation, 153 (June 2007), 138-39.
Oliphant, Ashley Yarbrough. Hemingway's Mixed Drinks: An Exatni~ation ~f the Varied
Representation of Alcohol Across the Author's Canon (crit). Ph.D. DIssertation, U North
Carolina, Greesboro, 2007.
Oliver, Charles M (Tad). Hemingway and the OED (crit; lang). Hemingway Review, 26 (Spr.
2007),105-13.
Paul. Somnath. The Absence of Women Characters in The Old Man .and the Sea: A
Psychoanalytic Interpretation (crit). Journal of the Department ofEngltsh [Calcutta], 34
(1-2) 2007, 95-109.
Paul, Steve. "Drive, He Said": How Ted Brumback Helped Steer Ernest Hemingway Into
War and Writing (crit). Hemingway Review, 27 (Fall 2007), 21-38.
Perkins, James A. Observations on Robert Penn Warren's "The Day Dr. Knox Did It" (ccit).
RWP: An Annual of Robert Penn Warren Studies, 7 (2007), 11-18.
.
Pierce, David. Forgotten Faces: Why Some of Our Cinema Hecitag,e Is Part of the PublIc
Domain (crit). Film History, 19 (2) 2007, 125-43.
Pulido Orozco, Lina del Carmen. Requiem for the Lost Ideals: The Vision of Europe an.d
European Identity in the Literature of the First World War: Tho~a~ ~ann, Romal~
Rolland and Ernest Hemingway (ccit). Siena: Universita degb Studt dl SIena, Centro dl
Ricerca Sull Integrazione Europea, 2007.
Rama Rao, P.G. Ernest Hemingway's A Farewell to Arms (ccit). New Delhi: Atlantic
Publisher, 2007.
_ _ . Ernest Hemingway's The OldMan and the Sea (ccit). New Delhi: Atlantic Publisher,
2007.
Rebollo,Anthony E. The Taxation of Ernest Hemingway (ccit). Hemingway Review, 26 (Spr.
2007),22-43.
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Reed, Daniel, ed. A Critical Study on Life and Works of Ernest Hemingway with The Old
Man and the Sea (crit). New Delhi: Dominant Publishers, 2007.
Salati, Marie-Odile. "Circles Breaking the Smooth Surface": Repetition and Narrative Folds
in Hemingway's Early Michigan Stories (crit). Journal of the Short Story in English,
no.49 (Aut. 2007), 173-87.
Smith, Thomas P. Multiple Voices and the Single Individual: Kierkegaard's Concept of Irony
as a Tool for Reading The Great Gatsby, The Sun Also Rises, Mrs. Dalloway, and Ulysses
(cril). Ph.D. Dissertation, U South Flocida, 2006.
Stoneback, H.R. Reading Hemingway's The Sun Also Rises: Glossary and Commentary
(ccit). Kent, Ohio: Kent State U P, 2007.
Sugimoto, Kaori. Heminguuei no "Deividdo;' Jenkusu no "Deividdo": Eden no Sono ni
Okeru Tornu Jenkusu Hensan no Mondaiten (crit). Studies inAmerican Literature [Osaka,
Japan], 44 (2007), 89-105.
Thomas, Gordon. An Immovable Feast? Another Look at Henry King's The Sun Also Rises
(crit). Bright Lights Film Journal, 55 (Feb. 2007), unpaginated.
Trodd, Zoe. Hemingway's Camera Eye: The Problem of Language and an Interwar Politics
of Form (crit). Hemingway Review, 26 (Spr. 2007), 7-2l.
Trogdon, RobertW. The Lousy Racket: Hemingway, Scribners, and the Business ofLiterature
(cnt; pub). Kent, Ohio: Kent State U P, 2007.
Trout, Steven. Antithetical Icons?: Willa Cather, Ernest Hemingway, and the First World War
(crit). Cather Studies, 7 (2007), 269-87.
Tyler, Lisa, ed. Teaching Hemingway's A Farewell to Arms (crit). Kent, Ohio: Kent State U
P,2OO7.
Walezak, Emilie. The "I" and the Voice: Interpreting the Narrator's Anonym in Ernest
Hemingway's "The Light of the World" (ccit). Journal ofthe Short Story in English, no.49
(Aut. 2007), 137-47.
Watanabe, Mariko. Junrei no Toporoji (crit). Eigo SeinenlRising Generation, 153 (Aug.
2007),261-63.

Herbs4 Josephine (1892-1969)
Harker, Jaime. America the Middlebrow: Women's Novels, Progressivism, and Middlebrow
Authorship Between the Wars (crit). Amherst: U Massachusetts P, 2007.
Hubler, Angela. Making "Hope and History Rhyme": Gender and History in Josephine
Herbst's Trexler Tcilogy (ccit). Critical Survey, 19 (1) 2007, 84-95.
Howells, William Dean (1837-1920)
Anesko, Michael. Guilt by Disassociation: or, The Merciless Quality of The Quality of Mercy
Ccrit). American Literary Realism, 39 (Win. 2007), 126-37.
Arac, Jonathan. Babel and Vernacular in an Empire of Immigrants: Howells and the
Languages of American Fiction (ccit). Boundary 2: Anlnternationallournal of Literature
alld Culture, 34 (Sum. 2007), 1-20.
Bartel, Kim. Kant's Narrative of Hope in the Gilded Age (crit). American Literary History,
19 (Fa112007), 661-68.
Christianson, Frank. Philanthropy in British and American Fiction: Dickens, Hawthorne,
Eliot, and Howells (ccit). Edinburgh: Edinburgh U P, 2007.
Dawson, Melanie. Searching for "Common Ground": Class, Sympathy, and Perspective
in Howells' Social Fiction (crit). American Literary Realism, 39 (Spr. 2007), 189212.
Ege, Serna E. fngiliz ve Arnerikan Edebiyatl nda Militarist DGsGnceler ve Karsit GorGsler
(1700-1900) (crit). Liftara Edebiyat Yazilari, 21 (Dec. 2007), 17-26.
Fukui, Takashi. Teikosuru "Konketsu" Sei: lola Leroy to Fukashi no "Jinshu" Sei no
Tsukaikata (crit). Studies ill American Literature [OsakaJ. 44 (2007), 19-33.
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Graydon, Ben. Product Branding in Howells's A Modem Instance (erit). ANQ. 20 (Spr.
2007),35-39,
Howe, Patricia. William Dean Howells's Indian Summer and Theodor Fontane's Effi Briest:
Fonns and Phases of the Realist Novel (crit). Modem Language Review, 102 (Jan 2007),
125-38.
Johnson, Joel A. Beyond Practical Value: A Defense of Liberal Democracy through
Literature (erit). Columbia: U Missouri p, 2007.
Muhovich, Edward A. The New Technological Man: Constructing Technology,
Masculinity, and Realism in the Works of Mark Twain (erit), Ph.D. Dissertation, U
Denver, 2007.
Towles, Matthew David. Marching on to Zion: Prophets of Empire in the 18908 (cnt). Ph.D.
Dissertation, U Kentucky, 2007.
Wegener, Frederick. Marriage and the American Medical Woman in Dr. Breen Practice
(erit). Howellsion, 10 (Fall 2007), 4-9.
Wray, Sarah. Light and Darkness in Howells's "Editha": A Feminist Critique (crit).
Explicator, 65 (Spr. 2007),157-59.

s

Hughes, Langston (1902-1967)
Barrios, Olga. Langston Hughes's Experimental and Revolutionary Theatre: "Water Drawn
from the Well of the People" and "Given Back to Them in a Cup of Beauty" (crit). Journal
ofAmerican Drama and Theatre, 19 (Win. 2007), 71-91.
Calvo, Antonio F. Traducci6n e Interpretaci6n: Langston Hughes y Federico Garcia Lorca,
Encuentro en el Lenguaje (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, City U New York, 2007.
Edwards, Brent Hayes. Langston Hughes and the Futures of Diaspora (crit). American
Literary History, 19 (Fall 2007), 689-711.
Jakubiak, Katarzyna. Performing Translation: The Transnational Call-and-Response of
African Diaspora Literature (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Illinois State U, 2006.
Kang, Nancy. "A Lot of Indian in His Face": The Native American Presence in TwentiethCentury American Autobiography (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Toronto, 2006.
Kernan, Ryan Jame·s. Lost and Found in Black Translation: Langston Hughes's Translation
of French- and Spanish-Language Poetry, His Hispanic and Francophone Translators, and
the Fashioning of Radial Black Subjectivities (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U California, Los
Angeles, 2007.
Kim, Daniel Won-Guo "We, Too, Rise-with You": Recovering Langston Hughes's African
(Re)Turn i954-i960 in An African Treasury, the Chicago Defender, and Black Orpheus
(crit). African American Review, 41 (Fall 2007), 419-41.
Lackey, Michael. African American Atheists and Political Liberation: A Study of the
Sociocultural Dynamics of Faith (crit). Gainesville: U P of Florida, 2007.
Low, Denise. From Kansas to Harlem: The Midwestern Heritage of,LangstonHughes (biog).
Chestertown, Md.: Literary House Press, Washington College, f007.
Marcoux, Jean-Phillipe. -"Blues Connotation": Bebop Jazz and Free Jazz as Idioms
Expressive of African American Culture in Montage of a Dream Deferred and Ask Your
Mama (crit). Langston Hughes Review, 21 (Fall 2007), 13-29.
Parham, Marisa. Hughes, Cullen, and the In-Sites of Loss (erit). EUl, 74 (Sum. 2007), 429-47.
Patterson, Anita. Forgotten Manuscripts: "AI)d Bid Him Translate: Langston Hughes's
Translations of Poetry from the French;' by Alfred Guillaume (crit). African American
Review, 41 (Fall 2007), 407-10.
Shen, Dan. Internal Contrast and Double Decoding: Transitivity in Hughes's "On the Road"
(crit). lournal of Literary Semantics, 36 (1) 2007,53-70.
Tidwell, John Edgar and Cheryl R. Ragar, eds. Montage of a Dream: The Art and Life of
Langston Hughes (biog; crit). Columbia: U Missouri P, 2007.
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Hurst, Fannie (1885-1968)
Bernstein, M~tthew. an~ D~na F. White. Imitation of Life in a Segregated Atlanta:
;t:.PromotIon, DIstrIbution and Reception (crit). Film History, 19 (2) 2007,152-

Jnge, William (1913-1973)
Saddik, Annette et al. Williams and His Contemporaries: William Inge (crit). Tennessee
Williams Annual,Review, 9 (2007), 110-28
Voss, Ralph F. An Alignment of Stars: Tennessee Williams, William lnge, and Margo Jones's
"Theatre '47:- Tennessee Williams Annual Review, 9 (2007), 41-51.

Iris, Schannel (1889-1967)
Abbott, Craig . .Fo:ging Fame: The Strange Career of Scharmel Iris (biog; crit). DeKalb:
Northern IllInOIS U P, 2007.
Jakes, John (b. 1932)
Olson, GeorgineN. How High Are the Hills? (crit). Solander: The Magazine ofthe Historical
Novel Society, 11 (May 2007), 27-28.
Jones, James (1921-1977)
Lacy, Robert. From Here to Eternity and the American Experience (crit). Sewanee Review
115 (Fall 2007), 641-46.
'
Wirth, Jas~n. Signs that Nature Loves to Hide: On Malick's The Thin Red Line (crit).
Symboltsm: An International Annual of Critical Aesthetics, 7 (2007), 221-256.
Kirk, Russell (1918.1994)
Nash, George H. The Life and Legacy of Russell Kirk (biog). Washington, D.C.: Heritage
Foundation, 2007.
Russello, Gerald J. The Postmodern imagination of Russell Kirk (crit). Columbia: U
Missouri P, 2007.
Lafferty, R. A. (1914.2002)
Stasheff, Christopher. Meat for Discussion: Cannibalism in the Works ofR.A. Lafferty (crit).
New York Review of Science Fiction, 20 (Dec. 2007), 6-7.
Larsen, Nella (1891-1964)
Camai~i Hoste~, Anna. Passing: A Strategy to Dissolve Identities and Remap Differences

(cnt). MadIson, N.J.: Farleigh Dickinson U P, 2007.
Doggart, A. Julia. Emotional Living: Identity and the Power of Emotion in the Fiction of
P~ula M~inac, Nella Larsen, Cristina Garcia and Loida Maritza Perez (crit). Ph.D.
DIssertation, U Wisconsin, Madison, 2007.
Labbe, Je~sic~. "No Room for ~er Individual Adventure": The American Woman's Journey
Narrative In the Works of EdIth Wharton and Nella Larsen (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U
South Carolina, 2007.
Lackey: Michael. Afric.all American Atheists and Political Liberation: A Study of the
SOCIOcultural Dynamrcs of Faith (crit). Gainesville: U P of Florida, 2007.
Larson, Kelli A. Surviving the Taint of Plagiarism: Nella Larsen's "Sanctuary" and Sheila
~aye-Smith's "Mrs. Adis" (crit). loumal of Modem Literature, 30 (Sum. 2007), 82-104.
LeWIS, Charles. Babbled Slander Where the Paler Shades Dwell: Reading Race in The Great
Gatsby an~ Passing (crit). LIT: Literature interpretation Theory, 18 (Apr. 2007), 173-91.
Pan, Arnold Lmg-Chuang. The Space for Race: The Minority Demographics of United States
Modernism (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U California, Irvine, 2007.
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Roffman, Karin. Nella Larsen, Librarian at 135th Street (erit). Modern Fiction Studies, 53
(Win. 2007), 752-87.
.
.
,
Rottenberg, Catherine. Begging to Differ: Nella Larsen's Quicksand and AnzIa YeZlerska s
Arrogant Beggar (erit), African American Review, 41 (Spr. 2007), 87-98.
. .
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Bittner, David. Vachel Lindsay Enters Into Gan Eden: The Poet's Homage to Queen Esther
(crit). Nassau Review: The Faculty JournaL of Nassau Community College Devoted td
Arts, Letters. and Sciences, 9 (3) 2007, 124-30.
Regan, Matthias. Poetry for the People: The Poetics of Populism in Twentieth-Century
United States Culture (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, V Chicago, 2006.

Lovelace, Maud Hart (1892-1980)

(ecit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Harvard U, 2007.

Leiber, Fritz (1910-1992)

.

Sweeney, Meghan. Better a Bridesmaid Than a Bride: Nuptial Sisterhood in Maud Hart
Lovelace's Betsy~'s Wedding (ceit). Lion and Unicorn, 31 (Jan. 2007), 1-20.

..

Schweitzer, Darrell. A Lost Leiber (erit). New York Review of Science FlctlOn, 19 (May
2007),14-15.

Leopo1d,A1do (1887-1948)
Bergthaller, Hannes. Populiire Okoiogie: Zu Literatur und Geschichte der Modernen
Umweltbewegung in den USA (erit). Frankfurt am Main: Lang, 2007.
.
Gladwin, Derek. The Steinbeckian Land Ethic: Environmentalism and The Red Pony (ern).
Steinbeck Review, 4 (Spr. 2007), 65-78.

McCloskey, Robert (1914-2003)
Klippel, Charles. Early Memories oj Camp Campbell Gard and Robert McCloskey (biog).
Overpeck, Ohio: YCamp, 2007.

McGuane, Thomas (b. 1939)
Torrey, Beef, ed. Conversations with Thomas McGuane (I). Jackson: U PMississippi, 2007.

MacLeish, Archibald (1892-1982)
Le Sueur, Meridel (1900-1996)

.

Larkin, Lesley Alexandra. And in This Task We Create the Self: Readmg Race and
Twentieth-Century American Literature (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Washington, 2007.

Wuld al-KuWib, Muhammad al-Amrn. Samples ofMark Twain andArcllibald McLeish's [sic]
Works Under Scrutiny (crit). Paris: LHarmattan Mauritanie, 2007.

Mamet, David (b. 1947)
Levy, D. A. (1942-1968)

.

. .

.

Smith, Larry and Ingrid Swander, eds. V.A. Levy and the Mimeograph RevolutIOn (cnt).
Huron, Ohio: Bottom Dog Press, 2007.

Lewis, Sinclair (1885-1951)

.

.

.

.

.

Betz, Frederick. Louisiana Politics and It Can't Happen Here (cnt). Smclmr LeWIS SOCiety
Newsletter, 15 (Spr. 2007), 5-6.
Connaughton, Michael and Suellen Rundquist, eds. The America~ Village in a ?lob~l
Setting: Selected Papers from an Interdisciplinary Conference m Honour of Smclalr
Lewis and Ida K. Compton (crit). Newcastle: Cambridge Scho~ars, 2007.
Dauterich Edward. Narrative and the Life of Doremus Jessup: Sinclair Lewis's It Can't
Happ;n Here and the Influence of Slave Narratives (crit). Sinclair Lewis Society
Newsletter, 15 (Spr. 2007),14-17.
.
..
.
Fleener, Ted. Claude Lewis and the Lewis Family Plot in St. Cloud (blog). Smclalr LeWIS
Society Newsletter, 15 (Spr. 2007), 1, 13.
.
.
..
.
Killough, George. German Catholicism, Sauk Centre, and Smclalr LeWIS (cnt). Amencan
Literary Realism, 39 (Win. 2007), 109-25.
Marrs, Clinton W. Paideia in America: Ragged Dick, George Babbitt, and the Problem of a
Modem Classical Education (crit). Arion: A JournaL of Humanities and the Classics, 15
(Fall 2007), 3 9 - 5 5 . '
.
Remigi, Gabriella. Pavese Lettore di Sinclair Lewis (crit). [tatica, 84 (Win. 2007), 735-54.
Tricomi, Albert H. America's Missionary Evangelicalism in Sinclair Lewis's The God-Seeker
(crit). Studies in American Fiction. 35 (Spr. 2007), 67-87. ..
.
Vogel, Andrew Richard. Narrating the Geography of Automoblhty: Amencan Road Story
1893-1921 (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Ohio State U, 2007.
Walters, Michael E. A Study in the Synergy of Giftedness: Sinclair Lewis and the Influence
of Medical Research on His Writing (crit). Sinclair Lewis Society Newsletter, 15 (Spr.
2007),7-8.

Lindsay, Vachel (1879-1931)

Cagiga, Nacho. David Mamet: La Desvelada Naturaleza de fa Verdad (ceit). Madrid: Akal
Edici6nes, 2007.
Davy, Frederic. La Poetique du Cliche dans Ie Theatre Americain Contemporain: Edward
Albee, David Mamet, Sam Shepard (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Vniversite Paris Sorbonne,
2006.
Kulmala, Dan. "Let's Take the Mysticism out ofIt, Shall We?": Habitus as Conflict in Mamefs
Oleanna (crit). Journal of Dramatic Theory and Criticism, 21 (Spr. 2007), 101-21.
Nemeth Lenke, Maria. "All It Is, It's a Carnival": Reading David Marnet's Womell
Characters with Bakhtin (crit). Debrecen: Debreceni Egyetem, 2007.

Martin, Herbert Woodward (b. 1933)
Shevin, David. Editing with Herb Martin (ceit; pub). MidAmerica, 34 (2007), 126-32.

Masters, Edgar Lee (1868-1950)
Regan, Matthias. Poetry for the People: The Poetics of Populism in Twentieth-Century
United States Culture (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Chicago, 2006.

Moberg, Vilhe1m (1898-1973)
Beijbom, Vlf. ViLhelm Moberg, KarLshamn och Utvandrama: Tva Essiier (crit). Vaxja:
Vilhelm Moberg-Sallskapet, 2007.
Carlsson, Ann. ViLheLm Moberg: En Bibliografi. 1912-2005 (bibl). Stockholm: Kungl.
Biblioteket, 2007. 2 vols.
CarlstoftBramell,Anna-Karin. VilhelmMoberg tarStiillning: En Studie av HailS Joumalistik
ocll Tidsaktuella Diktnillg (crit). Stockholm: Carlsson, 2007.
Nilsson, Ulf. Pa tur I Vilhelm Mobergs Utvandrarbygd (biog). Vaxjo: Foreningen Vilhelm
Mobergs Utvandrarbygd, 2007.

Morrison, Toni (b. 1931)
Akoma, Chiji. Folklore in New World Black Fiction: Writing and the Oral TraditionaL
Aesthetics (ceit). Columbus: Ohio State V P, 2007.
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Allen-Dixon, Jorge. African Cosmovision of Life and Death in the Works by Jorge Amado,
Alejo Carpentier and Toni Morrison. Ph.D. Dissertation, Purdue U, 2006.
Andrane, Helane Adams. Revised Memories and Colliding Identities: Absence and Presence
in Morrison's ''Recitatif' and Viramontes's "Tears on My Pillow" (crit), MELUS.32
(Sum. 2007), 133-50.
Baillie. Justine. "Dread and Love"; Postcolonial Theory and Practice in Toni Morrison's
Playing in (he Dark and Song ofSolomon and William Faulkner's Go Down, Moses (crit).
Critical Engagements: A Journal of Criticism and Theory, 1 (1) 2007,166-87.
Baker, James Andrew. Necessary Evil: Rhetorical Violence in 20th Century American
Literature (erit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Texas A&M U, 2006.
Blumenthal, Rachel. Improvisational Soloists in Morrison's Jazz (crit). Explicator, 65 (Sum.
2007), 240-41.
. Morrison's The Bluest Eye (erit). Explicator, 65 (Win. 2007),117-19.
Bussie, Jacqueline Aileen. The Laughter of the Oppressed: Ethical and TheoLogical
Resistance in Wiesel. Morrison, and Endo (crit). London: T & T Clark International. 2007.
Carlacio, Jami L. The Fiction of Toni Morrison: Reading and Writing on Race. Culture and
Identity (crit). Urbana, 111.: National Council of Teachers of English, 2007.
Cooper, Preston Park. Playing with Expectations; Postmodern Narrative Choices and the
African American Novel (cdt). Ph.D. Dissertation, Kent State U, 2006.
Drake, Simone C. "Sometimes Folk Need More": Black Women Writers Dwelling in the
Beyond (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Maryland, College Park, 2007.
Durkin, Anita. Object Written, Written Object: Slavery, Scarring, and Complications of
Authorship in Beloved (crtt). African American Review, 41 (Fall 2007), 541-56.
Feng, Pin-Chiao "We Was Girls Together": The Double-Female Bildungsroman in Toni
Morrison's Love (crit). Feminist Studies in English Literature, 15 (Win. 2007), 37-63.
Ferguson, Rebecca. Rewriting Black Identities: Transition and Exchange in the Novels of
Toni Morrison (crit). Brussels: Peter Lang, 2007.
Finck, Sy1viane. Reading Trauma in Postmodern and Postcolonial Literature: Charlotte
Delbo~ Toni Morrison, and the Literary Imagination of the Aftermath (crit). Ph.D.
Dissertation, Louisiana State U, 2006.
Fishbone, Carol A. Transcending Stereotyped Motherhood: The Social Construction of
Mothers Under Duress in Toni Morrison's Beloved and Song of Solomon and Cynthia
Ozick's The Shawl and The Cannibal Galaxy (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Drew U, 2007.
Fulmer, Jacqueline. Folk Women and Indirection in Morrison, Nf Dhuibhne, Hurston, and
Lavin (crit). Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007.
Gosselink, Karin Jean. The Terms of Refuge: Collectivity in Contemporary Global
Anglophone Fiction (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Rutgers U, 2006.
Hoofard, Jennifer Michelle. Flesh Wounds: Reading the Scar as Text in the Works of Sylvia
Plath, Margaret Atwood and Toni Morrison (crit). Ph.D. Di?sertation, U California,
'
Davis, 2006.
_ _. An Interview with Toni Morrison: "Thinking about a Story" (I). Writing on the Edge,
17 (Spr. 2007), 87-99.
Hottges, Barbel. Faith Matters: Religion, Ethnicity, and Survival in Louise Erdrich's and
Toni Morrison's Fiction (crit). Heidelberg: Universitatsverlag Winter, 2007.
Hu, Jun. A Study of the Identity Pursuit of African Americans in Toni Morrison's Fiction.
Beijing: Beijing Language and Culture U p, 2007.
Hunte, Nicola Christine. A Comparative Analysis of Omeros and Beloved Using Wilson
Harris's Theory of a Cross-Cultural Imagination (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U West Indies.
Barbados, 2007.
Josiowicz, Alejandra. Traducir la Propia Diferencia: Muchas Voces para un Mismo To~o.
Practicas Simbolicas de la Heterogeneidad en Testimonios 6rales y en 1a Narratlva
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Contemporanea de Afraamericanos y Nativoamericanos (crit). Especu[o: Revista de
Estudios Literarios. 36 (July 2007), unpaginated.
Kay, Stephanie S. The Dilemma of Postmodern American Fiction: An Examination of the
Works of Tom Wolfe, Gilbert Sorrentino, and Toni Morrison (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation U
California, Riverside, 2007.
'
Kim, Hyejin. The Gothic as Counter-Discourse: Mark Twain, Charles Chesnutt and Toni
Morrison (crit). ,Ph.D. Dissertation, U South Florida, 2007.
Kreyling, Mi.chael. "Slave Life, Freed Life-Everyday Was a Test and Trial": Identity and
Memory m Beloved (crit). Arizona Quarterly, 63 (Spr. 2007), 109-36.
Loichot, ~alerie. Orphan Narratives: The Postplantation Literature of Faulkner, Glissant,
Morrison. and Saim-John Perse (crit). Charlottesville: U Virginia P, 2007.
McFarlane, Caryl. "Claiming Ownership of That Freed Self': Toni Morrison's American
Counter-Narrative (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Rutgers U, 2007 .
Maddison, Bula. Liberation Story or Apocalypse? Reading Biblical Allusion and Bakhtin
Theory in Toni Morrison's Beloved (crit). Bible and Critical Theory, 3 (June 2007) 21 121.13.
' .
Mayberry, Susan Neal. Can't I Love What I Criticize?: The Masculine and Morrison (crit).
Athens: U Georgia P, 2007.
Mille.r, J. Hillis. Boundaries in Beloved (crit). Symploke: A Journalfor the Intermingling of
Literary. Cultural and Theoretical Scholarship, 15 (1-2) 2007, 24-39.
Mouafo Pagoue, Co~stantin. La Question de I Alterite ou Ie problem de l'Image de l'Autre
Ch~z MongoBetl, Joseph Zobel et Toni Morrison (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Universite
ParIS Sorbonne, 2007.
Omry, Keren. Literary Free Jazz? Mumbo Jumbo and Paradise: Language and Meanina
(edt). African American Review. 41 (Spr.2007), 127-41.
eo
Palladino, ~ariangela. Mnemonics and Orality in Toni Morrison's Love (crit). eSharp:
Electromc S~cial Sciences, Humanities, and Arts Review for Postgraduates, 10 (Win.
2007), unpagmated.
Patchay, She~n.adevi. "!he Struggle of Memory Against Forgetting": Contemporary Fictions
and Rewntmg of HIstories (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation Rhodes U 2007
Pathak, Sandeep. Feminist Consciousness in Toni Mo;rison's Fi~tion (~rit). New Delhi:
Prestige Books, 2007.
Plaza Velasco, Marta. Sobre e1 Concepto de "Violencia de Genera": Vio1encia Simbolica
Lenguaje, Representaci6n (crit). Extravfo: Revista Electronica de Literatur~
Comparado, 2 (2007), 132-45.
Quayson, A~. Aesthetic Nervousness: Disability and the Crisis of Representation (crit). NY:
ColumbIa U P, 2007.
Ragusa" Silvia. L.a Nairatologia Filmica 0 e1 Lenguaje. Audiovisual en Amada Hija (crit).
Especul?:.Revlsta de Estudios Literarios, 36 (July 2007), unpaginated.
Ramsey, Wilham. An End of Southern History: The Down-Home Quests of Toni Morrison
and Colson Whitehead (crit). African American Review, 41 (Win. 2007), 769-85.
Reed, Roxanne R. The Restorative Power of Sound: A Case for Communal Catharsis in Toni
Mor:rison's Befoved (cnt). Journal of Feminist Studies in Religion, 23 (Spr. 2007), 55-71.
Rokotn~tz, N~oml; Constructing Cognitive Scaffolding through Embodied Receptiveness:
Tom MOfflson S The Bluest Eye (crit). Style. 41 (Win. 2007). 385-408.
Roynon, Tessa. A New "Roman" Empire: Toni Morrison's Love and the Classics (crit).
Journal ofAmerican Studies, 41 (Apr. 2(07), 31-47.
Ruetenik, Tadd. Animal Liberation or Human Redemption: Racism and Speciesism in Toni
Morrison's Beloved (crit). Foreign Literature StudieslWai Guo Wen Xue Yan Jiu 29
(Feb. 2007), 39-45.
'
Sabol, Jonathan .Daniel. Memory, History, and Identity: The Trauma Narrative in Contemporary
North Amencan and British Fiction (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Fordham U, 2007.
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Deufier, Matthias. Interkulturalitat und Identitat in Narrativen Texten von Nadine Gordimer,
Assia Djebar, Emine Sevgi Ozdamar und Bharati Mukherjee (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation,
U Mainz, 2007.
Koike, Rie. Indo Shusshin noAmerikajin Sakka ni Yoru Indo-HatsuAmerika Shosetsu (crit).
Eigo SeinenlRising Generation, 152 (Jan. 2007), 596-97.
Panjwani, Antum Amin. Three Women Novelists: Margaret Laurence, Margaret Atwood and
Bharati Mukherjee: A Feminist Comparative Study (crit). New Delhi: Creative Books, 2007.

Sathyaraj, V. and G. Neelakantan. Immigration and Labor Patterns in Toni Morrison's Sula
(erit). Notes on Contemporary Literature. 37 (Mar. 2007), 9·11.
.
.
.
Simpson, Ritashona. Black Looks & Black Acts: The Language of Tom Morrison In The
Bluest Eye and Beloved (crit), NY: Peter Lang, 2007.
.
.
Sto Amy E. Ethics and the Boundaries of Self: A Study of BeauvOlf and Levmas and a

~~ading of Play lIAs It Lays and Beloved (crit), Ph.D. Diss~rtation. U Oregon, 2007.
Sukla, Bhaskara A. Toni Morrison: The Feminist Icon (crit), Jrupu~: Book Enc1av~. 2007.
Tally, Justine, ed. The Cambridge Companion to Toni Morrison (ent). NY: Cambndge U P,
2007.

G

Tenere11i, Polyxeni. Hybridity, Monstrosity, and Women's Voices in Black and fee

Neihardt, John G. (1881·1973)
Anderson, Dana. Identity's Strategy: Rhetorical Selves in Conversion (crit). Columbia: U

kF"·

JellOD

South Carolina P, 2007.

(crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Harvard U, 2007.
.'
.
Terzieva, Rossitsa. Stories of the Unconscious: Sub-VerslOns 10 Freud, Lacan, and Kristeva
.'
(crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, George Washington U, 2006.
Valdes, Vanessa Kimberly. Mothers and Daughters: Searches for Wholeness 1O the LIterature
of the Americas (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Vanderbilt U, 2007.
Vallejo Alvarez, Magdalena. Identidad Afroamericana Y Victmizaci6n Femenina: EI ~sp~jo
de una Realidad en un Mundo de Ficcion (crit). Alcala la Real: Alcala Grupo Editonal,

2007.

.

P

d·

Nicholson, Meredith (1866-1947)
Gray, Ralph D. Meredith Nicholson: A Writing Life (biog; crit). Indianapolis, Ind.: Indiana
Historical Society Press, 2007.

Niedecker, Lorine (1903-1970)
Kimmelman, Burt. The Subjectivity of Objectivism and the Search for Truth Values: The
Case of Lorine Niedecker (crit). Talisman: A Journal of Contemporary Poetry and

(.)

Veltman, Laura 1. Uncle Tom's Nation: Race, Religion, and the Amencan ara Ise cnt.
Ph.D. Dissertation, U Wisconsin, Madison, 2006.
.
.
Vint, Sherryl. "Only by Experience": Embodiment and the Limitations of RealIsm 1O NeoSlave Narratives (crit). Science Fiction Studies, 34 (July 2007), 241-61..
.
Wang, Yukuo. Zai Xin li Shi Zhu yi Shi Jiao Xia Chong gou Chong er (cnt). ForeIgn
Literature StudieslWai Guo Wen Xue Yan Jiu, 29 (Feb. 2007),140-45.
.
Watterson, Carrie. The Politics of Pastiche in the Postmodern Novel (cnt). Ph.D.

Poetics, 34 (Win. 2007), 42-55.
Norris, Frank (1870-1902)
Athanasourelis, John. Realism and Naturalism in Greed (crit). Excavatio: NouveLLe Revue
Emile Zola et Ie NaturaLisme International, 22 (1-2) 2007, 114-20.
Austenfeld, Thomas. A Happy Naturalist? Jeremy Bentham and the Cosmic Morality of The
Octopus (crit). Studies in American Naturalism, 2 (Sum. 2007), 33-45.
Frye, Steven. Presley's Pretense: Irony and Epic Convention in Frank Norris' The Octopus
(crit). American Literary Realism. 39 (Spr. 2007), 213-21.
Jaeckle, Jeff. On Teaching Naturalism through FHm (erit). ALN: The American Literary
Naturalism Newsletter, 2 (1) 2007, 8-13.
Keely, Karen A. Sexual Slavery in San Francisco's Chinatown: "Yellow Peril" and "White
Slavery" in Frank Norris's Early Fiction (crit). Studies in American Naturalism, 2 (Win.

Dissertation, Brown U, 2006.
White, Jeanne Fuston. Ocean Passage and the Presence of Absence: The Problem of Place
in Four Contemporary Slave Narratives (erit). Griot, 26 ~Fall ~007), 8~-98..
.
Wholuba Anita P. A Generation of Witnesses: Neo-TestImomal PractIces 1O Flight to
Canada, Dessa Rose, Beloved, Kindred, and The Chaneysville Incident (crit). Ph.D.
Dissertation, Florida State U, 2007.
.
Xu, Zhiwei. Yi ge gu ke Shuo de gu Shi: Chong er Zhong de Chuang Shang xu Shu (cnt).

2007). 129-49.

W~n Shan Review. 1 (Mar. 2007), 81-102.
. .
.
Zheng, Ru-Yu. Remembering the Ancestors and River Goddess as a HealIng Process 10 Tom
Morrison's Beloved (erit). Tamkang Review, 37 (Sum. 2007),151-65.

Muir, John (1838-1914)

.

Bresnahan Connaught 1. John Muir in Canada: Canadian Influences on the FormatIon of

EcOSo~hY "M·' in Upper Canada (1864-1866) and Northwestern ~ritish Columbia (1879)
(crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Alberta, 2007.

Mukherjee, Bharati (b. 1940)

.

..
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.

Aubeeluek Ghaitree. Indian Americans as Native Informants: Transnatlonahsm m Bharau
Mukhe;jee's Jasmine, Jhumpa Lahiri's The Namesake, and Kirin Narayan's Love, Stars
and All That (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Illinois State U, 2006.
Bagul, A.S. The Fiction of Bharati Mukherjee (crit). Kanpur: Chandralok Pra~ashan, 2007.
Burton, Robert Stacey. Artists of the Floating World: Contemporary Wrtters Between
Cultures (crit). Lanham, Md.: U P of America, 2007. .
.
.
.
Dascalu, Cristina Emanuela. Imaginary HomeLands of Writers In Extle: ~aLman Rushdle,
Bharati Mukherjee, and V.S. Naipaul (crit). Youngstown; N.Y.: Cambna Press, 2007.

Kramer, David Scott. The Rhetorical War: Class, Race and Redemption in Spanish-American
War Fiction; Stephen Crane, Frank Norris, Richard Harding Davis and Sutton Griggs
(crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Rhode Island, 2006.
Link, Eric Carl. "A Lost Story": Reflections on Frank Norris as a Short Story Writer (crit).
Studies in American Naturalism, 2 (Sum. 2007), 18-32.
Meadowsong, Zena. Natural Monsters: The Genesis and Deformation of the "Experimental
Novel" (crit). Studies in American Naturalism, 2 (Sum. 2007), 3-17.
Wright, Gregory Alan. Violating the Feminine Land, "Body, and Spirit in Western American
Literature (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Nevada, Las Vegas, 2007.
Yablon, Nick. Echoes of the City: Spacing Sound, Sounding Space, 1888-1916 (crit).
American Literary History, 19 (Fall 2007), 628-60.
Yoon, loewon. [Desiring Women in American Naturalism: Frank Norris's McTeague and
Theodore Dreiser's Sister Carrie] (crit). Yongmi Munhak PeminijumlFeminist Studies in
English Literature, 15 (Sum. 2007), 55-79
Young, Paul. Telling Descriptions: Frank Norris's Kinetoscopic Naturalism and the Future
of the Novel, 1899 (crit). Modernism/Modernity, 14 (Nov. 2007), 645-68.

Norris, Kathleen (b. 1947)
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Smith, Carissa Turner. "Placing" the Spiritual Metaphors of Contemporary Women Writers:
Sue Monk Kidd and Kathleen Norris (crit), Literature and Belief, 27 (2) 2007, 1-28.

Oates, Joyce Carol (b. 1938)
DeGenaro, William. Us and Them: Joyce Carol Oates and the Stories Students Tell (crit).
Teaching English in the Two-Year College, 34 (May 2007), 380-93.
Dirda, Michael. The Wand of the Enchanter (rev). New York Review of Books, 54 (20 Dec.
2007),62-65.
Lister, Rachel. Female Expansion and Masculine Immobilization in the Short Story Cycle
(crit). lournal of the Short Story in English, 48 (Spr. 2007), 43-58.
Paloge, Helen. The Silent Echo: The Middle-Aged Female Body in Contemporary Women's
Fiction (crit). Lanham, Md.: Lexington Books, 2007.
Schmitt, Claudia. Der Held als Filmsehender: Filmerleben in derGegenwartsliteratur (crit).
Wiirzburg: Konigshausen & Neumann, 2007.
Theriot, Michele D. The Eternal Present in Joyce Carol Oates's "Where Are You Going,
Where Have You Been?" (cdt). Journal of the Short Story in English, 48 (Spr. 2007),
59-69.
Weiner, Sonia. Prose Photos in the Works of Joyce Carol Oates (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation,
Tel-Aviv U, 2007.

O'Brien, Tim (b. 1946)

i!

Ciocia, Stefania. Conradian Echoes in Vietnam War Literature: Tim O'Brien's Rewriting of
Heart of Darkness in "Sweetheart of the Song Tra Bong" (crit). Symbiosis: A Journal of
Anglo.American Literary Relations, 11 (Apr. 2007),3·30.
Cordle, Daniel. In Dreams, in Imagination: Suspense, Anxiety and the Cold War in Tim
O'Brien's The Nuclear Age (crit). Critical Survey, 19 (2) 2007, 101·20.
Gilmore, Barry and Alexander Kaplan. Tim O'Brien in the Classroom: "This Too Is
True: Stories Can Save Us" (crit). Urbana, Ill.: National Council of Teachers of

English, 2007.
Sabol, Jonathan Daniel. Memory, History, and Identity: The Trauma Narrative in Contemporary
North American and British Fiction (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Fordham U, 2007.
Seeger, Roy. Tell Me Over and Over Again: The Gendering of the Vietnam War and the
Cycles of Trauma in Tim O'Brien's In the Lake of the Woods (crit). MidAmerica, 34
(2007),97-105.
Watanabe, Mariko. Junrei no Toporoji (crit). Eigo SeineniRising Generation, 153 (Aug.
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Kaufman, Natalie Hevener and Carrollee Kaufman Hevener. Mythical Musical Connections:
The Mother-Daughter Bond in the Work of Sara Paretsky (crit). Clues: A Journal oj
Detection, 25 (Win. 2007), 19-28.
Scha~er, Rachel. V.l. Talks Back: Sara Paretsky's Unlikable Characters as Foes and Foils
(cnt). Clues: A Journal oj Detection, 25 (Win. 2007), 31-42.

Parks; Gordon (1912-2006)
Bryan, MauriceL. The Power of Images: The Confrontation of Violence and the Construction
of Black Manhood in the Films of Gordon Parks (ctit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Kansas, 2007.
Patchen, Kenneth (1911·1972)
Brodsky, Adam, et al. ~reell Birds Skating: A Celeb Rashun offh Wo rds Art & Spritlife of
Kenneth Patclten (cnt, M). Cleveland Heights, Ohio: Green Panda Press, 2007.
Peallie, Elia Wilkinson (1862-1935)
Weinstock, Jeffrey Andrew. Queer Haunting Spaces: Madeline Yale Wynne's "The Little
R?om" and Elia Wilkinson Peattie's "The House That Was Not" (crit). American
Luerature. 79 (Sept. 2007), 501-25.
Piercy, Marge (b. 1936)
Lyons, Bonnie. An Interview with Marge Piercy (I). Contemporary Literature, 48 (Fall
2007),327-44.
Pokagon, Simon (1830-1899)
Peyer, Bernd. "The Thinking Indian": Native American Writers, 1850s-1920s (biog; crit).
Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2007.
Polacco, Patricia (b. 1944)
Zambo, Debb~..Using Picture. Books to Provide Archetypes to Young Boys: Extending the
Ideas ofWtlham Brozo (cnt). Reading Teacher, 61 (Oct. 2007), 124-31.

Powell, Dawn (1896·1965)
Bims, Nicholas. Beautiful Lamptown: The Writings of Dawn Powell (crit). Hollins Critic,
44 (Dec. 2007), 1-16.
Palermo, Patricia E. "The Message of the City;' the Life in the Work: Dawn Powell's New
York Novels (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Drew U, 2007.

2007),261-63.
Oliver, Mary (b. 1935)
Dubuisson, Lorraine. A Poetic Legacy: Mary Oliver's Use of "Rip~ap" (crit). Publications
of the Mississippi Philological Association, 2007,151-61.
Paretsky, Sara (b. 1947)
Bickford, Donna M. Homeless Women and Social Justice in Sara Paretsky's Tunnel Vision
(crit). Clues: A Journal of Detection, 25 (Win. 2007), 45-52.
Dayton, Tim. New Maps of Chicago: Sara Paretsky's Blood Shot (crit). Clues: A Journal of
Detection, 25 (Win. 2007), 65-77.
Edgington, K. Defining the Enemy: Housewives and Detectives (crit). Clues: A Journal of
Detection, 25 (Win. 2007), 55-63.
Ford, Susan Allen. Ruined Landscapes, Flooding Tunnels, Dark Paths: Sara Paretsky's
Gothic Vision (crit). Clues: A Journal of Detection, 25 (Win. 2007), 7·18.
Greer, Chapman. The Mystery of the Female Dick: Nancy Drew and V.I. Warshawski (crit).
Ph.D. Dissertation, U Alabama, 2006.

Powers, Richard (b. 1957)
Berry, Patrick. Critical Remediation: Locating Eliza (crit). Kairos: A Journal of Rhetoric,
Technology, and Pedagogy, 11 (Sum. 2007), unpagina~ed.
Bold, Mark and Sherryl Vint. Of Neural Nets and Brains in Vats: Model Subjects in Galatea
. 2.2 an~ :'lus (crit). Biography:.An Interd.isciplinary Quarterly, 30 (Win. 2007), 84-104.
Dmo, Keh. The Human Race Is StIll a Work In Progress": An Interview with Richard Powers
(I). Foreign Literature StudieslWai Guo Wen Xue Yan Jiu, 29 (Aug. 2007), 1-6.
Frye, Mitch. Circulatory Systems: Vitality and Rhetoric in Richard Powers's The Gold Bug
Variations (crit). Critique, 49 (Fall 2007), 96-111.
Leon Step~en J. Cybernetics and Literature: Or, Re-Coding Humanity (crit). Ph.D.
DIssertatIon, S1. John's D, New York, 2006.

7,

Richter, Conrad (1890-1968)
Smiley, Robin H. Conrad Richter: Living to Tell Tales (bibl; biog; crit). Firsts: The Book
Collector's Magazine, 17 (May 2007), 32-47.
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Rivera, Tomas (1935.1984)

. . '

Llosa Sanz, Alvaro. Artes de la Memoria y Universo Chicano: La Memona como Tecmca
Estructural en ... f No se Trago la Tierra (erit). Romance Quarterly, 54 (Fall 2007),
280-89.

Robinson, Marilynne (b. 1944)
.
.
"
.
Capo, Beth Widmaier. Midwestern History and Memory 10 Robmson s Gilead (ent).
MidAmerica, 34 (2007), 79-86.

. '

Handley George and Lance Larsen. The RadiantAstonishment of EXIstence: Two Interviews
with'Marilynne Robinson, March 20, 2004, and February 9, 2007 (I). Literature and
Belief, 27 (2) 2007, 113-43.
.
Shy, Todd. Religion and Marilynne Robinson (crit). SalmagundI, 155-156 (Sum. 2007), 251-64.
Tanner, Laura E. "Looking Back from the Grave": Sensory p~eption and the AntICIpatIon of
Absence in Marilynne Robinson's Gilead. Contemporary Literature, 48 (Sum. 2007), 227-52.

Roethke, Theodore (1908-1963)

Soles, Derek. How the Narrator's Gender in Roethke's "My Papa's Waltz" Influences Student
Response (crit). English Record, 57 (2) 2007,26-33.

Sandburg, Carl (1878-1967)

.

.'

Dodson, Kenneth. The Poet and the Sailor: The Story ofMy FriendshIp with Carl Sandburg
(corr; M). Urbana: U Illinois P, 2007.
,
.
Marsh, John. A LostArt of Work: The Arts and Crafts Movement in Carl Sandburg s Chicago
Poems (crit). American Literature, 79 (Sept. 2007), 527-51.

Sanders, Scott Russell (b. 1945)

.

Anon. A Conversation with Scott Russell Sanders (I) .. Image: Art, Faith, Mystery, 53 (Spr.
2007),71-85.
Madden, Patrick. Interview with Scott Russell Sanders (I). River Teeth: A Journal of

Nonfiction Narrative, 9 (Fall 2007), 87-98.
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Weiss, Katherine. Exploding Bombs: Masculinity and War Trauma in Sam Shepard's Drama
(crit). New England Theatre Journal, 18 (2007), 77-93.

Simic, Charles (b. 1938)
Florczyk, Piotr. Praising the Riddle: Charles Simic and the Art of Joseph Cornell (crit). World
Literature Today, 81 (Nov. 2007), 46A9.
Seatovic-Dimitrijevic, Svetlana, ed. Pogled Preko Okeana: Prepiska Ivana V. Lalica i Carlsa
Simica: 1969-1996 (corr.). Beograd: Cigoja Stampa, 2007.

Sinclair, Upton (1878-1968)
Bausum, Ann. Muckrakers: How Ida Tarbell, Upton Sinclair, and Lincoln Steffens Helped
Expose Scandal, Inspire Rejonn, and Invent Investigative Journalism (crit). Washington,
D.C.: National Geographic, 2007.
Moghtader, Michael. Discursive Determinism in Upton Sinclair's The Jungle (crit). CEA
Critic, 69 (Spr. 2007), 13-27.
Schulz, Edmund. Upton Sinclair: Bibliografie Seiner Werke in Deutscher Sprache;
Buchausgaben, Unselbststiindig Veroffentlichungen, Publizistik (bib I). Hannover:
Schoneworth-Verlag, 2007.
Taylor, Christopher. "Inescapably Propaganda": Re-Classifying Upton Sinclair Outside the
Naturalist Tradition (crit). Studies in American Naturalism, 2 (Win. 2007), 166-78.

Smiley, Jane (b, 1949)
Cunningham, Rodger. Jane Smiley's Divell Theorie (crit). Appalachian Heritage, 35 (Spr.
2007),65-71.
Griggs, Yvonne. "All Our Lives We'd Looked, Out for Each Other the Way That Motherless
Children Tend to Do": King Lear as Melodrama (crit). Literature/Film Quarterly, 35 (2)
2007, 101-07.
O'Loughlin, Jim. Off the Raft: Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and Jane Smiley's The AllTrue Travels and Adventures of Lidie Newton (crit). Papers on Language and Literature,
43 (Spr. 2007), 205-23.

Stafford, William (1914-1993)

Sandoz, Marl (1896-1966)

.

.'

Dixon, Mary. Crazy Horse: The Strange Man ofthe Oglalas by Man Sando~: Hlstonography~
a Phllosophy for Reconstruction (crit). Great Plains Quarterly, 27 (Wm. 2007), 39-54.

Shepard, Sam (b, 1943)
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Bartels, Brian. Sam Shepard's Master Class in Playwntmg (I). M,ssoun Revtew, 30 (Sum.
,
007
2007), 72-88.
.
Callens, Johan. Dis/ftguring Sam Shepard (crit). Brussels: P.I.E. P~ter La~g, 2
Davy, Frederic. La Poetique du Cliche dans Ie Theatre~merica~n C~ntem~oram: EdwardAlbee,
David Mamet, Sam Shepard (crit). Ph.D. DissertaUon, UruVerslte Pans Sorbonne, 2?D 6•
Kang, Hyeong-Min. [The Economicization of Culture in Transnational Corpor~~sm of
Globalized Capitalism: Sam Shepard's True West] (crit). Journal of Modern British and
American Drama/Hyeondae Yeongmi Hyigog [Seoul], 20 (Apr. 2007),5-2:.
Kim, Yungduk. [Shepard's True West: Demythizing American ~an~ood] (cnt). Journal of
Modem British and American Drama/Hyeondae Yeongml HYlgog [Seoul], 20 (Aug.
2007),5-26.
.
. '
'" ( . )
N am, Jeongsub. Becoming American in Sam Shepard's West and ASian Amencan vvest cnt.
Ph.D. Dissertation, State U New York, Buffalo, 2 0 0 7 . ,
.
Radavich, David. Back to the (Plutonian) Midwest: Sam Shepard s The God of Hell (cnt).

New England Theatre Journal, 18 (2007), 95-108.

Stewart,. Robert. On Swerving: The Way of William Stafford (crit). Chestertown, Md.:
Literary House Press, Washington College, 2007.

Stegner, Wallace (1909-1993)
Melfi, Mary Ann. The Cannibal Mother in Wallace Stegner's A Shooting Star (crit). South
Atlantic Review, 72 (Spr. 2007), 87-98.
Steensma, Robert C. Wallace Stegner's Salt Lake City (biog; crit). Salt Lake City: U Utah
P,2007.

Vonnegut, Kurt (1922-2007)
Kaufman, Will. What's So Funny About Richard Nixon? Vonnegut's Jailbird and the Limits
of Comedy (crit). Journal ojAmerican Studies, 41 (Dec. 2007), 623-39.
Kiskis, Michael J. Hank Morgan's Asylum: A Conllecticut Yankee and the Emotions of Loss
(crit). Modem Language Studies, 36 (Win. 2007), 77-87.
Koshikawa, Yoshiaki. Kori to Satokibi Karibukai no Vonegatto (crit). Eigo Seinen/Rising
Generation, 153 (Aug. 2007), 264-66.
McInnis, Gilbert. Evolutionary Mythology in the Writings of Kurt Vonnegut (crit). Ph.D.
Dissertation, Universite Laval, 2007.
_ _ . Nazis, Mythology, and Totalitarian Minds in Kurt Vonnegut's Mother Night (crit).
Mythlore, 26 (Fall 2007), 185-98.
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Mendieta, Eduardo. The Literature of Urbicide: Friedrich, Nossack, Sebald, and Vonnegut
(crit). Theory and Event, 10 (2) 2007, unpaginated.

Parrinder, Patrick. "The Man Who Could Work Miracles" and Other Literary Disasters (erit).
Inklings: lahrbuchfiir Literatur und Asthetik, 25 (2007),240-53.
Suwabe, Koichi. Torauma no Shigaku: Kata Vonegatto Saidoku (erit), Eigo SeinenJRising
Generation, 153 (Aug. 2007), 258-60.
Takaku, Satoaki. Chanpiontachi no Choshoku ni Okeru MetafIkushonsei to Ishiki no
Kumikae (crit). Sophia English Studies [Tokyo], 32 (2007), 33-44.
Tismo, Bernadette S. "Floutings" of Grice's Cooperative Principle in Literature (erit).
Kinaadman: Wisdom, 29 (2007), 53-64.
Tsutsui, Masaaki. Ofuzakeno Kimajimesa (erit), Eigo SeineniRising Generation,lS3 (Aug.
2007),267-70.

Vanina Samperio, Francisco Javier. Wasteland Scenery and Technological Suicide in Kurt
Vonnegut's Apocalyptic Narrative: Admonishment and Exhortation (crit). Revista de

Estudios Norteamericanos, 12 (2007), 97-110.
Watanabe, Mariko. Junrei no Toporoji (crit). Eigo SeineniRising Generation, 153 (Aug.
2007),261-63.
Weisshampel, Stefan. The Role oJScience Fiction: Asimov& Vonnegut: A Comparison (erit).
Hamburg: Diplomiea-Verlag, 2007.
Yazgil;, Suavi Kemal. Ironinin Vonnegut' eas1 (erit). Hece: Ayllk Edebiyat Dergisi, 11 (May
2007),82-85.
White, William Allen (1868·1944)
Buller, Beverley Olson. From Emporia: The Story oj William Allen White (biog). Kansas
City, Mo.: Kansas City Star Books, 2007.
Wilder, Laura Ingalls (1867.1957)
Hawkins, Barb. Exploring the Homesites oj Laura Ingalls Wilder (biog). Applegate, Mich.:
Little House Site Tours, 2007.
Larkin, Susan. Laura's Story: Gender, Autobiography, and the Little House Books (erit). AlB:
Auto/Biography Studies, 22 (Win. 2007), 250-69.
_ _ . Life WritingIWriting a Culture: Laura Ingalls Wilder (erit). MidAmerica, 34 (2007),
[18-25.
Sweeney, Meghan. "Like a Vanishing World": The Role of the County Fair in Three
Depression-Era Children'S Books (crit). Children's Literature Association Quarterly, 32
(Sum. 2007), 142-62.
Wilder, Thornton (1897-1975)
Shen, Min. "Quite a Moon!": The Archetypical Feminine in OUl; Town (crit). American

Drama, 16 (Sum. 2007),1-14.
Williams, Tennessee (1911·1983)
Bray, Robert. A Streetcar Named Interior: Panic (crit). Tennessee Williams Annual Review,
9 (2007), 3-24.
_ _ , 00. Tennessee Williams and His Contemporaries (crit). Newcastle-upon-Tyne:
Cambridge Scholars, 2007.
Brooks, Daniel. Williams's A Streetcar Named Desire (crit). Explicator. 65 (Spr. 2007),177-80.
Clinton, Craig. Working with Tennessee: Charlotte Moore Discusses the Production of A
Lovely Sunday Jor Creve Coeur (crit). Tennessee Williams Annual Review, 9 (2007),
97-106.
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Diyab, Halla. The Concep~ of One-Ness in Tennessee Williams' Kingdom ofEarth (The Seven
I?escen~s oJMyrtle) (cnt). Postgraduate English: A Joumal andForumJor Postgraduates
In English, 15 (Mar. 2007), unpaginatOO.
EI M~j~oubi, Il?am. Desir, Genre et Identites dans les Premieres Oeuvres de Tennessee
WIlhams (cnt). Ph.D. Dissertation, Unversite Toulouse, 2007.
Francis, Jan:es. Camping Out: Sexuality as Aesthetic Value in Tennessee Williams'sAnd Tell
Sad Stories ofthe Death ofQueens... (crit). Tennessee Williams Annual Review 9 (2007)
131-42.
'
,
Frontain, Raymond-Jean. Tennessee Williams and "the Arkansas Ozark Wa " (erit).
Tennessee Williams Anllual Review, 9 (2007), 77-94.
Y
Furuki, Keiko. Tennessee Williams: Victimization, Sexuality, and Artistic Vision (crit).
Osaka: Osaka Kyoiku Tosho, 2007.
Holdit~h, W. Kenneth. Southern Comfort: Food and Drink in the Plays of Tennessee Williams
(cnt). Southern Quarterly, 44 (Win. 2007), 53-73.
Janar~ana?, Dipa. Images of Loss in Tennessee Williams's The Glass Menagerie, Arthur
MIller s Death ora Sa.lesman, Marsha Nonnan's Night, Mother, and Paula Vogel's How
I Learne~ to Drive (ent). Ph.D. Dissertation, Georgia State U, 2007.
Kaplan, DaVId. Tennessee Williams in Provincetown (biog; crit). East Brunswick N J .
Hansen Publishing, 2007.
' ...
Kolin, Ph,!lip. C. Picaro Tom. ~oes Catfishing: The Proleptic Importance of "Gift of an
Apple (cnt). Tennessee Wllhams Annual Review, 9 (2007), 27-38.
_ _ . Williams' A Streetcar Named Desire (edt). Explicator. 66 (Fall 2007), 34-37.
Kram~r, Lawrence. The Great American Opera: Klinghoffer, Streetcar, and the Exception
(Cflt). Opera Quarterly, 23 (Win. 2007), 66-80.
Parker, Brian. Problems with Boss Finley (crit). Tennessee Williams Annual Review 9
(2007),53-65.
'
Perkins, Bethany. "In.a ~oundabout Way": Evasive, Oblique and Indirect Discourse in Allen
Tate, Tennessee WIlhams and Lewis Nordan (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U North Carolina
Greensboro, 2007.
'
Reka, Cristian~. The ~oman Spring oj Mrs. Stone: Auteurship in Tennessee Williams s
Nove~ Adapuons (cnt). British and American StudieslRevista de Studii Britanice si
Ammcane, [3 (2007), 86-96.
Saddik, Annett~ J. "Blueprints for the Reconstruction": Postmodern Possibility in-Stairs to
the RooJ(cn~) .. Tennessee ~illiams Annual Review, 9 (2007), 67-75.
_ _ et al V:'t1hams and HIS Contemporaries: William Inge (edt). Tennessee Williams
Annual ReVIew, 9 (2007), 110-28.
T6ibfn, Colm. The Shadow of Rose (rev). New York Review of Books, 54 (20 Dec. 2007),
38,40,42,44.
Van den ~erg, Klaus. Scenography and Submedial Space: Frank Castorf's Final Destination
America (2000) a.nd Forever Young (2003) at the Volksbtihne Berlin (erit). Theatre
Research InternatiOnal, 32 (Mar. 2007), 49-67.
vos,~' Ralph~. ":~ Alignment of.S~ars: Tennessee Williams, William Inge, and Margo Jones's
Theatre 47 . Tennessee Wllhams Annual Review, 9 (2007), 41-51.
Winters, Yvor (1900-1968)
Wils~n, .James Matthew: . Represen~ing the Limits of Judgment: Yvor Winters, Emily
~:~~mson and the Rehglous Expenence. Christianity and Literature, 56 (Spr. 2007), 397-

Woolson, Constance Fenimore (1840-1894)
Coulson, Victoria. Henry James, Women and Realism (erit). NY: Cambridge U P, 2007.
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Wright, James (1927-1980)
Knoeller, Christian P. Native on Native: Place in the Letters of Leslie Marmon Silko & James
Wright (crit). MidAmerica. 34 (2007), 34-43.
Wright, Richard (1908-1960)
Butler, Robert 1. Seeking Salvation in a Naturalistic Universe: Richard Wright's Use of His
Religious Background in Black Boy (American Hunger) (erit). Literature and Belief, 27
(I) 2007, 87-105.
Demeny, Tamas. The "Making of the Self in the Face afThat Self's Historic Denial"; SelfRepresentation in African American and Gypsy Autobiographies (erit). British and
American StudiesiRevista de Studii Britanice siAmericane, 13 (2007), 17-27.
Demirturk, Lale. The Politics of Raceless ness in Richard Wright's The Outsider (erit). CLA
Journal, 50 (Mar. 2007), 279-97.
Entin, Joseph. Teaching the Experimental Arts of American Protest (erit). Radical Teacher,
79 (Fall 2007), 2-7.
Fairfield, James. Deadly Discourses: Examining the Roles of Language and Silence in the
Lynching of Emmett Till and Wright's Native Son (crit). Arizona Quarterly, 63 (Win.
2007), 63-82.
Forbes, Michael Kwame. American Man: The Ambitious Searches of Richard Wright and
Ernest Hemingway (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Massachusetts, Amherst, 2007.
Fraile, Ana Marfa, ed. Richard Wright's Native Son (crit). Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2007.
Hakutani, Yoshinobu. Richard Wright's Haiku, Zen, and the African "Primal Outlook Upon
Life" (crit). Modern Philology, 104 (May 2007),510-28.
luli, Maria Cristina. The Human Is the Limit. Modernity and the Ideology of the Human in
Late American Modernism: Kenneth Burke, Nathanael West, and Richard Wright (crit).
Ph.D. Dissertation, Indiana U, 2007.
Jones, Donald C. and Timothy Barnett. A Comment on "Politicizing the Personal: Frederick
Douglass, Richard Wright, and Some Thoughts on the Limits of Critical Literacy" (crit).
College English, 69 (Mar. 2007), 400-04.
Kang, Nancy. "A Lot of Indian in His Face": The Native American Presence in TwentiethCentury American Autobiography (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Toronto, 2006.
Lackey, Michael. African American Atheists and Political Liberation: A Study of the
Sociocultural Dynamics of Faith (crit). Gainesville: U P of Florida, 2007.
Li, Vi. Cong Tu Sheng zi de Ming Ming fu Hao Kan Laite dui WASP wen de Jie Gou (crit).
Foreign Literature StudieslWai Guo Wen Xue Yan Jiu, 29 (Apr. 2007), 88-95.
Lucy, Robin. "Flying Home": Ralph Ellison, Richard Wright, and the Black Folk During
World War II (crit). Journal ofAmerican Folklore, 120 (Sum. 2007),257-83.
Mehrvand, Ahad. "Jim Crowism" in Richard Wright's Early Fiction (crit). Ph.D.
Dissertation, U Melbourne, 2007.
Pang, Haonong. The Triple Consciousness Under the Impact of Ac~ulturation: A Study of
Richard Wright's Four Novels (crit). Shanghai: Shanghai U P, 2007.
Polk, Noel. Richard Wright Award Address: Notes of Another Native Son (crit). Southern
Quarterly, 44 (Win. 2007), 126-37.
Reid-Pharr, Robert. Once You Go BLack: Choice, Desire, and the BlackAmerican Intellectual
(crit). NY: New York U P, 2007.
Shiffman, Dan. Richard Wright's 12 Million Black Voices and World War II-Era Civic
Nationalism (crit). African American Review, 41 (Fall 2007), 443-57.
Warnes, Andrew. Richard Wright's Native Son (crit). London: Routledge, 2007.
Weik, Alexa. "The Uses and Hazards of Expatriation": Richard Wright's Cosmopolitanism
in Process (crit). African American Review, 41 (Fa112007), 459-75.
Zheng, Jianquing. The South in Richard Wright's Haiku (crit). Notes on Contemporary
Literature, 37 (Mar. 2007), 6-9.
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PERIODICALS
Abaton: Des ~oines Unive~sity Literary Review. No. 1- (Fa112007- ). Annual. Mark
Stephan, editor; Des MOines University, 3200 Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50312.
Etc. No. 1- (2007- ). Irregular. [Ceased publication?] Hawkeye Community College
1501 East Orange Road, P.O. Box 8015, Waterloo, Iowa 50704.
'
The L~mberyard; ~Magazinefor Poetry and Design. No. 1- (Winter 2007- ). Semiannual.
E~c an~ Jenmfer Woods, editors; Firecracker Press, 2838 Cherokee Street St. Louis
Mlssoun 63118.
'
,
MinnetonkaReview. No. 1- (Summer 2007- ). Semiannual. Troy Ehlers editor-in-chief
P.O. Box 386, Spring Park, Minnesota 55384.
"
The Ole~flder Review. No. 1- (Fall 2007- ). Annual. Alyse Hudson, editor-in-chief
Engbsh Department, 3187 Angell Hall, University of Michigan Ann Arbor M' h' '
48109.
'
, IC Igan
Reverie: Midl~est Africa~ American Literature. Vol. 1- (2007- ). Quarterly. Randall
Horton, edit~r; Aquanus Press, P.O. Box 23096, Detroit, Michigan 48223.
Rock, Paper, S~lssors. N~. 1- (FalI2006~ ). Annual. West Egg Literati, clo Graduate
~~~~~~ of Liberal Studies, Hamline University, 1536 Hewitt Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota
Sliced Bread Magazine: A Student Publication at the University of Chicago. No. 1- (Spring
2007- ). Annual. University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60637.
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CATCH UP ON MIDWESTERN LITERATURE
DURING SPRING BREAK AND SUMMER VACATION

. ,. th Study of Midwestern Literature
The Society lor e
congratulates

John Rohrkemper
Winner of the 2011 Mid~~rica Award for
distinguished contnbuu?ns to the
study of Midwestern hterature

and

Louise Erdrich
Winner of the 2011 Mark Twain Award.for
distinguished contributions to Midwestern literature
.f
rizes will be presented on
These awards, along ~ithty,f04urls~~n:;af meeting, Michigan State
M 13th at the soCle s
. .
ay
University, East Lansing, Michigan
May 12-14.

For registration information, go to the
"annual symposium" link at
,
ssml.org

Drama
Ben-Zvi, Linda, and J. Ellen Gainor, eds. Susan Glaspell: The
Complete Plays. McFarland, 2010. [Iowa]
Fiction
Agee, Jonis. The River Wife. Random House, 2007. [Missouri]
Erdrich, Louise. Shadow Tag. HarperCollins, 201 O. [Minnesota]
Franzen, Jonathan. Freedom. Farrar, Straus and Gioroux, 2010.
[Minnesota]
Hamilton, Jane. Laura Rider's Masterpiece. Grand Central
Publishing. 2009. [Wisconsin]
Keillor, Garrison, Pilgrims. Penguin,201O. [Minnesota]
Moore, Lorrie. A Gate at the Stairs. Knopf,2009. [Wisconsin]
Rhodes, David. Driftless. Milkweed,2009. [Wisconsin]
Smiley, Jane. Private Life. Random House, 2010. [Missouri]
Somerville, Patrick. The Cradle. Little, Brown and Company, 2009.
[Wisconsin]
Poetry
Davis, Todd. The Least of These. Michigan State UP, 2010.
Obuchowski, Mary Dejong, ed. Field 0' My Dreams: The Poetry of
Gene Stratton-Porter. Kent State UP, 2007. [Indiana]
Radavich, David. Canonicals: Love's Hours. Finishing Line, 2009.
Nonfiction
Sanders, Scott Russell. A Conservationist Manifesto. Indiana UP,
2009.
Scholarship
Harrell, Willie. We Wear the Mask: Paul Lawrence Dunbar and the
Politics ofRepresentational Reality. Kent State UP, 2010. [Ohio]
Pichaske, David. Song of the North Country: A Midwest Framework
to the Songs of Bob Dylan. Continuum, 2010.
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RECIPIENTS OF THE MARK TWAIN AWARD
for distinguished contributions to Midwestern Literature

[,
i'
n,

ij

j':
~
l

II,.
i!

Jack Conroy
Frederick Manfred
Wright Morris
John Voelker (Robert Traver)
Harriette Arnow
Gwendolyn Brooks
John Knoepfle
Andrew Greeley
Harry Mark Petrakis
Dudley Randall
Jim Harrison
Don Robertson
Ray Bradbury
Mona Van Duyn
William H. Gass
William Maxwell
Sara Paretsky
Toni Morrison
Jon Hassler
Judith Minty
Virginia Hamilton
William Kienzle
Dan Gerber
Herbert Woodward Martin
David Citino
Richard Thomas
Margo Lagattuta
David Diamond
Stuart Dybek
Jonis Agee
Scott Russell Sanders

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

